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MILITAFI CURRICIER4 MATERIALi

The Military-developed'airriculunkkaterials in this course :

paCkage were'selecte&bpthe NationalCanter for Research in.

Vocational EducatiOnMilitai:y Curriculum Project for dissem- .

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coorslinatiork Centers and

otherinStructional materials agencies. The,purpose of

disseminating these courses was tomake curriculunmaterials

developed by the military mote accessible to vocational

educators 'in the civililan setting.

Ihe course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
.(

dirssemination: Materials whicli were specific to the nilitary.

*..re deleted, copyrighted materials were either anitted or appro-

val for their use-was lobtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.

tik
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Military
CurriculUm Materials
Dissemination Is ...

an activity to increase the accessibility of
militavdeveloped curriculum materials to
vocationaland teckinical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
cquisition of curriculum materials in print

,form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of. Defense.

The acquired rnaterials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
Oeeined applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for- Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated reprosentative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
-Project Director
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What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
*guides, student workbooks apd technidal
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Comirftications
Di ailing
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Ma gement &

upervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Plwtography
Public Servic9

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented Will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified arid selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

; ,..4 .J

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on Obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond toyour request directly or refer .
you to an insttuctional materials agency
closer ip you.

CURRICULUM COORD,11,1ATIOil HP'S

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL, 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000 -

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562'

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director ,

Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510

WES,TERN

Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director,
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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The National Center
Mission Statement

* - 1
. .

The National Center for Research 10--
Vocational Educatiori's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, ifistitutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fultjlls its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and'
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and'outcomes

- Installing educational programs and
products

Operating'information systems and
services

,

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materiels

WRITE OR CALI...
Program Inforrnation Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational,

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3656 or Toll Free 800/

8484815 within the continental U.S.
(ixcept Ohio)

Military Curriculu
Materials for

Vocational- and
Technical Educaiion

information and Field
Services Divhion

The Hationni Center tor Research
in Vocational Education
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Course Description

Because of its long length Plumbing Specialist has been divided into three (Acourses for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical Education." Training for this series of courses includes instruction on
plumbing system operation principles and configurations, construction and maintenance of fixtures, faucets, and plumbing system valves, and utilization

Wand maintenance of tools, equipment, and supplies. The series involves 243 hours of instruction.

This is the third course in the series. It includes Block IVFixtures and Appurtenances and Block VUtility Equipment. Students should not start'
Plumbing Specialist, IV and V before they have completed Plumbing SPeckelist, I and Plumbing Specialist, II and IA (courses 3-21 and 3-22 in this
catalog). The lesson titles and hours for the course are listed below:

Block IV Fixtures and Appurtenances contains eight lessons with 58 hours of instruction.

Installation of Bathtubs anctShowers (6 houi.$)
Installation of Water Closets (6 hours)
Installation of Urinals (6 hours)
Installation of Lavatories (6 hours)
Insulation of Water Lines (6 hours)
inspection and Maintenance of Plumbing Systems (6 hours)
Recovery and Restotation.(12 hours) -
Planning and Layout of Plumbing Systems (10 hours)

Block V Utility Equipment ontagts seven lessons with 39 hours of insuuction. Two additional lessuns were delewd because they deal with
military resources and communication security)

Wintelization of Piping (2 hours),
Maintenance ofValves (4 hours)
Maintenance of Sewers and Grease Traps (6 hours)
Emergency Maintenance of Exterior Piping (6 hours)
Fire Hydrants.and Sprinkler Systems (12 hours)
Utility Etwipment (6 hours)
Corrosion Control (3 hours)

Materials for both student and teacher use are included. Printed materials for the instructor include a plan of instruction for each block and lesson plans
for each iesson. these contain an outline of instruction, objectives, activities, materials and tools needed, text assignments, and references. Student
matenals consist of study guides and workbooks for each block. Shop drawings are attached to the workbooks. Thirty-two slide sets and eight films
are suggested f or the series buethese are not provided.

1'

ana Ko.orAfxsiat =mom( ,L, srArt 0,0.4;64.
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. -. COURSE CHART

NUMBER

3ABR55235
I POS'COOE

ARL
OATE -

.4

2 July 1975
_I

couctsE TITLE

Plumbing Specialist
Arc OPPANEI APPROVAL OATE

TTMS, 13 November 1974
CENTER OPR

Shegpard/TTOXU
SUPERSEDES COURSECMART '

3ABR55235; 5 April 1973
APPLICABLE TRAINING STANOARDSTY
552X5,15 Feb 73 ;Ch1,25 Feb7

DEPARTMENT OPR

Department of Civil Engineering Training
LOCATION OF TRAINING *.

\Sheppard AFB, Texas'
COURSE SECURIT1 CLASSIFICATION

UNCLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN .

*

Group/Lock Step: Proficiency Advancement
TARGET READING GRAOE LEVEL FOR PREP-
ARATION OF TRAINING LITERATURE

IENGTH OF TRAINING
( 9 W..k. 0 ciays)

,

(C/L)
Training (CTT)

Couree I (AFR 50221P ..

Course II (AFR 50-24)
Training (SMT) (ATCR 50-20),

Predeparture Safety Briefing
. .

,
_

%

B&W*

322
270

5240'
. 38

12
.. 2

12'
2/

10'
-

360

Teehnical
.

Training

ClasSroom/LalIoratory
Complementary Technical

Related Training

Standard Traffic Safety,
Local Conditions Course,
Supplemental Military
Commander's Calls/Briefings
End of Course AppointmentS;

(ATCR 127-1) .

Total ..
REM4RKS -

Effectiire date; 11 August 1975 with class 7i0811.

. -
, .

.

TABLE I MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT .

Lavatory Soil Pipe
Urinals , Copper Pipe
Valve Repair Kits Galvanized Pipe
Water Heaters Black Pipe .

Shower Unit Vitrified Tile
Water Close,t Traps -

Grooving Tool . Valves
Tapping Machine Insulating Materials .

Test Plugs , Pipe Locator
Die Sets
Shop Benches .,

Power° Grinder
Plumber Furnaces , -, .

plumber Fire Pot .
.

Sewer Augers . .
Centrifugal Pimps
9 iaphragm Pump" '

' , '

FORM
.ATC OEC 74 449

REPLACES PREVIOUS EOITIONS AND ATC FORM 449 El, NOV 72

11



A

,3ABR55235 COURSECHART - TABLE 11 - TRMN1NG CONTENT ,
NOTE: Include time spent on technical treining (TT) (classroont/lal;oratory (CA.) and complementary tecnnical training (CTTt)and related
training (RT). Exclude time spent on individual assistance (remedial instruction). A single entry of time shown for a unit is C/L time.
When double entry is shown, the second entry is CTT time. . t

RS PER
'NI(

OF TNG

.

. 3 I 5 i

.

61 7 1

1

2(4/5)

ou4se Material - UNCLASSinED 54 Hours TT 18 Hours RT

.

**

i" ,

,

7--/.

LO K I - Introduction to Plumbing
. .

rientation (2 hrs); Career Field and Civil Engineer
rganization (2 hrs); Plumbing Safety (2 hrs);,
lumbing Systems, Terminology, and Engineering
rawings (12 hrs); Publications (6 hrs),, Exterior
eiver Systems (4 hrs); Maintenance 6f ToOls (2 hrs);

tallation of Building Sewer Systems (6 hrS); ,
dividual Waste Disposal Systems (12 hrs); Structaral
enings (4 hrs); Measurement 'Test and Test'

Critique (2 hrs). .

,

t (Safety as Applicable)
,

54 Hours C/L

..

2(1/5)
3
4(4/5)

Course Material - UNCLASSIn..6D 72(7ours TT

-

8 Hours RT
.

.

I

-

BLOCK II - Building Waste-Systems
. .

Buildini Drains (12 hrs); Vents and Stacks (12 hrs);
Floor Drains and Roof Drains (3 hrs); Waste,Rough-In
for Lavatories (.3 hrs); Installation of Back Vents
(6 hrs); Rgugh-In for Urinal Drains (6 hrs); Rough-In
for Showets antl'Tub Drains (6 hrs); ROugh-In for
Water Closet Drains (6 hrs); Testing Drainage .Systems
(4 hrs); Measurement Test-and Test Critique (2 tirs).

(Safety as Applicable),.. .

. ., 60 Hours C/L

12 Hours CTT

.

,

. )

4 /
.

4(1/5)
5
6(2/5)

.

,

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 62 Hours TT 2 Hours RT

ao-

- .

BLOCK II( - Exteribr and Interior Water
Supply Systems

.. .
Exterion.Water Supply (3 hrs);.Steel Pipe Assembly
(3 hys); Installation of Building Service Lines (6 hrs);
Building Distribution Systems (12 hrs).; Copper 'Tubing
Assembly (12 hrs)'; Water Supply Rough-In for Fixtures
(6 hrs); Inottallation,pf Dompstic Water Heaters (4"hrs);
114teasuremérit TeSt and Test Critique (2 Kis).

. .

. (Sa fety as Applidable) . .
,

.

S 48 Hours C/L
,

.

14 Hours CTT

1

-f
,

1

1

1

I.

,

ATC FO RtA 449 A
APR 73

PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE.
e) 12 /



COURSE CHART - TABLEII - TRAINING CONTINT 3ABR55235
NOTE: tnciods time spent on technics) treining (TT) -(classneitia/lelteretory (C/L) rand complantory technical training (CTP)anel related
training (RT). Exclude time spent oN Indbol4usl eislatenco (reenriljel instruction). A single entry of time shown for a pith is C/L. time.

When doublio entry Is shown, the seam( entry is CTT time.

MRS PER
DAY

OF.THO 2 3 6

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 80. HourS TT.
BLOCK JV - Fixtures and Appurtenances

6(3/5) Installation of f3athtubs and Showers (6 hrs); Installa-
tion of Water Closets (6 hri); Installation of Urinals

8(2/5) (6 hrs); Installation of Lavatories (6 hrs); Insulation of
Water Lines (6 hrs); Inspection and_Maintenance of
Plumbing Systems (6 hrs); Recovery and Restoration'
(12 hrs.); Planning and Layout of Plumbing Systems
(10 hrs); Measurement Test and Test Critique (2 hrs).

(Safety as Aiiplicable),

60 Hours C/L,
a

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED 54 Hours TT
BLOCK V - Utility Equipment

8(3/5) Winterization of Piping (2 hrs); Maintenance of-VaTves
9 (4 hrs); Maintenance- of Sewers and drease Traps

(6 hrs); Emergency Maintenance of Exterior Piping
(6 hrs); Fire Hydrants and Sprinkler Systems (12 hrs);
Utility Equipment (6 hrs); Corrosion Control (3 hrs);
Project and Resource Management (3 hrs); Communi-
cation Security (2 hrs); Measurement Test and Test
Critique (2 hrs); Course Critique and. graduation .
(2 hrs).

(Safety as Applicable)

48 Hours C/L

20 Hours CTT

6 Hours CTT

10 Hours RT

ATC FORM 449A
APR 73

PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE.

3
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

( OuRSE Iva I

PluMbing Specialist .

BLOCK TITLE

Fixtures and Appurtenancei

-
. UNITS Cc -,:-.7. "T)3N AND CRITERION OR JECTISIES
I

DURATION
NOUPc,

:
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Installation of Bathtubs and Showers

a. Using the manufacturer's specifications
and procedures provided, install a shower.
The mixing faucets must operate easily,4 thq ,

shower head must be the correct
distance from the floor and the drain must be
installed correctly.

-

8
(6/2)

Day 28
(43/2)

Column -I. Reference
la

Instructional Materials

STS Reference

4g
,

,

, 6a(6), 13a(3), 14a ..

and Showers
Faucets and Showers

.......,',

.

SG 3ABR55235-IV-1, Installition of Bathtubs
WB 3A8R55235-1V-1-P1, Installing Mixing
Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications

..

Audio Visual Aids ,

Slides, -Installation of Bathtubs and Showers
.

Training EqUipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1) .

z op and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)

-

.
,

.

.t
, ,

,

4

Mock-UpTrainer (2J
Rower (2)

Training Methods ,
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs) .

Outside AssignMents (2 hrs)
.

Instructional Environment/Design .

Classroom (2 hrs),
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Study Hall (Dormitory) (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancersont

A

PLAN Of INSTRUCTION NO.. 3ABR55235 OATE 2 July 1975 BOCK NO. 1V PAGE NO. 41

1 5
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contint.ad)
.

UN TS :)T .Tr. +CTioN :ND CR.1 ER.OR CLIJI v IIVI:
DURATION

(HOURS)
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

. -

-

.
.

.,

.

r ti

Instructional Guidance
Use slides and samples when discassing the types of tubs wild drains.
Discuss floor and wall preparation procedures. Identify the symbols
used to reprefitent various types of tubs. Use manufacturer's rough-in
specifications for references. Discuss the types of showers; valves,.
and shower heads. While in the booth area, enforce correct lifting
procedures and techniques designed to reduce damage to fixtures.
Demonstrate the correct leveling techniques. Demonstrate techniques
used in preventing surface damage to chromeplated accessories.
Discuss the procedures for protecting the finish on fixtures during the
installattqp Have the students complete the work project:,

/'
At the end of day 28, make the following outeide assignment: Read SG
3ABR55235-1V-2, Answer the questions. Fill in the blanks of
WB 3ABR55235-1V-2-P1. Be prepared for a quiz over this material
The following references should be used in preparing the lessom

AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code -

. Installation of Water Closets
.

a. Using the manufacturer's .specifica-
tions and procedures provided, install a tank-
type water closet bowl'. Bowl must be securely
attached to closet flange.

. ,-/.
,

8
(8/2)

Dity 29
(3/1)

'

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
2a 14a.
2b 14a

i ...

Instructional Materials .

$G 3ABR55235-IV-2, Installation of Water Closets
3VB 3ABR55235-1V-2-P1, ,Installing Tank-Type Water Closets
Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications

. .
,

PLAN OF INST Pr.:C. 04 NO. 3ABR55235
r 1

DATE 2 July 1975 . I BLOCK NO. IV I PAGE NO. 42

1 (' 17
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PLAN OFINSTRUCTION (Continuos:CI

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

b. Following the procedures provided,
install a flush tank. The tank must be level
and attached securely to the bowl.

,

t
'

4,

.

(3/1) Audio Visual Aids .
aides , Water Closet and Mechanism

Training Equipment_
Hand Tools 'for Plumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools fbr Plumbing (2)
Water Closet (2) .

Flush Tank (2)

Training Methods
,

Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs) .

Performance (4 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs) ,

. ,

Instimctional Environmeni/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs) ,

Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement
. .

, i .: ,

Use slides samples-when &edit-ibis-it the types-o vi 1 I ''.

.

. .

.

.

and . -

flushing actions, and flushing mechanisms. Demonstrate the installatloii
of flush tank internal mechanisms. Explain the purpose and installation
of a ivax ring. Have the students assemble a flush tank. Emphasize the
precautions to be taken when handlidg water closets. Identify methods
of fabricating and installing supply lines. Have the students complete
the work projects.

, .
,

-

PLAN OF INST RUC (ION NO 3ABR55235 D"EChanged 20 Ja nua BLOCK NO. P4GE NO. 43

4,
I

-

p



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continu4

UNITS-OF INSTRuct ION ANO CRITERION ORJECTIVES
I

DURATION
(HOURS)

2

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS 040 GUIOANCE

....

4.

3. Installation of Urinals
.

a . Ins t al 1 a wall-mounted urI na
in accordance with the manutacturer s
'installation instruction Utainal
must be securely attachell and must

be the 'Correct distance from the
f loor .
. b. Using instructions provided, install a

flushometer and a vacuum breaker. The
Installed items must not leak and must be
-aligned with the fixture inlet.

c. Using the instructions provided,
Install a P-trap. The trap must be aligned
Pith the fixture outlet.
,

-

.

,

.

8
(6/2)

Day 30
(4/1)

(1/1)

.

(1/0) :

,
,

For day 29, make the following outside assignment: Read-SO
3ABR55235-IV-2, aid answer the questions. Complete WB 3ABR55235-
IV-2 -pl. The foilaiing. ,.
references silould be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-101, Gropnd Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code

,
.

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference .
,

3a 14a .....

, '10a(31 14a3b
3c 13a(5), 14a

Instructional Materials
.

SO 3ABR55265-IV-3, Installation of Urinals
WEI 3ABR55235-W-3-P1, Installation of Urinals

,

Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications
,

Audio Visnal Aida
,

Slides, Identification and Installation of Urinals

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2) .

Urinal (2)

,

.

.
, .

. .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 iir fc4itri .Taniikry lpis j sum so. N I PAGE NO.

Mol

ae,b.

r) I

111. ...mamma 4WD
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UN:13 OF ,NStRJCTION AND "., :.% :flE.. T IYES
DURATION

'HOURS'
2

'SUPPORT mil -R .... ANI- GUIC.NCE _..
.

If

, ,s

-

.

.

..... .

.

.

1

4
,

,

,

,
.

...,

.

.

.

..

.

.
.

,
.

.

,

.

.

-

..

S

..,4y.

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 Irs)
Performance (4 hts) ' .

Outside Assignment's (2 hrs)
. -

Instructional invironment/Desu
.

.

Classroom (25hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs) '.

Study Hall (bormitory )(2 hrs) .

Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement
,

. 'Instructiohal Guidance .

Use slides and available samples to describe valioue types of urinals

and discuss the codes governing the use of each type. Discuss the types
of traps used, vatuum breakers, anci flushing mechanisms. .Identify
and demonstrate the use of spud w.renches. Describe wall preparation.
when installing wall-hung urinals. Reference students to specific manu-
facturer's specifications for wall-hung urinal. Have students install and

Connect a wall-hung urinal. Demonstrate how flushometers can be
adjusted and ckiscuss repair procedures. Have the students perform an

operational check orurinal installation. Help the students analyze
possible causes of malfunctions if they exist, and permit them to correct
them. Have the students complete the work projects.

, .

At the end of day 30, make the following outside assignment: Read SG
3ABR55235-1T-4, and answer the question. Complete WB 3ABR55235-
IV-4-Pl. Be prepared for a test over this material. The following
reference should be used in preparing the lesson:

AFR 127-101,- Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
.

. .

,
' .

1

PL AN OF INV, RUC TioN NO 3ABR55235
DATE 2 July.1975 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO. 45 .

tit'

Pe

,
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. .
. PLAKPF 11:TZTION (Continuel) .

. ,

. ,

.
UNITS Or INSTRUCT)ON AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

3

, DURATION
04DURS)

2
1 ' SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUICAPiC

3 .
4 -

.

. Installation of Lavatories
.

/. a: Install a will-mounted lavatory in ,-
accordance with the manufacturer's specifi- ','

cationst* Lavatory musttie mounted securkly
and be- the correct height from the floor. .

. .. .
b. Uéing, a basin w ranch And folio**

the procedurek provided,. install a faucet and
supply lilies. The faucetmust be 'securely
fastened to the fixture, must open'and close
easily but must not leak when closed: , ,

... .
,

,

e. Following the instructions provided,
install a laiatory trap, The trap must be
aligned with fixture outl-et and the connections..
mud hp water tight.

. .
.

,

.

.

-

.

8
(6/2)

Day 31
' (3/1)

,

),

(2il)

.

(1/0)

.

.

,

.

column 1 Referenc6 , STS Reference .

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

44,

.

.

-

.

.

-I
.

Ta-' . Ra -
4b - 13a(3) ,

'''.

4c llf(10), 1 a(5). .
. -

Iristructional:Materials
SG 3ABR55235-IV-4, Installatkon of Lavatories
WB 3ABR55235-1V-4-P1, Installing Lavatories ,.
Manufacturer's Specifications

A
Audio Visual Mat
Slides, Installation of Lavatories

.

TrainingEquipment ..
Hand Tools for Plumbing (I) . , .

Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)
Lavatory,with Faucet and Drain (2)

Training Methods
Discussion aniDsmonstration- (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs) .

Outside Assignments (2 hrs)
... -

Instructional Znvironment/Design '
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Study Hall (Dortnitory)(2 hrs)i
Gtoup/LockstepiProfIciency Advancement

-
, - .

.

,

.
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PL AN. OF INSTRUCTION (Conttnual
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2
fliOlirt%

----. ,

..(' p..PPORT 44: -_$ AND-:.JIDAN 2. 1
-

. ...

...

.

.

4 -

.

. ,
,

,

.

5. Insulation- of Water Lines

a. Using preformed insulation, cement,
paste,.cheesecloth, and metal bands and
following instructions provided, 'insulate a
water line. Pipe must be completely povered
and the insulation secured With cheesecloth,
metal bands and cement.

. -

l: ,
1

8
(8/2)

Day 32
(6/2),

.

.,

13ABR55235-0
:

,

1

'
.

1

1

Instructional Guidance . .

Use slides and samples to describe types of lavatories, Use manufac-
turer's rough-in specifications to discuss wall preparation and installs-
tion procedures. Describe drain components and installation types of
traps, and -installation procedures. Discuss the codes goverLig the use

: of slip joints. Identify and demonstrate the use of a basin wrench.
Monitor the students as they, prepare a wall for a lavatory installation.
Stress the care of fixtures and accessories to prevent undue damage. '.
Have the students install tke lavatory and test for leaks: ..

At the end of day 31, make the following outside assignment:. Read SG
-5, -and answer the questions. . Complete WB 3ABR55235-

IV-5-Pl. Be prepared for a test-on this material. The following
references should be uSed in Preparing the lesson:

. .

APR 127-101, Ground Accident Peevention Handbook
National Plumbing bode .

Column 1 Reference STS,Reference
5a 12g

.

.

Instructional Materiils .

SG 3ABR55235-IV-5, Insulation of Water Lines-
WB 3ABR55235-IV-5-P1, Insulating Water;Line0 and Fittings

. .

Audio Visual Aids ,

Slides, Types of Insulations , .
Slides, Installation Procedures ., 4

.
.

.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cuntinueri)

DURATI:..4
HOUtts

2
SUPPORT MATERIAt S AND GUIDANCE

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)

Training Methods
Discussion andZemonstrailpn (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs) ,

Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (5 hrs)
Study Nall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

InStructional Guidance
Use slides and samples while deicribing the types and use of insulating
materials. biscuis the need for insulating hot and cold water pipe.
Demonstrate the installation of preformed insulation with cheesecloth,
wheat paste, and metaL bands. Demonstrate the use of magnesiu
asbestos cement. Demonstrate the safe use of knives scissors, or
hacksaws in cutting materials. Have the students insulate the hot water
lines from the heater and a valve body.

At the end of day 32, make the following outside assignment: Read SG
3ABR55235-W-6, and sewer the questions. He prepared for a-test over
this material. The following references should be-used in preparing the
lesson: ,

AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbiniropode'

PLAN OF INSTRUCT-ION tiG 3ABR55235

0

DATE 2 July 1975 1 ILOCK NO. I PAGE NO. 48
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
..

t
,

UNITS 9f INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

12 (Howes)

..o .

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIOANCE

3

. rnspection and Maintenance of Plumbing
Systems

, a. Locate leaks visually or with instru-
ments in buried or hidden water lines. Each
student must locate at least one leak.

b. Given a drawing of a water supply
system, sketch one method of reducing water
hammer. The method sketched must comply
with the national, plumbing code.

c. Following given procedures, visually
check the pressure and flow of water in a
building or base water supply system. Each
student must visually check the pressure and
flow. .

d. Make an operational check of the w ster
supply llnes, vent and waste system, andpipe
hangers in the booth *area. List all malfunc-
tions-or problem areas that must be corrected.
Each student must find all the malfunctions and
problem areas found by the instructor.

e. Following given procedures,repair
all the leaking joints and replace all the
defective pipe in the booth area. All leaks
must, be repaired and all defective pipe re-
placed.

.

8
(6/2)
Day 33
.(1/1)

(0.5/0)

(0.5/0)

(1/1)
,

i

(1/0)

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
6a 10a(4), 10a(5)
6b 12c
6c 16-1(1), 104121 /-
6d 10a(3), 10e _

6e 12a, 12b
6f 13b 3 c . i .

6g ^ 13b) d
6h 13b 3 .)

,

Instructional Materiils
SG 3ABR55235-I1-6, Inspectbn and Maintenance of Plumbing Systems
WB 3ABR55235-IV-6-P1, Inspection and Maintenance of Plumbing

Systems
Manufacturer's jtough-In Specifications ...
National Plumbing Code

Audio Visual Aids 1

Slides, Building Plumbing Sys(ems .

Training Equipment
Rand Tools for Plumbing (1) .

Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)

TrainingMethods - .

Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrS) ,

Performance (4 hrs) t ,

Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

.,

b

_
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,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Clintinus4i

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
c

DURATION
mount

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

f. Given aitank type water closet with a
malfunctioning Meth valve, float valve, and
necessary repair procedures perform the
necessary repairs to place the valves in opera-
tional condition:

g. Using a valve repair kit, necessary
hand tools, and prescribed-procedures, repair
a leaking water faucet or valve to restore it
to serviceable condition.

h. Given a malfunctioning flushometer,
and repair procedures perform the necessary
repairs to place the unit in operational
condition.

. -
s

*
. iv

. '

S

.. .

r

(0.5/0)

.

(0.5/0)

(1/0)

.

' Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2.hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs) :.

Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement lt4r

. ,
Instructional Guidance
Use samples and existing plumbing systems when discussing.the inppecr.
tion, maintenance, asd repait of piping, fixtures, and appurtenances.
Demonstrate the methakis of inspecting water systems for flev, pressUre
valve operation, lea* Discuss the possible causes and correction
of low water pressure and flow, water hammer, friction, pipe alignment,
leaking pipe, and joint. 'Demonstrate how a leairing faucet may be
repaired by using a valve seat repair tool. Describe the possible mal- '
functions in both drain and vent systems and the techniques used to locate
malfunctions. The plumbing systems which the studentshave installed
should be "bugged" so the students will have to (1) repair a leak in water
lines; (2) repair and/or replace a leaking water faucet and drain; and
(3) adjust, repair, and/or replace flush tank mechanisms, and flusho-
meters. Help the students to diagnose problems and determine appro-
priate repair procedures. Stress safety while working with heavy pipe .
tools and equipment. .

,
.

At the end of day 33, make the following outside assignnient: Read SG
3ABR55235-IV-7, and answer the first five questions. The following
references should be used when preparing the lesson: .
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code

-

.

.
.,

FLA/4*(1e INSTRUCTION MO. 3ABR55235
. .
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... '
PLAN OF inntucTiom (Centinu.d)- , , .

v

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)

.

SUPPORT 31ATEIVALS AND GUIDANCE

7 Recovery and Restoration

- -

a. Working as a member of a team and
following verbal and writeen instructions,
remove clean, inspect, and salVage all of the
plumbi4 fixiores, valves, pipe, and tubing
from the booth area. SaWaged equipment ,

must be cleaned, inipected, assorted as to
size, material, and type and returned to the
correct storage area.

0

,

.

.

-

, - ..

.

, .

. .

.

16
(12/4)
Days 34
and 35

(12/4)

S

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
'la 3a(7), llf(9)(c), 12b .

.

Instructional Materials
SG SABR55235-Pi,-7, Recovery and Restotation .,

WB 3ABR55235-IV-7-P1, Recovering and liestoring Piping and Fixtures
Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications .

.

Audio Visual Aidd
Slides, Building Plumbing Systems

, , S :

Trainii% Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)
Salvageable Plumbing,Equipinent (2) -----)
Training Methods .

.
.

Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs) .
Performance (10 hrs) ,
Outside.AssignmentsAls)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (10 hrs)
Study Hall (Dormitory)(4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement

,

. .

4 J -

1
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.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cbalinu.41

,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

OMURA
2

.
SUPPORT MATEMALS AND GUIDANCE

,,

.....

,

.

,
'

.
,

.

. Planning and Layout II Plumbing Systems
\
\ .

.
,

a. Given a floor plan, make a working
drawing and specify e method of installation
of the plumbing iyste that is required in this
specific plan. The drawing must be complete

mallenough,to be used to e a bill of materials.
b. Using a worki drawing ot a*plumbing

system, make a bill oi -materials that would be
needed to construct the system. The bill of
materials must- accurately idenWy all required
materials without shortages nd without excess
greater than 10%.

-

.

.

14
(10/4)

Days .38
and 37
(4/1),,

(2/1)
,

,

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the circumetances in which pipinday be recovered for later ,

reuse. ofscuss the 'codes governing recovery and reuse of pipe.
Discuss the best methods of dismantling various types of pipe and joints.
Ern .. -. e the careful handling of fixtures, to prevent chupage.and injury
to the ..rsonnel. Have the students dismantle, clean, and store bath-
room f . . es, piping and fittings. - ,

...

At the end of day 34, make the following outside assignment: Review
SG 3AHR55235-1y-7 and answer questions 6 thru 10.

At the end of clity 35; make the following outside assignment: Read SG
3A8R55235-IV-8.and answer the questions at 'the end of the text. The
following references should be used when preparing the tenon:
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code ,

Column 1 Reference STS Referenáa .

8a a a , c 8d
8b c
Ilc . lii-

, Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55235-W-8, Planning and Layout cl Plumbing Systems
WV, 3AHR55235-1V4-P1, Planning and Layout of a Plumbing System
National Pluinbing Code

.

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3AHR5523. DATE 2 July 1925 1 BLOCK P40.
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,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Clontinuod) . ,

UNITS OF INS I RUCT ION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

- ,
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

c. Using a floor plan, a working drawing,
\ and the required materials, install a plumbing

system in the miniature model house.
Completed system must comply vfith the
National Plumbing Code. ,

,

t

-

_

- .

.

.

.

-

..-

. Measurement Test and Test Critique
- .

(4/2)

.

.
2 .

(2/0)
Day 37

Trainini Equipment
Miniature Pipe-and Fittings (12) -

Training Methods . .

Discussion and Demonstration (4 hrs) ..., .

Performance (6 hrs)
.Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

-

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (6 hrs) . -

Study HalDorinitory) (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

,
Instructional Guidance ---- .

Discuss the use of froor plans and the necessity of making complete
working drawings. Divi'de the class into groups and have them complete
the work project. -

i
. -

At the end of bay 36, make the following'outside,assignment: Reviews
fiG 3ABR55235-IV-8 and WB 3ABR55235-1V-8-P1 and prepare for a test'
over Block IV. t
At the end of Day 37, make the folrowing outside assignment: Read SG
3ABR55235-V-1, and answer the questions. Read SG 3ABR55235-V4,
and answer the questions. Be prepared for a test over this material..
The following reference should be used in preparing the lesson:

National Plumbing Code
--

.
'

, -
.
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CT

, PLAN-DF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TIT,E

. .Plumbing Specialist

eLoct lITLE .
,

-Utility Equipment t

UNITS OF I NSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

-.......
DURATION

IHOURS)
f

,....
.

SUPPORT AiiIERIALS AND GUIDANCE

-. Winterization Df Piping ,
a. Working ais a member of,a team,

Winterize the plumbing fixtures in the building
latrine. All wa_pri must be removed from the
filiture tra

b. Working as a member of a tearn, and
using either a propane torch 'or rags and hot
water, thaw a frozen pipe (frozen pipe may be
simulated). The pipe must be heated until, it
is warm when touched.

. . '

,
.

,

,

.

,

It

.
..,

2
(2/0)

Day 38
(1/0)

(1/0)

,

1

Column 1 Refelence STS Reference -

.

,

la
lb

h
Inistructional Materials

1_2s,

121

,

Plumbini System

System

.
.

.

Ape.

SG SABR55235-V-1, Winterization of Piping
WB 3ABR55235-V -1-P1, Winterizing Building,National Plumbing Code

,
Audio Visual. Aids
Slides, Winterization of a Building Plumbiing
Slides, Techniques in Thawing Pipes

Trainin Equipment
Hand 'Tools for Plu mbing (1)

r' -
Trainint Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (0.5 hr)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (15 hrs1-0.. , ,.
Laboratory (0.5 hr)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

,

,

. .
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4

Limy IS sr NC. Ri1 ( RION DEACTIVES
DURAT.3N

.NDURS
2 3

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2. Maintenance of Valves

a. Mien a globe valve, locate and name
each of the major components. All compo-
nents must be correctly named.

b. Fiillowing given instructions, repair
a globe valve.. The completed valve must open.
and close easily but must not leak when closed

4 2

Instructional Guidance
Desdkibe-the effects of freezing-temperatures on plumbing systems-and-
'how water freezing and expanding within the system causes pipe, joints,
or fittings to leak. Use slides to show the materials and procedures used
to thaw .pipe systems. Have the students complete the workbook ;

exercises.

6 Column 1 Reference
(4/2) 2a

Day 38 2b -

(1/1)
Instructional Materials

(3/1) SG.3ABR55235-V-2, MiLintenance of Valves
WB 3ABR55235-V-2-PI, Maintaining Valves

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Valves Used in Plumbing Systems
Training Film: FLC 16/118, Piping Pointers

ef Training EQuipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

TrainiatMIthods
Discuson mid Demonstration (1 lir)
Performance (3 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

STS Reference
13b(3)(a)
13b(3)(a)

3ABR55235 I
2 July 1975 -t. no

hp*

V c,;.;*:,- 66
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'PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

JN15 .ts'yrk"."TONstot.
DURATION

2
(HOURS)

3. Maintenance of Sewers and Grease Traps

a. Woridng as a member of a team and
using an engine or electrically powered auger,
steel tape or chemicals, 'clean a sewer line.
Cleaned line must pass water readily.

b. Using maps, probes, or electrical
instruments locate a buried pipe. Two or
more students must individually locate the same
pipe. r,,

8 ,

(13/2)
Day49

(2/1)

(2/0.5)

SUPPORT LAI ERIAL:S.AND GUIDANC§...

Instructional Environment/Design
Cl ssroom .(1 hr)
Lath,,ratory (3 hrs)
Study all (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Grtsup kstep: Proficiency Advancement

Instructional Guidance
Use slides to describe the components of globe, gate, plugi'and check
valves. Discuss how the valve seats and other valve components may be
repaired. Have the students distmantle; inspect, and perfoFm repairs
on valves.
At the end of day 38, make the folloiiing outside assignment: Read SG
3ABR55235zV-3, and answer the questions. Be prepared for a test over.
thks material. The following references should be used in preparing the
leesolitt:
AFfelr-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water 'Plants and Systems
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook

Column 1 Reference STS Referenie
3a 34), 3a(2), lie(1), 12e(2), 12e(3), 120(4)
3b 121

3c

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55135-ir-3, Maintenance of Sewer and Grease Traps
WB 3ABR55235-V-3-P1, Maintaining Sewer
WB 3ABR55235-V-3,-P2, Maintaining Grease Traps

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Maintenance of Main Sewer
Slides, Maintenance of Grease Trap

4

-TcitiSr RIJ 4 3ABR5523 2 July 10755

4 4
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued,

Jti TS NSTRuCT,ON -IND :#`TERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS' SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

c. Following given procedures and
working as a member_oLa team, inspect and
cle?ii a grew* trap or septic tank: The clew*
grease trap or septic tank must operate
correctly without leaking and without undue .
odor.

4. *L' 3ABR55235 - 2 July 1975 13CK ha.
II. ao . .110 AM. ...110V V... a. rowy eq... am/. /No.....0.0

(2/0.51 Training Equipment
Hand Tools forEPlumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2),
Grease Trap (12)
Pipe Detection Instruments and Devices (12)
Power Auger (8)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)'
Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Group/Locksteii: Proficiency Advancement

Instructional Guidance -

Use slides and maps when discussing the methods of locating buried
pipe. Demonstrate the use of mapeand-probes-in locating-pipe. Describe
the procedures used for checking the flow in a main sewer. Discuss the
safety precautiofis to be observed when working in manholes. Aow the
sewer auger and demonstrate how it is Used. Explain why cheinicals
should be added,to the sewer after rodding. Discuss methdds of locating
and isolating an area of malfunction. Briefly discuss the procedures for
coordinating with affected activities and supporting work centers.
Describe various methods of removing drainage pipe, including plastic,
steel, cast iron, cement asbestos, claY tile, when joints are threaded,'
flanged; lead-caulked, sleeved, or compression-fitted. Discuss the

Ipurpose, location, and.maintenance of grease.traps. Have the students

NO. 57
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oul TS Of :r :st CZ'ON.013JECTiVES

PLAN OF INSiRUCTION (Continued)

DURATION
,fHOURS)

2 3

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

4. Emergency Maintenance bf Exterior .

Piping

a. Given specific tools, equipment, and
instructions, make a temporary repair to a

line by installing a clamp-on repair device.
Ciimpleted repair must withstandliiiie Water
pressure without leaking.

b. Using given instructions, grooved
pipe and necessary fittings assemble a
grooved pipe connection. Completed connec-
tion must withstand base water piessure
without leaking.

I
. ..

. ,.... _____-_ -- -- -------4------ ..,..
N C.. ,NSIKI:.:T104 HO 3ABR55235 1, - ;= 2',Tuly 1975 ----FaLooc No.. V

8
(6/2)

Day 40
(3/1)

clean a grease trap: Have the students rod out the main sewek used in
the booth area. Using equipment and maps, have students locate a
buried pipe. Have students complete workbook projects.

At the end of day 39, make the following outside assignment; Read SG
3ABR55235-V-4, and answer the questions. Be prepared fora test over
this material, The following references should be used in preparing-the .
le n:

FR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing -Code

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4a I2d
4b 1144)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55235-Y-4, Emergency Maintenance of Exterior Piping -
WB-3ABR55235-V-4-P1, Temporary Maintenance_of_Exterlor_Piping____

(3/1) . Audio Visual Aids
&idea, Emergency Maintenance of Exterior Piping

Training Equipment
HaniTools for Plumbing (I)

, Shop and Special Tools fok Plumbing (2)

43

PAGE NO. §8
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continua)

JR 7 1.7 rap ON ANL) CRITERION OBJEC1IYES
DURATION

(HOURS) SUPPOr MAT EI:IALS AND GUIDANCE

Pt!AN 01 MST gUE T Iro4 NO. 3ABR55235

)

-Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstliation (2 bra)
Performance (4 hrs) '-
Outside Assignments (2 fre)

Instrudional Environme t/De
Classroom
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: profici ncy Advancement

Instructional Guidance
Due to the complexity of
operational unit, it will'
emergency plumbing aye
fittings, and joints that
ire ideal for construction
Use slides and samples
temporary piping system
and methods of temporar
a grooved joint and a-coin
the workbook projects.

par job or4oArelocate a completed
cessary to construct teniPorarY or

s. Manufacturers have developed pipe,
be quickly assembled or *dismantled and
f emergency or temporary piping systems.
escribing pipe materials, joints and/or
Demonstrate thcassembly of pipe joints

y stopping leaks. Have the students assemble
ression coupling. Have the 'students complete

At the end of day 40, make the following outside assignment: Read'SG
3ABR55235-V-5, and answer the questions. Be prepared for a test over
this materiel. The following-references should be used in preparing thr.
lesson:
AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems
ATI 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention.Handbook

1

2 July 1975 BLOCK NO. rPAGE NO. 59
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411-A1.4 t594STRUCTION (Continuoul)

(SURAT!
(OURS)

SUPPORT MAT E R I AL S AND GUNS NC&

Air

.' Hydrantsancl-Sprinkler System4::

a. Disassemble, check, repair (if
necessary), and reassemble a fire hydrant.
Completed fire hydrant must be assembled
correctly.

b., Messare, cut, and assemblsplastic
pipe to inatall at portion of a lawn and sprinkler

'-syste:n. All measurements mutts within
+ 1/8 inch Milivin specifications.

c. Using given.ingruction and working
os a member of a team, insPect.a pneumatic
system for operation and identify the major

. components. All components must be identi-
fied correctly.

12
(12(0)

Days
42
(6/0)

Column 1 Reference
5a
5b
5c

STS Reference

. ,11f(i),13a(2),13b(2)

-1-InstruCt1onal Miterials
SG 3ABR15235-V-5, Fire Hydrants and Sprinkler Systenili

(5/0) WB 3ABR55235-V-5-P1, Maintaining Fire Hydrants
WB 3ABR55235-V4-P2, Assembling Plastic Pipe
WH.3ABR55235-V-5-P3, Pneumatic System Components

Au C. NCI F,' TIC N NO 3ABR55235

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Maintenance of Fire Hydrants
Slides, Maintenance of Sprinkler Systems

Training Equipment
Hand Tools forBambing(I)
Shop and Speciitools fa Plumbing (2)

Fire Hydrant (1)

Training 14thods
Discussion andbemonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (8 hr.)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (8 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

1

A

.15

-1

2 JUly ,1975 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO. 60
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ceatintml)

Av. TS OF mS7RuCT;ON Am() CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATIDH
(NOUgs) .SUPPORT RATE kIALS AND GUIDANCE

6. Utility Equipment

a; Working as a member of a group,
install and maintain the water supply and drain
system for utility equipment such as electric
water foubtains. Thewater aipply line must
withstand base water pressure without leaking,
and drain system must not leak when used.

Ii. Clem, lubricate and maintain plumb-
ing hand tooli and plumbing shop equipment
accord* to the ipecifications in TO,WrItir,

6
(6/0)

Day 43
(3/0)

(3/0)

Instructional Guidance
Use maps, slides, and samples when discussing street, building, and
aircraft parking apron fire protection systems., Describe the instfallation
procedures for fire hydrants. Describe the operational Checks and other
items subject to periodic maintenance. Briefly mention fire protection
sprinkler systems. Discuss field and lawn sprinkler systems, types,
material compositions, and maintenance required. Demonstrate how
plastic pipe joints are "solvent-welded" together. Have the students
cut pipe to measured length, ream, and solvent-weld pipe togethe4
Explain the toxic effect of solvent fumes and emphasize the need for
proper ventilation. D1scus4 the Rurpose, construction, and maintenance
of pneumatte piping systems. Have the students complete the worlrbook

'projects. The following references should be usedin preparing the
lesson:

ATM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plnts and Systems
ATM 85-20, Plumbing
AYR 127-101, Gramd Accident Prevention Handbook

Column 1 Heference STS Reference
ea 4 14a, 14b

U.- 9a ad6b

Instructimal Materials
gr$AblesreS-f-s, utility Equipment
WB 3AB1155235-V-6-P1, Installing Utility Equipment
WB 3ABR55235-V-6-P2, Cleaning and Maintaining Tools and Equipment
TO 32-1-101, Maintenance and Care of Hand Tools

Audio Visual Aids
11tay Equipment

glideat Utility Equipment Water and Drain flydem

".'` .c. 3AHR55235 NYC PAGE NO. al2 July 1876 I LACK no.

t- It
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. ------- .
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Corstirsued)

UNITS OF N1STR..*:- :f. -NO CR11 ERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)

Corrobion Control 3
(3/0)

a. Inspect a plumbing piping system for Day 44

evidence of corrosion and list the txpe of
corrosion found. All students must find the
sante type of corrosion, Ar ,

(1/0)

-1.11C; .4 NO ; 3ABR55235
,

SUPITIUTMATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Training Equipment
Rand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop and Special Tools for Plumbing (2)

Water Cooler (12)

. Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstrationj (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Desip
Classroom (2 his)
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

ilstructioaal Guidance
Use slides when discussing the types of utilitrequipment. Discuss pipe
connection and drains. Point out that some utilities are forbidden by

codes from having a direct connection to the drain system. Have

the students complete the workbook projects. The following references,.

should be used in preparing the lesson:

ATM 15-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems

AYR 127-101, Grouild Accident Prevention Handbook

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
,6d, 10f

.7b 6d, 12k
7c

2 July 1975 1 BLOCK
NO.

PAGE NO 62



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cwitinued)

UNITS- OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 011JECTIVES
DURATION
MOURS) suPPon T uATERIALS AND GUIDANCE ,

b. Using given information list two types
of protective coating or wrappings that are
used to prevent pipe corrosion. The coatings
or wrappings listed must be those molt often
used by plumbers.

c. Identify two impressed current
cathodic protection devices from their physic
characteristics. Both devices must be
identified correctly.

(1/0)

( 1 / 0 )

Instructional Mate rials
SG 3ABB55f35-V-7, Corrosion Control
WB 3ABR55235-V4-P1, 'Corrosion Prevention

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Corrosion Control

Training tquioment
Corroded Npe kmples(12)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs)

betructional Envircament/Design
Classroom (1.51er*
Laboratory (1.5 hrs)
GrouR/Lockstep: Proficiency Advancement

listructional Guidance
Use Mar sal samples of corroded pipe 'when.discussing ideMifientions,
types; causes of corrosion and corrosion prevention Methods. Discuss
the canoes and effects el scale build-up. Have the students inspect the
004 in the building tor corrosion. Have them complete the woxigbook
projects. The following references should be used in prsparing the
lesson:
Aril 111-11, illaintenenct and Operation of Cathodic Protection Systeme
And SS-I, Aspen, 4, Conosion Control

AN Of INS) AuCTION
A*

3ABRUS34 DATE 23.1,1171 eLoot ow. PAGE PIO.

,
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kODIFICATIONS

ety6 46 of this publiclation has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trialjmplementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

Mai

I.
G 1.1



LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Genorsi) _

zwiA.
3Sei....

INSTRUCTOR

---..-.
COURSE Hum014 S

: ; 2
COURSE TITLE .

Plumbiniapecialist
BLOCK TITLE
Fixtures and A .. .. -.. . es

BLOCK HUMBER

IV
LESSON TITLt

,

-halation of Bathtubs and Showers Da. 28
LESSON DURATION

CLASS moordLASORATorty '

6 Hrs
I. COMPLEMENTARY

2 Hrs
TOTAL

8 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER f
,

PAGE DATE

2 ul 1°75
PARAGRAPH

1
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

552X5 I

DATE

15 February 1973, Chg 1, 25 Feb 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL.

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE
_

..

PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
JH LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

CLAssIrizo mATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL.

Mock-up Trainer
Hand Tools
Showers

.
Shop Tools

None
.

None SG IV-1 .

WB IV-1-P1
Rough-In Specifica-

tions -
Slides; Installation

of Bathtubs and
Showers

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

1

I la. Using the manwfacturer,s specifications and procedures provided, install a
I shower. The mixing faucets must operate easily, the shower head must be the
I correct distance from the floor and the drain must be installed correctly.

2 Use of escutcheon on piping and nipples throulph walls
3

Types of showers

, Types of valves
4 lhowear indieftntr

preparation for shower
6 Floor drains and traps

. (7) Cross connections
..

.

1

-..

ATC FORM 770
AUG 72

1



Course No: 3101155235
Day: 28

Branch Approval: jj
...Ligitambez3225_____

PART /I

INTRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

A rTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION.

2

c."F 1



BODY r

PRESENTATION:

la. Using the manulacturer's
specifications and procedures
provided, install a shower. The
mixing fsaucets must operate
easily, the shower head mut

- be the correct distance from
the floor and the dra.in must
be installed correctly.

(1) TYPes of showers

(a) Bathtub and shower
combination

(b) Individual shoWer

(c) Gang

(d) Corner - Is not Basic
Type of shower

NOTE: Rough-in to Mfg Spec or
height specified by user.

-USE TO ASSEMBLE SHOWER

(2) Use of escutcheon on piping
and nipples through walls

3 ut..3

- 4



(a) Keep wit insects

(b) Keep out cold air

.

(t) Improv6 appearance
of job

(d) Two types

1 Slip on type

2 ,Split hinged

(3) Types of valves

(a) Man441 Mixing valve

1 Two compression
stops

2 One spray delivery
Pipe 1

(b) Pressure contfol
mixing valve

4

AP,

pig?



)I Works on pressure . ,,
differential

2 Piston slides to
equalize pressure

3 One handle regulates
initial temperature
setting

(c) Thermostatically
controlled mixing
valve

1 Sensitive to both
pressure and
temperature

2 ONE HANDLE

3 WATER TEMPERA-
in/E-05rM5W

ON FRONT IN
DEGREES

5



4 Pressure seMi-
tivity similiar to
that of pressure
controlled valve

5 Uscl in showers
only

(4) Shower heads

(a) Attached to chrome
plated shower arm

(b) Many different types

1 Circular

2 Economy

(c) Use proper wrenches
on chrome

1 Friction strap
wrench on round
surface

2 Smooth jaw on flat
surface

6

c



.1

V.

Never.use pipe
wrenck on "Chrom,
finish

NOTE: Show studenis how to use,
strap wrench

NOTE: MOST COMMON MAINTEN-
ANCE, IS To. CLEAN-SHOWER
rHEAD

L.,

(d) Ball a.nd socket joint
Ito adjust:direction Of('
stiray)

(e) Materials-shower heads
may be.made of

1 Chromesplated brass

2 Nickle plated brass

3 Plastic-will not
corrode

(f) Maintenance-need#
occasional cleaning
because deposits form
chemicath in water

-

4

.

pp

#

1



.1
(5) 1Wall and-flOor preparation

for shower

(a) Metal type base.(no
additional protection)

o.

(13) Other shbViers
'L----...require shower pan

if above ground level
or on wooden flooring

1 Lead

'2 -Copper

NOTE; .Foid at'.1east 6 inches
up ori wall ". ,

(c) Insure. that wills of
shoWer enclosure'

- are water proof.

-(6) rloofdrains and traps
"

a

C'

,

,

3 -



(a) Constructed so pan can
-be fasterled at see
page entrance
(if need pan)

(b) Strainer shall be
removable

(c) Minimum size drain

1 .2" for single
shower installation

"1

2 3" for gang shower\

3 1-1/2" for tub and
shower combo

,\\

(d) 13-trails, common and
deep'seal

.1/

, \ \
, \ \

.. '.
' \

\
\\

ft

9 ,



23

(7) Cross connections

(a) Definition-ny
physical connection or
arrangement between
two otherwise separate
piping systems, one
of which contains potable
water and the other of
unknown or questicaable
safety, whereby water
my flow from ope
system to the other,
the direction cd flow
depending on the .

pressure differential
between the two
systems.

(b) Prevention

1 Air gaps

a Between faucet
spout 'and
fixture flood
level i

b Between fixture
drain and waste
pipe

10

I.



2 Backflow preventers

APpLICATION:

Vacuum breaker

b Fixed air gap
fitting

NOTE: Show studenfhow to check
mixing valve for level

Have student install shower
head and base using WB IV-I-P1

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for Indreased
effec tiveness .

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

9



REMOTIVAT3DN:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

3ABR55235-IV-2, Installation of Water
Closets, have-students read study guide
and answer questions 1 through 113.

' 0.1

12



A;4Cry "egrefirrrri"Ol.
LISSOM PLAM ( Pam . Gomel)

IPIST RU CT op

COURSE NUMBER3ABR55235- Plumbing
COURSE TITLE

Specialist
kieLocx musER
/

IV
sLock TITLE .

Fixtures and Ancortenances
1 LESSON "'"TLE

Installation of Water Clogetp (Day 29)
LESSON DURATION

.

LLAssnootuLksonAtonv

6 Hrs
j rainitimENTARY

' 2 Hrs
TOTAL

8 Hrs .
POI REFERENCE

RAGE NUMER

42-
PADE DATE

2 July 1975
PAEADRAPN

STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMER

552X5
DATE

15 February 1973 Mg 1. 25 Feb 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAl,

;

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

S.

.

, PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LAORATORY

I EQUIPMENT .

PROM SUPPLY
CLASIMITED MATERIAL

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tools
Shop Tools
Water Closet

Flush tank None

4

SG W-2
WB /V-2-P1
Manufacturerfs.

Rough-in Specifir.
cations

Slides: Water CliSset
and Mechaniem

CR17 ERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

2a. Using the manufacturer's specifications and procedures provided,
tank-type water closet bowl.. Bowl must be securely attached to closet

(1) Types al water closets
(2) Closet bowl operation and design

26. Following the proceduros provided, install a flush tank. The tank

level and attached securely to the bowl. .

(1) Flushim mechanisms
. (2) Installation procedures i--

(3) Types of toilet seats

,

,
. .

install a
flange.

must be
,

...
ATC i':' no



PREMTATION:

2a.

BODY (5 hrs. 15 minutes)

Using the manufacturer's specifications

and procedures provided, install-a tank

type water closet bowl. Bowl must be
securely attached to closet flange.

, (1) Types of water closets

(a) Wall hung (chair carrier)

(b) Floor Mounted (floor flange)

(2) Closet bowl operation and design

(a) WashdOwn

1 Simplest

/ Small trap in front
of bowl

1 Works on siphon only

Water flows into bowl

frau rim

3



/

Course No: 3AB/155235

_Day: 29
,

Branch Approval:
Date: Ut UM

PART II

INTRODUCTION (40 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

..

MOTTVATION:

,

-

.."

,

0

1

a.

a

q

i

1

I



(b). Washdown bowl With jet

1. Similar to common washdown

Jet immediately starts- siphon

(c) Reverse trap

1, Trap on back part of bowl

-

a iotl is tonier-thin
waihdown type

a Holds more water

4 Quieter flushing action

(d). Siphon Jet

I Most expensive

a Quietest

3 Most efficient

Holds more water

4.



2b, Following the procedures wovided, install
a flueh tank, 'The tank must be ievel

and attached securely to the bowl.

(1) Flushing mechanisms-

(a) Tank type

1 Close coupled.tank

a Sets on back part of bowl

b Held on by two or three

close ,coupled gasket to

seal between flush'valve

& bowl. (gasket of

sponge rubber)

4 Wall hung tank

j Fastened to wall
(backing boards)

b Connected by flush 1/4.

ell from Aush valve
to bowl with spud, with

slip nuts & washers.

5



3 Water supply

2 inch

b Ferrele fitting used with

jiffy connections

4 Internal parts

NOTE: Discuss arts of tank use

T.A. & S4.ides.

Ball cock (tank type

closet)

b Operating handle

a Trip handle

d Refill tube (hush tube)

r-1

e Trap refill tube

f Plunger

& Overflow--'

6



k. ConActing wire

I. Lift wire

Fiush----wave (Doiglas Valve),

k Flush tank ball

1 Float rod

sa

a Flush. tank'Iball float t

a .Fl.oat rod

,t1

'

NOTE: Explain how to control loiter

level by bending-float rod or
with adjustment screw on top
of tallcoa. (ater lotiedIfloat)-

(b) Flushaneter4

TYPes

a

(Barracks,' SchOols, etc. )

,

a Piston (10 seconds)

(operated by lever discharging-

later into dashpot chamber.)

k Diaphram (10 seconds)

.-

_

9

9

,

9

9

9



A

-

Diaphraw (10 seconds)
(ad-ju-stayent- on- top)-

s Hydraulic (motion of liquid,

10 seconds)

I Water supply

'One inch

k Quick discharge
chamber reduces water

hammerV
,

'1 (2) Installation-procedures
4

(a) Setting closet bowl'

C.

14 Place closet.bolti into

closet flange

C. a Place bowl upside dom.' on paper

1.

a Place compound around bottom

rim

NOTE: Omit in booth



4 Place wax ring around-

horn outlet

5 C edk flooi

NOTE: V,se 2 wax rings if flange is 10V

Set bowl on closet flange

Rodk bowl gently to sett

-bol,l onto flange

.8 aSflug up nuts evenly

4
NOTE: Donet overtighteiviwill crack bowl

(b) Installing close coupled tank
. .

4

f

-J1 Instial ball cock r-

4 Gasket

b, Tighten hex nut.

NOTE: If plastic ballcock be careful not

to strip threads

8 1

4



_

.......... ,e4

,
Iiista?.rfltealye

I

h, Tighten .bfx,nut

pasket

;I
,

,
,

NOTE: If plastic flush valvebe
not to strip threads.

'1

:PUt in close coupled bolts:

e

Placement of rubber eashers
s ,

*'

11- Placement:of nuts-

NOTE:. May -vary, cheek installation

instructions .

'Put close couple gasket on

outlet-a flush -valve

POitionclof level A :S

Sst- tank onv? 'bowl

Tighten nuts-evenly

i0

,

.-



Cs

liCTE: Don't, forget friction washer

- and don't over tightLn nuts.

Install operating handle

asseMbly
k,

Install flush tank ball

& lift & condecting wires

2, Znstall float rod & e.oat

1,11 .Gonnect jiffy connection

11. Check operati.on

11.?'-Stop leaks

Adjust tank' water- level-

(1) Adjustment screwon ballcock-if

provided.
--A

Pend floit-rod-if no adjustment screw
SJ cin ballcOac

NOIE: Einphittese care in handling water closet

to preient personnel injuries & fixture

damage,
- U3



(3) Tyies of toilet seats
o

9

(a) Close front (ReSideniial building)

(b) Open front (Indusirial building)

HaVe-Student'complete UT

4,

,EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, vritten que3tia0, and/or

observation of 'student's perfermance-during

lesson. This mai IA accdmpliihed at any time

,during lesson for incriabed efffttiveness.

SUMARY:

XEMOTIVATION:

CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)

/ 12
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, IV
,

Ltsson PLA0.( Part Oolvtrol)

INSTRUCTOR

courtse TITLE
Plumbing Spreialist

',TLC

4.
r ixtures nnd i:ppurtenanecs

Tr. 1 .117.1ion of Urinnls (Day 30)
LEMN OURAT ION

l' vORATORY COMPLEMENTARY

. 2 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

TOTAL

8 Hu

PAGL h 'ABER

- A

PAGC DATE

2 July 1975
PARAGRAPH

STSACTS REF ERCNCE
DATE

5'.?2 :5 15 Februag 1973 Chg 1, 25 T7,,11 1974

SUPERVIOR APPROVAL-t-----
R

1 NATURE DATE SIGNATURE D-4TE

_PRECLASS PP PARATION

"r LOCATED
"RATORY

14aPd '1:(101.3
shop Tools

EQUIPMENT
FROP4 SUPPLY

CLASSIFIED teATERIAL
GRAPHIC 'IDS AND

UNCLAISIFIF-D MATERIAL

Urinals ss. None SG IV-3 .

WB TV-3-P11
Manufacturer's

/- -Rough-in Specifi-
cations

Identifidation
and Installation of

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING ST EPS
Urinals-

-

3.- Tir:011 a wall-mounted urinal in accordanee with the manufacturer's install-a7
li,m itru ctions. Urinal ,must be securely attached and ;Just- be the correct

distance tram the floor.

(1) Types of urinals
(2) Wall-hung
(3) ecstal
(') Trough
ko) f371,11

(6)P Install wall-hung urinal

-

ATC, F onti
UG 12

' A

.41

v

_t



til

wiw=e,,411111MIN

41.

LEVON KAU (Fart I, G,Incral) COHTIHUATIOH SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES MID TEACHING STEPS (CervinyII)

3b.. Us.ing instructions provided, install a.flushometer and a vacuum breaker. The
installed items must not leak and must be aligned with the fixture inlet.

(1) nushing mechanisms
(2) ,Tank
(3) FluglfOmeter

3c. Using the instructions provided,
with the fixture outlet.

(1) Type
(2) Size

ATC r"" 770AMP) la

A

/44

tall a P-trap. The trap must be aligned

a

op
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Course Not 3ABR55235 Branch Approval:
Day: 30

'PART II

INTRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS 'Sivpr ASSTMENT:

REVIEti:

ATTENTION: I

OVERViEW:

MOTIVATION:

b.

yr_

3

g- 4

w
-001 4 rain

Date: 26 Anguat J 925

"""



BODY (300 minutes)

PRESENTATION:

3a.

Install a wall-mounted urinals in

accordance with the manufacturer's installation

instrdction. Urinals must be securelyV-

attached and must be the-corlect distance-

from the floor.

(I) Types of urinals

(a) Wall hung

(b) Pedestal

1 ,

(c) TrOdih

(Q. Stall

(e) Symbols

; (2)* Wall hung

(a) Siphon jet

(b) Washdown

,

At

A

S.

5.



(3) Pedestal

(a) Installed Iike IJAter closets

-

% ,(b) Siphon jet.design

(4) Trough

Not Air Force approved

(b) Wxshdown design

(5) Stall

(a) Not Air Force approved ---

(b) Wash down design

(6) Iristall wall hung urinal

(a) Use manfacturcrs specifications

(includes,hanger height)

lb) InsOil height according
to user

5



*Cu

4,t

(c) Height usually 20-25 inches

high

-

(d) SUPport of fixture

(e) Traps

3b. Using instructions provided, install a

flushometer and a vacuum breaker. The..

installed items must not leak and must be

aligned with fixture inlet.

(1) Flushing Mechanisms

(4 Tank

(b) Flushometer

(2) Tank

(a) Close coupled

(b) ,Wall hung

(3) Flitshometer

.(a) Diaihrwn

-4

DO

a>

.16



(b) Piston .

(c) Adjusted for 10 seconds

(4) Vacuum breaker ,

3c. Using the instructions provided, install

a P.;Ttrap: Th6 trap must be aligned with

, the "fixture outlet.

(1) Types

(a) Cast iron

(b) Chrome plated brass

-

(c) Max. Vertical distance.from

fixture (24 inches)

(a) 2".cast iroi

(b) 1 /1/2" Ptx:ap



APPLICATION:

Have students complete W13 3A13R55235-IV-341

EVAULATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or
observation of student's performance during

lesson. This-may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for ill:creased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (15 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

Rli10ITVATION:

SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read Study Guide 3ADR55235-IV-4 and

answer the questions, at cche end .of

the chapter.

02

,

J

.1,



L ILION PLAN ( Pert 1, Genftel) ,

le
AN INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NumsER

3ABR55235 -,

.
COURSE TITLE

PlumbinOpecialist
@LOCK TITLE

Fixtures and Appurtenances
R,CC4NUMBER

.
.1

rv
L ESSON TITLE

Installation of Lavatories (Day 31) p
,_

LESSON DURATION

CLAssiumm/LAsonwrony allettidemTAIIIT

2 Hrs
TOT AL

8 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE HUMS VI

46
PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
I AsitAGnAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE

NumsER

552X5
DATE

.
15 February 1973, Chg I, 25 Feb 1974

\
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

--,
SIGNATURE,. DATE SIG TURE DATE

.

.

, -

,

PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LADORATORT

EQUIPMENT
FROM su)PRLT

CLAisirito MATERIAL .
GRAPHIC AIOS ANO

uNtLAssurIEO MATERIAL
-1

Hand Tools
Shop Tools

.

. .

Lavatory with
faucet and drain

, , .

None .

.
.

SG W-4 .

WB W-4-P1
Manufacturer's ,

Specifications
SlideS: Installation

of Lavatories

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

4a: Install a wall-mounted lavatory in accordance with the manufacturer's specifi-
cations. Lavatory must be mounted securely and be the correct height from the

,

floor.:
, .

(1) Types
. ,

.

(2) -Installation proceciires

4-b-. Using 2 basin wrench.and following the procedures provided, install a faucet
and Supply lines. The faucet must be securely, fastened to the fixture, must open
and close easily tut must not leak when closed.

(1) Types
(2) Installation procedures

_

....

. ATC ""
AUG 72

770



LISSOM PLAN (Pam I, Gootwei) CONTINUATION SMUT

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACNING STEPS (CwwwIsw*4

14c. Following the instructions provided, install a lavatory trap. The trap must be

'aligned with'fixture outlet and the connectious must be water tight.

(1) P-trap
(2) Slip joints
(31 Assembly procedures.

rki4g
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Course No: 3ABR55235

Day 31

Mit II

ihRdbUctION (45 Iiinutes)
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Branch Approval:
Date:

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS Mr ASSIGMENT

REVIEW:

A1TENTIONj

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

614
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4

BODY (5 Hours, 5 minutes)

pRESENTATION:

4a. Installation of Laboratories-Install

a wail-mounted laboratory in accordance

with the manufacturer's specifications.

Laboratory must be mounted securely

and be the correct height from the floor.

.

(1) Types

(a) Wall'hung

A

ih Hangs on wall bracket

2 Comes in different sizes

3 Mo-tt commonly used

(wall )aung ei flat 'rim)

(b) Pedesial e-,

1 Stands on floor

2 Used in barber shops;

beauty shops, etc.

3 Not in common use

4

"ht.



4 Uses S Trap

(c) Counter Top (flat rim)

Mounts in cabinet

/ Uses retatfting ring to

hold basin in cabinet

3 Custom installation

4 In common use

(d) Trou'gn

Comes in two general

shapes

/
a Circular

b 'Semicircular

2, Used in workshop

3 Many people can use at

one time



(2) Installation procedures

-(a) Use manufactnrerls rough.uin

: specification .

(11) Hangers fastens to backing board

Level hanger

,

(

2 Use brass scrdws

?

(c) Lip height 31" from finished

floor

(d) Drain L 1/4" (min)

(e). Type drains

P`.0..plug

2 Pop up
*1

NOTE: Show and explain Ws)

,s

03
flange

(f) Place putty around strainer



(g),,, Position cone shaped rubber

washer and friction washer on

drain.

(h) Tighten locknut against washers

(use basin wrench on compression

nuts)

4 (i) ,Install tail piece

I.

1 1/4"

2 Threads into drain

(illegal t install slip

nuts on outlet side of trap)

3 Use strap wrench

NOTE; Demonstrate use of strap wrendh on T.A.
0%

aN.

4b. Using a basin wrench and following

the procedures provided, install a

faucet and supply lines. The faucet

must, be securely fastened- to_the

fixture, must open and close easilk

but must not leak wheft closed.

(1) Types

(a) Single

7



Individual faucets

2 Globe conStruction

a Washers

b Seat

(b) Mixing

ts-)

Two faucets in one body

with one spigot;

a :Two handles (H & C)

b Same have single handle

to control hot and cold

flow /

2 Globe construction with

washers and seat Or

. rings

(2) Installation-procedures

(a) Put putty or rubber gasket

- on bottom edge of, faucet

a

1 0 0



7

(b)---Inset in-laboratory

Cc) Install composition washers,

metal friction and jam nut.

(d) Use basin wrench ,

Different size jaws

2 For nuts in hard to reach areas

NOTE: gxplain how to use and demonstrateon T.A.Is

(e) Supply,risers (jiffy connector)

1 ChroTe plated copper tubing

2 Flex

3 Types Of end constructions

Flared

b FerrUle



4 . Following the instructions provided,

install a-laboratory trap. The

trap must be aligned with fixture

,outlet and the connections must be

water tight.

(1) P -trap

-(2) Slip joints

(3) Assembly procedures

(a) Show correct positioning of

of P-trap no lower than 24"

from bottom of fixture.

(b) Point out inlet and outlet

of trap

(c) Explain degree of tightness ,

desired for slip joints (hand

tight and 3/4 turn with smooth

jaw wrench) approximately

(d) Measure and cut toil piece -

to proper length (use large

tubing cutter or hacksaw with

32 teeth per inch.)

(e) Troubleshooting 1 02

10



1 Leaks (preform operational

check'to locate)

a Tightenjoint

b Replace washer

c Most comkon leaks art ,,j

are in valves.

2 Broken or cracked slip

nut-replace

Complete WB 3ABR55235-IV-4-P1 and install

laboratory including faucets and trap.

Evaluate by oral, writteri questions, and/or

observation of studentls performance during

lesson. This may bw-accomplished at any time

durinOesson for increased effectiveness,

ii

CoNCLUSION (10 minutes)



6 SG 3ABR55235-IV-5, Insulation of

Hot Water Piping, read and answer

questions.
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'Slidc-3: Types
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lation Pro cdures.

CRI7L7!r..I 01./Lf-TI ttn) TE CFIIUL STEI'S

1: :nc., prefcred.ii:;ulation, cement, paste, cheeseef&h. and m al bands a'nd
instruqw.33 1,)vided,, insulate a water line. Dpe must be ompletely

,conrkd and the insulation secured with cheesecloth, metal bands a d cement. ."

Purpose
Typcs

(;,) I ji d Prele'rmed,
( "1 Plank imula(ion

)) Installation oi insulation
(6) Maintenance
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MOTIVATION:

.

2

106

'



. BODY (5 hrs- 5.minutes)

PliESENTATO:'
-..e.

.,-. .

----
4

- 0
.

%

'/
.5. Usin--preforit..A insulation, ,ccmentl. ,

paste AceseCoih, 6.d'metal bands ,and

following.inArucions-provided, insulate.a
watcy,fMn4, Pipe must be completely covel:ed .-

, and UT' esitiatiou.secured With theesecloth,,

metal Winds and cement.
.

It

.

1 i Purpose

t .

P .

.eg

(a) To Prevent

.1 Heat loss

2 Heat

3 .Gondensation-(sweating)

4 Freezing -

,

'5 'Noise ef vibration. .

(bY Safety 'aspects.

1- Burns to personnel,

-

2 Fire prevention

3

1,17 ,

"

it

,

,

.04

4

*



I.

:(2) Types

(a) Blanket

.(b) _Rigid Preformed

(3) 'Rigid Prefotmed

, (a) Vits object for which designed-

(b) Various differmA types of
4

.materigl. *

Cork

2 Flex rubber

3 Antisweat

Frost proof

5 Woolfelt

6 4berglass

7 Sponge felt pup&

r

AO.



A

3: Air cell

Magnbsia

(c) Conntruction and use of-
'. different types --

1 Cork 4

a Granulated

b Finished with asphalt

Q (3e on cold lilies (Cold

ttar, ice water, brine,

mmmenia.)

d Will not rot or burn

a

2 'Flex rubber

a, Man-made (synthetic) rubber

b Water-resistant flmme
resistant

5

1 0



e Used on cold water &

refrigeration

d lines

3 Anti-sweat

a Asphalt saturated asbetos

paper & wool felt layers

b ceps water cold

4 Frost proof

a Similar to anti-sweat

Installed on exposed lines

outdoors

e Helps prevent freezing

of lines

d WCol-felt

c Fibers of wool, fur & hair

f Fiberglasa
. -110



.4
(1) F±n fibers of glass

stuck with resin

(2)*loug life won't shrink,

swell,ot'or burn

(2) Good on all'..piping

g. Sponge felt paper

(I) AsbestOs paper & spOnie-N%

(2) Close construction

(3) Used on medium fe low

pressure steam 6 vapor

lines.
.

IL Air Cell

(1) Fine quality asbestos

telt

(2) Used on medium and low

pressure steam and vapor

i Magnesia

111



(I) az magnesia and
15% asbestos.

() ,Used on high temperature

linesl.steam and hot water.

Used solely fcr thne systems
,

(3) Canvas or cheese cloth
. covering. Held in place

by wheat paste.

NOTE: Magne ia is the type of insulation

we wi use.

(3) Blanket insulation

(a) Comes in sheets', blocks,

strips and rolls

(b)1 Types- 1.

1 Asbestog folds

2 Asbestos cardboard sheets

40.

3 Wool and hair felt rolls

4 Asbestos cement blocks

5 Air,cell rolls

112

7



b 'Alumintuu foil rolls

7 Fiberglass rolls

8 1,3i-r:stos pcuder

(4) Installation of insulation

(a):Preformed insulation

1 Qnickly and easily installed

2 Made in two halves

3 Cheose-cloth covering
4

4 Applywheat paste to flap

5 Install metal bands within
. every 18"

ro

6 Can be lainted with enamel paint

*(b) Blanket insulation

9



1 Sheet and roll

a Put on unit to be insulated

b Fasten insulation securely

.(bands_18" apart)

c If need be, cover with

cheese cloth

d Use wheat paste to secure

Cheese cloth

2 Powder insulation

a For valves and fittings

(powdered,magnesial most

commonly used)

b Mix with water
,

c Form cement around fitting

d Wrap with cheese cloth -

e Use wheat paste to hold

cloth

114
10



et

(c) Cutting insulatiart

J Hacksaw

2 Knife

(3) Maintenance

(a) Te'r or puncture .

1 Use cheese cloth

2 Patch holes or tears

' (b) 'Leak idpipe

1 Remove insulation

2 Repair pipe A

APPLICATION: Have student complete workl;ook

IV-5P1
2,

11

.::;



VALUATION:

Evaluate by oral,.written 4uestions, and/or

observation of student's performance during
lesson. This may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

STUDY ASSIakiNT4

3ADR5.5235-4V-6, Read study Guide hnd answer
question. 1

.
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Hand Tools
Shop Tools

\
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.

.
,

,

.
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.

. ,

-

,

SG 137-6 . .

W B IV-6-p1
Rough-In Specifi-

cations
Plumbing Code
Slides: Building

.

Plumbing System
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Locate leaks visually or with instruments in burled or hidden water lines. Each
student must locate at least one leak. .

,
(1) Purpose
(2) Methods .

.

fib. Given a drawing of a water supply system, sketch one method of reducing water
hammer. The method sketched must comply with the national plumbing code.

(1) 'Cause of water hammer -

(2) Remed
1

,
,

.

,

f
ATC F"14 770AUG 72



LISSOM PLAN (Pwt I, GiwwW) CONTOWATIOW MEET

CRIT ERION OBJECTI VES AND TEACHING STEPS (ComInv.)

6c. Following given procedures, visually check the pressure and flow of water in a
building or base water supply system. Each.student must visually check the pres-
sure and flow.

(1) Inspection of exterior water system
(2) Inspection of interior water system

/6d. Make an operational check of the water supply lines, vent and waste system,
and pipe bangers in the booth area. List all malfunctions or problem areas that /
muse be corrected. Each student must find all the malfunctions and problem areas
found by the instructor.

(1) Detecting leaks in water supply
(2) Detecting leaks in vent and waste systems
(3) Detecting leaks in appurtenances

6e. Following giien procedures, repair all the leaking jointh and replace all ehe
defective pipe in the booth area. All leaks must be repaired and all defective pipe
replaced.

(1) Methods of repairing leaking screwed joints
(2) Repair h e in tubing or a-defective fitting

.6f. Given a tank type water closet with a malfunctioning flush valve, float valve/
and necessary repair procedures, perform the necessary repairs to place the val
in operational condition.

(1) Troubleshooting water closet tank flush valve (Douglas valve)
(2) Troubleshooting water 'closet tank float valve (ball cock)

6g. Using a valve repair kit, necessary hand tools, and prescribed procedures,
repair a leaking water faucet or valve to restore it to serviceable condition.

(1) Repair leak at stem (valve or faucet)
(2) Repair faucet leaking through seat

6h. Given a malfunctioning flushometer and repair procedures, perform the
necessary repairs to place the unit in operational condition.

(1) Types of flushometer
. (2) .Troubleshooting ftushometers

, (l



Course No: 3ABR55235 Branch Approval:
Day: 33 Date:, ;7 August 1975

PART II

INIRODUCITON (45 minutes)

CHECK PREVICUS Das STUDY ASSIGMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

vs.

3



INK
BODY (5 Hrs 10 ninutes)

PRESENTATION:

4.4 Locate leakuvisually or with instramints

in buried or hidden water lines. Eadh

student must locate at least one leak.

(1) Purpose

(a) Locate buried pipe

(b) To locate-leaks

(2) Methods

-

(a) Probe

SM

1 Steel rod with "T" handle

/.1.1sed for locating shallot

liner "

Not-too good in hard-packed,

frosen.or rodky soil.

(b) DetiCtori

1 Electronic. Devices

4

120

10W1,2.ft0 f00 f.

I.

,



r Metal detector

IP%

Electronic stethoscope

(Headset and stethoscope)

NOTE: E:Eplain use of equipnent

F. Z .StethoscOpe

4 maps

4

4 Sight

Small leaks

(I), Always green grass

. in area .

(a) Wet ground

b Large leaks

CO Water flowing

/ trout, ground

5

1 ^

SL.

A



-NOTE: Sometimetwater goes under-
ground for sdme distance before

coming up.

6b. Given i'droring.of a water supply system;
'sketch one method of reducing water hammer.
The method sketched must comply with the

,national plumbing code.

(1.) Caused of water limier

(a) Sudden increase in pressure

(b) Valve closing too quickly

(2) Remedy'

(a) Install air chamber

(b) Install commercial shock
absorber

...

(c) Secure piping

6c.--Follcw4ng given procedures; visuall*

check.the pressure and flow of "ter
in a building or base water supply

systmi. Each stUdent mist 'visually

check the pressure and flow.

X22



. (1) Inspection of exterior

water system

(a) NiArs constructed to meet certain

demands

(b) Sizing of main is done by

the engineer

Large enough for 41,1

buildings

2, Allow for expansion

Sizing factors

I. Elevation

NOTE: Use liooster pumps for high buildings

b Directional changes

Friction loss

(c) Loss of pressure poSsibilities

I No water available



IIME: Welt or lake ary

a Restrictions

g, Dents

b tanks

2 Debris/ jii

Partial1 closea valves

Scale

xertar OD 1064 vrotraing
in. line

c-
(tooL Frio ozt1oai OW

bends) (resistance to flcat)

4 Too moll a Jain

Elevation

PtIlletltrea

124



Breaks

NOTB: Causes rapid loss of pressure

k Small leaks

C orrosion

(2) Defective joints

(2) Punctures (nails)

*

(d) Testing-of exterior system .

for pressure & flow

1 Using gauges at hArants

Pressure gauge

b ,Pftot tube (used for

velocity pressdre reading)

2 Purpose of testing

'44



a Primarily done for

aiailability of fire

fighting etuipment

k Determine restricticas

or leaks in line

a Using preisure gauge -

Pressure gauge

(1) Tutisuge.on-2 1/2"
hydrant opening

(a) Tighten other caps

(2) Turn on hydrant

fully

NCTE: Hydrant must be fully open in order

to get a correct readipg.

(4) This indicates

static pressure

(§) ,Turn off hydrant

(0 Take off other
2 1/2" cap



"Ciare,s11

(i) Turn hydrant fully on

(8) This.indicaies

velocity pressure

.(2) Not the most accurate

for velocity test

- b Pitot tube (velocity

pressure test only)

(L) Remove 2 1/2" cap

co Turin itYdrant fully on

(I) Iniert end of tube

in .center of 'Stream

(A) Hold end 1." Iorm

7 from outlet

(1) Here accurate reading

of sielociiy ,keamire

(2) Inspection of interior water system

(a) Locating leaks

11

8



Visu

A Sound

(b) Causes of leaks

.1; Faulty material

a Faulty viorkmanship

1,Expansion & contraction

A, Water buster

5 Freezing

6 Corrosion

DefectiVe valves

Misaliganent

4 Packing on .11alve

NOTE: Will discuss\& depth later



6d. Make an operational dheck of the

water supPly lines, vent'and waste

systamo, and pipe hangers in'the booth ;

area, 'List all malfunctions or 'problem

areas that muii-lt corrected. Each

student must find all the malfuRctions

and problem areas found by the instructors;

(1) Detecting leaks in the water. supply

(a) Visuii.

(b) Sound

(2).Detecting leaks in vent fi wasie system.

(a) ViIal

Sound

(c) Smell

: (3) Detecting leaks.in appurtenances

(a)' TYpes oraipurtenances*

Faucets

13



2 Valves

3 Components of fixtures

(example parts of a w/c tank)

(b) Methodi

Visual

2 Sound

6e, Following given procedures, repair all

the leaking joints and replace all the

defectiveTipe in the booth.area. All
leaks muit ibe repaired and All defective'

pipe replaced.

(1) Metho4s of repairinglsaking

screwed joints

(e) Tighten joi-ishwe illustration
in stay guide)

(b) Replace fittings or pipe
f?,

1. Cut pipe

2 Tighten or replacd fitting
or pipe 131

14,



3 Install union &

nipple (explain)

(2) Repair hole in tubing or a

defective fitting

4

(a) Cut tubing on.hole

(b) Join tubing with coupling

(c) Replace defective fitibus

61. Given a'tank type water closet with a

malfunctioning flush valve, float valve,

.and necessary repair procedures, perform

the necesiaryrepairs to place the .

valves in operational condition.

'Trouble shooting water closet

tank fliish valve (Douglas Valve).

(a) Mrproperly seats

(b) Leaks through flush valve'

(c) Tank will not fill

(d) Replate worn.flush

15

13-2



.(e) Clieck alignment

(f) Reseat flush valve seat

(2) Trouble shooting water closet tank

float valve Oallcock) (controls-

flow of watei into tank)

(a). Repair or replace wern seat

under plunger

Replace worn washers in.vilve .

(bend-float.rdd if required)

(c) Replace valve (use a adjustable

jaw wrench)

NOTE: Use-training aid during explanation.

6g.- bsing a valve repair kit, necessary hand

tools, and prescribed procedures, repair

a leaking water faucet or veil& to restore

it to serviceable condition.

(1) Repair seat at stem valve or

faucet)

(a) Tighien packing nut

'16, .133



(b) Reilace packing oi HO"' ring

(c) Replace damaged stai

(2) Repair faucet leaking through.seat

(a) Aeplace washer

(b) Reface seat

(c) Replace,seat (show picture of

reseatihg tool)

NOTE: Explain & demonstrate use of reseating

. tool

(d) Replace faucet or valve

A, When labor would coat

more than valve'

2 When Ite is beyond

econahi repair (test

valve before-installing)

6h. Givenea malfunctioning flushOmater, and

ra)air. procedures, perform the necessary

repairs-to place the unit in operational

condition.

14



(1) Types'of flushometers

(a) Diaphragm

(b)- Piston

-(c) Hydraulic

(2) Troubleshooting flushametert

NOTE: Use T.A. & point out trouble areas.

(a) Diaphragm type

1 Diaphragm tyPe
1

a Plunger seat on diaphragm
wears out, replace diaphragm

Plunger wears dist replace'

4,1

I Orific in diaphragm

plugs po clean

Replace handle or parts of

handle as rot/aired

is 1

135 (

r

k



. 6. Flush pycle adjiist,

screw at top of Valve
,

Replace valve as last,$ort

ti

(

f

) P..ston type
,r ,

4

4. Seals of piston wears out,

replace seals

A Piston_scales up, clean

or replece ,
o

. , ,
. ..

,

,

4.+

A Sypass -Strainerplugs up,

clean

Flush,cydle; a.djust screw

at .top of valve
_ .

§, Replace valve.as Iasi resort
-

Hydranlic type

Baffeis'wear o1k4, replace

els

Alb

tHydraulic fluid lo4jefill
to correct level A

,19

4044

a

4.

V.&

dd.

4).

44* et



FluSh cyCle idjust screw

at top of vSlye

A, Replace valve as last resort

(d) troUbles and remedy completsto,

all tyiesof fludhometers

II. Angle-stop, as voliime control

.and shut off to Ilushoister

a Leaks at flushpipe

I Tighten slip nuts

ja, Replace worn slif embers

2, Replace defective parts

V

Backflov prevSnter

(1) iurpose (explai)

(2) _Leaks, replace

3 7

.0

st

tf-



(0). FlUiiiometer repair Procedures

Diagnose problem

_

L Shut off-water at angle stop

Disa'ssemble flushameter

(if necessary)

4, Repair or replace worn

cceponents

5 ReaAsemble flushaneter

'6 Test and adjust repaired

unit

7 To replace flushometer

Shut Off water at angle stop

b Disconnect flunhometer
from angle stop at union%

, APPLICATION: Compliee WB 3ABR55235-I*-6-PI

21



a

EVAI1JATION:

--Evaluate br-oraiOtritten questions-0...22db+
observation of student1 s performance during

lesson. This may be accomplished at any time

during lesson for increased effectivenets.

*CORM-MICE (5 m(nutes)

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

4

S it& ASSIGNMENT , -SG #30R55235IV4

f

22 13!)
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Slides: Building
Plumbing Systems

CRITERION OILIECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

7a. Working as a member at a team and following verbal and written instructions,
remove, clean, and salvage, all of the plumbing equIpment, fixtures, valVes; pipe,'
and tubing from the booth area. Salvaged equipment must be cleaned, inapected,
asiorted as to sIze, material, and type and returned to the correct storage area.

(1) Purpose .

(2) Cold water disassembly
.(3) Ha water disassembly

(4) Drainage
,
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COURSE NO: 3ABR55235
Dayg: 34&35

BRANCH APIROVAL:

DAM: 17 Anvil& 1g75

'PART II

DITRCMUCTICN (40 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS .DAYS SIUDY ASSIGNMEM

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

2
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BODY (11 Houra 15 minutes)

PRESENTATIONI

7a, Working as aHmember,of_a team and

Verbal and kritien instructions,

remove, clean, inipect, and salvage all

of the plumbing fixtures, valves, pipes,

'and tubing fram the booth area. Selvaged
equipment must be cleaned, inspected, assorted

as to size, material, and type and,returned

to the correct storage area.

.1

(1) Purpose

(a) To use material on other jobs

(b) SaVe money

(2) Cold water disassembly

(a) Shut off watei. (stop & waste

valve)

(b) Turn off gas or electricity
1 to water heater

(d) Drainpiping

-1 Keep area dry to prevent

accidents

3.



a Open highest and- lowest'

, faucets

(d) Drain fixture

Closet tank & bowl

lama fixture-removes

most of the loiter in the

fink, sponge out the

r remainder.

b Bow14se fOrce 'cup or
plunger then sponge

out-the remainder.

g Disconnect supply line

'move tanks frail bowl,

I Restive bowl

f Remove wax frqm bowl

g Clean fixture and return ;

to storage

a Lavatory

4

1 1 3
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7

Remoye trap

NOTE: Use pail to catch water in trap,

b Disconnect jiffy connections

Remove fixtuCe

si Remove hinge bracket

and screw2

Shower

j Remove shoWer head .

b ReMove Shower valves

NOTE: Keep half unions with valve:
Screw on hand tight.

a

c Remove strainer

1 fake out-shower pan

4. Urinal

5 1-44



A RaiSi4lushometei. and
.angle stop

NOTE: Keep two together by joining

hand tig&t.

;

k 'Disconnect trap

NOTE: Use pai/ to catch trap uster

I Remove fixtUre

si Remove hanger braCkets.,

and screws-

NOTE: \Clean all fixtures and store

in proper bins.

(d) ReMove water lines

Start with risirs

A FixtureS

b* Water-heater

a Break unions at distribution

main (keep all union half.

together) ,

6



Remove piping imlarge

sectiOns

4. Remove all pipiiig.hanger

111011s

5 Break down largivaections

, of piping

NOTE: Use back up wrenches when necessary

.

6 Clean and store reuseible

fittings and pipe

/ Place all unusable or damaged

pipe and fittings in correci

salvage barrels

- (3) Hot water diseisembly

*

(a) Turn off source of heat (gas)

Disconnect tUbing to heater

2 Remove adaptgr from valve

, and cap opening

.

"(b) Hook up hose to water heater

and drains



(c), Remmve relief valve

NOTE: Allows air intoksystea

(d) Take insulations off piping

(e) Remove risers

(0 Break unionsat heater

NOTE: Keep halfs of unions together

(g) Remove Copier tubing

Make sure line is drained

Ute care and asbestos pad

when worktng-on joints near

floors and walls

Vat fittings slightly and
pull witif pliers .

Don't grup ends of fittings

8

IS
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NOT: Use Care not tO damage

fitting so therare useake.
-r -

b Wear gloves and goggles

(4) Drainage

(a) Start at highest point

(b): Remove lavatory back vent

NOTE: Use 3 wheel cutter if necessary

(c) Remove lead from joints

ih Pick 'out irons

Where torch can't

be used

k Very slow Method

ledge haunter

*

A last resort

'118
416



j1 Wear face shield

Blow torcht

Ii Unaoncentrated flame

k Not used too often

4 .Oxyacetylene torch

Goggled protest eies .

k Asbestos gloves

Pnsferably long sleeved' shipt.

A Use in well ventilatutareas

NOTE: Be sure .. to eelphasiie safety In. any job

especially those involving uiing. torches.

Nave fire extinguisher handy
. I

10
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ok,

f *Hot part of6flame is

tip of innekcone.

, -- -

) BOoth disassembaxof got
iron 0.pe.

I

Rem ve vertical pipes izr

b

Us cial Wrench to remoy'e

_clamp fr first joint under

floor and.remove pipe.

2 Remove clamps &an shoWer

drain

Xelt out joint at main sewer

*111

44
.NOTE: Be sure to use. drip pan to catch

molten lead.

ew
Use care and remove building

` drain

ce pupports under system and

melt out,joi4s- -1

1

/

A %Start at top and work down'

each Side
,it

0.

V

ewe
44..0

*)'



I.

,

IL Don't hold terch

close to joint (It will pop

. and flash back or go out)

seAril pan teOitch lead

Remelt lead on plumbers
furnace

11 Mak, ingots of lead

NOTE: Ilse rogular'laddle and pore twO

laddles.full in small lead put,

this is about 5 lbs.

tolerate pipe.and fittings

Sound out pipe and fittings

)0014180d ;and destroy bad
'pipe and fittings

-.Clean,hubs_and spigots

on pipe and fittings.

(Reclaimed C.I. mudt have a hub)
eit

1,Place pipe and fittings in
proper place.

k
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APPLICAMON: Have students complete
WB: 5-IV77-111.

Hive studen. disassemble

iyiSem in ...th"ares. and

restore woo blanki.

NOTE: If there are no new wood blanks

your class will cut some.

ENAIDATION:

.Evaluaie bY oral, written questions, and/or

observa'tion of student's-performance during

lesson. This may be accomplished at any time

during lesson for increfsed effectiveness.

e-

CONCLUSION (5 minutes)

SVMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Read and Answer the

questions at the end of-SG 3ABR55235-IV-8.

'0,3152



LESSON PLAN ( Part Coastal)
ARO DAT IMSTRUCTC41 .

COURSE MUSHIER

3ABR55235
COURSE Trrut
Plumlzing 4oecialiat

BLOCK NUMBER 'MOCK TITLE

Fixtures and Appurtenancesmm-M....---
LESSON TITLE

Planning and Layout of Plumbing Systems -(Days 36 and 37)
LESSON DURATION

CLAssR00m/LAIGRATGBy

10 lira
CONPLEMNTARY

1 4 Hrs
TOTAL

*14 firs
' POI REFERENCE

RAGE NUMBER

52
PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUANBER DATE

55 1 -. a . oi - a . a . .

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE IMMATURE DATE

PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LAsORATORY,

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Miniature Pipe and
Fittings

.

None

,
/

.

. . '

None
1.

.

,

SG IV-8
WB IV-8-P1
Phunbing Code

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

8a. Given a floor plan, make a working drawing and specify the method of
installation of the plumbing system that is required in this specific plan. The
drawing must be complete enough to be used to make a bill of materials.

. .

(1) Blueprints -
(2) Working drawings .
(3) Scale

8b. Using a working drawing of a plumbing system, make a bill of materials that
would be needed to construct the system. The bill of materials must accurately
identify all reqiiired materials without shortages and without excess greater than

(1) Information found in bill of materials
(2) Location of information

.--
ATC 'will 770AU* 72



`LESSON PLAN (P.f.t I, Gimasi) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (C.MInvolO

8c. Using a floor plan, iwOrking drawing, ind the required materials install
a plumbing system in the miniature model house. Completed system must comply
with,the National Plumbing Ccde.

(1) Means of Eupporting pipe and fittings
(2) How to obtain proper grade on pipe
(3) How pipe and fittings are Joined together

1 5.1

ATC 770A 2

t
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Course No: 3ABRAS,35
Day 36 &

Branch Approval:
Date: 2 September 1P75

PART II

INTROIXICTICK (40 Minutes)

CMEC1C PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGRONT

REVIEW:

1

ArreiTION:

OVERVM:

MOTIVATION:

3

1 55

1
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BODY (4 Hours and 15.minutes)

PRESENTATIOi:

8a, 1Given a floor plan, make a working4

'drawing and specify the method of

installation of the 'plumbing systmm

,that is required in this specific plan.

_She drawing must be complete enough to

be used to make a bill of materials.

1

(1) Blueprints

(a) Types of blueprints

I Plot piin

Foundation plan

,Floor plan

'E1evittioiis

two..

(b) Plot plan

Size of lbt.1

I -Eleyation or contour

lines

4



rA location of buiiding

A location of utilities

Directional indicator

'(c) Foundation plan

ih Footing

Depth

k idth

Reinforcing

a Foundation wail

R einf or cing

1 '!"



,

Floor plan

A Room sixes

b Location of windows

1

LoCation of doors

Location of fixtures

(taken from floor plane)

Elevations

A Vertical measurements

Location.and sise of

windows and doors

Location of vents :.

through roof

(2) Working drawings

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

6

4
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(c) Isometric (NOTE: Drawn
on 300 or-450 angle) (Used '

to make a bill of materials)

(3) Scale-Blueprints will normally be

drawn to a scale ofi" a, 1, 0"

but larger or smaller scales may
be used.

NOTE: Splitathe class into four groups and
assign each group to a section of the
model 'house.

'ROTE: 'Instructor discuss drawing before
going to the next project

Using a working drawing of a plumbing
systma, make a bill of materials that'

would be needed to construct the system.
The bill of materials must\acCurately

identi.fy all required mateiba4.- without

Mhortages and without excess 'greater than
10%.

(1) Information found in the bill
of materials

(a) Discription (nomenclature)

(b) Part number

(c) Ousn'iity

1 5 3



(d) Size

(e) Cost

(2) Location of information

(a) Nomenclature

(b) Part number-found in either

-a manufactures catalog, GSA,

or researdh_catalogs.

(c) Quantity4ound on the working

drawings and specification

sheets.

(d)- Size-found on, the working

drawing and specification

afieets.

(e) Coat-if necessary is'found

in commercial literature or

research catalogs.

APPLICATION:

-

Usiggt.tita. 'arida& damitgalinaVB 3ABR55235

IT-8 -P1 make a working drawing And a bill

of matefials, for the waste and vent system

for the model,house.

4

8
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CONCLUSION (Day 361 5 minutes)

SUMMARY: Outline the main points of the lesson and explain their importance
to future lessons,

41r,

STUDY' ASSIGNMENT: Conclude the lesson by emphasizing how today's work will
rit into tomorrow's lesson. Have the students study SG 3ABR55235 -1V-8 and
review their notes.

INTRODUCTION'(Day 37, 40 minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:*

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION;

9



PRESENTATION:

8c, Using a floor plan, a wetting

1
drawing, and the required materialri,

install a plumbing system jinthe

miniature model house. Cep1eted
system must comply with tie National.

Plumbing Code.

4.4-

(1) Means of supporting miniaetup
Pipe and fittings.

(2) How to obtain proper grade on

miniature pipe

(3) How miniature_pipe and fittings

are joined together.

APPLICATION:

Using WB 3ABR55235IV-8P1, and Materials

listed on bill of materials, install ture

pipe and fittings in model house, Aft r project

ii-checked by iñstrüètór, rethove pipe and, fittings

and return them to supply. Clean work area.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or

observation of student's perf&mance during

lesson. This may be accomplished at any tiqe

during lesson for increased effectiveness.

10
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CMCLUSIOR (5 Minuiel)

4

% AMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASS T: Read and ..nawezJ the

questions in SG-3kBR55235-V-11 W terization

of piping, and SG-3ABR55235-V-11 Maintenance

of Valves.
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Dppartment of Civil Engineering T.raining
Sheppa.rd Air Fokce Base, Texas

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-IV-1
1 November 1974

/NSTALLATION OF BATHTUBS AND SHOWERS

. .

The objective of this study guide is tO develop your knowledge of procedures thatmust.be used when 'installing a bathtub.

INTRODUCTION

The bathtub or shower is one of the'mast important installations in any modernbuilding. The deaning of the body is important to good health. The shower is favoredby many people from a sanitary viewpoint. This makes it more practical where morethan one person uses the same fixture. Some homes have the bathtub and showercombination which reduces cost of installation of two fixtures.

TYPES OF BATHTUBS .

There are several types of bathtubs on eie market today, such as recess, cornerrecess, and sunken. Most types of tubs arc madb in several sizes ranging.from 4 to 6feet indength. The mopr-einimon length tub used is live feet. They are designated as a .right- or left-hand tub, depending on the locz tion of the drain. Most bathtubs are)made*. of emineled cast-iron or enameled-pressed S;eel.

,) INSTALLATION OF BATHTUBS \

Modern cast-iron tubs are designed to test on the floor and normally span an areafrom wall-to-wall. The tub sets firmly on the subfloor and the rim of the tub issupported by leveled blocks or a piece of 2 x 4 nailed lengthwise on the studs. Thisis shown in figures 1 and 2.
1

lb

_it' 6

114.



X r BLOCKS r X 4- STUDS

SUBFLOOR

\ Figure 1. A 2" x 4" Used As A Figure 2. Blocks Used As A Bathtub
Batltub Support Support

CXC-10.

Figure 3. Leieling the Bathtub

VI

After the tub is installed against the studs and the rim o e t is resting on its
supports, it should be checked-as shown in figure 3 to assure th it is level.'

The drain and overflow of the tub is dually of a type with a popup drain plug and
then thers-4e-Mleone with the pullout stopper: Thi diain ifrinstalled in the space
prtriddid by the studs at the end of the tub. The overflow and waste drain are Made
of highly finished chrome. The hidden parts are made of rough brass and brass
tubing. The fittings are 1 1/2 inches in diameter and come with a popup waste or a
rubber stopper fastened to the overflpw by a chrome chain, This drain and overflow

2
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1.

c.

combirntion is' connected to the drum or a P-trap with slip joint nuts ancl rubber
washers to seal off the leaks. The drain in the bottom of the tub is sealed against
leaks bY *ling plumber's putty and rubber rings.

TYPES OF SHOWERS

With respect to disposition of waste, showers are of two general classes, those
which discharge into the bathtub and those which discharge into a separate receptor
or floor pan. The latter strictly speaking constitutes a showeff the other is simply
an attachment to a bathtub water supply. Both types are used in the modern homes
today. The onlk:reason for the difference iseconomy; each_accomplishes the same
purpose. .

INSTAX,LATION OF SHOWER

The faucet and shower tombination for a bathtub and shower is connected to the
hot and cold Waterlines that are installed when the piping is roughed-in. The manu-.
facturer's specificationt. are used to deterniine the height-of the risers; however,Jiii:
height may be specified by the user. . -

The faucet's hidden parts are constructed of rough tirass, while the parts thkt
extend through the finished wail have a chrome finiSh.

Ail nipples coming through walls should have escutcheons 'installed on them to
prevent insects .from eniering the building, keep out cold air, and also to improve
the appearance ofthe installation. Escutcheons are made in a number of designs.--
The two most comnion types are made to slip Over nipples coming-out of walls before
fittings axe installed. Another type is designed on- hinges.and can be opened up and
installed on piping after the pipe and fittings have been installed. A typical bathtub
and shower unit is shown in figure 4.

A nipple is connected' to the bottom of the tee fitting in order to extend the tub
spout to within 2 to 4 inches of the tub's top; spacing the spout above the tub rim pre-

events siphoning of the water from the tub in case the faucet is.left open, and the
water pressure drops at the same time. This installation prevents cross connection
between potable =I nonpotable water.

A diverter, see figure 4, is used in the downspout of the tub to divert the Watei
up through the shower head. The diverter Nyill return to normal position when the
faucets are turned off.

Mixing valves in the shower system are used to supply a unifohn temperature of
the water for shower or tub'. Temperature of the water May-be.regulated between
the limits of the temperatures-of the cold water supply and the hot water supply.

, .

Three hieilodi are used for this control, of temperature; they are manuall
pressure, and thermostatic.

"'"

4,



b.%

90 ELL

ESCUTCHEON

45°CHRO4E PIPE

'VALVE

SWIVEL JOINT

-

SHOWER HEAD

1/ 2- GAL PIPE
1."

HOT WATER

SUPPLY VALVE '
ier I MI

s

s

. AP'

COLD WATER
SUPPLY VALVE

-DIVERTER

COMBINATION WASTE
AND OVERFLOMI

Figure 4. Bat and Shower Unit
. .

A raanually-controlled mixing valie consists of fici conifireision stops Celt in
one body and downspout and spray delivery pipe. The mixture and temperature of
the:water-dis,Chirged-bithe tni5 spbut:Or shower spray As regulated Manually. This
tyke of valve, hosteliek, does not provide"ffolection against strdden changes of tem-
erature due to surges of hot or cold water caused by varying pressures of water
ternpOatUres'in the supPly lines, See figure 4.

..
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A pressure-controlled mixing valve
. consists of a brass mixing chamber con-
taining a sliding piston. The piaton is
provided with jets to allow hot and cold
w er to pass through them and mix

hen the handle of the valve is operated.
The setting of the handle'controls the
water temperature by establishing the
mixing ratio, a change-in-pressure on
one side of the piston will cause the piston
to move, increasing the flow from the
low pressure supply to maintain a nearly
constant temperature; see figure 5.

A thermostatically-controlled
mixing valve is sensitive to changes in
both temperature and pressure. The
temperature of the water delivered by
the valve remains constant regardless
of temperature and pressure changes
in the hot and cold water lines. This
type is for showers only, see figure-6.

Figure 5. Pressure Controlled Mixing
Valve

*IP

Figure 6. Thermostatically Controlled
Mixing Valve

The shower head is attactird to a shower arm mounted on highly finished chrome
pipe. Shower heads have a ball and socket joint to adjust direction of the spray.
Shower heads are usually made of chrome or niekle-plated,brass. Newer types of
shower heads are being made of plastic and have the advantage of being noncorrosive.
Due to the chemical contents of water, it has a tendency to form deposits on the shower
head; therefore, occasional maintenance will be required to keep them functioning
properly.

There are two types of shower heads commonly used in Air Force installations.
These two types are the circular head and the economy head. The circular head has
notches or grooves around the outer edge Of the face that allows regulation of the spray.
The economy head has a restricted nozzle that provides a fine spray. The economy
head uses less water than other types of heads.

5
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The shower bath differs from the tub and shower combination in that the tub is
replaced by a floor receptacle. The floor slopes to a floor drain either in the center
or on the ends. The sides and floor of the shower may be metal, tile, or any suitable
waterproof material. A door or curtain provides the fourth wall to hold the water
within the shower area.

SUMMARY

Some of the types of bathtubs on the market today are the recess, corner recess,
sunken, and leg or roll rim types. These tubs range in size from 4 to 6 feet. Xost
bathtubs today are made of enameled cast-iron or enameled-pressed steel. In most
cases they rest on the subfloor and are level and supported by 2 x 4 timbers nailed
to the studs. The bathtub is connected to the previously roughed-in plumbing system.

One of the two types of showers used ilt the modern home today discharges waste
water into the bathtub and the other dischargeis its waste water into a separate re-
ceptor or floor pan. Faucets for shower combinations are installed on,the hot and
cold water lines previously installed for bathtub and shower. ManufactUrer'S or
user instructions are consulted when installing the shower combination. A diverter
is used in the downspout of the bathtith to divert water up through the shower head.
Several types of valve systems are used in bathtub-shower combinations and single
shower installations. The manually-cootrolled mixing valve does not provide pro,
tection against sudden changes of temperature in the supply lines. The pressure
controlled mixing valve is used where bathtub and shower are separated. This valve
is constructed so it will maintain a nearly constant water supply temperature. A
thermostatically-controlled mixing valve is used in a shower installation. The valve
maintains constant temperature and pressure of the water.

QUESTIONS

1. What type of material and finish is used to manufacture a bathtub?

2. klbw is a bathtub supported to keep it level?

3. How is the drain in the bottom of the bathtub sealed to prevent leaking?

4. What two (2) types of showers are in common use?

5. Why is a 2- to 4-inclf space left between the rim of the bathtub and the bottom of
the tub spout ?

6: What is the purpole of the diverter ? k

7. What type mixing valves are used in the installation of showers ?

8. Which type valve maintains constant temperatute and pressure of the water
regardless of water change?

9. what type of shower heads are used in shower installations ?

10. How is the "economy spray constructed so it will,operate on less water ?

11.. What.is the purpose of the ball-and-socket joint -on the shourer head?

12. How does the pressure'controlled mixing valve maintain anearly constant
temperature?

,
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SG 3ABR55235-IV-2

INSTALLATION OF WATER CLOSETS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to aid you in gaining a better understanding of
the types and installation procedures of a water Closet.

INTRODUCTION

The water closet is the most commonly used fixture. From the standpoint of
sanitation, it is the most efficient. The water closet is a plumbing fixture used to
convey organic body wastes to the plumbing system. It is made of clay with a quality
equal to that used in the manufacture of fine china. A water closet is cast in about
thirteen pieces. These are molded together by skilled mechanics to form the closet
bowl. The closet is then treated with liquid-glaze, placed in dry kilns, and fired at
temperature of 2500°F. This process renders it entirely impervious to moisture.

CLOSET BOWL OPERATION

Vitreous china water closets are available in a wide variety of types, including
the common washdown bowl, the washdown bowl with jet, the reverse trap bowl, and
the siphon jet bowl; although each of these water closet types is installed in the same
way, they dtffer in their fi hing action. 0

Wishdown Bowl

The washdown bowl is the simplest type of water cloiet. The trap is at the front
of the bowl and is somewhat smaller than in other types of water closets. Proper
functioning df this type of closet is dependent upon siphon action alone. During the
flushing action of all these types of water closets, water flows fiom inside the rim
down the side of the bowl through the integral trap and out.of thei fixtures, see
figure 7.

40'
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Figure 7. A Common Washdown
Bowl

Figure 9. Washdown With Jet

.,

Figure 8. Reverse Trap Bowl

Figure 10. Siphon Jet Bowl

Reverse Trap Bowi

Th reverse trap bowl is similar to the washdoWn bOwl except that the trap is ar
the rear of the bowl, lengthening the bowl for a more graceful appearande. It holds
more water than the washdown bowl and is quieter in operilion, see figure 8.

Washdown Bowl with Jet
-

The washdown bowl with jet is similar in appearance to the Common washdown
bowl, but it has a different flushi ction, see figure 9. The unit has a small hole
in the bottom which delivers aect jet_or stream of water intd the upper arm of the
trap, starting a siphoning actiontimmediatelY-tpon flushing the unit.

Siphon Jet Bowl

The siphon jet bowl, see figure 10, is the most expensive, quietest in operation,'
. and most efficient type of water closet. It is similar in appearance to the reverse
trap bowl, but maintains an almost full bowl of water. Very littje of the inside sur-
face of the bowl is left uncovered when the water is at rest in the bowl.

10



INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS

To properly install a- water closet, the plumber should refer to the wOrking
drawings furnishect by manufactUrers of.plumbing fixtures. Ability to read blueprints
in general will enable you to visualize these simple but necessary directions to
roughing-in and to set .plumbing fixtures.

sWater closet roughing-in sheets are indicated in figures 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.
These roughing-in sheets are exact types furnished the plumber by the manufacturers
for on-the-job installation. Referring to figures 11, 12, 13, and 14, find out how much
space is required for the closet. Notice that the drawings indicate how-far the sewer
opening must be from the wall or floor °for certain types of closets. Even though the
measurements should be followed by the plumber in installing the fixture, some
manufacturers allow up to a 1/2-inch variation in thetSe types of installations.

Notice in figures 13 and 14 the latest types of wall-hung water closets supplied
by manufacturers. These type closets make cleaning of the floor much easier than
the floor type. The type indicated in figure 13 is used more extensively in residential
areas while the one indicated in figure 14 is used more extensively in public places.

In figure 15 is illustrated the manufacturer's approved-support for wall hairging
closet. The adjustable combined fitting and chair carrier permits each wall-hung
closet to be set at a uniform height from the floo providing an elongated opening

.1% in the fiturig which allows setting up to 4 inche of pitch on the drainage line.

I.
The integral fitting is nonadjustable and recommended primarily for use on

single closet installations or on vertical lines where narrow wall construction limits
the pipe space available.

ii
1

jek
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L = 29 3/4" Measurements may vary 1/2"
Figure 11. Siphon Jet Closet Combination With Tank
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Figure 12. Floor Support Water ClOset WithsFlushometer;Type Valve
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Figure 13: Tanki Type Wall Hung 'Close-Coupled Reverse Trap Clpset,
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Figure 14. Flu;shometer Type Wall-Hung Water Closet

ID

,

, - 16A - Horizontal Adjustable System

15B - Vertical Adjustable System
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15C - Vertical Inlet Adjustable System
f

"4 15D - Integral Vertical Offset Slcem

ft

15E 7 Integral Vertical System
A

Figure 15. Manufacturer's Supports for Wall-Hanging Water Closets
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Installing Wax,Ring Gasket and CoMpound
r-The compound ring shoulct be about I-inch thick. Arrange/he comPound rilg onof the bowVsp t will sque,eze.inward. Tbisis accomplished by rolling theA. 'Compound toward-the in/tef edge-Of the rim. If thelloor is npt level and'the floor hasbeen ;aiset akove /he top or the Vtoor -flange use tio wax rings: Ile* liftThe betv-T

. up (it is heavy, and to sefitiroperly, requires'two people) and set, it gently downover the floor-flange makiiv sure the- watring stays, in place. Continue letting it itstraiglittown Into final pessitice, see fliure 18,

Fter,e lg.- Installing Cloka Bowl,

XresivdOwn on top '4ente* (no-t-One end DI' the otheir) of/h7e'boil:*;i/jse-yoUr -full:
...violet and twist it lightly-to settle.it inte--the compound-antalso to 'sett-164 firinly-oh the floW74he closet biiivkiihouliP5beperfect/fleve1WheiliSettled.tseaflevel i--if .you are",44;denlit.- :-14-(ige tie boV.Y1 to lent* itliedessars --Be'sure that if.any . .wedging 40-,-,nied11 iddes'ilot<leave airgaps in the edmpound-aiound-the bzi Do- . -s-
-,liollarce:tighteninglifeT-mits: 94:the -bolts because ofthe tinter ofcrac he bowl, . L.
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ThiSTALLING CLOSET BOWL

The bases of all water clostt bowls are Installed in about the, same way as is
indicated in figures 16, 17, and 18. -

Air Force type of plumbing requires a floor flange installed so that it rests upon
the floor around the opening of the drain line. The connection betwdbn the water closet
and the soil pipe will depend on the type of closet bend available for the job, see '
figure 16 for, one type of installation.

WALL

4 .-12"

FLOOR

Figuke 16. CloSet Drain Opening

To Set 1 boNvIthat,g, held bY two bolts', simply. place the bolts in.the flange slots
provided. If,- howeVer, tigpartiCular designed howl requires_ four bolts, then place
the closet on the floor properly over the 'flange, mark the locations (on the floor) fors
the.additional (front) bolts, then install these bolts info the floor at the place marked.
If, howeVer, the floor ii_wood.,_ use toilet bowl bolts, -which have vood threads at dile
,end and injadhine threads-at the other. -With a _floor that is tile-or koncreti_e set the
neads of the bolts-in previously prepared holes and fill with cement to kvel of the
floor.-

Before the bowl is turned Upside down, put wood or papers under the, bowl to
prevent scratching an,d _when you handle the bowl, be sure not to drop it, because it is
made of-vitreous china and-will-break easily. After you have turned the bowl, place
a roll-of aPproved compound- conipletely arotnd the rim, and a prepared.wax ring

1,around the-discharge opening, see figure 17. In case of emergency the Air Force
perniitsllie use of rubber gaskets or putty around the discharge of closet nowl. This
forms a -sel betiidentthe fleck-flange arid_theAmter closét:bowl.

. 15.
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INSTALLING FLUSHING MECHANISMS

Cold water for flushing a water. closet can be suppll'ed to a 'water closet by a
closet tank or a flushometer-type flushipg valve. The closet tank is used irvi'esidential
water closets. With such a tank, a minimum of water is effective in quiet y and
bffIgIitintly (Jushing tile water closet. Flushometer-type flushing valves a.t\e more
advantageous In installations where noise and economy are not particularly important.
The required size water line for a water closet equipped with a flushometer is 1 inch
and for a water closet equipped with a tank 1/2 inch.

*4'

Installing Tank

The close coupled tank design is a
later revision of the wall-hung tank type
with a similar flUshing and fill mech-
anism. Thedifference in the tanks 4
are the way they are mounted. The

"wall-hung tank is fastened to the wall
and connected to the bowlby a water
closet elbow, fittings, and a spud.
The fixture supply .Ge is also connected
to the bottoth of tank for supplying
water to the closk tank and bowl, see
figure 19.

The 'close coupled tank sets on the
back of the bowl. It is held'by two bolts
and the water connectiodis sealed with
a special designed gasket see figure
20.

. , r
The water supply to the tank is

connected with a flexible connector
--(jiffy connection) as shown in figure 21.

T_he jiffy connector used here is tlie
same as the connector used to connect .

the water supply to the faucets
lavatory. Refer to manufactuter's
speciftcations for size of tube to be
used.

The tank is filled through the
ball cock which is controlled by the
ball float. Flushing is accomplished
by raising the flush tank ball from its
seat 'with the operating handle and
connecting linkage, see figure 22.

)
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SUPPLY PIPE

FLUSH ELBOW

GLOBE VALVE

COVER

TANK

CLOS' ET TANK

OUTCE-T

CD FRICTION
WASHER

, RING
0 WATER- 1 i e

ELBOW

CLOSET

CLOSET

/ INLET 1 -

I 1

SLIP.JOINT NUT
SPUD FLANGE I

RUBBER

Figure 194 Water Closet and Wall-Hung
Closet Tank
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VALVE

TANK

TANK INLET

RUBBER WASHER

Figure 20. Mountint '11..nk on Closet
Bowl

SLIP-JOINT NUT

WALL FLANGE

Figure 21. Fixture Supply Line

TRAP REPILL TUBE

OVERPLOG----

PLUM TANK
BALL FLOATOPERATING

HANDL 1

CLOSE COUPLED GASKET 0#1

Figure 22. Flush Tank

CKA..024A

,

he flush tank ball is light -and wive s on 'the top of the water; and \
as water goes out of the tank, the tank ball drops back 'on the seat of the flush
valve. The water pressure'in the tank holds flush tank Ball oh its lea until the next
flush. ,

18
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Installing Flushometer Tylies

Most-of the water closets used in the Air Force are equipped with flushometer
flush valves for flushing the bowls. A flushometer valve is a con, jiact andifficient
mechanism for delivering water under pressure directly into the water closet. This
type Valvegived a quick, automatic flushing a.ction, and the amount of water delivered
can be adjusted. There areseveral types of \flushometer valves, inCluding the piston,
dianhfaghl and hydraulic types. For proper cpeiations, thebe require a 1-inch supply
line.

PISTON TYPE. The piston-type flushometer valve,shown in figure 23,is operated
by a lever which diicharges the water from the upper chamber. The differential
pressure then forces the piston assembly upward., allowing the water to enter the
closet bowl. The.upper chamber is -filled through a bypass which is connected to the
supply. When the pressurels equal on bOth sides of the piston, it Fill drop down on
its seal, claiiing.off-the'ivatersupply.

DIAPHRAGM TYFT.., The diaphragm-type flushometer valve,sée figure 24,, con-
tains two chambers separated by a relief valve mounted on a rubber diaphragm. The
upper chamber iS directly connected to the main water supply by a bypass. The
lower chaMber is connected to a large diameter supply pipe which is usually 1 inch
or more in diameter. When the valve is operated, the 'relief valve is moved to the
open position, discharging the water from the upper chamber. Inequality of the
pressures to which the two sides of the diaphragm are exposed foEces the diaphragm
to lift off ,its seats admitting water from the, supply inlet into the closet bowl. Within .

a predetermined interval-, sufficient water forces itself th,rough the bypass into the
uper chamber, moving the diaphragm down onto the seat and closing the flow of
water to the bowl. ' .

f

f

Fl gure 23. Piston-Type Fflushometer

OUTSIDE COVER
UPPER CHAMSER
INSIDE COVE

DIAPHRAGM

REUEF VALVE

EXTENSOR PIECE

ANDLE

PLUNGER

Figure 24. Diaphragm-Type FIusho-
rcieter
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The flushing action on both piston- and diaphragm-type flushing valves should be set

at 10 seconds. This gives the most desirable flushing time for water closets. The
setting is 'made by adjusting the screw in the top of the flushometer fot length of flush
and adjusting the angle valve on the flushometer water for volume.

The flush valve or flushometer is connected to the closet bowl by a screwed
ccmpression fitting and to the water supply by a standard pipe thread fitting, after pip-
ing compotuiti has been applied to the pipe threads. The lat connectio&to be made is at
the union that is built into the flush valve.

Hydraulic Type Flushometer

The hdraulic type flushometer (figure 25) contains two separate chambers, with
its mechanical paits sealed in 15rrdraulic oil. Its operating function is mechanical and
therefore is independent of wate pressure. The length of the flushing period is
controlled by the adjustable time screw. The principle of operation is as follows.

CONTROL CHAMBER WATER CHAMBER

When handle it depreiged....

-
When handle is rel,pased...,

Piston is. forced down,
cauting hydraulic oil
to lift check ball, al-
liming oil to pass up
through piston and out
into oil chamber above
piston.

Piston rises and cheek
'ball returns to its seat,
preventing oil frbm pass-
ing back through piston.
-Rising piston forces oil
through 1/8" orifice,
past adjustable needle
valve, and back into the
chamber beloW piston.

1

20

Bronze spring is
comix.-:ssed,

.bc lows off valve
seat and allowing
water to pass through
water 'Chamber to bowl.

Bremze.springexpands,
returning bellows to valve
seat, and stopping water -

passage.

114
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View A

ADJUSTASLE Tat SCREW

NEOPRENE

- HTDRAULPC OIL

,RAss ptsion

STEEL CHECK BALL

sawn SPRING

BRASS SEAT vut-AnizED
'TO RUBBER BELLOWS

RUBBER BELLOWS

CKB-092

View B

Figure 25 - Hydraulic Type Flushoineter

After the water closet and tank or flushometer have been installed, the system
'should be tested for leaks and smoothness of operation. This test should be made at
full water supply pressure.

.. -

Water closet trap maintenance will consist of remcving stoppages, using a force
cup cr closet auger. If these two methods fail, then it is necessary to disconnect the
bowl from the closet flange and work fronrthe-waste.nutlet openinb,

SUMMARY

Water cIosets are plumbing fixtures usedito convey orgaiic body wastes to the
drainage sy em. These vitreous china water closets are available in a wide variety of
types whichinclude the common washdown bowl, washdown bowl with jet, reverse trap
bowl, anq the siphon jet bowl. Bven though each water closet,is installed in the same
way, the flushing action is different. The washdownbqw1 is the simplest type of,water
closet because it is dependent on the siphoning action Alone., The Siphon jet bowl is the
most expensive, quietest in operation, and most efficient,type of water closet..

To properly install a water closet, the plumber should refer to the manufacturer's
rough-in specifications -furnished by the manufacturer, bfthe--fIxture.

The closet bowl is fastened to the floor by two or fag bolts, depending cn the
design of the bowl. To seal the bowl to the floor, a ring of comhoUnd is plaCed around
the base of the bowl and alio a wax ring used io seal the howl to the drain opening.
If the floor has_ been raisel above the top 'of the floor flange, use two wax gaskets to seal
tlie bowl to the drainage system.

21
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The two methods of suppliing water to a water closet bawl are through the clostttank and'flushometer. The tank is mounted on the wall or is connected to the back of ,'the closet bowl. A 1/2-inch water supply line furnishes water to the tank each-time thetank is emptied. ,The tank type is used mostly in residential areas where quietness is:cle4ired. -The flxfthometer type flushing valves are -more advantageous In installations-ilwre noise and economy are not particularly important. The flushing action on flush-ometers is set at 10 seconds flushing time. The settinris made by adjusting the screwin the (top of the flushometer for length of flush and by adjusting the yalve on the Watersupply\ for volume.

QUESTIONS

1. What kind of material is used in the construction of water clozis.,?

2. What sour types of water closets are discussed in this guide?'

Which type is the simplest water closet?

. Whiah type is the quietest in operation And most efficient water closet?

5. Name 3 types.of flushornete.rs?

6. What measurements are included on the manufacturer's specifications?

7. flow are the bolts anchored in the base of the

-8. Wat s. used;to' seal the bowl to the fliior and

9. kow does the plumber cause the compound to
closet bowl?

closet bowl?

the discharge opening?
-

squeeze inward when settig the

10. Why is it not advisable to force tighten the nuts" on the ba.se of the closet bowl?

1 On
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INSTALLATION OF URNIALS

ULU ECTIVE

To provide you with the background iniormation pertaining to the types .and

INTRQDUCTION

The installation of a urinal is common in
installations. The fixture is of sanitary de's"
for which it is used makes it an'installationnot always up to s,,,
plumbing fixtures as far as sanitation is concerned.

Urine is more objecticmable as a waste product tharft-cdtiheritypOs Iganic ;40-
stances when considered from the standpoint of possible 91-iinm*C40 of Jmfectfousdiseases.

;.

, '1.-..-..-
,-, .."447,:',"::* .',1-4,, .,- /d'

,... ..!:0 0 e,t, ' ;',/,.,"",i"
f7l- :-',':;",4', -,-;':"':9. ei:r l':' ../y.: '

ustrial, comme#,$)#,
. However,/ it _settnilizthkt p*,"0,400- ,,,,,,

-ard
?2,

TYPES /
There are four basic types of urinals. They are the-wall-hung, pedestal, tro

and stall types. The stall type is Used extensively in public buildings. The ma1l4;img
and the pedestal types are common in the military. Th,trough and stall-type,trinala,
aie not approved for use in new constructipn or maint*nance replacement.

iiPi
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Wall Hunt
,V.-"%144

, The wall-hung urinal, as shown-in
figure -26, is- a- solid- poreelalzt, cast
frôii *itfi enamel iiiiIsli, ói VitieOthi
china fixture suspended from the wall
with four bolts, or brass screws. Wall-
hung urinals come In differentslesigns,
such as: (1) syphon jet fixture with
integral trap, (2) the Urinal with an
outside trap or eXpoSed-trap, and -(3)
the siphon jet urinal with side shields.
All are proper for-installations having
tile, or other kind of impervious floor-
ing, in which a drain may be installed.

Figure 26. Wall-Hung Urinal

Trough

The trough urinal, as shown in figure 27, is installed similarly to the wall-hung
type. The main difference is the trough type does not have an integral trap and must
be provided with a separate trap directly_under the waste outlet of the fixture."

Figure 27. Tkough Urinal

Rodestal, ,

The installation of a pedestal-type ukinal, as shown in figure 28, is similar to
installing a floor-mounted water closet. The rougAn is made witha 4-inch closet
bend and floor flange. The urinal is sealed to the floor flange by using a wax ring -

on the underside of the outlet. The fixture iS then fastened to the floor flange. with
brass-bolts and brass chrome-plated nuts.

lbig
advantage of this type of urinal is thai there is less trouble with stoppages

---iitraiTt3:of its large discharge opening and drain.

The cost of installation is more, but it is usually cheaper in the long run because
it'requires less maintenance,

. ,
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CXA.044

Figure 28. Pedestal Urinal

Stall

CXA.0113

rigure 29. Stall Urinal

Stall =type urinals, as shown in figure 29, are' used in public buildings wheie the
height of the personnel 'using it vary and would require several wall-hung urinals
installed at different' heights. The stall-type urinal like thetrouglitype is.not.as - -sanitary ail the wall-hung or pedestal. Jtois not approved by the Air Force for use ineither new constructed or maintenance replacement. This is because there is somespatter of urine back on clothing and shoes of personnel using it. The stall type hasa 2-inch rotigh=lit.

The manufacturer's specifications should be followed closely as the tolerance
during installation is much closer because it is fastened to the wall and must be flush
with the limn'.

,FLUSHING MECHANISMS

Flushometes valves are used to flush urinals. These valves-are devices-which
discharge a predetermined quantity of water directly from the supply line to flush theurinal. The valves are self-closing and actuated by direct water piessure. Thesevalves mse less water, than hand-adjusted continuous flow units and can be operated at
interlals of only a le* secónds, usuallS7 a 10-second flush. There are several types
of flushing valves.; but the piston and'the diaphragm types are most widely used.

25
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Piston Type

The piston-type flushometer valve
is opened by a lever which diechaiges

, ...'_thewater.:frorotheJlashpot thaniber.-
The differential of pressure then forces
the piston assembly upward allowing
the water to enter the urinal directly.
gosing of the valve is automatic, con-

, trolled by,a bypass through.which water
enters the dashpot chamber,, forcing
the piston assembly down ori its seat,
stopping the flow of water. It is
regulated by a screw to allow'the
valve to be open no longer/than the tiMe
required to flush the urinal. Figure
30 shows a piston-type flushometer
valve. ,

Diaphragm Type

The diaphragm:;type,flushometer
valve has two chambers separated by
a relief valve mounted on a rubber

. diaphragm. The upper chamber-is
directly _connected to We Platn.water

-supplyoby a bypass, ,The lower chamber
connected taa large diameter.
en the valve is operated, the relief

valve is titled tb the open position,
discharging the water frbm the dashioot
chamber. The differential of pressure'
then forces the diaphragm to lift and
'admit-water from.the distribution
system into the urinal. Within'a pre-'
determined interval, sufficient water
forice0 itself through the bypass 'to the
daihpot chamber, forcing the diaphragm
down on ita seat to stop the flow of
water into the fixture. Figure 31 is
a cutaway of a diaphragm flushometer.

,
'INSTALLATION PROCEDuRgs

DASHPOT CHAMBER

PISTON ASSEMBLY

MSC
-SEAT

111111.1111141

/,

BYPASS
STRAINER

AUXILIARY
VALVE

CONNECTION

ECE?

Figu0 30.

_
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Figure.31. Diaphragm -TYpe Flushometer
t Valve

46.

Urinals, like most other fixtures, are available in a "variety of shapes anci sizes.
Two urinals may look the sanie but may not-be secured-to the wall in the same
manner. All iall-hung urinals must have a support; these are called mounting bo ds.

Some urinals are secured to the wall by brass screws or bolts. . Care sh uld be
taken not to tighten the bolts or screws too much." The urinal may crack or break.

26 3.
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Regardless of the method used to mount the urinal, it should be level and mounted
at the height specified for the urinal to be installed. Once the urinal is mounted, the
flushometer and P-trap can be installed. Turn on the water and check the flushometer
and drain for operation and leaks..

---" :MAMA R Y

There are basically four types of urinals: wall-hung, trough, stall, and pedestal.
They are, constructed of vitreous china or porcelain, because enameled ironlyilLpot,
stand up under the hard wear to which these particular-fixturea are subjected. The
wall and trough-type urinals are used more extensively on military installations. The
urinals are suspended froni the wall by brass bolts or screws. A mounting board
must be installed& provide 'firm support for the urinals. The lip of the wall-Ming
urinals should be from 20 to 25 inches above the finished floor. The trough urinal
does not have an integral trap and must be provided a sepaeate trap. The water
supply flushing mechanism .of the trough urinal is generally an automatic or hand-

%." adjusted continuous flow unit. Flushometer valves are used to flush wall-type\ir
inals and may be used on trough-type urinals. There are two types of these valves;

piston and diaphragm. They can be operated often without damage. The valvl is
operated by water pressure acting on the Valve'mechanism.

QUESTIONS
,

. 1. Name the types of urinals.

2.4 Of what type material is amsinal constructed?
,.,.i.

3. How are urinals suspended.from the wall/

4. What kind ofbolts and screws a1.e used for mounting a wall-type urinal?_.

5.. What is the height of thilip of the walls-type urinal from the floor when properly
. installed? ...... .

6. What is the purpose of a mounting board?
-

7. What type of valves are generally used-on Urinals'?

8. Wh/at-is the height of the urinal from the finished floor to the lip?

9. What item is needed when a pedestal urinal is sealed.to the floor flange"?

10. Hotv is a piston-type flushometer actuated?
*410

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing

2. ,National Plumbing Code
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INSTALLATION OF L4VATORIES

, SG 3ABR55235-IV4

The purpose of this study guide is to help you becdme.sfamiliay with the types oft
__lavatories and tile proper method ormstalling them.

/
'

-
INTRODUCTION

The lavatory is a -fixture of conimon inStallation. ' They a'.1.e manufactured in many
styles and colors, and equipped with hot and cold water supply.

\ The plumber can increase-the efficiency of the fixture by setting it at a proper
height to serve all'members of the famlly. As a general rule, 31 inches from the .finished floor is adequate. \

TYPES OF LAVATORIES

Lavatories are used for washing the hands and face. They-are oblong, Circular,square, or oval in shape,and,maileoi. vitreous china, porcelain, or steel, enamel
cast Won or stainless steel. sfigurO 32 illitstrares two 8f We Most common types,
the wall:hung and the hat rim forcountertop mounting.

Wall-Hung
o

Flat Rimcr

Figure 32. Cgmmon Types of Lavatories

._v v... .1 N
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Wall-Hung Lavatory

The ivall-hung lavatory illustrated in figure 32 is usecl &tensively. Its
integral soap receptacle, overflow, and self-back contribute to the convenience of
the uber and to sanitation as well.-

A wall-hung lavatory can also be set in a cabinebto give it a console effect and
added storage room to the bathroom, see figure 33'.

.

Figure 33. - A Wall-Hung Type Lavatory Set In A Cabinet

Flat Rim Lavatories

The most popular trend in lavatories is the built-in or vanity design.
piovides more utility top surface as well as an attractive Installation . Flat rim
lavatories (also called countertop) come in various sizes, shapes and cblors. There-
fore, it's necessary to refer to the .manufacturer's rough-in specifications *before you
begin any job.

Trough Lavaiory

a

Trough lavatories (figure 34) are used in industrial area washrooms, ch as
shops, where many people require using a lavatory # the same time. Roug -in
measurements are deternihied by the type (circular or semicircular) that y u are
installing, therefore, it is desirable to refer to the manufacturer's rough4n specifi-
cations before beginning the actual roughing-in.

30 .193
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c

Figure 34. Circular and Semicircular Trough WashfoUntains .
. .

Pedestal Lavatory
... .. .

Pedestal lavatories (figure 35) may be.bolted or cemented to the floor or they may
be held in place by drainage piping which passes through the floor instead of the walls.
This type of lavatory is not in common use in the Air Force but some may be found in
barber shops or beauty shops. Pedestal lavatories are being replaced by wall-hung or
countertop lavatories as modiflcatictis are made to the facilities.

._.
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Figure 35. Pedestal Lavatory
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Manufacturer's Roughing-In Catalogs

a

From manufacturer's rough-in sPecification sheets you can secure the rough-in
measurements for the fixtures which are specified for the job. Figure 36 illustrates
the rotigh-in measufemints for a lavatory. Theae measurements.are difficult to
indicate on your working drawing, but-you must know them when determining a total
bill of material for the.pipe and fittings.

4 7 lea

.4

vITEROuS CHN4A LAVATORY

NON SIZE j w 0 C A N
20x1$' 20- ii 7, 21 G
21 X20' i.e 3 e

FLINGERS NOTE - ',Ova UNTABLE REINFORCEMENT
FOR AU. WAL.I. SUPPORTS THESE ROUGHING NEASuFtE-
NAY vARY Ire (PLUS pit Au NUS ) MO ME FOR
THIS 401 ONLY.

t

.

CXA-041

Figure 36. ManufaCturer's Rough-In Specification

. INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

Wall-hung fixtuits are secured t9 the wall by means of special hangers. The
'hangers are screwed to a 2" C 6" board nailed securely between two studs at a .

height recommended by the manufacturer. The rnounting board is normally installed
when the iaste outlet and water supply lines are roughed in.
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The hanger must be level, and if there are no knanufacturer's specifications avail-
able, the hanger is installed 59 that the lavatory will be 31 inches above the finished
floor. If possible, it should be centered over the waste outlet. A typical installation
is shown in figure 37.

The flatrim lavatory is normally installed in the top of ;*. cabinet by a carpenter
because it demands close tolerances and special manufactured fittings for the type of
covering that goes on the cabinet.

HANGER
MOUNTING BOARD

LAVATORY ON
HANGER

CHAIN
LAVATORY

. CHAIN

STAY

RUBBER

PLUG

STRAINER

OUTLET

LOCKNUT

WATER TAIL PIECE
SUPPLY

"P" TRAP

Figure 37. Lavatory Installation

FLANGE

RUBBER .
WASHER

LOCKNUT

Figure 38. PO Type Plug.Drain

There are twb types of drains commonly used in lavatories: the chain and stopper
(pull out) and the mechanical type sometimes called the popup type. When installing
the drki.n, a ring of soft putty is placearound the flange and the flange inserted into
the waste hole into the basin as shown in figur 8. The flange locknut is screwed up
against a rubber washer on the threaded pipe of t'he.Jlange from ynderneath the
lavatory.

The tailpiece lockna and the tailpiece of th& necessary length are then screwed
on the projecting threaded pipe.

this type of plug drain is used in most cases with single hot- and cold-water
faucets. ,

When a combination faucet is used, it usuallY has a built-in mechanical drains
that must be installed. Figure 39 shows in detail the combination lavatory faucet
with a popup drain.
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PLUG

STRAINER

TAIL PIECE

RATING ROO

C

STUFFING SOX NU.T

OPERATING LEVER

,

Figure 39. Combination Lavatory Faucet With Popup Drain

The size of the waste line and trap is 1 1/4 inches. All exposed waste and water
lines are chrome-plated.

.When making up joints a strap.wrench, as shown in figure 40, should be used to
preveit marring chrome-plated piping. The strap wrench has a tendency to slip and
may cauite 'damage to the equipment or injury to the plumber using it. Coat the thside
of the strap with resin and use it with extreme cautthn.

1
,._..

Hot and cold water faucets are installed in holes provided in the top of the fixture.
., Faucets nyly "be of the individual type shown in Ague 41, or the mixing type inter-

_ connected into one common outlet as shown in figute .39.
.

0
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Figure 40. Strap Wrench

HANDLE

STEM
STEM PACKING .-"11

SEAT WASHER
SLEEVE

SEAT WASHER SCREW

.u,
.

Na.:

BODY

WASHER

LOCKNUT----

COUPLING NUT

COUPUN

BRASS FRICTION
WASHER

CAP WASHER

Figure 41. Compression Faucet

The mixing-type faucets may be equipped with an aerator. The aerator gives astream 0 revitalized water by mixing air with the water. Aerated water tastes
better, washes faster, and rinses better. Millions of bubbles swell the stream, in-
creasing the velocity and at the same time prevents splashing, see figure 42.

NO SPLASHING SOAP ECONOMY

THOROUGH RINSING BETTER TAiTE

CK-0211

Figure 42. An Aerator in Operation
4,Faucets are sealed into the rim of the lavatory with a rubber gasket or phunber's'putty.and held tight by a hex jam nut attached fronfbeneath the fixture. The nut can-not be reached with an ordinary wrench. A special wrench, called a basin wrench,is used, see figure 43. The basin wrench is a right-angle pipe wrench mounted onan.extension bar which extends the handle below the bottom of the lavatory bowl.
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The faucets are connected last. The hot water is always on the left and 'cold
water on the right. Faucets are connected to the roughed-in supply lines (risers)
with a jiffy connector. Three types are shown in figure 44.

Figure 43. Basin Wrench Figure 44. Jiffy-Type Connection

The connectors are Arome-plated copper or brass, and have a tapered washer.
The washer is inserted into the faucet shank and held in place with a friction ringand a coupling nut. The friction ring must line up with the bottom of the faucet to
start the coupling nut and to prevent stripping the threads. The friction ring protects
the.tapered washer as the coupling nut is tightened.

It may be necessary to bend the connector to make the correct alignment with the
nipple extending through the wall from the supply riser. If the connector is made of:
chrome-plated brass, it will be pore rigid and will recikiire the use of a tubing bender
similar to the one used in bending rigid copper tubing.

After all connections are made, the water pressure-can-be turned on to checkfor leaks. If leaks are found, turn the water off and repair them.

SillvLMARY

LaVatories are classified as two general types, wall-hung and flat rim. Wall-
hung lavatories are supported by a bracket attached to a mounting board in the wall.
The overflowrim of a wall?hung lavatory is usually 31 inches above the finished floor
unless otheri'vise specified by the manufacturer.. The flat rim typo is usually in-
stalled in a cabinet top. The lavatory must be mounted eo that thetailpicce at:el P-
trap will align with the roughed-in waste oui let. The size oi tla. was! c iin. / 31 oe
lavatory is ugually 1 1/4 inches. A strap wrench is used to provent marring .throme
pipe, Most Air Force lavatory installations have a PC1 plug or a popup type drain.
The basin wrench is used to fasten faucets to the lavatory. Jiffy connectors are usedto attach cold and hot lines to the faucets.
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QUESTIONS

1. What type of connections is used to connect the hot and cold water lines to tbe
lavatory faucets?

2. What is the purpose of a basin wrench?

3. How are faucets sealed into the rim of the lavatory?

4. What is the difference between a PO drain and a popup drain?

5. Why is a strip wrench used on the P-trap?

6. What is a mounting board and what is its purpose?
. .

7. What are the two most common types of lavatories?

8. What size drain is used on lavatories?

9. Where woulci you use a etrap wrench?

10. What is the function of an aerator?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing

2. Natiaial Plumbing Code

4
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INSULATION OF-WATER LINES

OBJECtIVE

,

SG 3ABR55235-IV-5

The purpose of this study guide is to acqiiabit you with the insulating materials
used in connection with plumbing and to learn therinsulating procedures used in in-
sulating piping against heat loss, sweating, and freezing.

INTRODUCTION

Benefits derived from the' use of insulation go back thousands of years to when
primitive man in tropical areas stripped bark from cork trees to use for the roof of
his crude-hut. We can surmise that primitive people observed that conk trees with-
stood the severe tropical heat and concluded that th,e bark would make excellent pro-
tection from the rays of the sun.

Most people know the function of insulation as applied to electrical wiring. The
layman imovis that insulation-of electrical wire is used to keep thecurrent within the
wire and prevent it from contacting other objects. He also knows that refrigerators
must be insulated to obtain a satisfactory operating efficiency:

So ,we can say that insulation of plumbing, piping, and heating systems will be
presented under the following main headings:

PURPOSEAF INSULATION

INSULATION MAT ERIA LS

- INSULATING PIPING

PURPOSE OF INSULATION

In many localities, humidity causes condensation to drip off cold water pipes.
The beads of moisture collect and drop off the pipe, causing property damage and
other inconveniences. Water that is stationary inside a pipe or container will
warm up to room temperature. When it does condensation will not form on the
outside of the pipe or container. However, if cold water continues to pass
through a pipe, considerable condensation will form. When this occurs between
walls and floors, considerable damage may result to wallpaper and plaster as
well as to structural members, such as sills ;nd studs, which may deteriorate
when wetted continually.

Condensation on cold waker pipes may be prevented by covering them with an
antidrip oi waterproof insuration which is available in'xnany forms. The pipes may
be wrapped ivith thick tape containing ground cork or coated with a thick plastic
paint that contains cork granules. Tubular coverings, .made of air-cell asbestos or
mineral wool and provided with a waterproof inne\r liner, may be placed around the
pipe.

Insulation will prevent freezing of the liquid in a pipe due to excessive low
surrounding temperature, especially when lines are run outside of buildings, or in
buildings without heat.
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Dueto the many needs of insulation, ihe plumber will Zna several types of
insulating materials on t he.market today.

INSULATING MATERIAL
Rigid Preformed'

The rigid preformed sections are to be used on pipe runs, and for protectice of
other objects that they are designed.to fit.' 5oz:de of the rigid types on the market today
are fiberglass, magnesia, cork, flexible rubber, antisweat frdstproof, wool felt,
.sponge felt paper and air cell.

FIBERGLASS. Fiberglass pipe insulation is composed of very fine glasi fibers,
bound and formed together by an inactive resin type mixture.- It is molded into a
flexible hollow cylinder, and slit along its length to permit application of pipes or
tubing. It is also shaped to fit small boilers and hot water 4teaters. It is furnished
in three-foot lengths with or without jackets,. The insulation comes inthicknesses
from one-half to two inches and will accommodate pipes from one-half inch to 36
inches., Tiberglass insulation haIs a long life; it will not shrink, swell, rof, or burn.
It is easily applied, lightweight, space saving, and has excellea insulating qualitieS,
see figure 45.

Figure 45. Fiberglass Ins ulation

tr,

Figure 46. 85 percent Magnesia With
15 perpent Asbestos Insulation

MAGNESIA. Magnesia insulation is composed:of appioximately 85 percent pure
carbonate of magnesia, 15 percent asbestos fiber. Under the proces§ of heat, the
magnesium carbonate is transformed into tan expended light bonded niaterial. This'
process permits the maximum strength,. uniformity,. and light weight which makes
it the best insulation material.

Magnesia insulation is excellent material for hiih tempekatUre (§506F) and,high..
pressure steamliiies. It is covered in a canvas jaiket and accommodates piping up
to and including 30 inches in diameter. Its efficiency, if installed on bare metal
piping, is approximately 90 percent. This insulation an be furnished with a heavier
than standard canvas waterproof jacket if exposed to outside conditions, or under-
ground work, see figure 46.

.Magnesia Insulation is uses! in "standard thicki" and "double standard thick"
material. The standard thick size for 1/2-incn pipe is 7/8-inches thick and the. dotible
standard Will remain about the,saine for ill piping up to 30 inches in diameter. The
double standard thick insulating materialis used more extensively on the high temper-

,aturb lines.

The 85 percent magnesia pipe covering is made in se ctiOns three feet in length
with cloth for covering the end seams. The insulation is packed in cartons 18 1/8 X
18 X 36 inches and contains from 'nine to 48 sections.,
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CORK. Cork pipe covering is a granulated material that is processed from the
.bark of cork trees. Figure 47 illustrates a piece of cork pipe covering. This pure,
clsan, granulated cork is compressed and molded to exact size and,shape. It is
finished with a coating of plastic asphalt. which is an ideal covering for cold water,
brine, ammonia, and ice water lines. It has excellent insulating qualities over a widelow temperaturerange. It will not rot or support combustion. It is clean, sanitary
and odor free. Cork covering is available in a wide variety of sizes Wand shapes that
can be used on different size.pipes and fittings.

Figure 47. Moulded Cork Pipe,Covering

FLEX RUB,BER. Flex rubber is a
tough flexable rubber material, construc-
ied of millions of uniform closed cells.

insulating qualities, water resistant,
It is a man-made rubber that has good

good cementing qualities, excellent
weather aging qualities, flame resistant
and excellent Pir prevention of sweating
of cold water lines. It is an ideal
material for covering tubing used in
refrigeration and cold water lines used in
homeg as well as industrial plants and Figure 48. Flex Rubber Insulation
commercial buildings. This rubber,
insulation material comes in random lengths and its wall thickness size is 3/8 to 3/4
inch.. It is made to fit pipe sizes up to 4 inches (see figure 48).

ANTISWEAT. Antisweat insulation (see figure 49) is designed for use on cold ,water pipes. It keeps the water colder in the pipes than most types of insulation and,
if properly installed, prevents condensation or sweating of the pipes. The outstanding
feature of ant:sweat insulation is its' construction. It is composed of an inner layer
of asphalt-saturated asbestos paper, a 1/2-inch layer of wool elt,1two layers of
asphalt-saturated asbestoslelt, anoth'er 1/2-inch layer of pu e wool felt, and an outer
layer of deadening felts combined'with asphalt-saturate s The'outer layer has a
flap a out 3-inches long extending beyond the joint to help make a perfect seal. A
canv s jacket is placed around each three-foot length to protect the puter felt covering.
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Figure 49. Antisweat Insulation Figure O. Frostproof InSuiation

FROSTPROOF. Frostproof insulation, (see figur4,50) is manufactured to be used
on cold water service lines that pass ihrough unheated areds'and those exposed to out-
side weather conditions. Frostproof insulation is generally Constructed with five layers
of felt, These layers include three of pure viool felt ancitly,d,of asphait saturated
asbebtos felts. Frostproof insulation comes in three-foot lengths and is 1 1/4 inches
thick with a canvas cover.

I V..

WOOL FELT. Wool felt is made of
matted fibers of wool, or wool and fur or
hair, worked into a compact material by
firessure rolling. It is used on cold
iviter service and hot water return lines..
Wool felt preformed pipe coveripg is 4
manufactured in thicknesses of 1/2 to 1
inch with a canvas jacket (see figure 51). .

It is manufactured in three-foot lengths to
accommodate straightprtms of piPing.

Figure 51. Wool Fe t Pipe oovering
I SPONGE-TELT PAPER. Sponge felt

paper is comfosed of asbestos paper with
a maximum amount of sponge- evenly
distributed within it, as shown in figure
52. R has approximately. 17 to 43
laminations to the inch, and is uniformly
immd, rigid, an0 closely constructed.
Sponge felt paper is manufactured to fit
most pipe sizes. It comes in'three4foot
lengths and:4r= one to three inches in
thickness. Sponge felt paper can be
purchased in bkocks of straight and pre-
formed shapes to ee used on valves and Figure 52. SPOnge Felt Pa er Insulaticn
fittings.
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AU CELL. Air cell pipe covering
is made of fine quality asbestos paper.
.The covering is generally used to cover
low pressure steam and vapor lines.
Air cell insulation is formed by layers of
plain asbestos felt that is alternated with
'corrugated asbestos felt, with each
lamination or ply approximately 1/4 inch
thick. Air cell insulation is furnished in
three-foot lengths unless otherwise
specified and is covered with a canvas
jacket (as shown in figure 53).

Blanket Type

re'

kizuge 53.- Air Cell Insulation
,

,

/ 75

The blanket-type insulation is manufactured in strips, sheets, and blocks. It is
u-sed to wrap around objects thatiare irregular in shape and for large flat areas. It
is used to insulate against heat loss and fire. This type insulation is used on boilers,
furnaces, tanks, drums, driers, ovens, flanges, and valves. It comes in asbestos
paper rolls, asbestos cardboard sheets, "wool, and hair felt rolls, asbestos cement
blocks, air-cell rolls, aluminum foil rolls, irregular prefor duciovering, and asbestos
powder.

The blanket insulation comes in.different widths and thickneses depending on the
type of equipment to be insulated. It is vermin, rodent;and acid resistant, dnd
fireproof. The asbestos type will stand more heat than the other types; therefore, you
should use it on equipment that contains high temperature and where protection is
required against open flame.

INSULATING PIPING

Pipe coverings illustrated in figures 51 and 53 indicate some of the types of cover-
ing available to the plumber today. These coverings are quickly and easily installed
because each section is split in half and has a canvas cover with flap for quick sealing.
Joint collars are furnished to cover joint seams on insulatiowexposed td outside
.c onditions .

Cheesecloth is used on some types of
insulation instead of canvas. If this type
is installed, a wheat paste is used to
'hold the cheesecloth in place. Enough
cheesecloth extends over the end of each,
preformed, three-foot section to cover
the joints.' If the cheesecloth-is properly
smoothed after the wheat paste has been
applied, it makes a good uniform instal-
lation. After the insulation has been,'
property installed, Metal sands are used Figure 54. Pipe,Insulation ShowingMetal
to hold the insulationljrmly in place. Straps
These metal bands should not be less. .

than 3/4-inch wide and should be spaced not more than 18 inches apart, see figure 54.
Where.the insulation needs to be kept clean, it may be necessary to paint with a special
type enamel paint. This glossy type finish can then be kept free of dust, water, and oiL
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Installing Covering on Valves and Fittings
\

Valves and fittings Can be covered with magriesia cement or mineral wool cement
of the same thickness as the pipe covering. Thest materials are molded intb`shape
to conform with the rest of the insulation. If magnesia or mineral wool cement
insulation is used, the insulation is covered with cheesecloth to help hold the in-
sulation in place.

Install4Covering on Boilers and Tanks

Most small boilers, such as hot water heaters for domestic use, are covered
with insulation by the manufacturers. On the other hand, if the boiler or tank is to be
installed by the plumber, he will need to know something about installing covering so
as to retain heakand prevent fire. . .

Insulation may be either block or blanket type and must be securely wired in
place in an approved manner. Insulation applied to the outside of a boiler or storage
tank should be applied over 1 1/2-inch wire mesh, held away from the metal surface
by metal spacers providing airspade of not less than one inch. When blanket or
block type material is used, the joints in the insulation should be filled with magnesia,
mineral Wool, or other equally suitalale cement. The surface of the insulation should
be covered withla 3/4-inch thickness of hard-finishing cement, trowelled smooth and
even, and reinforced with 1 1/2-inch wire mesh held approximately 1/4 inch away
from the surface of the insulation.

Maintenance of Insulation

Very little maintenance Is required on insulation if it is properly installed.
Insulation exposed to weather and subject to being damaged by sharp objects will
require frequent inspections and some maintenance. If canvas covering gets torn or
punctured, it should be patched withanother piece of canvas. The paste for installing
a patch on insulation that is used on the inside of buildings should be different than the
kiaxt used on insulation exposed,to outside conditions.

Where a leak is detected in a Piping system covered with insulation, it.requires
a major repair. The insulation mnst be removed back far enough to install a union
and a short length of pipe. Then the pipe and union c*be insulated, using the same
type of bisulation as on the rest of the piping system. Sometimes it isnot permissible
to install a short length of pipe, therefore, remove the insulation and pipe back to
the first joint, then replace the piping and reinsulate with the same type of insulation.

Loose straps or loose material around valves and fittings mdy be found during
the inspection. The straps should be retightened and the loose inaulating material
should be replaced or pasted down.

Proper installation of insulation and frequent inspection will minimize maintenance
problems and prolong the service life of,the system.

A sharp tool must beused to cut insulation material covered in this text. e%

When applying insulation, some type of ladder or scaffold will'be needed to
#each the higher parts of the piping system. Care should be taken to prevent falls.
Sharp tOols will be needed to do the job and safety in handling them should be practiced.



SUMMARY

Ins illation is manufactured in two general types: (1) rigid preformed sections,
and (21 blanket cm.rering. Some of the most.common rigid types of insulation are
fibf.rglass, 85 pf:rcent magnesia with 15 percent asbestos. The rigid insulation is
unedmgre extensively on pipe runs and protection of other objects they are designed
to fit. The blanket type is used as an undercovering on boilers, furnaces, tanks,
drums, driers, ovens, flanges, and valves.

Insulation most generally consists of some material or a combination of materials.
The materials are formed into different shapes and thicknesses to be used in different
places to serve a particular purpose. The type of insulation to be installed on piping
will be determined by the contents of the piping. For example, if a high pressure
steamline is to be insulated the plumber probably would use 85 percent magnesia
insulatfon.

Pi Ping insulation is installed by opening the material lengthwise and then placing
the two halves around the'pipe. The canvas and cheesecloth covering on the insulation
is sealed with a mineral wool or magnesia cement. Metal straps 3/4-inch wide are
placed around the insulation up to 18 inches apart to hold it firmly in place.

Some types of insulation must be molded around the valves and fittings and ,held
firmly in place by a cement'and*canvas or cheesecloth covering. Other types of
insulation are already premoldea and can be readily installed.

Small boilers and tanks that are not insulated must be covered with insulation
"to hold heat and to minimize the aanger of fires. Insulation may be either block or
'blanket type with a final Covering of 3/4 inch of hard finishing cement.

Some of the catir-s-of damage to insulation are expos.ure to weather, sharp objects
that puncture the insa 'and piping leaks. A minor damage can be repaired by
cementing a canvas or cheesecloth patch over the damaged surface. A major repair
such as a pipe leak, will require removing the old insulation, repairing the pipe and
replacing the same type of insulation. All these maintenance problems can be
minimized by properly installing the piping and pulling frequent inspections.

QUESTIONS

1. Give several reasons for using piping insulation.

2. What are the two general types of insulation?

3. What type of niaterial is used in the two general types ?

4. What is the maximum length of preformed cellular pipe covering?

5. What size metal bands are used to hold insulation in place? How far.are theyplaced apart?

6. What procedure is used to insulate irregular shaped items such as valves and,fittings?
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7. What maintenance requirements are required on insulation?

8. How do you repair a water .leak if.the pipe has been coveredby insulation?

9. Name two types of material that are used as an outer covering on hisulation.
,

10. Name the type of blanket insulation that will withstand the most heat.

1FERENCE

AFM 85-20, Plumbing
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INHPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF PLUMBING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this atixly guide is to introduce you to plumbing system trouble-
shooting techniques and maintenance procedures.

A

INTRODUCTION

The Air,Force plumber is more often engaged in maintenance or repair then
actual systems construction. Faucets leak, pipes corrode and burst, and drains
clog. plumber is usually called to-perform maintenance and repair after trouble
has developed. He must not only eliminate the trouble, but must also diagnose the
cause and correct it..

This study guide will deal with some of the troubles you may encounter and the
repair procedures.

For the purpose of presentation, this study guide will include subjects under the
following headings:

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF EXTERIOR WATER SYSTEMS

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF JNTERIOR WATER SYSTEMS

The building custodian complains of low water pressure. A'plumber is sent tq
determine the cause and, if possible, correct the discrepancy. There are many
factors which May cause low 'water pressure.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF EXTERIOR WATER SYSTEMS

Water Demand and Availability t
1%

Water 'systems are constructed to deliver the maximum amount ,of water under
pressure to thsusing areas. The pressure and volume in the mains is often reduced
when all service arRas are using a maximum amount of water at the same tithe.

Alow reservoir or malfunctioning water processing equipment may also causelow water pressure in the system.

In either case, this is beyond the plumbers capability to correct.

Pipe Sizing

Determining the pipe sizing in a water main is an engineering function. Pipe tsizing is directly related to use demand and water availability described in the
previous paragraphs. Systems design to also a contributing factor.
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System Design

Pressure and flow rates are greater near the water source. Pressure and
volume will decrease as the distance from the source increases.

Pressure and flow rate also decrease if the outlet is near the same level as the-
source. When the Outlet is above the level of the source then water weight will begin
fo work against the pressure trying to push it up. Hills provideagood example of
elevations over which water mains are laid. Multistory buildings such as hospitals,
may have lower pressure and flow rate on the top floor then on the 1?asement. Booster
pumps are often used to overcome this type pressure and rate loss.

Friction Loss

When a liquid flows smoothly through a pipe, particles of the liquid stick to the
pipe wall. Other particles m9ving past are slowed by, the,motionress particles. The
stream of water in a pipe canloe pictured as having a series of layers moving at
different speeds, with the center moving fastest, see figure 55. The resistance to
flow caused by the partidles in these layers is called pipe friction. Pipe friction
causes a drop in the pressure of the water flow through the pipe. In a small pipe,
this friction loss may be overcome by supplying water at a higher pressure than othey-
wise would be required. In a location where higher water pressure is not available,
friction loss may be redUced by'increasing the size of the pipe.

'Friction loss is compounded when
obstructions such as unreamed pipe
or excessive mortar or lead is left in
the pipe dtiring ccostruction.

Eidessive directional changes also
contributeto friction loss. This is why
plumbing systems are designed With
the least number of directional changes

, as-possible.

Restrictions and' Punctures

Pressure loss in the water mains
can also be attributed to restrictions
or leaks.

EASY FLOW OF WATER

6-* --47-1--A

OCC-I011

Figure 55. ,Cutaway Showing Flow of
Liquids Within PV,,e-

Valves may be malfunctioning and remain.partially'closed. Mortar, lead, or
oakum protruding into the stream may increase friction loss. Mineral deposits from
the water may accumulate on the pipe malls.reducing the water carrying capacity of

, -the pipe. ...
,,..

Water p ssure is also effected by excessive leakage caused by punet_yir s,
ruptures, defective joints, and corroded piping. .,
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Testing System For Pressure and Flow

Periodic testing of the water flow and pressure in the mains is accomplishedprimarily to insure sufficient water availability for firefighting. Instruments areused to measure velocity pressure being expelled from fire hydrants. The data col-lertef1 van ;dim be Ioa to determine if a restriction is developing in the line. Periodicinspection may discover the existence of leaks in the line. Data may also indicaterequirements for additional mains.

Figures 56 and 57 illustrate two instruments used to measure velocity pressureof the water mains.

PITOT TUBE
WITH VELOCITY
PRESSURE GAGE

Figure 56. Standard Fire-Flow Testing Equipment.,

Locating Buried Pipe

If a decrease in water pressure is
attributed to a leak then the leak must.
be repaired. Vinding leaks in buried
pipe is not alAys easy. Water will
?flOw in the direction offering the least
resistance. For this reason, visual
observation is not reliable as a means
of determining the location of the leak,
see figure 58.

Commercial sound detecting
instruments are-used as a more re-
liable method of locating leaks. These
instruments may range froinsir_inp
rod and stethoscope to very complex
electronit instruments, see figure 59.
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Figure 57, Measuring Velocity Pressure
at Hydrant Outlet
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Figure 58. Leak in Water Main
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Figure54. Using Microphone and Prodding Rod to
Locate Leaks by Sound
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Repairs

The location of leaks are promptly staked or otherwise noted so that repairs can
be made promptly.

\
Inspection, maintenance and repair is not restricted to the piping systems alone.

Control valves as well as fire hydrants and pumps are inspected for operation.
Malfunctions and discrepancies including leaks are noted and corrected.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF INTERIOR WATER SYSTEMS'

Testing Systems

Regardless of whether the plumbing system carries drinking water, waste, gas,
air, ,oil, or other liquids, a leakbroof system is required.

The same testing rule applieft to both nel and repaired systems. Various
methods may be used. Water, air, soap, and water solutiais are the more commcn
agents used in performing leak tests.

Water Tests

Once a water system is installed all openings are capped or plugged. Loosen
some or all caps to let the air escape out of the lines. All openings are then closed.
Normal system water pressure is allowed to build up. All joints are then visually
inspected for water seepage. To avoid calfusice between condensation and leaks,
joints should be wiped dry and observed for a few minutes.

Air 'Test

The air test may be applied to the water system as well as gas, and air system's.
AllT9enings are closed tight.and a gage installed in the system. Air pressure,
several times higher than normal iiressure, is applied. The gage is read and the
result compared with another eading ten minutes later. A pressure loss indicates
a leak:

Once leaks have been discovered appropriate action must be taken to correct the
leaks.

Inspecticn of Established Systems

Periodic inspections are made to determine the condition of piping systems.
Valves are operated and their condition-noted. Leaking valves are common and"
require repair.

Leaking joints and pipe are not too common: However pipe deierioration, .
frictiai,excessive stress, vibrations, freezing, and pressurosurges contribute.to

, .

failure of pipe fitting and joints.

+I"
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Pgols

Water Hamme

Repeat essure surges, sudden increases in water pressure, have been known
to do extensive damage to piping, fittings, and valves.

Damage by water hammer may be reduced or eliminated by installing an air chamber
near the valve, see figure 60.

Vibrations, Thermal Expansion; and
Contraction

Damage from vibrations is generally
associated with buried pipe near or under
a road. A flexible connection, such as a,
gooseneck, is designed to absorb such
vibrations.

Thermal contraction and expansion
results in damage to pipe and joints.
Expansion joints are designed to eliminate
damage due to temperature changes. The
expansion loop and swing joint, figure 61,
are also designed to reduce damage from
surges.

Vibration, Thermal Expansion ind Figure 60., Cold Water Line With AirContradtion

TOP PLATE

AIR

STUD

CHAMBER

STUD

CAP

TEE FLUSH VALVE

NCOMECTIO

COLD WATER

SUPPLY LINE

SOLE PLATE

-.Chamber
Thermal contraction, expansion, and vibration often result in damage to pipe and

jointi. Flexible connections, such as goosenecks, expansion loops, swing joints ancl
expansion joints are designed to absorb such vibrations.

Expansion joint - an expansion joint is basically'? two tubes, one telescoping inside
the other. The outer tube is firmly anchored to the structure or piping and tbe inner
tube is allowed to.rnpve with a piston-like action as, the, attached pipe expands, cqntracts
or vibrates. See figure 62.

Figure 61. Expansion Loops ? Figure 62.' Expansion Fitting .
. .

Expansion loops are installed in cooper tubing water supply systems to allow for
vibration, expnsion and contraction. When expansion loops are installed care should
be exercised ic insure that the loop is below the frostline (figure 61).
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CORPORATION STOP

ELBOWS

STREET MAIN

Figure 63. Typical Swing Joint

Swing joint - the swing joint is
another type of flexible connector that is -
comnionly used witli a galvanized iron or
steel service line. A swing joint consists
of two elbows separated by a short section
of pipe (figure 63).

1

Figure 64. Flexible Gooseneck
Flexible goosenecks are available for use when galvanized iron or steel pipe isused for the supply line. The connector consists of a length-of lead or Copp& pipewhich has fittings wiped or soldered on each end for connecting to the corporation stopand supply piping (figure 64).

Expansion loops, swing joints and goosenecks are installed between the corporationstop and the supply piping to the curb stop, where as an expansion joint is installedwithin the building distribution system.
.

Repair of Established Systems

. PIPING. Stopping leaks in piping
and fittings may be a relatively simple
operation. Items such as union, hose
.bibb fiucets, and caps require a simple
tigltening or resoldering of the connectiOn.
More drastic measures are required if
tightening the joint di5esn't solve the
probtp. Figure 65 illustrates extensive

1 damage that will require complete
replacement.

Leaks developing along a pipeline
or at the fittinp are not so simple to
'repair. Such leaks often require
replacement of theJittings 'or pipe seg-
ment. Soldered joints pose no problem.
Threaded joints, on the other hand can be
a difficult problem.
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Tightening the pipe to reir a leak at a fiAiiik on one end will put a twisting force*" -
on the pipe which will loosen the joint connectfon on the other end, see figure 66.

TIGHTENING PIPE HERE

WILL LOOSEN PIPE HERE

,
Problems such as these require the pipe to be cut and threaded. The defective

fitting can then be replaced. A nipple is cut, threaded and installed in this fitting. A
union is installed on the nipple and pipe end. When the union is connected the pipe
becomes one long segment again, see figure 67. The same technique is used to replace
leaking and defective pipe sections and valves. The impractical alternative is to

'dismantle the entire system to the point of repair.

Figure 66

CKC..107A

Figure 67

VALVES. Leaking valves and faucets are not only irritating but contribute to
water waste. Repair may require tightening of a packing nut or replacing internal
parts, see figure 68.

Some parts of the valve may be refaced. Removing small nicks from the disc or
seat its stirface permits the valve toseat evenly.

A refacing tool, figure 69, may be used to repair many types of valves.
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Figure 69. Res-eating Tool

Aside from replacing external valve parts, some valves require occasional
adjustment. The flush and fill yarns of water closet flush ta4ks and flushometers

- are examples of such valves, see ligure, 70 sand 71. /-

Some valves, such as the pressure-controlled and thermostatically-controlled
mixing valves, are very complex (figure 72).

.10

Valves are available in so many types and sizes that'it is normally economical to
replace the entire valve nth& than attempt to stock replacement parts needed forrepair. 1

I.
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Figure 70. Flush Mechanisths for Tank-Type ;Water Closets
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Figure 71. Diatthragm Type Flushometer
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Pressure 'Controlled

SUMMARY

Thermostatically Controlled

, Figure 72. Mixing Valires

Factors ciusing low pressure such as friction loss, obstruction, leaks, elevation,
failure of,pipe,. valves, and pumpb, 'should be cbnsidered when troubleshooting both
main and-service systems.

, Some causes of system ma)inctions are beyond the capacity Of the'plumber-to
corract. Regular inspecti f the system often helps in discovering discrepancies.
TiEnely correction of thes discrepancies can, prevent serious trouble from occurring.

ciattechniques are required in locating leaks in buried pipe as well ,as
ed pipe.

Water or air may in
systems as ;well as estafili

ed to test ,water systems for leaks. This includes rfew
ed systems.

/
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'Testing techniques using air are also applied to pneumatic (air) and gas systems.

Somesystem failures are unpredictable and must be repaired when they occur.

Repairing leaking pipe systems requires a standa.rd technique varied by the pipe
compositron and joint method. Timely repair in tills instance not only returns satis-
factory ser.vice but reduces damage to building structural members.

. .
Repairing leaking valves and faucets is the most common,correctrire action a

plumber may take in correcting system_malfunctions.

QUESTIONS

I. 'What is the purpose of perforMtngperiodic inspections of plumbing systems?
2. What factors must be considered.when troubleshooting a system for low pressure?
3. What is used to-remedy low pressure to elevated locations?

4. A pressure velocity check at a fire hydrantvis primarily performed for whatpurpose?

,s5er What two methods are used to locate leaks in buried pipe?

6. What methods are used to'detect leaks in new or repaired systems?
7. What methods are used in locating leaks in air systems?

8. Would-a soap and water solution be a satisfactóry agent for appli&ation to gaspiping jOints for leak testing?

9. 'What are some-of the causes for leaks developing in pipes, joints, and fittings?
.10. How is water hammer redticed or eliminated in water systems?

REFERENCES....

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing

2. National Pltunbing Code :Woikbook

3. AFM -88-8, Chapter 4, New Construction, Plumbing
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RECOVERY AND RESTORATION

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study guide is to acquaint you with the procedures used in
disassembly of water and waste system piping and reclaiming usable ma,terials.

INTRODUCTION

You may be responsible for digassembling water service lines as well as waste
lines to save reusable plumbing materials and equipment. It is important that you
understand how to disassemble pipe connections without damaging the pipes, fittings,
and fixturee. It is also important that you understand how to determine whether
pipes, fittings, and ffxtures can be reused in another installation. buring this course
61 instruction you have learned, to iñstall a complete bathroom with the addition of aurinal. Since pipe and fittings used in plumbing are expensive, it is desiiable to
reuse as much of the material as possible from a dismantled system. This is
especially true in this training course. The system you have worked.on is installed
and disassembled by more than one class. The amount of damage to the installation
will depend upon your knowledge-of assembly and disassembly of the system.

DISASSEMBLY PROCEDURES,

Xn the disassembly of a plumbing system, it is important that you Shut off the
,water and drain the piping system. You must do this to keep water from getting in
the working area. A wet floor could be hazardous in a number of ways. One big
danger is that water.will cause hot lead to explode and possibly injure you or others
working near. This ean happen during disassenibly procedures as well as assembly
brocedures. Therefore, .be sure that hot lead is protected from water.

(\

Draining System

,Before a water or gas syetem is disassembled, it must be shut off from the
water and gas supply to reduce the pressure. To drain a water supply system, the
service valve where the service pipe enters the building should be closed. 'nit
service valve usually is equipped with g; drain hole through which' the water will drain
from the'building'pipes after it is closed against the suppburessure. All the Water
may be allowed to drain through the drain hole in the valve if quick draining is not
required. If quick draining is required, then the service valve should be closed as
before and the highest faucet in the systeni should be opened to admit air,ihto the
system, while the lowest faucet should be opened to allow the water to escape from the
system. After the water, stops draining from the lower faucet, the rest orthe water in
the,system will drain through the drain h)je in the service'valve.
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hi some cases, if the highest faucet is not opened, or unless the system is
equipped with an automatic vacuum breaker, the closing of the service valve and
opening of the lowest faucet is apt to draw water into the supply system. Water may
be drawn from the water closets, whose valves are operated by water pressure and
from fixtures hiving faucet openings below the upper edge of the bowl.

To completely drain a water supply system, the closet tanks and water heaters
must be drained individually. "Closet tanks may be drained,by flushing the closet
with the water in the tank. The remaining water in the tank below the outlet should
be removed with a sponge or clOth. Closet traps may be emptied by forcing the water
out of them with a force pump or a plunger cup. The remaining water may be removed
with aNiponge attached to a wire.

Hot water heaters and similar tanks may be drained only after all the fires are
out. These tanks usually have a drain valve or plug at the bottom and an air valve at
the top through which air enters the tank while the water flows out of it. If the tank
is not equipped with an air Valve, loosen part of the piping at the top of the tank to
admit the air. To avoid running the drain water on the floor, connect a garden hose
to the hot water tank5irain valve to carry the water to the outside of the building.

Gaslines are not drained but the shutoff valve at the meter must be closed. After
closing the valve, it is 'a good idea to disassemble the piping at this point and cap the
meter outlet line. This precaution is taken just in case someone would turn on the
gas while part of the pipes were disassembled.: A situation of this kind could cause
an explosion.

Serviceable fixtures should be disconnected and removed, then stored where
they won't .get damaged. Fixtures are a large percentage of the cost of a plumbing
system. By saving serviceable fixtures that tan be reused, the money saved will
add to die salvage of the plumbing system.

Start disassembly of the water supply system after the fixtures are removed at
the end of the pipelineand work back, or start at a pnion and disassemble both ways
front the union. Both methods.are used on the same system to saveLtime.

-41.-
Start disassembly of a waste system at the highest pointc'ef the system. Examine

figure '73 and note where to start the teardown. It is also possible to start at the main
soil and waste stack, -but this would requite breaking a section-of the soil stack.
When-piping is disassembled within ahuikling having finished walls and ceilings, care,
must be' taken not to damage the finished surfaCes. Figure 73 illUbtrates the dis-
assembly of a typical waste piping system.

1'

After he steel pipe for the urinal has been removed, then remove the steel pipe
that makei up the lavatory assembly. To facilitate the removal of this pipe, cut the
horizontal vent pipe two or more inches away froni the 90 degree elbow, see figure 73-.
This will allow disconnecting the pipe at the threaded jOints and will make disassembly
'of the leaded jdints much easier. Up to this point the only tools needed have been a
pipe cutter or hacksaw andtwo pipe wrenches.

r
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Figure 734 Typical Waste Piping Systeni
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Uncaulking Joint

The tools needed for uncaulking a joint depend on the location of the pipe. It
may require the use of a lead pickoui iron and a ball peen hammer, a sledge hammer,
or oxyacetylene torch, and a metal pan to catch the melted lead from the joints.
Before disassembly, deterthine which joint or joints should be separated first, then
decide on the size of the sections to be taken out. The sections -should not be so large
that it is difficult to handle them. Referringto figure 73 again, the joints likely to
be separated first might be where the two-inch cast-iron pipe in the lavatory waste-

.. line joins the two-inch sanitary tee.: Another point may be where the two-inch cast-
iron pipe and 1/8 bend join the urinal wasteline, or at the four-inch cast-iron sanitary
tee just below the fle.6r. The final break will be at the connection.to the
main sewerline.

Where the work is near a wall or pther similar construction and there is danger
of fire if a torch is used, a lead pickoufiron and a ball peen hammer should be used,
see figure 74. This method of removing the lead from the joint is very slow and is
not used more than necessary.

A sledge or siinilar heayy hammer
is used to break pipe and fittings that you
carnot remove by any other method.
At times there is no advantage in
saving a piece of pipe' or fitting, because
it would probably take a longer time to
remove it, or probably the cost of labor
plus the time would not make it'worth-
while. But keep in mind if a heavy
hammer or sledge is used, care must
be taken to prevent injury to those .,working with or near you. Do nct
damage any of the surrounding area Figure 74. Using Lead Pickout Iron .
.through'careless use of the sledge.

In most cases, an oxyacetylene torch is used to melt the lead from caulked joints.
see figure 75. The torch should be used as littlt as possible in and under the booth
area to minimize the chande of causing a fire. A hand pump water extinguisher must ,
be within easy reach since the water in the building will be shirt off.

d7

When taking joints apart in a building with a torch, be sure to provide adequate
ventilation. The oxygen will be quickly removed from the room by these flames
which could prove harmful to you and others in the building.
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Figure 75. Oxyacetylene Welding Unit

After the drain and vent pipes are removed.below thelloor level, the hanger
irces andi tape can be detached 'from the floor joists and the pipe towered to the floor.
When moving the sections of piping to the butsicte area, make sure there are en-Ough
personnel carrying to prevent excess lifting and .possible injury. Those assigned. to
carrying these sections of pipe must wear gloyes to guard against cuts and burns.

Befdre melting the lead from the joints1 'have the pipe in a position so that molten
lead will run out of the joint. Then place a sheetmetal catch pan under the joint to . 7\
catch the lead. Later on, it is ladled into small pots to form easy-to-handle ingots
for reuse. During this operation, both gloves and goggles must be worn. If you are
unfamiliar with the heating torch, hive your instructor show you now to light it and
adjust the flame for best results. Start melting the lead by applying the flame at the
top pbint olthe lead ring and let it wash down to the bottom and into the 'pan, see

A figure 76.: The hot lead as it washes down over the unmeltet lead below greatly issiSts
in melting it. Melt the lead down first on one side then the other, Caution and good
judgrnenemust be used while applying the flame from the torch to get best results.
R is a very common tendency to crowd the tip bf the torch too close to the melting
lead and cause the flame to pop andgo out. Remember the'greatest amount of heat
is at the tip of the innei ccne of the fladrie< While ueilng any type of torch, remember'
confine all attention to the work being done\and not something else.



. Figure 76 Melting J.Jead From.Joint Using Oxyacetylene Torch

Removing trivanized Pipes and Fitting;

When fixtures are being removed, care should be taken not to break the
vitreous china type or chip the enamel from the cast-iron type of fixtUre. Water
supPly and waste pipes should be removed carefully from a fixture since the connections
are apt to be corroded. Use a strap or adjustable wrench to remove anylind of
chromium, brass or copper pipes and fittings. Mter the pipes are disconnected from
the fixture, remove it from the wall.

lusome cases, the fixture may be removedby unscrewing the lag screws, or bolts
while in others it may be lifted from its hanger. This precaution is taken to assure
proper bracket is \ available when the' fixture is installed 'again. When the fixture is -
disconnected,, carry it away a sufficient distance so that it will not get_marred or broken

during .theAisiasiembly procedure.

When the plumbing is to be takcn out of a building that Is to be renovated, care
should be exercised not to damage the building unnecessarily.

When remoying galvanized or
black iron pipe,---use two wrenches to
unscrew, each, connection as shown in
figure 77 Be sure to-use an adjuit-
able,wrench on,heiragonal pipe tidings..
Sometimes; the connections may be
rusted and corroded to the extent that
ihey will not-unscrew. this-ease, it
may be neceesary to strike the surface
of the fitting_with a hamMer to lcosen it
at the threads. Do iiot strike cast-iron
fittings too bard, cracking may result.
Cracked,fittings are uselets.
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When unscrewing threaded pipe and fittings, make sure not to damage the pipe.
The pipe wrench will damage the pipe and fittings lilt is allowed fo slip. This

/ procedure May mar the pipe causing the surface to become grooved. Marring the
pipe in this way will weaken it, cause greater corrosion action at marred surfaces,
and the sharp projections are apt to scratch and cut the hands of persons.handling them.

Careless disassembly can bend the pipe or damage the threads. Even though the
pipes and fittings are made of tough materials, they are very easily bent and dented.

Disassembly of Copper Tubing and Fittings

During the disassembly of copper tubing and fittingi, apply heat from some type
of torch to ?nelt the solder in the joints. Every Precaution must.be taken to avoid
starting a fire when heating,the tubing and fittings that are located near flammable _

structural parts of the buildixt. Before heating the tubing and fittings, e-sur,
the lines are drained. In the first place, the watir in the lines, the 1. att gs

,ire hard to heat; furthermore, when the joint is disassembled, the 'e at ir
the joint may run otit and scald you.

-waten/.

DETERMINING USABLE MATERIAL

Determinin ether the material disassembled is reusable depends almost
entirely upon one's visual inspection and good judgment. For steel pipe, probably
thd first consideration would be whether it is long enough o make a nipple or other
short length of pipe. Pipe that iStent, kinked, or twisted should be very carefully
examined for fine cracks or other signs of rupture, see figure 78. Dents in pipe are
caused by hard blows and these places should be inspected to determine the depth..
If a dent is deep the steel may be exposed to the elements and will soon rust out if
the galvanize ondthe inside is broken. When threads are cut on a pipe,, it has been
wealgened consi erably and cannot withstand strain like the unthreaded pipe. A slight .
excess 'of strain will then cause cracks or ruptures to develop. The threadedare'a
should also be inspected to eliminate pipe with stripped, torn, flattened, crossed
threading or any other injury to them which might make a defective connection, see
figure 78; It is good practice also to check if more threads were cut on the pipe_
than were necessary. A fitting in this case will not turn far enougbon the pipe to
make a tight leakfree joint. Likewise if not enough threads or shallow threads were
cut on the pipe, the plumber installing the piping,44 to force tighten the fitting,
-which in turn stretched the fittings out of size. -These stretchedlittings shoUld pot be
saved when reclaiming materials:.

When separating the, fitting from die tubing, apply, heat to the fitting and gradually
twist the tubing from the fitting. InSpect the tubing and fittings- and if any solder is
found, remove with heat. When using a tordh, precautions must be taken to avdid
starting a fire. Store usable tubing and fittings in prepared storage bins and place
unusable tubing and fittings in:SdtaP containers. Do not mix copper with steel in the
container.. They must be separated at ihe salvage yard.

Most of the items mentioned in the preceding paragraphs also apply to fittings.
They are also subject to beingstretched by overtightening and will fail to make a
watertight joint,_ if used in another installation. Cracked fittings are caused by over-
tightening. When fittings are uSed over and over, they becorne scarred.by the pipe

. wrench and get unsightly and weaker each time they are used. The best way to deter-
mine if a fitting is usable is to screw it on the threads of a new nipple. If it fits
loosely, discard it.
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Reclaiming cast-iron pipe and fittings depends on visuaj inspection and by the
sounding-out method, see figure 78. Inspect them and if you do dot see -any detects
or craOcs, then check each joint by sounding. Use the same method.as you did, when
installing the system. Remember, when tapping the pipe or fitting with a hammer,
a clear ring indicates it is usable; a dull sound means it is cracked and should not be
used. Usually, cast-iron pipe must have a hub and sufficient length to be usable. The
extent of reusing pipe with or without a hub ;Will depend upon the these
short pieces can be used again. When the usal3le pipe and .fitt. gs have been,inspected,
clean and place them in the storage space provided. Clean t Is and equipment gnd
return them to their Proper stogage. All niaterials that c ot be used should be
placed in the dump contained for disposal. An ingot of,le weighs five pounds and
is soinetimes called a Cake or bar of lead.

SUMMARY

From this study guide you have become familiar with the disassembly of a aste
system and the materials that can be reused. It is just as important to save m erial
when disassembling a system as well as economizing when installing it. To dis-
assemble the system, the proper place to start is at the highest point in the system
and work down to the lowest point. To prevent water damage and hazardous working
conditions, the utilities are shut off before starting work. Since the water to the
building is shut off, it is necessary lohave a Fire extinguisher available in case of k
fire. While working on theT6b, safety precautions must be followed the same as at
any other time. This means that goggles and gloves must be worn.

When Steel pipe is WI.* removed, you should determine which starting place
will prevent damage and waste of piping.. Tools and equiPment used in the removal of V
cast-iron pipe will vary according to the individual installation. While using a blow,
or oxyacetylene torch in a room or building, provide ample ventilation. Know the
extett of damage to Waste system materials so you can makethe proper choice of
pipe and fittings for reuse.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is the gurilose of turning off the water supply before disassembling the
waste piping system.

2. When should you use a lead pickout iron?

3. What protective equipment should you use while melting out lead?

4. What is an ingot of lead?

5. What type of test is used to determine if cast-iron pipe is cracked?

6. How does damage to Steel fittings differ from thos to steel pipe?

7. Why is it necessary to reclaim piping material?

8. Where should the disassembly of a waste.system start.
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9. When should a pipe be broken in the system?

10. How could water In-a working area be hazardous?

REFgHENCES

AFM 85-20, Plumbing
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PLANNING AND LAYOUT OF PLUMBING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

This unit of instruction Will give you practical experience planning and installing a
typical plumbing system.

INTRODUCTION

The installation of a building plumbing system requires careful planning aad lay
out. Without this planning the possibility of the completed system working correctly
is very smalL As a.plumber, if you will observe the blueprints and specifications
very closely and complete your work according to the code, the system will work
perfectly when completed.

INFORMATION

BLUEPRINTS

Construction of a building is described by a seeof draIngs which give a thorough
graphic description Of each part of the operation. Usually, a set of plans begins by
showing the boundaries, contours, and outstanding features of the cOnstruction site.
Succeeding drawings give instructions for erecting the foundation and superstructure,
as well as installation of lighting, heating, and plumbing fixtures.

Plot Plan

A plot plan (figure 79) shows the boundaries of the construction site and the
location of the building in relation to the baundaries. It also shows roads and walks.
It also indicates the location of utility lines, such as sewer, water, gas and electric
lines. Each utility line is identified as to type Of line and size. This plot plan also
shows the ground contour. These plans are drawn to scale from sketches and notes
based on a survey cif the area. By locating the corners of the building at specific
&stances-from established reference points, theplot plan gives the builder a definite 'IP*
starting ppint. Since it is a location plan, it must also have an arrow indicating the
north dire tion.
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;
The foundation plan (figure 80) is the starting pOint in the actual construction and

a completely dimensioned plan 4, furnii3hed except far very sfmple buildings. Informa- \
tioa from foundation plans will aid the plumber in locating service entrances to the
buildIng-.'
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-' A floor.plan (figure 81) is a crossisection vi of the building. Tftis;r1.0!:,
obitainid by assuming that a horjzontal cutting plane is passed thrbugh.thi411.
such a manner-that it cuts through all walls, doors, and windois. If thejiuk
more than one floor, a floor plan for eadh floor is drawn. The floo144tio
outside e of UT building; the arrangement and pize of roomthe i'
and the , size, and location of doors and windowit. In addition, it..#1.4-..
heating ighting, and plumbing fixtures.
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Framing plank show the size, nutilber-,,, and location of structural membefs_
form the building framework. Separate framing plans may be drawn for the floor,
walls and roof. A roof framing plan (figure 82) shows the location of the rafterAor
trusses used to span the hnilding and support the roof.'
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Floor framing pkans specify the size and spacing of joists, girders, and columns
used to support the floor. Detail views are usuilly added to shoW the methods of
anchoring joists and girders to the foundation. Wall framing plang show the size and
location of wall openings, ceiling height, and other details (see figures 83, 84, 85
and 86).
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Figure 84

Elevations

Elevations are'external views of a
structure and may be draWn to show the
front, rear, right or left side views.
(See figure.87. ) A4 elevation is a
picture-like 'view of a building that shows
exterior material and the height between
finish floor and ceiling. It may also
show the ground level surrounding the
structure, called the:grade.
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Specifitations

The specification is a written document which supplements the building plans by
eiplaining these points which ar,e not readily explained by drawings. Specifications
usually begin with a statement of the geneial conditions of the contract and then pro-
f:end to consider the various phases of construction. Each phase of construction is
related tb-á partitular ope-ratilbn or materjal. A separate specification is written_for
each phase of construction and these are éompiled to parallel the job sequence of the
phases. 'The 'specifications cover type and quality of material, kind and quality of labor
to be used, methods of construction, standards of workmanship, kinds of equipment,
delivery and storage of materials, inspection of work, protection of finished work, and
many other points which could not be covered if drawings alone were uSed. See figure 88.

SPEcIFICATIONS
- FOR

PLUMBING
University of Nebraska

Lincoln, Nebr.
fr

GENERAL CONDITIONS: The general arrangement of the plumbing
shall be as indicated on the drawings. Detailed drawings of the proposed
departures due to-actual field conditions or other causes shall be sub-
mitted for approval. The contractor shall carefully examine the drawings
and shall be responsible for the proper fitting of materials and equipment
in each building as indicated, without substantial alteration.

UTILITIES: Water and drainage piping shall be extended to points 5
feet outside the building where the pipes shall be capped or Plugged and
left ready for future connections by others. Utilities shall be installed
below the frostline. If trenches are closed or the pipes are otherwise
covered before being connected to the street mains, the location of the end
of each plumbing utility shall be marked with a stake.

Figure 88.7 Specification Sheet (Sample)

Plumbing Symbols

Plumbing symbols are used in the preparation of drawings of plumbing systems.
They indicate what material and fixtures are installed and where they are installed.

Conventional plumbing symbols used on drawings are represented by figure 89.
Since symbolic representation does not usually involve exact or scale layouts or the
actual run or leads of piping, the same symbol may be Used for all projections of the
system (plan, elevation, sections, etc. )

.
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90' ELBOW

.

VALVE

SYMBOLS FOR PIPE

I r
TEE CROSS

DRAIN FLOOR DRAIN

LATERAL

WALL

T"
CAP

SHOW ER HEAD

HF

HOSE FAUCET GAS OUTLET REDUCER

. .

DRAIN LINE

I I ,

//// ,;;/// hly /M/

VENT PIPE
STACK

111

UNION

F

, COLD WATER LINE HOT WATER LINE
.

FLANGED SOINTS THREADED JOATS

iYMBOLS FOR PLUMBING FIXTURES

()
SOLDiRED JOINTS

LAVATORY
WALLtYPE

WATER
HEATER

-4

LL
w.c.

BATHTUB

F-0-1

KITCHEN SINK

'7= '77:77
WATER CLQ$ET URINAL DRINKING

I-01INI MN
LA-31s

Figure 89. Plurntiing Syml?ols



Working Drawings

Most blueprints of small structures will not include a complete plumbing plan.
The plumber must plan and lay out the plumbing system using information from the
available blueprints. A working drawing shoutd be made of the plumbing systems.
Since it is the purpose of working drawings to be-exact aboutshape and size, most
working drawings are drawn as top andside views. In some instances an isometric
detail_drawing_may, be included to show how parts look when they are assembled.
(See figure 90. )

FigUre 90

Scale

Due to the size of the building being represented the drawings cannot be drawn
full size. This reduction in size is called scale. In general, plan Vieis and elevations
are drawn to a scale of 1/4" equal to 1'-0", however) tbey may be drawn either
smaller or larger. When installing the plumbing in the model house you will be using

1 -0" for the blueprints, and The pipe, fittings and house are 1/5 scale.
1,

LEGEND

W C. WATER CLOSET

C. O. CLEAN OUT

URN. URNIAL

LAV LAIATORY

N. LATERAL
ELROW

Li-P-TRAP

if TEE

TO WIN WM LIME
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Bill.of Materials

,

,
A complete bill of materials is usually made by the draftsman at the time be pre-

pares the blueprint. When a bill of materials does not accoMpany the blueprint, one
must be prepared'by the plumber. A bill of materials is a tabulated nit of require,
mints for a job showing the name, description, quantity, stock nuniber, size and .
sometimes the coat of the different items. Figure 91 shows a sample bill of Materials.
Quantities are taken from the plans or drawing by listing one item at a time, spirting
with the smallest size and progressing to the largest.

When special types Of valves or fittings are required for a certain job, the item
should be located in a commercial manual. The manufacturer's numbers and types
should be shown to instire positive identification..

A bill of materials in which the cost mUst be listed will require that each item be
researched in Manufacturers' catalogs to obtain the unit cost.

A list of so-called "takeoff" items should also be included in the bill of materials.
These are items which are known to be necessary to complete the job but are not
included on the prints or drewings. They include such items as thread cutting oil,
joint compounds and bolts or screws for attaching brackets.

ITEM
,

DESCRIPTION PART NO. QUANTITY SIZE
.

COST

1 'f

,

2

'3

4

. .

Valve, Gate-Brass
with Wedge Disc, 100
Pound Rreuure. ,

Valve, Gate-Brass
with.Wedge Disc, 1.00-
Pound pressum,

1
Valve, Globe-Breas
with Composition Disc
150 Pounds Water
Prissure at 200°F.,

Coupling, Pipe Re-
ducer, Galvanized,
125 Pound Pressure

.

Crane 410 or Equal

.
,

Crane 410 or Equal

Crane .1250 or Equal

,

FSN 4730-277-2774
'.

-
6

,

2

, 3
a

.

12-

3/4"

1 1/4"

t

3/4"

'3/4" X
1/2"

.

..
,

4.10 each

6.60 each

3.40 each

11 each

Figure 91. Sample Bill nf Materials
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INSTALLATION OF BUILDING WASTE SYSTEM

All plumbing. installations -must ,conform to a certain procedure called.codes. The
National Plumbing Code and local plumbing codes govern the installation.of plumbing.
The 'plumbing code derivesits justification for police power because it is maridatoty ,

only inifofar ai it piotects the people against harmful conditioni concerning health ind
safety. Codes governing plumbing include the practice, materials, and fixtures used in
the installation. maintenance, extension and alteration Of all piping, fixtures and
appliances that are connected to a plumbing water and waste system. On a military
installation, plumbing systems must also conform to installation procedures governed
by the base engineer.

IDENTIFICATION OF TYPES OF PIPE

Cast-Iron-Soil Pipe

Cast-iron soil pipe is used for sanitary drainage pipe and stacks in waste disposal
systems. It is lighter than cast-iron water main pipe and is available in two weights;
service weight and extra heavy. The selection of service weight or extra heavy is
determined by the specification in the job plan. For household drains,.service weight
is usually satisfactory.

Tubing
.

.

.

Copper tubing'has many advantages over cast-iron pipe. It is 4sier to transport
and install and is more resistant to corrosion. Copper tubing is classified 13, its
wall thickness and hardness. It is available in fonr wall thicknessss, Type Ki L, M,
and DWV.. Types K and L are available in either-hard (cold drawn) or soft (annealed)
tubes. Types M and DWV are available only.in hard temper. Types M and DWV are
used in drainage lines and vents.

Hard capper tubing cannot be bent without annealing. When a change in direction
is required, a fitting such as an elbow should be used.

Plastic Pipe

Plastic pipe is avalianle in both, durable and light weight. It can be cut with a tub-
ing cutter, hacksaw, or a knife and will not rust, rot, or corrode.. Plastic pipe is
available in straight-lengths or coils. It is also available in three degrees of hardness:

Sizing the Building Drain

Building drains must be of sufficient size to carry off all the water and waste
materials which, meg, be discharged into them at any one time.

Positioning and Blocking the Stack Base And Fittings

The building drain may be suspended from the floor joists of the lowest room in the
building (or from the ceilihg joist of a: basenient) or buried. In either case, it is

-usually a straight line from the building sewer to the main vent stack. (The building
or house sewer extends irom the main sewer to five feet outside the-building. The
building drain continues from that point and extends through the wall to the vent stack.

81
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TYPES OF STAPES

Stacks

A stack is the vertical piping in a plumbing system. If a stack is used to carry
sewage from the upper floor levels to the building drain, it-is called a soil stack.:

'Stack 'Group

A stack group is a term applied to the location of fixtures in relation to the stack so
that, by means of proper fittings, vents may be reduced to-a minimum.

Main Stick

Every bitilding in which plumbing is installed shall have at least one main stack,
*hich shall run undiminished in size and as directly as possible from the building drain
to fresh air above the roof. (See figure 92.)

-Vent Stack

A vent stack 18 a vertical pipe which provides circulation of air through the drain-
age system. The vent stack Li; the extension of-a soil or waste stack; but on the portion
of the pipe which is above the highest fixture run or branch inlet. (See figure 92.)

Waste Stack

A waste stack is the yertical pipe which carries waste from any fixture, except
water closets or urintls. (See figu;e 92.)

WASTE STACK VENT

-
KITCHEN SINK

Li
I

MAIN STACK VENT

LAVATORY si
WASTE STACK .5:

Ii
LAUNORY TUSS ii

SOIL STACK '

CLOSET SEND STACK
SASE

,s;stitgi4;
IRLOINS ORAIN

Figure 92. Identification of Stacks
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Soil 4tack
Ask,

Asoil st k is the vertical pipe,which carries soil from water closets,urinals, d/or similar f ixtures. (See' f izire 92.)
Soil and Waste Stack

'4""-:?1, ^

A soil dnd waste stack Is a vertiCal pipe which receives the discharge from soil and
waste branches;., I

A ,

Mater ials

Stackd and waste Pipes may be made of cast iron, steel, brass, plastic, or copper.
Soil stacksare usually made of cast iron soil pipe. The principal objecticai to the -use
of copper for soil and waste pipes is its high initial cost; otherwise, it has proven very
satisfactory'. /

OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF A VENT SYSTEM

The layoutland construction of the stack in a p1u4nbing system requires as much. kirowledge and skill on the part of the plumber as any job he may perform. Accurate
. 'measurement is absolutely necessary to iniure proper positioning of filth* in the

. . stack for soil branches, waste branches, and vent pipes to the various fixtures. The
fittings and pipe must be assembled in perfect alignment as most sticks are concealed

, in walls where space is limited.
. . \ .

Although plumbing codes vary, they carefully regulate the:size of /Aping for a
. particular type of vent. First, the size of the piping used for'a soil or waste stack

,.vent must be-not less than the diatheter of the soil or waste stick piping. Whedi main
vent id added to a stack, it,must have a diameter of at least one-half the diameter of

. the stack it serves, but in no ',case can the main vent be less than 1 1/4 inches in
dianieter.,

'There are several approved methodsior ventilating a plumbing system. The me
which is used will be determined by the design of the. building, the number of fixtures,
and the manner in which they are grayed or located. On small single:-story plumbing
installations where the fixtures are grouped so that the fixturetraps attach directly to
ihe fittings in the stack, no additional venting Is necessary other than the stack vent. "
In buildings where the fixttires 'are located away from the stacks and drainage piping is
necessary, or in-multistory buildings where fixtures are installed in the upper floors,
additional venting will be decessary to insure adequate ventilition of the system.

Main Vent

he(nain vent is a vertical vent pipe which runs parallel to the soil or waste ,
staa ad serves- as a terniinal for the vent piping from the individual fixtures, as
illustra ed in figure 93. It is an integral part of the vent system and is constructed
in conjunction with the main stack. The main vent connects full size at its base into
the soil or waste stack,through the Y fitting. This connectiort is made below the lowest
fixture branch. It extends ftill size thrcugh and above the rook or to a point of
connection with the stack vent above the highest fixture branch. The fitting for this,
connection is referred Io as the main vent tee and is also Shbwn in figure 93. 47d most
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106

Installationli.,_Ine nikin .vent is lodated_-
withifla fei4eet of the main-stack but it_

- mar be offset where special probleini
'exist.

Unit Vent

4

MO.

: r
Fixtuies which arwnounted side-by-

side or back-to-back, as shovm in figure
94, age utiit vented. A unit.vent, some-
times called a dual vent, is a vent pipe
installed to proteet two fixture tr

Individual or Back Vent
V

Figure 95 illustrates the installation -

of a single fbdure when a main vent is
, Used., Note the drainage through the

waste pipe to the main stack. The vent 4
Ripe above the trap Ia connectedito the'
then vent. This method of venting
fixture is referred to as an indivickiak.
y ent. The vent piping must rise
vertically at least 8 inches:*abovelithe
fixture rim before changing direction for

, connection ter-the main vent. The fixture,
is said to be dry yented as (there, is no
drainige flow through the .vent piping iti
the system.

LAVATONY LAVATORY

Figave 94. Pair of Fixtures
Unit Vented
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DESIGNATE

FUTURE TRAP
' VENT TERMINALS

IIASEMENT
1, 5*.e. .

CONCRETX OR "RICK

I mistown fr.= STACK SUPPORT

I.
Figure 93.' "Stack and Vent Installation
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VAIN VENT ovutru:Pot UNE
\I.LAVATORY

EN PIPE

TRAP

DRAINAGE TEE

FLOOR LINE

WASTE PIPE

Figure 95. Single7Fixture
Individually Vented

Circuit Vent

Figure 96. A Battery of 'Lavatories
Circuit Vented

-*The circuit vent, illustrated in figure 96, is the vent from anhorizontal branch
taken between the first two fixtures and connecting into the main vent. There should
be no more than eight fixtures on one circuit vent.

Loop Vent

The loop; vent is similar to the circ'uit vent in figure 96 except that it ties to the
soil or waste stack vents.

Wet Vent '

A wet vent is a vent which receives the discharge from waste to other than watei
closets.

:Assembling Vents

When assemblinethe building drain arid vents, the plumber mist deterthin* it that
portio0 of the woik pan be fabricated and,then set in place, or if it must be dpne, in
place. There should be sufficient room near the joitiVir yarning, packing aiid pouring
if the jOint is assembled in place.

When aligning vertical and horizontal piping, acarpenter's.liiel.,shbuld be used.
On vertical Piping, this assures that the hubs will be encased within the wall:
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Roof Flashing

The staOk zatat'be carried full s ze
or larger through the roof to form a .

ventterminal.. The stack must extend
at least 6 inches above the roof. To
make openings watertight, a roof flash-
isg,,Must be. used. This is shown in
figure 97.

MODEL IfOUSE

The model house you will be-Working
on is a...scale model of-a two-story house.
The overall dimensions represent a house Figure 97. Roof yent
30 feet by 20 feet. :On each floor there.
will be two full baths and two kitchens. Your class will be split into four groups.
groups will install minipipe and fittings for the first floor, and the other two groups
will complete the other floor. Keepin mind that this is a two-story house, when
installing the' waste and' vent system.

a

SUMMARY

Blueprints and specifications are important guides for the plumbers. Learn how to
use them and you will find you'll do less tearing out and replacing of piping.

There are several approved methods for ventllatiic a plumbing system; be s-,!re you
ufie them. Without the proper type of vents the system'will not work properly.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two views which should be drawn to make working drawing ?

2. What information can be found in a set of blueprints 7

3. ,What plan will give you the location of water a.Rd sewer knainS ?

4. !What drawing will give you the height of the ceiling?

5. What is meant by scale?

6. What is a specification?

7. What must the plumber 'do if the blueprints do not contain a plunib:Pg

8. What is a takeofI item?

an
4
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How large inust the.building drain be?.

10. What is used to align vertical and horizontal piping?

REFERENCES

An! 85-20, Plumbing
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Department of Civil Englneking Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVE

WB 3AB455235-IV-1-P1
2 October 1974

INSTALLING MIXING FiUCETS AND SHOWERS

This project will give you practical experience installing a shower and mixing4 faucets.

4

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All measurements must be correct.and the install6d faucets must not leak.
a

EOUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Basis of Issue
SG 3AHR55235-IV-1 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-1V-1-P1 1/student
Manufacturer's Specifications 1/2 students
Plumber's Tool Kit 1/2 studentsShop and Special Tools 1/2 studentsMock-up'Trainer /A students

Showers 1/4 students

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Install shower mixing valves.

a. Remove hot and cold water caps.

b. Install half union on risers using proPer wrench (make sure union

is on pipe),

c. Set valve in position.

d. Start union collars on valve:

e. Use smooth jaw adjustable wrench and tighten.

2. Install riser from center of valve (see C, figure 1).

3. Install shower head using strap-wrench.

4. Install shower base (see figure 2). .

a. Place putty around strainer.

b. Screw in strainer.

1
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Figure 1

111

CKE-01113

Figure 2. Cutaway View of a Shower Drain Installation
2
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Missica 2:

1. Figurel is a maimfacturer's rough-in specification for a recess bath
combinatim. Answer the following questions by writing the answers in the spaces
provided.

Step 1. The measurement from the rough floor to the center of shower arm is

Step 2. The measurements from the rough wall.to the center of the drain are

slep 3. This bathtub comes in:what lengths? and
. Acz

Step 4. The spread between the hot and cold water inlets of the mixing valve is

.and

Step 5. What is the measure from the finished floor to the center of the mixing

faucet?

3
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Enamekd Races: Bath Combinatrons

CKA.-062 ,

Figure 3
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'Mission 3

1. Figure, 4 is a manufcturer's rough-in specification for a bathtub waste and
overflow. Use design number $ and answer the following questions.

Step 1. This measurements-from the center of the waste overflow and.the finished

walls ake and

Step 2. What size is the tubing used for the waste and overflow?

Ansier

Step 3. How thick is the finished flOoring? Answer

Step 4. Is this drain a P.O. or pop-up type? Answer

FINISHED VAIL

3/4

2 2.i.ralie

FINISHED MALL

--
'TUB OUTLINE

Pos' IS SYMBOLIC

FINISHED
FLOOR

1/2 -3

DESIGN

ROUGH
FLOOR

2

3

4

5

as COE
I 1/4 2 lis 5 in 4 13%

11/4 211$ 5 lit 1/4 133/4

14 et. 51'2 38 04
114 2%

,
5If2 I 4 13%

34 2 5% IA

Figure 4

5
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1 1/2iRt. THhEADS
i1/2500. TUBING
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Mission 4

1. Using figure 5 to identify items A through H. Write the name of the unit in
the corresponding blank space.

Ars

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Fiqre 5
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Mission 4

1. Identify the following symbols:

a.

b.

2. What tools are required for setting a bathtub?

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

,g.
h.
i.
j.

7
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OBJECTIVE .

INSTALLATION OF WATER CLOSETS

WB 3ABR55235 -1V-2 -P1

This project will gi/ve you practical experience installing a tank-type water closet
and a flush tank.

S ANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All answers must be correct and -all completed projects must work and not le

EQUIPMENT BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55235-IV-2
WB 3ABR55235-IV-2 -P1
Manufacturers Specifications
Plumber's Tool Kit
Shop and Special Tools
Water Closets
Flusk Tanks

Mission 1
INSTRUCTIONS

1 /seud ant
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students

Fill in the blanks for the following guide on the installation of a water closet.

CAUTI : Observe safety precautions at all times.

1. Secure the tools,

2. Place two brass

and equipment to the job.

in the slots of the

with thrFaded ends up.

3. Turn water closet bottom side up,

/ see:figure. 9 and apply

to the outer

portion of the bowl rim.

4. Install a doughnut-shaped preformed

over the drainage opening of the

b L Putty can be used in an

emergency.

9

253

,r

Figure 6



5. Tizrn.water closet bowl right side up and set it dowfi on the

with the drainage opening (horn) prol.

jecting into the closet bend. 6-iide the two

through the, holes on either side of the)s of the water closet. If four boltr.1

are used,' the front bolts must be p eviously installed.

6. Be sure closet bowl sits snugly to floor before

Install nuts on the closet bolts and alternately tighten them.

NOTE: The Use of the water closet wilt crack II

mrertightened.

7. Remove excess

the base of the water closet.

/Missia;i 2

LNSTALLING A FLUSH

ft and bolts.

:

,

on closet bowl using special gaqk1. Install .....
,

I '
NOTE: The closet bowl or tank will If ants

If ...

are

squeezed outaround

are

2. Meaiure, cut t

connecting to the_

or flare), and assemble supply lines and' fittings for..
4

(
, -3. Test installation for proper operation Under line pressure.

4. Repiirleaks if necessary. . . .
1 ,.

5. Properly adjust level in
1,and,gheck flushing action.

6. Disassemble the.installation.

7. Clean tools and materiaLsithen return them to their prop7 storage.

8. Clean the work area.

10
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INSTALLING A URINAL

-OBJECTIVE

WE 3ABR55235-W-3-P1

This project. will give you practical experience installing a lavatory, faucet, and a
lavatory trap.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE,

. All Statements must be answered cOrrictly and the installed unit must not. leak..

EQUIPMENT 'BASIS OF ISSUE.7SG .3AER5523 5-W -34 1/student
WB 3AER55235-IV-3e. 1/stuilent
Mannfactureils Speci cations listudent
Plumber's Tool Int 1/2 students

'''.-Shop and Special Tools 1/2 studentsUrinals 1/2 students.Flushmeter . 1/2 students
Vacuum Break and- Traps 1/2 student's

Mission I

INSTALLING A LAVATORY

'1. List tools needed to install a urinal..

2. List material needed.to install urinal.

At-

A

.
c

11
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r

Fill in the blanks in the following statements:

a. Secure fittings urinal and
perform this ask.

b. From the rough-in specifi'cations,

determine the

needed to

Of the urinal. NOTE: Use
specifications for model that you will install in your booth.i

c. Install and ,

spuds on urinal.

Hang urinal with combination lag and Stud
screws.

.e. Connect the piece to lower spud.

f. Install the trap.

or brass clodet

NOTE: Never tighten chrome fittings with pliers or pipe wrench.

Why?

g. , Install the
1

to_the water-supply and'

h. Install between flushometer I

and tailpiece.
1

i. Turn OA I supply.

1. Test for leaks.

k. Have the instructor check your work.

CHECKED BY

12 1109.,

(Instructor)



1:

INSITALLING LAVATORIES

OBJECTIVE ,

This project will give you practicaa experience in:

1. using manufacturer's rough-in specifications.

2, installing a dfain and trap. .

3. installing a lavatory and faucets.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE 1

All statements must be answered correctly. All measureinch-and- the Tnstalled unit must not leak.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-IV-4
WB 3ABR55235-IV-4-P1
Manufacturer's Specifications
Plumber's Tool Kit
Shop-and Special Tools
Faucets
Traps

1. Secure the tools,

Mission 1

2. Obtain the manufacturer's

3.

WB 3ABR55235-W-4-P1

ents must be-withurI 1/2

ASIC OF ISSUE

I student
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students

and equipment to do the job.

for the lavarory that you will be installing in your booth.

from the floor.
a centerline from the waste inlet to a convenient height

4. Locate , and mark height.
5. Check fixture hanger spacing and lposition on the wal i:
6. Locate anchor positioangrer bracket.
7. Mount lavatory cn bracket and check for

13
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°.

,

Mission 2

1. Assemble plug and in lavatiiry drain.

2. Remove nipple from 'mate line and replace with nipple-of

Install escutcheon.

length.

Install 1 1/4iiiich trap.

Misr ion 3

1; Position lavatory faucets in place-and

2'. Insure that.watey has been shut off; both hot and cold.

3.. Remove hot and cold water test and instill,

4.. Install escutcheon.

5. Make-up :'and install valve on end of chrome

nipples through finished wall.

6. Cut and fit chrome_ betweep angle valve and

Inlet. The wrench.will be used to tighten jam nuts in hard
to reach places.

7. Turn on water and check for leaks.

NOTE: NOw that you have completed your tool and material list and answered.all
the blanks, use thi, information to install the lavatory in your booth. :

I
, Have the instructor check your work.

Checked by

r.
14

(Instriictor)

N.
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WB 3ABR552354V-5-P1

INSULATING WATER LINES AND FITTIMS

OBJECTIVE

This project will give you practical experiesie insulating line and valVes.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE.

All the statements must ,be answered correctly
comply to the standards ip AFM 85-20.

EQUip.MENT

SG 3ABR55235 -IV -5
WB 3ABIR55235-1V-5-P1
Plumber's Tool Kit
Shop and Special Tools .

PiPe Insulation Material

Mission 1

and all completed work must

BASIS OF ISSUE

1/student
.1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students

1. List the materials needed to insulate the pipe illustrated in figure 7.

tr,

2. List the tools needed to insulate the pipe illustrated in figure 56.
7

3. Fili in the blanks on the following statements:

a. 'Measure the pipe to be inSulated between points "A" and "B".

b. Measure the lengths of 2 to cover the full length of the
pipe run. Points "A" and "B".

c. Unwrap and enclose pipe between the
halves of the preformed insulaticti.

d. Cut insulation with ''or

_

15



,
e. Rewrap cheesecloth around section of insulation And secure with

to flap.

1. Secure insulation sectiolis in place with 3/4" metal

g. Cover iitting "C" (90° Ell) with cement and cover with

OW..100

A

Figure 7. Pipe Insulation

Mission 2

1. Insulate.the cold water line in your booth area.

2. What type of insulation did you use?

3. Insulate the hot water line in your booth area.

4. What type of insulation did you use?

5. Explain why you used a different type of insulation on the hot and cold water lines.

446,s,

16
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3ABR55235-IV-6-P1

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE-OF PLUMBING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE.

ITI3on completion of this 'workbook, you wiltbo able tot

1. Inspect plumbing systems

2. Maintain plumbing systems

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All answers must be correct and all completed work must comply with the
standards in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55235-IV-6 .; - 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-IV-6-P1 1/student
Manufacturer's Specifications 1/2 students
Plumber's Tool Kit 1/2 students
Shop and Special Tools 1/2 'students
Tank Flush and Float Valves 1/2-students

>Water Faucet r 1/2 students
Flushometer 1/2 students

Mission 1

1. Describe the use of two instruments used io locate leakCin buried pipe.

a.

b.

t

17



Mission 2

. From the drawing below, sketch in the locations where it is necessary to install
air chambers.

.-
HW

if-

----------- -:

TO KITCHEN AR
OTHER BATHROOMS

2. Explain the operating principle of an air chamber.

Missim 3

CELAN,

C/

1., From the series of drawings, identify the units used for compensating for pipe
expansion and caltraction.

a.

18

LEAD PIPE

(

COPPER FITTINGS



C.

COPPER

TUBING

COMPRESSION NUT

FITTING

e.

FLMED COPPER TUBE

19

d.

CORPORATION STOP

1.

ELBOWS

STREET MAIN



2. From part I, explain the principle of operation of each unit.

a.

b.

1

P

f , r

i

e. f l
l '

) V.

Mission 4

1. Using an assigned fire hydrant determine the velocity and static pressure.

a, Velocity pressure
b. Static pressure

2. List the tools needed to perform this task.

..

Mission 5

'

1. List all malfunctions or problems that must be corrected in your booth area.

I

t

y

, 2. List the materials that are required to repair all the malfunctions located.

_Mission 6 ,,

. .

1. List the tools necessary to repair your booth area.

;

20
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List the procedures necessary to repair your booth area.

Mission 7

1. Using this operational checklist of water closet_ flush va1ve4nd.ball cock check
the operation of your closet tank.

a. Ball cock

(1) Adjust float level and float valve opeiation.

(2) Repair or replace damaged floats.

(3) Repair or replace valve to provide a tight closure.

(4) Inspect seat washer or bottom of plunger for- wear knd seat irregularity.
(Repair or replace)

b. Flush valve

(1) Inspect and clean flusb ball and machined seat. (Replace if necessary. )

(2) Check list wires or linkage to flush handle. (Repair or replace.)

.(3) Check flue handle that it moves freely and that arm is properly set.

c. :Check refill tube.

2. List the malfunctions found On the closet tank in your booth area.

Mission 8

Check and repair the faucets in your lavatory using these procedures for mainte-
nanle on faucets.

1. Turn off water.

2. Turn valve stem to a-partly open position.

0. Remove handle (if required):,

4. Remove escutcheons (if required).

.. ...... +

11'

21



5.1 Unscrew bonnet nut (nse smooth liw,wrench).
.

6. Remove stem from valve body.

7. Remove the disc fiom its holder (replace dis,c).

8. Inspect valve seat for pitting (If pitting is severe the ertire valve should be replaced.
If slightly pitted, reface seat.)

9. Assemble valve and check for leaks.

10. If leakage around stem tighten backing.

NOTE: If stick leaks,- replace packing.

Mission 9

.1567-1riOnienance.of a flulhoineter using this dhecklist.

1. Adjust for flush of 10 seconds.

2. If malfunctions, clean bypass to upper chamber.'

3. Clean valve seat.

4. Replace gaskets or diaphram as required.
.

5. Assemble and check for leaks.f

6. If still malfunctions, replace unit.

Mission 10

From the drawings below identify thermostatic aixl pressure control mixing !Alves.

22
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% WB 3ABR55235-IV-7-P1

_ RECOVERING AND RESTORMGrPING AND FIXTURES

OBJECTIVE
A

This project wi4givte you practical experience removing, inspecting, andsalvaging pipes and fittings from a water and waste system.

EQUIPMENT BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55235-IV-7 1/student 0-WB 3ABR55235-IV-7-P1 1/studentManufacturer's Specifications 1/2 studentsPlumber's Tool Kit 1/2 studentsShop and Special Tools . 1/2 students
Mission 1

PROCEDURE

Answer the following questions on the blank lines provided.

1. What is the first procedure required when disassembling a water system ?

2. liat two Ways should a Water system be disaisembled?

3. Where should you Start when disassembling a waste system?

Wh'it are the salety precautIons that should be observed when using a torch on awaste system?

23
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4L,
Mission 2 .

D ASSEMBLNG WATER SUPPLY PIPING

1. List tools needed o perform this task.

4ar,

2. Shut off
assembled.

and bleed (drain) off contents of lines to be

1. Begin disassembly by disconnecting, the Piping at a
and Work in both directions or start it at,fixture and work back.

3

NOTE: DO NOT DAMAGE FIXTURES

4. Clean all.pipe ind fittings using brush of rags.

5. Clean and assemble all unions.

6. Inspect and dispose of pipe and fittings.

7. 'Return', cleaned usable pipe and fittings to proper storage

Mission 3

DISASSEMBLING CAST-IRON PIPING

1.

S.

4.,

List tools needed to complete this task.

_

"6.). AS)

g4

2 7 4

4



7

w -- ,

2: aDisassembtf cast:iron piping in.convenient_sections,. starting at the highest point
.

. !. of cOnnettion. Pick<out lead and oakim, if thete

*

in using a tOrch during disassembly.

- CAUTIOiv: 4,-void\-damage to ffoor.s, walls o'r
. - ... .

-..-- After the-sections bave:been remoired;-use - --.*

-
. ..

melt, out the lead in the join* <

. -

- 4.... . .
.4. Dirict the flame of -tlx torch on the joint -until the leaewill run, out freely. :Wear.

.
.

1 ` .-- . (_. ,

,
gloves; gogg es, and have '. - when

.
. t.

using flame torches. Do noEsiverheat lead beciuse it oxidize'e and becomes

useless:

eclaimlead*and store for fixture use.
,- " :

31/44611e:the pipe backand forth tOlobseh- it, then with:draw the /4pe.

are cracked:.

Clean
0

.
out pipe andjittings arid-discard theipes that

-
to*

pipe and fittings and returt them to storage.

A

6

Iaision 4

DISASOAIIILING. COPPER PIPE AND FITTINGS

I. lAst tools infi- equipment:needed-to comillite 'this Piojectl.,

4:7"

A .5
Disassemble copper pipe, starting either at the fixture, o

pip.e and wo'rk both waY.S.

25

4 ',tubing cutter to

-4



3. Make sure water Is drained from all pipe and fittings.

4. Apply heat to melt the 1 in the joint.

-Clean aid- inspect-fittings -for serviceability

6. Return usable fittings to the prciper storage area.

7. Have the inStructor check this wbrkbook--:

.v

c

I

Ch6cked by:
I

26
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WB 3ABR55235,1V-8-P1

PLANNING AND LAYOUT OF'PLUMBING SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

To give you practical experience planning and laying out a typical building
pluznbing system.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-IV-8
WB 3ABR55235-IV-8-P1
Floor Plan
WoriOg Drawing
Miniatuie Pipe and Fitting

Mission 1

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/12 students

-1/12 students
- .1/4 students

Procedures

1. Usin the blueprints provided in this worithook, construct avorking drawing of
the model house. (Noto: The instructor will divide, class into four groups and
aseign each group a section of the blueprint.)

2. Using the working drawing in Part I, melte a pill of materials including all -
takeoff items.

-

J.

ON,

,o4

27 .
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WA,

ITEM DESCRIP TION , QUANTITY SIZE

,
_

,

. . ,

_

t . . .
4

.
. .

I

. .

_

. .

4

a

a - . ........t-
-....

- -

..
-.

_

-.I

4

1

- 0

.
. .

...

_ -ra
.

*$

4.

_

..

,

.
1.-

I .

6, 28
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'444

3. lising the blueprints in Part I and the materials from the bill of materials, draw
-the'materialS from supply and install the Waste and vent systems in the model house.

rt.

'

4

411,



MODIFICATIONS

14bki3 of this publication hat (have) been deleted in

adapting tk*s material fci-e--iadltlIc7n in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Militat:y Curriculum Materials fo Use in Vocational

And Technidal Education." Deleted material involves-etensive use of

military.forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was hot considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

1.
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(1) Purpose

,

(2) Effects of frozen pipe
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heated until it is warm when touched. _

.

(1) Locating frozen area.
(2) Theory of.heat transfer

_
(3) Ways to thaw pines
.,1

in the

,

1

,.

torch or rags and
The pipe must be

.
.

.

.
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4

I

BODY (95.m1nutes)

PRESENTATION:

la. Working as a member of a

team winterize the plumbing

fixturep in the building

latrine. All water must

be removed fran the fixture

traps.

(1) Purpose: To prevent
4

water in the pipe

from freezing

Ids

1 .

NOTE: Ice takes up 1/12 more
-space- than xater;

I

(2) Effects af.frozen pipe

(a) Wakens pipe

(b) Bursting of pipe

and connections

causing leaks

) Ways t revent freezing'

piping

(a) Bury pipe below frost
line

(b) Install wrapping

3

r)L,

0



Use sponge to remove
remaining water

from tank and bowl

(c) Draining'-water heater-

I Shut oft Source of
heat

Open drain plug*
valve

Allow air to enter
ta_21k .

(d) Winterizing waste,

I Fill traps with
anti-freeze

& Types of anti-
freeze used

(1) Glycol

very

effective.

Ipecause it

'will not

evaivrate

5



I, Materials used

laktion

Rags

9, Paper

.1

(c) Use heat tapes

(4) :Procedure\for closing up

building that are not in

USE

- (a) Drain water systole first.

Clear =Play vilye

I Open highest faucet

open lowest faucet

Ilttlines drain

(b),,Bapy water closet

Flush water fronIalt\

I Use force plunger'
to ream water
from bowl

4

1\ )

'



,

3 Water flows at one'
, fixture but no flow

at next fixture
down-stream-pipe

is frozen between

the two fixtures

'(b) Drainage lines

Open valves at
fixtures

2 If no drainage

area is frozen

(2) Theory of heat transfer

,

pipe allowfng some

(a) Apply heat to pipe

.0) Pipe transmits heat
to iee

(c) Ice ,melts next to

water to-flow

.,(d) Water flowing plus
'heat thaws pipe ..

(3) WiY3 to thawPiPe4

,s., Hot later and,rigs
(raises,femperature
of "pipe)

c,



_

(2) Glycerine
and rater

(3) Alcohol
and water
norsally

'not-used-
due to
evaporation

(4) Calcium
chloride and
vater
normally
not used
due to
corrosive
atien

a

lb. Working as a amber *Ca teem
and using either a pregame
torch or rags' and hot water,
thaw a fressapipe t( froaen
pipe may be simulated). The
pipe must be heated'until it *.

is vans when touched.-

(1) Locating frown area

( a)- Mater lines

Open valves at
fixtures

a 'Vise 'pi-m*0as of
elimination 25'7

c

6,



'1) Affixation

e C MUM;

(c) Electrical .devices

(best methods)

1 FaOer and safer
,

2 Moss, convenient

Methodz

2. Used on .pipes in

ground or 'noncealet

in wall
^

4 Connecting islect:rieoi.'"

device to7ipe4.

& Cleifek.contact '

-artm:idea emery _cloth-
74;,

k Make sure connec
, tions: are pit

,

. A

c °Use p. clamps or.

Thawing cla.t4s
, to mOce connec
tions-

.

-0 .

.

=3'

ao'V

,

1

os =4

.1"

,

7

7

0 tc) f
4 ,J .1e , 4

r

1



Wrap rags artatd.\

frozen are

Pour hot water oti

raga

3 Continue until

thawed

' A Hazards

& :Scalding personnel

k *Slippery floors

. Defog. to
building

I

,r#

(b) Torches

1 Light torch and

adjust flame

Move flame slowly
across frosen-area

until water flow

8



;

(3)Will produce
at least 250

_

amps.

(4) May also be

used for

weldinA

Heat tapes .

(1) Composed of

electrical

heating -

element

lal wire fora

(2) Plugs into

llo volt A:C.

power'source

(3) Wrap in
spiral

motion
around

froien

area

-(4) Very Slow

in thawing

(d) 4afety precautions

pen psing,electrical

devices

1 Dontt touch bxposed

terminals



c

§. Type of electrical

devices used

Ilow voltage

transformers

(1) Plugs into-

1510 or 220

ltwer Source

(2) Transformer

steps voltage

down and

.Current up

(3) High current

flew through

pipe vill

heat-pipi

and melt ice

k Klectrical
, welding, unit

4
.

49

(1) Portable

self contained

gas driven

-- -unit 9

(2) Some ars

plugged.into

110 or 220

-volt AC
power scnrce

1

L-A

-4

:49



.00.°

t

Heat from che
micals thaws
pipes

Hazards

(
fk Chemical burns

b Explosions

c Damage to pipe

or building

NOTE: Do not use on pipes that
, are completely clogged

(f) Thawing drainage

linis with hot water

1 Run hose down pipe.
'to frozen area

2 Attadh funnel to
open edid of hose

2, Pour hat water

into funnel

13

20g

111100".



e

a Keep-connections
tight

Select contact

location as close

as possiblo to

frosen area.

Remove ground

wire from area

to be:thswed

1 Use copper jumpers
on joints with

gaskets or other

inau1atio0

.(3) Chemical thawing

of drainage limes.

Chmicals used

a Lye

thislaked 1.11160

Application

I Mix in container

1'2
t.,

a

^

.4.



APPLICATION: Complete Mortise *
1 and 2 of WB

WB 3 ABR55235-V-1-14

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,

and/or observabion'
/
of studentts

performance during lesson. 'This

may be accomplished at any time

during lesson for increased effective-

ness.

&MARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMET: None

CONCLUSION (10 minutes)

2,94
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, CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACNINC'STEPS

2a. Given a globe valve, locate' and name each off the major components. AU
components must be correctly mulled.

(1) Purpose of valves f
#

(2) Types of valves .

(3) Characteristics of val#es .

.

2b. Following given instructions, repair a globe valve. The completed valve must
open and close easily but must not leak when closed.

.
,

(1)* Gatevalve
(2) Globe valve .
(3) . Angle valve
(4) Check valve
(5) Plug valve

,

, -
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- PART II

, INTRODUCTION (45 Minutes)
4

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:
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BODY (180 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

- 2a. Given a globe valve, locate and
name each of the major components.
All compopents must be correctly
named.

(1) Purpose of valves

Isolates parts of plumbing
system '.

(b). Controls rate Of flow of
liquids and gases

.

(c) Contiols direction of flow

(d) Drains system

(2) Types of valves
1

(a) Gate

(b) Globe

3
(

4
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(c) Angle

(d) Check
(

(e) Plug

-
(3) Chaxacteristics of valves

(a) Gate valve

1 Can't be used to control
rate ci flow

2 Must be fully open or
fully closed

3 When opening or
clbsing back off 1/4
to 1/2 turn to prevent
wedging

4 Construction

a Valve body



-

-

li Bonnet

/

c Stuffing box

d Stem

e Seat ting

f Disc

N
(b) Globe valvej

.

1- Can be used to throttle
flow

2 Construction-

^

45 f

.1

i a Val body
-

_
,
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c Ste

4 5
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4

.d Disc stem ring

e Bonnet

f Packing

I Packing nut

h Disc

1 Types of disc

a Plug disc

b Conventional
cijsc

c Composition
. disc

(c) iingle valve

1 Changes direction
x

2 PurPose and constructio
same as globe valve

6

4.

0



4.44,

(c1 ) Check valves

1 Provides free flow in
one direction only

2 Basic types of checkv
valYes

a Swing check

b Lift check

3 Construction

a 4

a Swing check

1 -Body

_

2 Hinged dise

_ 3 Body-Seat -ring_ .

b Lift check

4

1 Body

7

t.,

Jul
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:

2 Body seat ring -

' ,

3 DifiC

A

, (e) Plug valves
..../

ta

1 Opened Sad closed
with 1/4 turn of handle

2 Places used

a Corporatica stop

b Stop andwaste valve

c Curb stop

d Meter stop

,
e Gas lines

a

/ 1 .

17
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3 Construction

S.

a Tapered plug with
passable way

b Tapered hole in
valve body

4 Operation

a Unobstructed flow
when passage in plug
is aligned with
piping

b When valve is clased
close mating surface
between tapered
plug and tapered
hole stops flow

2b., Following given instruction, repair a
globe valve. The completed valve
must open and close easily but must
not leak when closed.

(1) Gate valve

9

303
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(a) Leaks around stem

,

1 Tighten packing nut

2 -Replace packing

(b) Internal leakage

1 Reface disc by using
mixture of oil and
lapping compouRi

2 'Surface ci disc and
_seat may be lapped
true to each other by
using figure eight
motion' . --

t

,

/ )
t:

(c) Leaks at body bonnet jqint

1 Tighten joint

2 Replace ga-sket

10



(2) Globe valve

(a) Leaks around stehi
Id

1 Tighten packing nut .

2 Replace Pacidng

,.,. (b) Internal leakage

,

,
1 Valves with plug or

\

conventional-dise----

a Insert washer or...
coin under disc

,
Lap disc to the seat
using mixture of oil
and lapping compound

2 ValveS with composition
disc

11'



a Remove defective disc
ONO

b Install new disc

3 Damaged valve seats

a Reface valve seat
with re-seating tool

b Remove and replace
valve seat if
replaceable type is
used

4. Leaks at body - bonnet
joint

a Tighten-joint*

b Replace gasket

(3) Angle valve - /*paired same
way as globe valve

12
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(4) Clrek valves

(a) Replace hinge or hinge
pin when necessary

(b) Tighten hinge disc bolt
if loose

() Defective disc face and
disc seats should be
replaced reground or
laprred

(5). Pluk Valves

(a) IS valve leaks, clean
and lubricate

(b) If valve seat is severly
pitted,. replace valve

APPLICATION:

Have studenti complete WB 3ABR55235-
V12-P1



EVA LUATION:

Evaluate by oral, 'written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (15 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

4

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Have students read SG 3ABR55235-V-3
and answer the questions at the end of
chapter.

14
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Slides: Maintenance

of Main Sewer and
Maintenance of
Grease Traps

CMTERION4JECTIVES ANO TIAOPSIS STEPS 4

3a. Working as a member of a teaMand using an engine or electrically powered
anger, steel tape or chemicals, clean a sower lbse, Cleaned line must pass water
readily. . .

.-
(1) Checking for stoppages in sewer main
(2) Cleaning sewers .

. ,
-(3) Ripairlig sewer lines

(4) Hazarcb ctl manholes ...
(5) Hazards of equipment .
(6) Maintenance of building sewers
(7) Maintenance el building drainage systems .
,
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LESSON PLAN (Pot I, Gftwal) CONTINUATION WET

CRITERION OSJECTIYES AND TEACHING STEPS (Couing.4

3b. Using maps; robes, or elictriOal instruments, locate buried pipe. Two oe
more students m st individually locate the' same pipe.

(1) Maps
(2) Sighting'from one manhole to another
(3) Probes
(4) Electronic equipment

3c. Following given procedures and worldng da a member of a team, inspect and
clean a grease trap or septic tank. The cleaned grease trap or septic tank rang
operate correctly witho eaking 'and without Arndt* odor.

(1) Purpose al grease traps
(2) Operation
(3) Cleaning

vim
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Course No: 3A131155245
Day: 39
Day.,

4' Branch Approval:
Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

csEcKtPREVIOUS DAYIS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTWATION:



4

PRESENTATION:

BODY (5 Hours/5Minutes),

't

3a. Workié as a member of.a.team
and us g an engine or electrically
powe±eI auger, steel tape or
chemi als; clean a sewer line.
Clean*1 line must pass water .-.-

readil .

(1) C ecking for stappages _

sewer main
di

0.

Observe flovi at man
holes

1 Plug off section of
sewer main at man
holes with sand bag
or .pneumatic ball

2 Fill section and
man hole with water,

3 Remove plug

,

, (b) Observe rate of flow
at next man hole

4

..

4

_

..

, .
,

c

,

.4

I.

fc.

^
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I.

.1

1.0

1 Fast flow, no stoppage

2 Stow flow)indicaies
stoppage

(2) Cleaning sewers

(arl Fire hose

(b) Pneumatic ball-

I inflate ball mil
insert fit line

2 Fill man hole with
4 water

3 When water force
beComes great
enough, ball Will
move

4 Water will spurt-
around ball forcing
sand and grit forward

. to.the npxt man hole



(c) Sewer hoe

,

1 Us en large sewers
. (30 inches or more)

2 Similiat action to
' .7 pneumatic ball,

3 Flexible belting
cleans side af
piping

4 Hoe-moves over
7 fixed objects'

becauSe of flexi-
bility of belting

5 Sewage moves
sewer hoe forward'

4.

(d) power driven sewer
auger

1 Components

() 1 4
6 0 A.

r



b Rod

Rodding heads

d Gasoline engine

'e Trailer

-2 Operation of power
driven'seWer auger

a J tube guides
rod into sewer
(must insirt

c-.eable through
171, tube)

b Rodding heads
punch or cutt!
thiough stoppage

c Gasoline engine
-dr,ives cutting
head

,



d Rods come in
3' lengths

e Takes three
pdople to
operate

f Oil after each
use

3 Use of chemicals

a Use -after rodding

b Never use chemi-_,,
cal if sever is
completely stopped
uP

-

c Copper sulphate

1 Effective in
= root removal

air

:



2 Use where
obs tr uc t ion
is not
severe

3 May take
from one to
three weeks
b,fore
roots die
and break
f ree

4 Use every
. ) = 30 days

(3) Repairing sewer lines

(a) Isolate.defective
section from one man
hole to.another with
sand bags

(b) plimp sewage tt;
another man hole,

(c) Repair defective section

9

41-



(4) Haiards of man holes

(a) Sewer gases are
greatest hazard

(b) Sewer gas is explosvie,
toxic and will explode

(c) Remove man hole
covers and air before
entering

(d) Use buddy system
k

*(e) Tie rope around waist
of 'per4aon entering
Man hole

(f) Viorker should wear
portable respirator
when working in man
hole

(6) Hazards of e1iuipment

(a) Avoid lothes catching
in 'rod

-.106



(h) Wear gloves to prevent
cutting of,hands

$ ,

(c) Have all electrical
devices grounded .

(d) Use proper shOring
methods when replacing
sewer main sections

(e) Handle heavy piping
and equipment correctly
to prevent personnel
injury

(f) Guard against Whipping
ci snakes

(6) Maintenance of building
sewers

(a) Removing stoppages

1 Snakes

11

-$



,

a Ribbon snake mane
of coiled tempered
wire

2 Power driven sewer
auger

a Cutting head

b Flexible steel
cable

c Electric motor

(b) Use.of chefaicals if
line,is.not completely
stopped

(7) Maintenance of building
drainage system

(a) Check _drains for

1 Leaks

020

12



9

2 Clogged traps

a Trap syphonage

.

4 Clogged vents

5 C logged_ drains .

6 Grading of lines

7 Excessive direc-
tionils changes

(b) Unstopping sinks,
lavatories tubs,
shop sinks

1 Vacuum plunger

a Used on flat
surfaces

OV

4-;

13



-

' b Operation

Plug over-
= flow

2 Center dup
over drain

C\3 Push down and
= pull up on

handle

1 4 Alternate ,
= pressure and

suction strokes
works
obstruction
loose

2 Clean trap

a Remove cleanout
plug and remove
stoppage_with
wire

b Remove trap if
o clean, out plug

is available

3 Stnk auger

CI

/7
1-3 4. ,;;;



r
a Flexible coiled

steel

b Remove trap
and insert

c -Rotati and push
in

'd After unstopped
chemicals can

. be used

e Never use chemi-
cals if drain is
completely -
Stopped up ,

(c) Unstopping water
closets

I Force cupr--,

a Used on cone
shaped sUrf ace



I.

b First tool used

c Operate same as
vacuum plunger

2 Closet auger

3 Remove water closet
and use-sink or
sewer auger

3b. Using inaps, probes, or electrical
instrumentS, locate a buried pipe.
Two 'Or more "students must

locate the same pipe.

'(1) Maps

(a) InforMation shown on
maps

Location of sewer
- Piping

2 Location of man
holes

16 324.



3 Elevations - depth
of buried pipe

4 Type-and size of
Pipe

5 Locations of
buildings

a(b) Interpretation of maps

(2) ighUng from one man hole
another (easiest)

(3)., Probes

--larUlicron shallow lines

(b) First find general
location by sight

(c) Push probe in soil
until pipe is located

(d) Probe is used when
several pipes are in
same area

17



(4) Electronic equipment

.(a) Types

1 Metal detector

2 Sound detector

(b) Operation

3c. Following 'even procedures and
working as a member of a team;
inspect and clean a grease trap
or septic tank. The cleaned
grease trap or septic tank must
operate çrrectly without leaking'
and withoü undue odor.

(1) Purpose of grease traps

(a) Catch and remove
grease from waste

- (b) Serves as a trap

art



(2) Operation

I (a) Baffle 6hambers plows
up movement of waste
and :Cools -grease

(b) Grease being lighter
than water rises to
the top (inlet on large

-traps near the top)

(c) oreasels trapped in
baffle chambers

(d), *rater free of grease is
drat* from bottora of
trap and passed on to
sanitary sewer .

(a) Cleaning

(a)' Must be cleaned
according to use

19
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4

1 Check liquid level

I.2...Grgase accumulation ,
-

, 3 Check solias retained

(b) Procedures
11

1. Re Move cover

2 Skim off grease wiyi
perforated scoop

..
3 Reknove putrid materiat

,Orr 7 from' trap with
Perforated scoop

0

(4) Installation

_x

.1
r . o

I *
, k .

1/.! :
a Ac f,', 4 :

0 ..: .9 . " ..
, I

,..! i 4,
,I ...:' 4

(a) Cloe to fixture
. Al

.o

4,

, -

Outiide,building
(near building drain) ,) 4. ;TY-

t'

A



A P P .69TION:

C,omplete- WB 3ABR55235Ac-3=P1 and-112

EVALUATION:

EValuate by oral, written ,questions,
and/or observatiOn of stuciént'i
performance during lesson. Thii
May.be ac9qp11sh4d at any time
during leskolor increased
effectiveness;

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

,REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

-Read and answer questioons 'in
SG 3ABR55235-V-4

o f

21
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CRITERION ORJECTIVES NAD TEACHING STEPS
-

4a. Given specific tools, equipment and instructions, make a temporary repair to
a line by installing a clamp-on repair deviCe. Completed repair must withstand
base water pressure without leaking. .

(1) Purpose of temporary repair
.

(2) Type repair clamps and saddles

4b. Using given instructions, grooved pipe and necessary ffttings, assemble a
grooved pipe connection. Completed connection must withstand base water pressure
without leaking.

(1) PurPose
(2) Type materials

....

v

.
.

..........
ATC G"Rt., 776
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LIMON PLAN iP:o CSOTINVATIO0 Mfg

aerrentos as/calves AND TEACNINO STEPS (Comake.40

(3) COmponents. of mechanical grooved CoUpling
(4) Assembly of meahanicak grooved coupling
(5) Procedures for using grooving tool
(6) CuttIngoDipe for grooving

I.

ti

't
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Course No: 3ABR55235
Day: 40 -

Breach Annioval:
Age;

PART

INTRODUCTION,. (45 Min)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW':,

Aer

MOTIVATION:

r3̀-3 32



.
PRESENTATION:

4a. Given specific tools, equipment
and instructions, make a
temporary repair to"-a line by
installing a clamp-on repair-
device. Completed repair must
withstand base water pressure
without leakitg.

(1) Purpose of temporary repair

(a) Prevents unnecessary
loss of water

(b) Minimum time without

klanY

-Water,

(2) Type repair clainps and
saddles

"16

(a) Adjustable bell joint
_.,/lamps-repair leals in'

bell and spigot joints

(b) Collar clamps-stop
leaks through threads of
screw collars

'3



4

(c) Band and saddle clamps
. repsir pit holes and

small- splits

,(d) SPlit repair clamps-
repair pit holes
longitudinal split3 in
InPe

r-(e) Compressit clamps-
repair leaks in asbestOs
cement and cast iron
piPe

(f) Compression coupling-

_

Repair damaged
sectioa at pipe

2 Use small galvanized
PiPes

_3:CLairtre-usecraii
temporary mains

4 Easier to install
than mechanical
grooved



4b. Using given ifiSt.tnctiont, grooved .
pipe and W.,essty fittings, assemble
a grooved lilpe-tonnection. Completed
connection must Withstand base water".
pressure without leaking.

(1) Purpose

(a) Temporary water mains
(steel grooverd piping)

(b) Permanent installatioris
where ground is unstable

(2) Type, materials

(a) Steel

(b) Cast aluminum'

(c) Plastic

(3) Components of mechanical
grooved coupling

335



(a) Upper housing

(b) Lower housing

(c) Rubbei gasket

7-(d)' Retaining iuts and bolts

(4) Assembly of mechanical
grooved coupling

(a) Vsually.assembled cn
top of ground

(b) Apply grease to grooved
ends and inner face of
gasket

ic) Slide gasket on one end
oi pipe

7
"4"--

,t

1.

'(d) Bring pipe ends to within'
1/4 inch ti each other.

7



(e) Center gasket over
each end of pipe

(t) Install housings of
mechanical grooved'
coupling

(g) Insert bolts and tighten
evenly

NOTE: Upper and lower housing ends
_must meet to be tight

(5)-i Procedures for using
grooving tool

(a) Slide tool over end of
pipe until stop hits end
of pipe

(b) TihtêlzewS
(holds_ machine in
position)

(c) Loosen Wing nuts and
set spring fedblade in
position



(d) Itotate witk ratchet handle.

, (e) Cutting blade autoMatically
clisengages

(0) Cutting pipe for grooving .

APPLICATION:

Complete WB 3ABR55235-V-P1

EVALUATION:

Evaluate bir oral, written questions,

performance during lesson. This
may be accomplirthed at.any time
during lesson for increased
effectivenesi.

SUMMARY:

-CONCLUSION (10 Min)

0
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iiEMOTIVATION:

%

,.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read and answer questions at end of text.

0 ,......,,ols'

1

_

10

,

2
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Tfiro Tlydrant
Plastic Pipe

one

:RION c ;icriva; AND T %t

amble, check, repair (f necessarit). ond reassemble a fire hydrant.
Completed fire hydrant must-be assembled correctly.

G V-5
WEs V-5-P1; P2;

and P3
Slides: 3,laintonance.

of Fire Hydrants
and P 7.aintenan
Sprinkler Sys

JdOs ol fire Ir. th ants
(;* ) catiOn of fire h:-,iyants,
(::) Lomponcnts of fire hyardPts
(4) JirialThtion of fire bydiants
(5),Inspecinon hnd maiTilenance of fire hydrants
(6) Yir protection sprinkler systems

h. : !. '' sure , cut, and assemble plastic pipe to in:Aall a portjoil of a lawn and
1 ripriilder system. .All measure'ments must be within + 1/8 inch of given specifica-_

i Lions.
.1

Characteristics
L(:;) Effects of temperature

ATC '.°"!4
Auu 71 770
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7.11... owftonsftoft......

(Pwr 4:rrtnolcit)' CC)-ITItl'U'Al If CHEEr
cr,+ I '.014 LJIiCfl YL *.r MID 1 E ACH;tit; 57 .

(',3) Advantages of plastic
'Uypes of*plastic

(51' A'ssembly of plastic Vpe
(0 Laying plastic pipe in trench
(7) TyPes of lawn sprinkler systems

Ikang given inStrUction and worldng as 'a member of a team, imp:apnewnatie system for, operation and identifylhe major contponents. All compontmtsmust be identified correctly.

(1) Purpose and anitication of a pneumatic system
(2) Majoi-domponents .

41`

Nowa.

r..? 4
'6, 1
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Coto.s,e, 3:1111
bays 41 and 42 Ur'anch Approval: / .
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Dale: 10 selit.pripel,

1.)4A P.T Ii

IN-TRODUMON (45 i n)
e---

1...;11-ECK, PREVIOUS DAYTS STUDY -AdIdN.M-4E

REVIEW:

ATTENT16'. :

ss.

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

,

,

4

4.

342
4.

44.4

so

4.



-
BODY (1:1 Hrs. 5 idin)

PRESENTATpN:

Disassemble,check, repair (if
ilecessartr and reassdmble a
fire hydrant. Completed fire
hydrant must be assembled
cortectly.

(1).. Models-of fire hydrants

(a) 'Flush

1

1 Located in manholes
below ground,level

2 Used in he.900trtffic_
areas -

(b) Traffic model

Qt.

1 Designed to prevent
serious damarre -when
hit by. traffic

2 Has break awdy feature_

4
4,34

\
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a Safety flange, bolts
or ring protects
barrel

b Water pressure
holds main valve
closed to prevent
'loss of water

(c) Stanoard model

N

1 E.amilax to traffic
model except for
break away feature

2 Internal parts same as
flush model

(2) Location of fire hydrants

(a) Placed at leaSt two feet
and not more than sir:
feet from a paved street

(b) Placed at least 3 feet
from any fixed object
doorway or traffic lane

(c) Should be accessible for
imthediate use

,

5

3 4 1

-
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(3) Components of fire hydrants

(a) Operating nut

(b) Oil filler plug

(c) Bonnet.

(d) Stem papking

(e) Pumper nozzle

(f)- Hose nozzles

(g) Upper barrel

(h) Upper steni

(i) Safety stem coupling

(j) Safety flange

6

"") 4 '"0 4 J
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(k) Lower stem

(1) _Lower barrel

(in) Drain valve

(n) Main valve Q

(4) Installation of.fire hydrants

(a) Height

1 Lov.ost'outict at least
18 inches above
surface;of ground

'2 Operati.6 mit not '-

more than inches
above ground surface

(b) Water supi)ly line

_)

7

.3.1 or%



,

7

,

,

1 Six inch connecting_
line to water, .main

2 Isolation valve in_
connecting line to
shut off water to-
hydrant

3 Bury connecting line_
below frost line

,

(c) Mounting of fire hydrant

1 'S'et hydrant on concrete_
base at least-16 inches
square and 4 inches
thickto prevent
settling

s

2. BraCe side of hydrant
opposite water ,

entrance with brick
lo prevent blow off

3 Use briddle rods and
clamps to secure
hydrants to water
main if soil is
unsXble 0

. 347
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4 Pawl: at least 7 cubic
feet of crushed rock,
aro . base of
hydrant

5 Replace dirt around
hydrant in iayers
and tamp eacill layer

(d) Facii4; of nozzles

1 Remove all barrel
flange bolls and nuts

2 Turn operating nut
slightly in Opening
direction to relieve
ampression.between
barrel sections

3 Rotate upper barrel
section as desired

-.4 Turn operating nut in
closing direction

5 Replace all barrel
flange bolts and nuts
and tighten

';?1
9

7 I'



. NOTE: On some-hydrants the barrel
can be rotated after loosening,
flange bolts

(e) Extending 'height of hydrant

1 Purpose: Compensates
for ehanges in ground
level

2 Extension sections

a Length-6" through
4' in 6" increments

b Installed between
upper and lower
barrels

3 Stem extension-
extends length of
stein

4 Installing extension
sections

10 .



a Remove cap and
cover phtte
assembly

b Unbolt standpipe
top seclion'from
standpipe bottom
section

e Eerew stem extension
piece to original
stein

d Drill and pin.stem
extension piece to
original stem

e Bolt extension to
standpipe iJottom
section;using new
gasket

Bolt stadpipe-top
section to spool
using new gaskets

g Replace cover plate
assembly and cap

rtr



1

(5)' Inspection and maintenance
of fire hydrants

-(a) Leakage at hose outlet

1 Defective main valve
or seat

2 Replace main valve
and seat

(b) Leakage at top of hydrant

1- Tighten packing gland

.2. Replace packing

(c) Leakage through drain \
valve

1 Indication water comes
up around hydrant when
main valve,is fully open

351
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0.

2 Correct by replacing
valve facing; or gasket

(d) past
under caps

1 Open main valve

2 Check for leakage
around caps

Bep lace defective
gaskets

(e) Check operation of
drain valve

1 Close main valve

2 Observe lowering of
water in barrel

NOTE: Slow lowering of water in
, barrel can,be caused by

,leakage past main valve
or drain valve clogz,red

13

A



(f) Cldaring clogged drain
parts

1 Tighte0 all.nozzle
caps

2 Opdn main valve two
complete turns and
force flush drain
parts

3 Close main valve

4 Remove nozzle cap
arid check lowering of
Ikater level in barrel

CAUTION: Reinoe npzzle cap
slowlk and let,trapped
air escape

(g) Lubrication of operating
, 1 nut

1 Remove screw in top
of operatilnut

A

14



,

I

t

4.

2 Apply lubricant
recommended by
manufacturer

(h) Inspect nozzle thread :-
replace nozzle if threads
are badly damaged

1

(i) Inspect operating nut
(replace nut if rounded
by use of improper
wrench)

. .
(j) Check for cracks in barrel

1 Install new 'barrel if
cracked

2 Replace hydrant when
. required

(k) Check static pressure

1 'Connect pressure_
guageoto hose outlet

15
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_

Ai

i

6

v

ral

4

2 Open hydrant valve_

3 Record reading-_
presstire gutige

% 4 Close hydrant

(1) Check residual pressure

*--N
emove second_

hy ant nozzle'cap

2 Open hydrant valve I
slowly until wide
.open.

_

3 Re_cord residual_
pressure while
hydrant is discharging
maximum stream

(m) Removal of main valve

1 Remove hold down nut

, 16
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2 Itcmove ope'rating nul
I.

3 Unbolt and remove

ihydrant bo,unetc-1

4 Insert seat wrench
co. er top of valve
Stem and into hydrant
barrel

dy75. Fasten scat wrench
own W seat ring b

screwing operating
nut down on thFeaded
portion of

6 Close isol n valve,
Break tona JIveen-
seat rin d shoe
by litEiOng top of
seat Wrench

8 Unscrew seat ring by
turning seat wrench
counter clockwise

9 Replace wor, and.
damaged-parts '

i7

4-
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10 Screw seat ring in
place by turning
seat wrench.'

11 Open isolation ialve

Ir 4
12 Reassernble,bonnet to,

hydrant by reversing,
steps used in remdval.

11.

(6) Fire Protection sprinkler
system

(a) Purpose-prerents fires
from spreading and sends;

,the aarrn to the fire
depar nent

(b) 'rypes of sprinkler
systems

C

C

18
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(c) Wet pipe system:

'444k.

1 tilled with
watcr under pressure
at all Limes

- 2 Heating sensing elemenl
sintef;ral part of -
sprinkler head

3 Heat irom fire melts
heat sen-sing element
in affected area

4 Water flow tong sends
alarm to fire department

(d) Dry pipe system

;

1 Lised where there is
- danger of freezing

2 -Distribution pipint
contains air under
pressure

- 3 When sprinkler head
opens air escapes

19
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4 Dry pipe valve operates
admitting water, to
sys tem

(e) Deluge syst)em

I Automatic dry pipe
system .

2 _J-la,s_Alen_sprinkle
heads ,

3 Operation

a 'Deluge valve Opens
automatically by
heat actuated device

b When deluge valve
opens system is
completely charged
with water

c Water escapes through
all open sprinkler
heads over entire
area

..^0.,

20
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APPLICATION:

COmplete WU 3A13R5152357V:P1

SUMMARY:

CONCLUSION (Day 14)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

3A131355235-V-5 Pages 64 thru 73

I

INTRODUCTION (Day 42)

CIIECK.PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

_

21 _

360
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PRESENTATIC;

5b. Measure, cut, and aSsemble
plastic pipe to install a poitiOn
of a lawn and sprinkler system.
All measurements mupt be
within 2' 1/8 inch of given
specif.ications.

(1) Characberis tics

(a) Rust proof and will not
rot

(b) Smooth interior-walls

(c) Light weight

(d) Non-electrolytic

(2) Effects of temperature

(a) Expands and Contracts

(b) Allowable presiure
decreases as tempera-
ture increases

30.
22
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Advantq;es of plastic p ping/

(a) E le at chemical
resistance

(b) No galvanic action

(c) Low internal friction

(c1) Low tpnclencies to
collect crystalline
deposits

(e). Low installation and
maintenance. cost

(f) Easy to inStall

(4) Types .of plastic pipes

(a) AcryloniCkile-butadeine
and styrene (A13S)

(b) Pdiyinyl chloride (PVC)

(c) bolyethylene

V-.

-23

36g
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1

(5) Assernb13/ of plastic pipe

(a) Cutting

1 Hacksaw

2 'Handsaw

3 Tubing cutter'

4 Pipe cutter

5 Knife

(b) Types of connections

1 Solvent weld
(PVC. and ABS)

a Assembly procedures

b Safety precautions

24
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ro 13

(7-) Types of skiwn sprinkler

A.

systems

(a) Movable

\1 Constructed of aght--
weight material

a Aluminum

b Pdstic

- 2 Easily maintained

3 Easy to couple
and disconnect

4 Maptable to most
water supplies

a Fire hydrant

h Household water
supply

p.

27
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., 

, 

.. 

\ 

2 inscrl fitliniv and 
_ clamps 

, 

a Assembly procedures 
_ 

b Safety precautions 
_ 

. 
3 Threaded joints 

's. 
, 

a Thick wall 
_ plastic pipes 

b . Types of 
_ threaders usable 

, 

,.. .c ° Assembly 
_ procedures 

d Safety precautions 
_ 

'\1 

(6) Laying plastic pipe in 
trenches 

- 

ck 

25 
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Pump

b Piping

c Control valves

d Sprinkler heaLs

5c. Using given instructions and
workin;; as a me,n;lber. of a team,
inspect a pneumatic system for
operation and identify_ ilie_major
components. All components
must be identifiSd correctly.

(1) Purpose and application of
a pneumatic system

(a) Fire sprinkler systern

i(b) Pneumatic tools

(c) Paint spray units

29
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(2) Major com1onent4

(a) Compressor-provides
volume and pressure

1 Electric motor_
driven

2 Gasoline engine_
driven

3 Diesel engine_
driven

(b) Accumulator - provides
storage of comiiressed
air

(c) Valves

/-7

1 Check-prevents
backflow of air from
reservoir to pump

30367
4
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AG*

2 Opciv.;,a11d (:loses air.
:;

JUilon lines

3 0:)ens moisture
drains

4 Relieves excess
pressure (automatic)

(d) Switches

1 Starts and stops
driving source
manually

2 Starts and stops
u driving source

upon demand
(agtomatic)

(e) Pressure regulator-
controls pressure

(f) Gages- indicate
pressure

31
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ns.t
.

(g) . Moisture separator

1 Collects moisture
from discharge side
of reservoir

2 Collects moisture
at discharge side of
pressure manifold

(h) Pipinig-black iron

APPLICATION:

Complele WE 3ABR5523,5-V-5-P1,
MB' 3ABR55235-V-5-P2, 'and WB
3ABR55235-V-5-P3.

EVALUATION:.

\1/4....Evaluate by orp, written questions,
,and/or observdtion of 8tudenes
performance luring lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
dur.ing lessbn for increased
effectiveness.

_

SUMMARY:

CONCLUgION (10 Min)

4 .6b5

-

1

6
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fr

. :

REMOTIVATION:

SyliDY ASSICNM
I.

SG 3ABR55235-V-7 mid SG AFS 55,56

4,

71
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Slides: Utility

Equipment and
Utility -Equipnient --

. Water and Drain
ST4teIPS''

4

.
. .

CRITERIONOILIECTIVES AND _TEACHING STEPS. .

ea. Working as a member of wgraip, install and maintain theuWater supply and
drain-sylifeni for utility equipment stch as eleatric water fountains.. -The water
supplir line malt Withstand Wise water pressure without lealdng4 and drain'system
must ncA leak when Used. -- :_ _ ,

-

-(1) -Types of,utility -equipment . ,_
4

(2) Types tliater fogntains,, ,..

(3) Mifor Coroponents
.(4) Maintenance of, water, fountains .

_ - 4.(5) '1',31)0.9 ci sinks - . ,

:(6) Domestic',waShing -machines ; _

-.,_ 4,- ...(7) &Wee (ellit) 5. .
s. . ..

(13) plhwRher (domestic)
_(9) Steam ettles- i , .

.
(10) Steam les '' ---- .. -- . _.

(11) Ice era , - 1
?- , -

.
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Course No: 3ABR55235 Branch Approval:
Date:_ 10 Sortomhor 1975Day: 43

PART 11

INTRODUCTION (40 Minutes)

CHECKTREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATIENTION:

J.,

OVERVIEW:,

-

MOTIVATION:

-

,,
1



BODY (5 Hrs 15 Min)'

PRESENTATION:

6a. Working as a member of a group,
instalLand.maintain.the watek.' .

supply and drain system for utility
equipment sokas electric water 4
fountains. "The water supply line
must withstand base water pres-

z

sure without leaking, and drain
system must not leak when used,

(1) Types of utility equipmeni

(a) Domestic

Dish washer

*
2 Stove

Kibihen sinks

. 4 Washing machine
.110.11

(b) Commercial

6

or.



41.

0

!

\\\
1 Steam kettles

a Steam

15 Electric

c Gas

2 Steam tables

3 Coffee urns

....I'

a -$team.

b Eleetric

4 Disli-washer

5 Ice makers

,

a 4

tra.

A

1



- -

-

..

s

-,--,-,

.6 Sterilizers

.. 7 Walk-in refers

,
. EV Water fountains =\ _

141%.

( ) :Types of water fountains
..-

(1)- Self contain fl,Cor.-.
model (ref riger4ted) 7.

, ..

(b ) Wall hung refrigerated
_

, (c) W hung non-refri-
gerc ed,

(3) Major components ,

0.10.

-

1

,
I

(a) Bubblit head
_..

,

r

...

_

-

ft

I
.

,
#

6

a

-

1,

_

-

..,

JI.

7

_

a

,

e..

I

i

_

...

..

,



1 Height

2 Prevents water
-from falling back
into system\'

(b) Automatic stream
regulator

1 Uniforra flow

2 Set screw for
adjustment

(c) ,Instalfation

1 Use manufacturer's,
installation procedures

2 Hanger brke ts
, like lavatory

(for wall hung)

3 3/8 minimum water
supply

37k



4 1-1/4 minimum
drain

5 Spring loaded
control valve

'6 30" to 40" roughLin
(normal)

(4) Maintenance af water
fountains

(a) Replacing valve and'.
bubbler head

(b) Adjusting autoLtic
stream regulator

(e) Unstopping drain

-(d) --Refer shop pulls most,
maintenance

3 77

8
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oto

(a) Kitchon sink

1 Wall mounted

4

2 Counter top

3 Many varieties
(sing le, double
Compartment, left
hand, right hand

-drain board etc.)

4 Statei fsste11,
cast iron pOrcelain
finish, enameled
steel

5 Mfg's :rougif-in

6 1-1/2" minimum
waste

7 \Installed similk.r
7 to lavatory .

8 Garbage disposal
unit



_

r

°,9 Faucets

a One hole autothatic
faucet

b Two hole deck
type faucet

c Three hole
valve body
underneath
sink

d Four with
. . .

spray hose
attachment

10 Basket or4lat -
strainers

11 Continuous nste
-4

(b) Utility sink (wervice)

. 1 Slop sink or mop -

sink .

64

10

379



2 FOr Washing mops,
dumping wash water,
and filling buckets

3 Both floor and wall
mounted

Hanging bracket
(like lav.4)

b Stand trap,
(supports most
of sink weight)

I

4 Mixing or single
faucets

43" drair

6 Installation (mfg's
rough-in)

7 Constructed of cast
iron procelain
finish

11
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s-_-A4.0-

5*

t

(c) Laundry tubs

1 Installation (mfg's
rough-in)

2 Utility room or
basement

3 Constructed of:

a Concrete

b Plastic

Fiberlas's

d Stainleis steel

ff

POT.

,

e Cast iron porcelain
finish

.4/

Mounted on.stand

.12



4

- f

5 Single, doubé or_
triple compartment

6 Some. have over
flovt similar to
bathtubs

(d) Scullery

1 Installation_ nifg's
rough-in)

2 Constrtieted of:

a Galvanized 'steel

b Stainless sieel

?
.r'

3 FloOr mounted, with
or without wall
brackets'

4 Single, double, or
triple compartment

13

4 -3532
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*cod.

5 Can have waste
grinder or disposal
unit

6- Used to wash pots
and pan

7 tied to prepare
vegetables

8 .installed in
2 commercial
kitchens

(6) Domestic washing inachkei

(a) Water rough-in 30"
(local cOdes)

(b) Drain rough-in 30"
(local codes)

(.7) Stoves (gas)

(a) Mfg's rough-in
specifications.

r I
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(b) Black pipe

(c) Flexible connectors

(8) Dishwasher (cibbiestic

_

(a) Mfg's rough-iii
speeificatiods2

(b) Connects,to kitchen
drain

(9) Steam.kettles

(a) Indirect drain ----

(6) Air gap .(faucet)

(c)- Locate nearilloor.
dain \

(d)- Mfg's specificationp

t74 .... ..... .....
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4

(10) Steam tables

(a). Air gap (faucet)

(b) Indirect drain

(c) Mfg's sPecificationS

(11) ice makers

' (a) Mfg's specifications

(b) indirect drain

(12) Walk-in refrigeration

. (a) Locate near floor drain
4.

(b) Indirect drain

4

(c) Mfg's specifications

ES 3S5

16
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(13) Dishwasher (commercial) .
(clipper)

'(a) Well vented area
10%

(b) Near floor drain

(c) Discharge through
grease trap

(d) Rough-in mfg's
specifications

,
---

(e). Must be level

(f) Booster heaters

1 Gas

2 Steam

3 Electric ,
-r

;

17
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Sc

Ig) Regular wash 1400
final rin-se 180Q

Clekar; lubricate and maintain -

plumbing hand tools aniplumbing
shop equipment according to the
specifications in TO 32-1-101.

(1) Tools

- (a) Remove foreign matter

(b) Lubricate moving parts

. ,
(c) Storage af toals

(recurri4g)

(d) Individgal tool kit

(é) Shop toal.room

(2) EquipMent

18'

3 S.
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(a) Check electrical....--,
componenUi

(. /

,-,

(b) Removal of foreign
matter

(c) Lubz4cation of moving .
parts

(d) Sec tiring tools

,
. 1 Hand tools

, 2 Shop equipment

r
I APPLIdATION: Complete WB .3ABR55235-\---

V-6-P1 and P2,.. ..

EVALUATION: ,

I

Evaluate by oral, written questions;
'and/or observation of student's ,

lierformance during lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during .

the lesson for increased effectiveness;

19
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. 8UMMARY:

..

. REMOTIVATION:

%

a

a

,

-

t

i

. IC

CONCLUSION (5 Mt)

e

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Read and
answer the question in SG 3ABR55235-
V-7 and SG AFS 55, Project and .

Resources management.

,)

..

a

c

ta

..
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SG V-7
WB V-7-P1 '
Slides: Corrosion

Control

f CRITERION OILIECTIVE.S AND TEACHING STEPS

7a. Inspect a plumbing piping system for evidence of corrosion and bat the type-- of
corrosion found. All students must find the same type of corrosion.

(1) Definition -

(2) Causes
(3) TYPes

.

,..

7b. Using given information, list two types of protective coating or wrappings that
tare .used to prevent pipe corrosion. The coatIngsor wrappings listed must be those
most often used by plumbers.

(1) Types of coatings used to protect pipe from corrosion
(2) Application of coatings .

,

. ,

ATC 770
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,

I7c. Identify tvo impressed current cathodic protection devices from their physical
characteristics. Both devices must be identified correctly.

.3-eF3

LESSON PLAN (Part 1, Gown° CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITEMON OIJECTIYES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

(1) Galvanic action
(2) Impressedsurrent systems

391
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Course No: 3A13R65235 Branch Approval:
Day: 44 Date:

- PART

INTRODUCTION (45 Mit)

'CHECK PREVIOUS DAYIS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:



BODY (2 Hrs 5 Min)

PRESENTATION:

7a. Inspect a plumbing piping system
for evidence of corrosion and list
the type of corrosion found. All
sttidents must find the tiame type
of corrosion.

(1) Definition: Corrosion is the
electrochemical reaction in
which metal deteriorates or
is destroyed (Conversion of
metal back to its natural
state)

4,

(2) Causes

(a) Galvanic action

(b) Uniform corrosion

NOTE: (Explain galvanic cell)

(3) Types (uniformed,%
compositional, and localized)

(a) Uniformed corrosion

1 Direct chemical
attack 3D3

4
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2 Entire surface
corrodes

3 Uniformed pitting .

(b) Localized corrosion
(most common)

1 Caused by galvanic
action

2 Difference of
E. M. F. potential

NOTE: Explain E.M.F.

3 Forms pits,
pockets or cavities

(c) Compositionalc orrosion

1 Caused by galvanic
action

2 Changes.the metal
itself

394
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_ 3 Two types

a Dezincification

1 Occurs on
copper and
zinc (green
tarnish)

2 Removes iron
and leaves
carbon

3 Iron goes into
solution

(d), Effects of corrosion

1 Leaky pipes

2 Damage -to equipment

3 More maintenance
1
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7h. Using givon infornintio4 Hsi two

types of protective coating or I

- wrappings that are used to
prevent piPe CorrOsion. The .

coatings or wrappings listed must
be those most often used by
plumbers.

*
. (1) Types of coatings used to

protect pipe from corrosion , ..
eb

/

, (a) Zinc

(b) Plastic wrapping

(c) Bituminous compounds

.? (d) Vinyl paints

1*
0

(e) Wrvpings

.-

(f) Mastics
i c
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(2) kiplication of coatings

(a) Zinc coatings applied at
factory by hot dip
method (metalic coating)

NOTE: Explain dip method
V

(b) Plastic sprayed or
dipped at fac'Ory

(c) Bituminous compounds,
hot coal tar is the most
common used

(d) Vinyl paint sometimes
called epoxy (very hard

c\ to apiily)

(e) Wrappings of many kinds,
mostly tar paper with hot
tar, also vinyl wrappings
most generally accomplished
at factory

(f) Mastics, Most mastics
have a polyvinyl base or
coaltv base, these are

used on ctinnections' to
mains and dervices

-N
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7c; Identify two impressed current
., cathodic prOtection devices from

their Ithysical characteristics.
Both devices must be identified
correctly.

,.....-) (1) Galvanic system

,

,.

la

(a) Maggiesium annode
buried in groimd and
connected to pipe by
means of welds or
claMps

it

(b) The anode Will corrode
A and protect the structure

or pipe
.."".....

(c) This method is the same
as was discussed in E. M. F.

(d) Easiest system to install
f

(2) Impressed current system

,
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(a) Uses outsitle source or
power

(b) Converts AC to DC
through a rectifier

(c) The anode bed is
constructed of many
anodes to a long line
of pipe ,

(d) Anode will not corrode
Without a DC flow

NOTE: This system is difficult
to maintain and costly
to install -

APPLICATION:

Students will accomplish
WB 3A8R55235-V-7.-P1

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of studdnt's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased,
effectiveness.
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CONCLUSION (10 Min) .
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WINORIZATION OF PIPING

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-V-1
Dedember 1974

3

This study guide "Will acquaint you with the methods of winterizing plumbing systems
and the procedures for thawing frozen pipe.

INTRODUCTION

Sometimes, the Air Force has buildings that are vacant for one reason or another.
In locations where freezing temperatures occur, iLwiU be yourjob to winterize the
plumbing system to prevent damage to the piping apd fixtures. In cases where a build-
ing's plumbing system has frozen, you will have to thaw out the frozen system.

INFORMATION

WINTERIZING PLUMBING SYSTEMS

When a building's heating system is cut off and freezing temperatures may occur,
you will need to winterize that particular building's plumbing system. Winterization of
the system entails draining both the water and sewer system..

If a building water and drainage system is exposed to freezing temperatures (during
normal use) measures must be taken to prevent the lines from freezing. The water
service line can be buried below the frostline. Other lines (that are not protected by the
building's heating system) can be wrapped with such things as insulation; rags, burlap,
or paper. However, the best way to protect a line from freezing is to wrap it with an
electrical heating tape.

Draining the Water System

To winteriy the water system, you will need to accoMplish the following:

a. Close t upply valve.

b. 'open the highes:t faucet.

c. Open the lowestfaucet.

d. Empty the water closet tank by flushing the water 'closet end sponging out the
remaining water.

e: Remove water from the bowl with a force cup plunger.

f. Drain the hot water tank.- First, turn off the source of heat, then open the
drain plug or valve.

4'
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Draining the Waste System

The traps must be drained of waste water to prevent them from freezing. However,
these traps must be refilled with an antifreeze solution to keep sewer gas from entering
the building. Antifreeze used in automobile radiators is suitable for filling traps. Any
of tip glycol antifreeze preparations are highly effective, as is a mixture of glycerin

4 and water. Alcohol and water dr calcium chloride and water may also be used. An
alcohol mixture can be used for temporary protection. If alcohol is used it should be
replenished frequently, because the alcohol will evaporate after a short time and leave
the trail unprotected. For this reason, it is better to use glycerin or glycol, since
neither evaporates when in solution.

Traps fitted with cleanout plugs are easily drained by removing the plug. Traps
without cleanout plugs may be emptied with a suction pump or by siphoning the water
with.a small rubber hose. To siphon a trap, fill the hose with water and pinch both ends
shut while taking the hose to the trap. Insert one end of the hose into the trap before the
water runs out of the hose. Hold the other end as far as possible below the water level
in the trap and when you release the pressure, the water in the trap will be siphoned out.

THAWING FROZEN PIPE

Freezing of piping inside the building occurs wheii a building is left unheated or
when lines are located in unheated spaces. Measures to prevent piping from freezing
should have been taken when the pipes were installed. When freezing does occur, the
method used to thaw out the frozen section depends on its location and accessibility.

First, locate the frozen pipe. On waterlines, start by opening ihe fixture valves.
If water does not flow when the water is turned on, that area is frozen. Using the pro--
cess of elimination, you can determine how much of the area is frozen.

When thawing a waste or sewer pipe, work upward from the Lower end to permit
the water to drain away. . -

No Matter which method is used to thaw
frozen pipe, apply heat to the pipet The pipe
then transmits heat to the ice. The ice nekt
to the pipe will-melt causing some flow of
water. This flow, plus the heat, will thaw
out the pipe.

A,

When thawing a water pipe, start on the,faucet or outlet side and work toward the
supply.

HOt Water and Rags
A

One of the methods of applying heat is
with hot water and rags. Wrap rags or
burlap ground the outside of the pig to a
suitable thickness and then keep the wrap-
ping saturated with boiling hot water, as
shown in figure 1.

2

Figure 1. Hot Water Applied lo
OUtside (4 Frozen Pipe
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The hazards of using hot water are as follows:

a. Scalding personnel.

b. Slippery floors. .

c. Damage to the building.

Torches

Another method, but considered a dangerous one due to the risk of starting a fire,
is the use of torches. Adjust the torch air to gas ratio to obtain a blue flame. Apply
the flame to the piping, moving it slowly along the frozen part of the pipe starting at
the faucet or outlet side knd working
toward the supply. If the pipe is frozen
behind a partition, or is otherwise
inaccessible, apply the flame at the
nearest exposed point. Water heated in the
pipes circulates and may clear the obstruc-
tion. Take precautions when working next
to wooden structures by iSolating thearea
with asbestos sheeting. Also, be sure there
is adequite ventilation to prevent
asphyxiation.

Electrical Thawing.

Thawing frozen water'pipes with low
voltage electricity is by far the best
method. It is not only the most convenient
method but is faster and safer, and costs
less. This method works with steel'or
copper pipe, even when-the pipe is burie'd
in the ground or concealed in walls, 'see .

figure 2. This unit plugs into the house -
current, and it is Used on short lengths
of piping up to 1 1/2" in diameter, ;

-

When using electricity 'to thaw frOzen
pipe, good electrical connections are
necessary. The point where the cables are
attached to the pipe 'Mist be thoroughly
cleaned, by:sanding the pipe with coarae

. emery cloth. Make sure all ronnections4.
are tight to prevent arcing and burning a
hole in tile pipe:. Either special pipe
thawing clamps or ordinary C-clamps are
excellent for conattingothe cables to the
pipes, see figure 3.

3

.4 05

WALL PLUG
110 OR 220 AC

4FROZEN
PIPEit

LI

'Figure 2. Transformer Type Thawer

Figure 3. Low Voltage Connections



A gas eng riven welder of at least 250 amps is better for thawing larger andlonger pipe ru , because it will supply the higher current required and it can be usedwhere electri ower is not readily accessible. It can also Jae used for welding, as wellas pipe thawing, which makes it usefulsear around, see figure 4.

C. HYDRANT

SIDE)VALK

G MAIN

THIS WIRE CONNECTED TO:
F: C. D. E. OR G

Figure 4. Connection Points for Thawing Servide Lines

Operating Safety Skiggestioni
,

The following safety.suggestions should be obServed when using high amperage
thawing equipment.

a. Do not touch electrical comfections while machine is in operation.

b. Keep all connections tight. Loose connections get hot, and reduce current flow.

c. Select contact points on pipe as close as possible, to the frozen section.

d. Remove ground wires from system to,be thawed.

e. If pipe jdints haVe gaskets'or other igsulation at pi6e jofrits, thaw pipe in
sections, or use copper jumpers to close circuit across insulated joints.

SUMMAFY

Piping exposed to freezing temperatures must be protected. This is, accomplished
by wrapping or burying the water service below the frost line.

4



When a Wilding isideactivated, it must be winterized to prevent freezing. kfreez-
ing should occdr, the iiipe must be thawed by either hot water and rags, torches, or
-electrical devices.

QUESTIONS

1. When is it necessary to winterize the plumbing 'system?

2. What type of antifreeze is most suitable for winterizing traps?

3. What different ways can heat be applied to thaw,pipe? .

4. Why is it important that electrical connections be tight when thawing pipe?

5. How is the water service line protected againstireezing?

6. What type of wrappings can be used to prevent freezing?
-;7. What are the steps for winterizing the water system?

8. What are the procedures for winterizing the waste system?

9. What are .the hazards of using torches to thai pipe?

10. What is used to attach the cables when thawing with electricityZ

REFERENCE

Alit 85-20, Plumbing
4-
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MAINTENANCE OF VALVES

OBJECTIVE

Sd3ABR55235-V-2

The purpose of this study,guide is to help you identify and maintain valves fotind in
the plumbing systems,.

INTRODPCTION

The use of valVes to control the flow of liquids and gases into,' through, and out of
plumbing systems makes the knowledgeof valve repair a necessity. In order to repair
valves you must be familiar with their construction and operation. You must also be
able to thspect valves in order to deterniine what repairs are needed. Inspection of
any valve consistS of cL6se examination for visible wear and breakage.

TYPES OF VALVES AND THEIR MAINTENANCE

Gate Valve

A gate valve is one of the most used
valves in a plumbing system. A gate
valve, as illustrated in figure 5, contains
a sliding disc which moves Vertically and
seats between and against two seats to
shut off the flow of liquid.

A ihreaded stem is used to lift or
lower the disc, to open or close the-valve.
The volume of flow through the valve, how-
ever, is not in direct relation to the 'num-
ber of turns of the handwheel: Gate valves
have either a single or double solid Wedge-
shaped disc, and the valves may be provided
with either rising or nonrising stems, as shown in figures 6 and 7.
rising stems are ideal for installatioAwhere headroom is limited.

Figure 5. Gate Valve.

Valves with non-
,.

Gate valves are used for services requiring infrequent valve operation and where
the valve disc is kept either fully opened or fully closed. When fully opened, the seating
design of a gate \ralve-perinits the fluid to move through the valve in a straight line with
a minimum restriction of flow and a minimum loss of-pressure at the valvg. This type
of valve is not suitable for a throttling operation (where the valve s kept only partly
open) since the velocity of flow against the partly opened valve disc may'cause vibration

-and--damage to th.e_clisc_and seating surfaces. To prevent binding, this type of valve
should be closed one-quarter to one-half turn imtheftl1y opened position-and-opened
one-quarter tO one-half turn from a hilly closed position.

(
7
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Gate valve leaks may occur at the valve Kat, around the stuffing bax, or at the
body-bonnet joint. Repairs should be made at the first sign of a leak. Tightening a
leaking pint will often correct the condition. Other remedies are the replacement of
gaskets or renewable parts; repacking stuffing boxes; and regrinding valve seats.

.4.

WHEEL NUT

LOCK WASHER

HAND WHEEL

STEM

STUFFING NUT

GLAND

PACKING

STUFFING BOX

BONNET

ONE PIECE WEDGE

BODY

Figure 6. Nonrising Stem Wedge Diic
Gate Valve.

WHEEL NUT

LOCK WASHER

HAND WHEEL

STEM

STUFFING NUT

GLAND

PACKING

BONNET

UNION BONNET
RING

ONE PIECE. WEDGE

SEAT RING

BODY

CK-0117111

Figure 7. RiSing Stem Wedge Disc
Gate Valve.

The stuffing box holds the packing which seals the bonnet against leaks around the
stem, see figures 6 and 7. Pressure is applied on the packing by a packing nut dr gland-
flange which bears on a gland in the stiffing box. Packing wears in direct relation to ,

service condition. It loses life with age, but wear is mainly due to rising atid turning -""'"
motiop of the valve stem. Generally, packing lasts, a long time and needs little attention.
Stiffirig box leaks can usually be stoppeci.b3tightening down on-the packing nut or gland
of the valve. On bolted glands, care must be exerclied to tighten the,bolts evenly,
since cocking will bind the stem. If a stiffing box leak cannot be remedied by tightening
the -packing nut, the packing must be replaced.

Inability to close a valve tightly is n ndication of a valve seat leak. Trouble of ,

this sort is usually caused by scale, metal particles or other foreign matter. Occasion-
ally, it comes nom a cut in the seat Or disc caused by high velocity fluid flow through
the liMited area when the valve is not fully closed. When valve seat leaks occur, the
seat and disc may be repaired-provided the damage ig..not too extensive. If the disc is
made of soft metal it may be'refaced (lapPed) by using a miXture of -oil and lappiag
pound on the machined surface. By using a figure eight motion, the two surfaces Xre
lalified -true to each other.

Gate valves are available in many styles and sizes. They are designed to meet all
needs from low pressures to high pressures. They are mantifactur,ed to receive screwed,
welded, sweated and flangsti-piping, and have either rising or nonrising stem.

. The larger the valve, the more complex the repair will become.

8
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Globe Valves

A gliibe v ye as illustrated in figure
8, h a ho ont;1 interior partition which
shuts off the inlet from the outlet, except
through an opening in the-partition, as- shoWn
in figures 8 ind 9. 'The lower end of the ,
valve atem holds a replacement fiber ruhber
or ,metal disc sh a thd and fitted to close e
hole in the horizOn partition. The valye
is closed by-turnin the hand*hdel clock-
wise until the.disc pressei firmly on the
Cpening. The volume of flow throiigh globe

'valves is, roughly prdPortionati to the num-
ber of ht.rns of the handwheel. Globe valves
mai, ye provided with either flat or beveled
discs, depending upon the type of disc.

WHEEL NUT

WHEEL
STEM

'PACKING NUT

GLAND

PACKING
BONNET (

UNION BONNET RING
DISC STEM RING

LOCK WASHER

DISC WASHER

BODY SEAT RING

Risc
BODY

i
Figure 9. Gldbe Valve With' a Plug Disc.

A plug-tirpe diSc, illustrated 'irf figure 8, consists of a tapered plug which provides
a wide area of seating contact. This type of valve seating provides a very effective
means of flow control and offers hig4 resistance to the cutting effects of dirt, scale,
and other foreiin matten_ .

HAND WHEEL

,WHEEL NUT

LOCK- WASHER

STEM

STUFFING NUT

ND

PACKING

BONNET

DISC 1.00KNUT

DISC

BODY

CK11-008

*Figure 9. Globe Valve Conventional Disc.
A. conventional disc, illustrated in figure 9, forms a relatively' narrow contactwith the valve 1seat, proVides a more posittve and higher pressure contact than a Wideseat. The thli line contact braks down hard deposits that form on yalve seats and

ensures a Pres re-tight closure. The Conventional disc is made in several-seating
styles, such as f at seating, ball seating, andwith seating surfaces havin aryingdegrees of eaptr.

4 1.0
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A composition disc, ilhistrated.in figare 19, operates on the principle of a cap.
Its face seats against or into the valve opening. Most composition discs consist of

.-three parts; a metal disc holder, the disc itself, and a retainer nut. The main advan-
-tage °fa comiknotion disc is the variety of disc materials available for different types
of individual services, such as air, hot'and cold water, gas, oil, gasoline, mid other
applications. The disc can be changed for different types of services and can be quickly
renewed in case of vallie leakage.

Globe valves are-used for services
requiring frequent operation and where the
valve may be used to throttle and regulate
flows. The seatin& design of this type of
valve causes a change in direction of flow
through the valve body, thereby increasing
resistance to flow at the valve. The fluid
ftowthrougli globe valves cln be closely
regulated andthe disc and seats which are
liable to be worn or damaged in throttling
serili4 can be conveniently reground or
replaad. Globe Valves can be fitted with
fiber discs that are suitable for. almost any
type of service except steam lines, a metal
disc globe valve should be usect.

Globe valve leaks occur around the

WHEEL

WHEEL NUT._._,,r

STEM

PACKING NUT
GLAND
PACKING
STUFFING 50X

B ONNET

UNION BONNET RING
B ODY SEAT RING

DISC STEM RING
SLIP.ON DISC HOLDER

DISC

LOCK WASHER
50bY

valve stem and the valve seat. Figure 10. Glol,..Ailave Comppsition Disc.

When valve seat leaks are found in plug type or conventional disce, the iralves can
be repaired by removing the disc, inserting a washer under it, then lapping to make
a snug fit.

4

yalve Seat leaks in composition dis globe valves are corrected by replacement
of the discs. If the seat is severely pitt d, the entire valve should be replaced.

-

Stuffing box leaks can usually be corrected by tightening the packing nut. If tighte4
ing the packing nut does not stop the leak, replace -the reacking.

Angle Valves

Angle valves, as illustrated in figure
11, are similar in cobstruction and opera-
tion to-globe valves, except that the valire
outlet is.at an angle -Of 90-degrees to the ,
'inlet.. Angle valves are usectto control
fluid flow and to change the direction of
tow thus eliminating the use of elbows.
The resistanceto flow thdrough an angle
valve is less than if an elbtow and a straight
globe valve were'used. Maintenance on
angle valves is the same as for globe valves.

v

WHEEL

WHEEL VUT

STEM -
_PACKING NUT

PACKING

50N-NET

DISC STEM RING

OISC

800Y

Figure 11. Angle Valve. I
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Check Valves

A check valve, as illustrated in figure
12; is used when it is necessary fo control
the-flow in one direction only. Fluid flow-
ing in the proper direction keeps the valves
open and reversing the flow closes them
automatically, as shown in figtrres 13 and
14. For installation purposes, most check
valves are marked to indicate the inlet open-
ing or direction of flow. There are two
basic types of check valves (1) swing check
valves, and (2) lift check valves. Each type
has several variations that make them suit-
able for specific plumbing installations. A
swing check valve should be used in conjunc-
tion with a gate valve and a lift check valve
with a,glolie valve.

- Swing check valves contain a hinged
disc which seats against a machined seat
in the tilted bridge wall otiening of the
valve body, as shown in figure 13. The,
disc swings freely on its hinge pin in an
arc from a fully closed position to one
parallel with the flow. The fluid or gas
in the pipeline enters below the disc.
Line pressure-overcomes the weight of .
the disc and raises it, permitting a con-
tinuous flow. If the flow is reversed or
back pressure builds up, this pressure is
exerted against the disc, forcing it to close
and stop the flow.

Lift cheek valves contain a disc which
seats on a horizontal'bridge wall in the .

valve.body, as shown in figure 14. The
disc is raised froM its seat by the pressure
of the fluid,flow and moves vertically to'
open. To insure proper seating and rising,
which are usually above and below the disc.
gravity when there is no flow.,

CKB-0156 ,

Figure 12. Check Valve.

4
Figure 13. Sw_ing Check Valve with

Brass Disc.

Figure 14. LifLCheck Valve

the disc is provided with short guidbs,
The valve is closed by backflow, or by

Check valve leaks occur due to sticking parts or pitted valve seats. To operate
properly the valve disc must fit firmly in its seat. Valve seats can be reground with
a reseating tool or by lapping.

11
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"Plug Valves

A At,

Plug valves have a circular, tapered,
. groundplug fitting, a tapered hole or seat,
as.shown in figure 15. An opening through
the plug permits the passage of fluid through
the valve when the opening is aligned with
the pipeline. Plug valves may be completely
ahd quickly opened by, a one-quarter turn of
the handle and do not have soft packing which
tends to wear.

Leaks in plug valies can usually be
corrected by tightening the bottom nut if
a leak occurs on theAitside, or by Clean-

, ing and adding a-special lubricant if aleak
occurs on'the inside.

z\

ConipressiOh I'aucets

A compression faucet is one in which'
the flow of water is controlled by a washer
which is compressed against a. seat by
tnrning.a-threaded spindle 'te which the.
washer is attached. There are .tvio types
of compression faucete. In one type, the
(body Of the faucet is threaded to receive
a5tbreaded 'stein that carries the 'Weiher
to the satt; in the second type, the threaded
stem actuates 'a square plug w4ich moves
vertically inside a body squared to match ,
-the plug. ,The faucets, ,shown In figures
16' and 17, are typical compression

,

.

0.

Figure 15. Plug Valve

HANDLE

STEM
STEM PACKING
BRASS WASHER

. WASHER'

St,EEVE
SEAT WASHER
SEAT WASHER. SCREW
BODY

WASla
HEX OCKNUT

Figure 16. Cross Sedtion of a Typical
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Leaks are the major maintenance.prob-r
lems of faucets and are usually caused by
insufficient packing around the faucet stem
or by imprnPer seating of the washer on
the valve seat. Continual leaking of water
after a faucet has been closed tightly by
hand usually indicates a worn washer. To
repair the faucet, remove the screw -in the
center of the washer at the end of the stein
and remove-and replace the washer, Be
sure you use the proper type of washer, be-
cause washers for hot water service are Figure Cross Section of a Typical
usually iriade of a different material from Lavatory Faucet
washers for cold water service. If the
surface of the faucet, seat which the washer compresses against is, rough or damaged,
the seat must be repaired with a reseating kit or the complete faucet must be removed
and replaced.

REFACING AND' RESEATING TOOLS

Refacing and, reseating tools are used HAND WHEEL

to repair valve seats on nearly all types
of valves, as shown in figure 18.

z

The tools act as a rotary file which CONE
machines, the seat so that the washer or
disc will fit properly when the valve is
closed. Many attachments are available
to fit various sities and types of valves.

17.

CUTTERS

EiP
SIZES W yfe0 0

saEs E3 2 0.0.

Figure 18. Reseating Tool

SUMMARY

Valves are used to control the flow cf gases and liquids. There are various types
of valves sUch as the -gate, glo* plug, check, flush, mixing, ett.. Gate valves are
used for services where they are kept eitherfully open or fully Ologed. Globe valves
are used to throttle the flow. Check valves allow the flow in -one direction only.

1.3
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1. What is the advantage of valves with nonrising stems over valves with rising stems?
2. Where are gate valves used?

3. What is the mai,a, advantage of ga4e valves 7

4. Where are globe valves used?

5. What is the main disadvantage of using globe valves instead of gate valves?
6. What is the main'advantage of the wide area of seating contaq that is provided by" the tapered plug on a globe valve that has a plug type disc?

7. What is the vantage of the relatively narrow contact area between the disc
and valve ea '6111:g-Iobe valve that has a conventional type disc?

8. What is ana4ntage of the comppsition disc type globe valve?'

9. If a globekOrsit alve leaks around the stem, what maintenance should beperformed?

10. What should be done when valve seat leaks are found in the plug type or conventionaldisc type globe valve?

11. What should be done if valve seat leaks are found in composition disc type globevalves?

12. Name the main purpose of angle-valves:

13. Maintenance on an angle valve is the same as maintenance onwhat other type of valve?

14. Explain the Purpose of a check valve.

15. Name two types of check valves.

,16. Swing check valves should be used in conjundtion-with valves.,

17. Lift check valves should be used in conjunction with valves.
18. How far.niusethe handle be turned to completely open a-plug type valve?

lz Row are externar leaks on plug.type valves corrected?

20. Hore internal leakS on plug type valves corrected?

21. What is the'most probable cause of leaks out of the spout of a compression faucet?

22. Name the toot that is used to reface the seat of a compression faucet.
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OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-V-3

MAINTENANCE OF SEWERS AND GREASE TRAPS

The purpose of this study guide is to furnish introductory information.concerning .the
inspection, maintenance and repair of main sewer, building sewers, drain systems andgrease traps.

INTRODUCTION

Like water systems, waste and drain systems must be inspected constantly to insurecontinued satisfactory service. Small discrepancies, if corrected, will prevent majorsystem failures later. When a failure occurs, however, its cause mnst be determinedand corrected.

INFORMATION

Locating Buried Pipe

MAINTENANCE OF EXTERIOR SEWERS

7

Main sewer systems must be inspected periodically for, cOndition and operation.
Locating the sewer pipe is an operation accomplished for inspection as well as later
Maintenance and repair.

Visual sighting between manhole for the most part is a reliable method of locating
buried sewer mains. Obstruction may prevent visual sighting. Maps must be consulted
in such cases to determine pipe location. '

This is especially important if repair is required. Other piping systems may crossthe severline or run parallel nearby. The Map generally has a legend which identifies
. symtols used for each piping system.

, v
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Electrical instruments are sometimes used to locate buried 'sewer pipe. One instru-
ment may detect pipe by magnetism.. Such instruments are reliable only when sewer-
lines are of a metallic composition and no-other piping systems are nearby.

Sound detecting instruments can be used to locate buried pipe that conveys liquids.

Sound detection instruments operate on the principle of listening to liqeltks moving
through thp pipe: Sound detection instruments are reliable4.mly when no'other piping

conveying liquids is nearby.

Probirig for the exact location of buried pipe is probably the most reliable iriethod.
Not only its location, but depth can be deterinihed, see figure 19.

Sewer mains are constructed with manholes which are provided at intervals of 300
feet. These are used to gain entrance to a sewer main. Manholes are usually located
in the center of a street and covered with a round iron-door. ,All the work done when
cleaning or repairing a fnain sewer is done through a manhole. Before entering a man-
hole remove the cover and allow the sewer gas to escape. This gas is dangerous if
ignited and will burn or explode causing inj4ry to imrsonnel. Breathing the gas is also
dangerous to personnel.

CAUTION: Neyer enter a sewer manhole without someone standing by to go .

for helpin case the-one entering the manhole is overcome with
gas. A rope tiqd around ihe.body and under the arms of the man
entering the manhole is recommended so that he may be pulled
out if he is overcome by gas.

After it has been determined that the sewer is safe, inspection and maintenance

operations may begin.



fInspection of a Main Sewer

Obstructions in the main sewer ,can be detected by observing flow at manholes.
Checking for obstructions between manholes can be done by performing the following
steps:(/

1. Plug,off 'section of sewer main at manholes with sandbags or pneumatic ball.

2. Fill svtion of sewer line and manhole with water.

3. Remove plug and obserxe rate of flow at next manhole. Slow rate of flow
at the next manhole indicates an obstruction in the line between the two man-
holes. Fast rate of how tat the next manhole- indicates no obstruction in the-
line between the two manholes.

s'N

Another way of detecting restrictions between Manholes is by comparing the level
of sewage at one manhole with the level of sewage at the next manhole downstream. Ifthe level of sewage at.the upstream manhole is greater than the level of sewage at the
downstream manhq/e then there is restriction in the line between the two manholes
provided the line Itte same siie.

Maintenance of Main Sewer

Once the restriction is located it is removed by a power-driven sewer.auger,
as shown in figure 20. The auger consists of a J -tube, rod, rodding heads, a
gasoline engine *and trailer.

The J- tube I used as a guide when inserting the cable into the sewer main.The rod is exteided to theobstruction. The rodding head, depending on type,is used
to punch or cut through the obstruction permitting water to flow downstream. The
obstruction could alsoibe entangled in the auger head permitting the obstruction to bewithdrawn from the sewer pipe.

Figure 20. Power-Driven Sewer Auger with Attachments

4
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4.

Rodding a main, as shown in figure 21, is only temporary and will have to be
accomplished where tree roots are a problem. Treating the sewer with chemicals
often lengthens periods between'rodding.

A word of caution'when performing inspection and maintenance on main sewers.
,Sewer gases are highly flammable and toxic. Even though manhole covers provide
some venting, gases will continue to be emitted from the sewer mains. If work is,to
be performed inside the manhole the worker should be wearing a portable respirator.
A rope should also be attached to his waist and monitored by a fellow worker topside.
If repair to the main itself is required, additional safety precautions are necessary.
Proper shoring ffiethods must be used to prevent cave-ins When replacing sewer main
sections. Tools, equipment and piping are heavy and must be handled correctly to
prevent personnel injury.

Figure 21. Using Power-Driven Sewer Auger

MAINTfikNCE OF BUILDING SEWER

The building sewer often has the sameTroblems as the main sewer. Periodit
inspection, however, is not performed. The plumber is usually called after the
sewer is clogged.



Unclogging Building Sewer

The same technique used in clearing the sewer main is also used to clear builaing
sewer mains. Flat steel tapes, as shown in figure 22, are inserted Arough the clean-
out plug to the point of obstruction. The tape is used as a battering ram to either
punch a hole through the obstruction or push it into the sewer inahi. -o.

s

HANDLE

Figure 22. Coiled Ribbon Snake
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF GREASE TRAPS

Removing grease from greasy wastes is essential to the proper functioning of a
sewer system in large military or commercial kitchens. In such kitchens, if large
quantities of grease are allowed to pass into the waste system, it, will solidify and clog
the waste pipes. To prevent this condition Some means must be used to Collect the
grease before it enters the waste system. Grease trans are used for this purpose.

Construction and Operation of Grease Traps

Grease traps may be congtructed
of concrete, briCk or metal in various

,.-sizes. A number of different types of
grease traps are available but they all
work in accordance with the principle
that grease is lighter than water and
t,herefore wilt rise to the top of water.
In the common air-cooled grease trap,
like the one shown in figure 23, the id-
coming wafer passes through a series
of baffle ch
is cooled and
water. Clear

iS where the grease
ises to the top of the
ater, free from grease,

is drawn frpm the bottom of the trap
and passed into the sanitary sewer

TunutAta GNEASL , GICASt ACCUMULATINGINCONSNu
RISING TO AT suitrAta ANt *WU

UOTHOS SMALL ANO BYPASS

CALK FLOW
THROUGH
INTERCEPTING
CHAINER

SEWER CLOGGING
SCUDS RETAINED

PLOW Or WATER

system. From a study of figure 23, Figure 23. A Typical,Grease Trap
it can.be seen that the unit is only as
efficient as the service whichit receives. In every short period of time the grease
trap fills and ceases to remove grease. When this happens, the unit must be cleaned.

Installation of Greaee Trips

A grease trap should be installed as close to its fixture as possible, preferably
in a location where the odor will not get into the kitchen when it is opened to be cleaned.
The ideal place is outside the building. Since grease traps must be cleahed periodi-
cally they must have a removable cover. Some grease traps are connected to a hot
and cold water supply for flushing after the accumulated grease has been removed.

Maintenance of 'Grease Traps

Periodie cleaning is all that is necesdary for the proper maintenance of a grease
trap. To clean a small grease trap, remove the cover and dip the grease out of the
trap with a ladle. In cases of sewer and.waste stoppages at large military or com-,mercial kitchens, the first step is to see that the grease traps are clear.

Plumbing personnel usually clean the grease traps that are located outside the
building. They normally use an ordinary perforated stoop to skim the grease from

,the surface of the trap and place it in suitable containers, for salvage. The next proce-
dure is to remove as much of the putrid material as possible with the same scoop, and
treat it as refuse material to be destroyed. If necessary, pump out the liquid contents
from the traps every three months and scrape all the sediment from the sidewalls and
bottom. Finish the operation by flushing the trap-with clear water.

20
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MAINTENANCE'OF BLThJDINç DRAINS

Inspection

Periodic inspection of interior piping systems preyents undesirable conditionsand costly repairs.

LOose, broken or missingpipe supports-permit waste pipe to sag, causing unduestress on joints. Leaks in waste systems inside a building are not acceptable. Saggingpipe alters the pipe grade which ih turn change the drainage flow. Solids will settlein the .low area and eventually cause slow drainage or clogging. ,

Leaks caused by defective joints, pipe, and fittings must,of course be correctedfor health reasons.

Clogged vents often cause fixture drains to operate slowly. Water play be siphonedfrom the trap due to vent.stoppage. This allows.sewer odors and gases to be ventedthrough the fixture drain..Vents may be clogged from debris backed up from a previousline clogging. Birds attempting to nest in the roof outlet-may also cause poor vdnting.The vent pipe itself may have been damaged to restrict its venting capability.

Maintenance an&Repair

Sink, lavatory, urinal, bathtub, sho'wer, floor a.nd utility drains as well as thewater closet are all subject to lint, hair, fats, food particles, and other objects beingflushed down them. Lint, hair and similar materials may get caught in strainer& oreven settle in the traps. Fats congeal and in time may reduce the pipe size. +Objectsof metal, plastic, and cloth may become wedged in the system piping. All have to beremoved to maintain system operation.

A vacuum plunger, as-shown in figure 24, applied to the fixture drain is oftensufficient to clear the drain. The cup & centered over the drain. Alternate pushingand pulling of the handle creates alternate pressure and suction cycles. The obstructionis worked, loose and flushed down the drain.

Figure 24, Vacuum Plunger p

(Screw Handle)

21
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The vacuUm plunger is designecrto clear drains of fixtures such as kitchen sinks,
lavatories, and bathtubs. Theee fixtures have flat areis in the,bottom around the drain..

A similar tool called a force cup, see figure 25, is uSed on fixtues such as-water
closet bowls and wall-hung drinals that.have integral traps. These fixtures have cone-
shaped bottoms that enable the force cup plunger to be More effective than the vacuum

--POP to achieve the best results with a force cup, insert it down into gie outlet of
the ixture with thd fixture filled with water as near the top as possible. Alternate
ushing and pulling strokes oPthe handle should work the obstruction loose and flush it

down the drain. Do not use this method of clearing a stoppage when.it is suspected that
a large or irregular-ihaped object is the catise of the stcrppage. Forcing such an object
in0 the sewer may cause an underground stoppage which could be more difficult to
clear than the stoppage of the fixture.

The closet auger,shown in figure 26,.may be us9q if the obstruction cannot e forced
through the trap by plunging. Insert the end of the flexible cable in the trap, forcing it
through the trap while rotating the handle, see figure 26.. Rotate the Handle continuously
until the auger reaches the obstruction and then turn the handle slowly until the obstruc-
tion is caught on the coiled hook of the auger. Continue rotating the handle in the same
direction (clockwise) and slowly lithdraw the auger from the bowl, removing the

'obstructing object if possible rather than forcing it through to the sollipiping.

If the obstruction cannot be removed from the water closet trap with the force cup
or the closet auger, the closet bowl must be removed and the obstruction forced out
from-the other end of the trap.

CLOSET BOWL

OBSTRUCTION

Figure 26. Using a closet auger tolear"
a viater closet trap.
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CONTAINER ' r

, , .

TRAP

WIRE

not

ii

CLEAN OUTcis)
allo PLUG

I

Figure g8.Removing Stoppage:from a Pipe

A sink auger, shown in fiinre27,MaSt be0" used when the vacuum jalunger or for2de eup...
is unsuccessful. *Some types Of augers"areFigu're 27. Si;-.: 4r haixi opep.ted while othere are OPerated by. ;.'

r

attaching a small drill motor., ',. ..
Opening Clogged _Traps ... ,a.

As shown in fiture 28, traps filled with de out pldgs are 'easily opened. Toopen the trap, remove the cleanout plug, and the sontenfs tArough the.cleanbut-:.hole With a bent Wire. Flush the' trap with hot vAter befoie yodreplaceVwcleanOutplug.- Traps' that do'not have a cieanout plug are a little more difficultto Aso.' OftencheralL...tg; foicecups, or liink snakes are required to reniove tie )Fore stof stoppages. If-alk_the aboVe orrations.fail, you may haveto rem.OVeAtie#
_reverse-flush it with-water to remove the stoppage.

iigure 20. Using Sink Auger

4tr''
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Some drain .stoppageskr,r6coiire.
removal of ibe fixture taplin order:to'.
get at the obstructio.11;
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A caustic agent, shown infigure 30, is sometithes used to unclog drains.
kifgve..v-ert the use,otcaustio-agents ismot. generally- recommended. Thercan

ise-fitedliropeir4tnalPstoppages,- as a-temporary repair measure,. and where othqr,clekiing.methods will not work. .
,

CAUtIdkr: Since these driin cleaning chemicals are extreMely caustic,
they must be haulled with care to avoid getting the solution.on your hands,
arms and face. Also avoid splashing the chemical on clothes, wood,
painted surfaces or aluminum. If this happens accidentally, flush the
affected part with cold wateri-then immediately apply Winegar anci finally
rinse with cold water.

cheIlON leaner should not be used in drain pipes that are completely clogged.
is necess y _to have a slight flow to carry the chemical down to the point of bbstrue-

tion since it must be in contact with the stoppage to be effective. Pouring the chemical
ihto a sink.drain merely lets most of it settle in the trap. The best method is).to re-
love the trap and insert the chemical in the pipe beyond the trap..

SUMMARY

The drainage gystem consists of all the pipe and fittings required to carry waste,
sewage, or other drainage from the bttilding to the street sewer or other place of
disposal.

Somillof the chief causes of sewage stoppages are grease, lint, hair;'ecigarette
/butts cheiving gum, and tree roots. All of these materials cause the-plumber much

. trouble intrying to keep the drainage systems open.

'There are several methoda used to open, clogged drains, such aS chemical cleaners,
force cups, and, snakes. Chemicali will often opekthe'drain and remove grease from
the system. A force cup will open the drain or trap if theitoppage is not too solid. If
the chethical or force cup tin's*. then a snake and hot water should be tried. .

dhemical, cleaners which are used to open clogged drains imit;i4be handled with care
to avoid getting the solution on the handi, arms, and face. If you _accidentally get a
chemical on the skin, immediately Wash the affected, part with colii water. Then,
apply vinegar to the skin and finally rinse it with cold water..

, .

Traps fitted with.cleanouts are the easiest to open. Traps that do not have
cleanouts must be opened With chemicals, force cups, Or sink snakes.

Snakes and other equipment used for opening the drainage system should be
cleaned after each use for sanitary precautions as well as protecting tfie-equipme

24
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QUESTIIGNS

1. Whg methods are used to locate sewer mains?

2. What are.the hazards of working in a manhole?

a. What precautions are necessary-when working:in manholes?

fit What safety prebautions are required when replacing segments of main
ewer piping? .

5. What should a pliimber look for when inspecting interior waste system for
condition and operation?

6. What are some of the causes-for unsatisfactory drain system operation?

7. How is grease removed from waste water?

8. WhY should the tools and equipment that have been used to clear a sewer be
thoroughly cleaned after use?

9. List three methods of cleaning an obstruction from a lavaiory drain and trap.

IQ. The drain is cleared of obstruction but drainage is still unsatisfactory. What
is a possible cause?

REFERENCES

.-1. AFM 85-26, Plumbing

2. National plumbing Code

3. AFR 127-101 Ground Accident Prevention Haridbook
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EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE OF EXTERIOR PIPING

OBJECTIVE a.

To help you better understand, factors governing emetgency water main repairing,
and the procedures to.followwhen laying a temporary waterline.

INTRODUCTION

Breaks in water mains must be repaired -as rapidly as possible to prevent unneces-
sary loss of water and to keep out-of-service periods in the affected areas to a minimum.
Personnel must be trained and repair plans must be made in advance for prompt repair
work. Digging tools, trench-shoring material, and a self-priming centrifugal portable
phinpshould be readily available 'at all times. Adequate pipe repair supplies and ma-
terials should be kept on hand.

INFORMATION

FABRICATING TEMPORARY WATER MAINS

In emergencies, any materials available may be used to construct temporary water
mains. For example, galvanized icron pipe Is normally used for lines up to 1 1/2 or 2
inches in diameter, whereas, cast-iron pipe may also be used. The size of the main
determines, to some extent, the type of pipe to be used. A mechanical type compres-
sion sleeve coupling can be used to assemble glavanized or cast-iron pipe sections in
less time than would be required for conventional threaded joints:

The repair of broken lines is one of the most frequent jobs in a distribution system.
Many of these are emergency jobs and must be done iggardless of the time of day or
weather conditions. the equipment necessary to make line repairs should be kept read-.

ily accessible, and an ample supply of einergency repair parts should be available at
,all times. Emergency clamps and sleeves for all sizes of pipe in the system should be
aVailable. RecordsooVvalve locations should be kept for handy reference. This will
enable the men to shut off the area.in which the repair is to be made quickly.

TeMporary water mains'are usually installed on top of the ground unless they are
eNposed to freezing weather. Portions of a main may be buried underground at street
crossings or in areas where damage to the main might occur. Compression couplings
are used on steel pipes when speed of installation is necessary and when the main will

in use for only a short period of time. Mains which must handle high water pressures
' must be secured at intervals along the zun of the line, and at all turns when compres-

sion couplings are used. This prevents whipping of the pipe under pressure and separa-
tion at the couplings.

27
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There are many types of pipe that can be used for temporary fabrication of pipbigsystems: &Leh as steel, plastic, hose, and aluminum. The connections can vary de-pending an the-types of pipe. In an vmergency situation, steel pipe can-be assembledusing screwed, grooved, o ompression connections.

, Grooved Joints

When using the victualic couplings, all pipe ends must be grooved to accept thevictualic coupling. No eeifbrcement of the pipe ends is required.
*.

The victaalic c OU
S.

ias three parts: vsingle gasket, two housing clamps, plustwo boltsEand nu - , 'showxi in figure 31. These clamps are entirely self centered overthe pipe ends whi e groved by using a grooving tool.
,

UPPER WING
EXTENSION

RETAINING
NUT

RUBBER GASKET

LOWER
HOUSING

HOUSING
BOLT

e-

Figure 31. Groove Pipe and Mechanical Groove Coupling
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,To use the.grooving tool, dhown in figure 32, slide it over the pipe end until it it
against the pipe stop of the front of the tool, then handtighten the clamping screw.
thus, (he grooving knife is mitomatically positioned, and the knife 12 put in spring fed
cutting tension by simply loosening the wing haxt4le. Stroke the ratchet handle and when
proper groove,depth is reached, the grooving 1çnI automatically disengages and the tool
spins freely. Grool%ing 'tools are simple to opera and cut accurate grooves with little
effort.

HANDLE

CUTTER

PIPE STOP

Figure 32. Pipe Grooving Tool

The coupling engages the adjacent pipe grooves around their entire circumference
and securely locks the pipes together in a positive yet flexible grip allowing for up to
30 of angular deflection and 1/4" linear movement, as shown in figure 33. The housing
maintains the sealing position of the 0-shaped gasket and, at the same time, provides
a strong metal tackup for the gasket.

I 1/eNOMINAL
t. T. SEPARATION

Figure 33. Details of Semirigid Plastic Pipe

eNOMINAL

DEFLECTION

CAPABILITY

Compression Type Couplings

Another method of joining temporary water mains is by using compression coup:
lings.......Thtsre couplings usually rely upon gompressed rubber gaskets for sealing the
joints.

4 29
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SOme of the advantages of the compression coupling are as follows: (1) less skilland labor required, (2) more flexible and allows greater deflection in direction, (3) fewerleaks, and (4) less overall cost. One disadvantage on some compression couplings isthe coriosion of bolts used to tighten the joint. The use of cast-iron bolts which aremore resistant to corrosion has somewhat alleviated this tiouble.
END

RETAINER GASKET
NUTFigure 34 phows a compression coupling

and illustrates the different partsfof the
coupling. Notice how the end nut compresses
the gasket between the retainer, the pipe, and
the coupling body.

Water mains, which are three inches in
diameter or above, nay be constructed PIPE

'either of steel or asbestos pipe. A large
main is more difficult to install because of
problems involved in handling the pipe and
fittings. Asbestos pipe should be used when
available because it weighs much less than
comparable sizes of steel pipe. A compres-
sion coupling for use on larger sizes of steel pipe is shown in figure 35. This couplinghas compression rings on each end of the center ring which are sealed against the gas-kets by tightening the bolts.

COUPLING

BODY

Figure 34. A Compression Coupling
for Small Size Pipe

FLARE MIDDLE RING

I

PIPE STOP

OUTER RIM
ELLIPTICAL
BOLT HOLE

FOLLOWER

. INNER RIM

REINFORCING POCKET

GASKET

HEEL

40*

ELLIPTICAL NECK

TRACK HEAD ROL1.ED THREADS

SHANK
MIDDLE RING

bAstayGASKET

FOLLOWER FOLLOWER

Figure 35. A Compression Ccup ling for Large Size Pipe
30,
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When installing lines using compression couplings, be sure to secure the pipe so
that pressure will not force the joint apart.

-REPAIRINO RUPTURED WATER MAINS
.

When you receive a call info'rming you 'that a water main is ruptured, speed in re-
pairing the line is an important factor. You should be familiar with the water distriba-
tiorr maps so thatyou tan turnuff thiwatfr as quickly as possible. Yon should also
have the proper repair materials .on hand.

One important item you should remember is while the water is off, you have an
area on the.base that is vulnerable to lack of water in the event of a fire.

A base can have several types of piping, such as cast iron, asbestos cement,
reinforced concrete, steel, etc. Figure 36 illustrates some of the types of breaks that
you may find in mains and the methods of repairing them. -

To repair leaks In
bell-and-spigot joints

To stop leaks through
threads of strw collars

To stop leaks through
screw fikIngs

I.
ADJUSTASU SUL-JOINT ClAMPS

To repair pit holes

COUAR CLAMPS

To repair
and small splits longitudinal splits cement &cast-iron pipe

SCREW FITTING ct.Amrs

To repair asbestos-

SAND AND SADOUI CLAMPS

SUMMARY

SPIT/ IMPAIR CAMPS.

Figure 36.

.

Temporary water mains are usually constructed during times of emergency to
supply water until the regular system can be made operative. These mains are usually
assembled on top of the grcund, from steel, plastic, or asbestos pipe, using compres-
-sion type couplings for ease and speed in construction. No special tools are required
for cutting the pipe as is the case for iron or steel pipes. Asbestos pipe can be cut
with a handsaw. The pipes do not require threading when,compression couplings are
used but the lines must be anchored or secured to prevent separation at the joints when
the lines are laid aboVe ground. Ail materials are salvaged for reuae when taking up a
temporary water main.
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1. What is the purpose of a temporary water main?

2. What tool would you use to cut cement asbestos pipe ?

-3. Why must above-the-ground lines, using compression-type couplinis be anchoredin place?

4. What is the name of the coupling used to connect plain end steel pipes?

5. Why is a space lefebetween the pipe ends when using compreision-type couplings?

6. What type of couplings are umially used with temporary water mains?

rt. Whatlind of pipe should be used to construct temporary water mains?.

8. Why are sode temporary water pipes grooved on the ends?

9. How are the grooves cut on temporary water main plpes?

10. Why are temporary water mains_installed above grOund? Below ground?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20; Plumbing

2. National Plumbing Code

3. 4 AFM 85-13, Maintenance. and Operation of Water Plants and SYstems
A.
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FIRE HYDRANTS AND SPRINkLER SYSTEMS

WEGTIVE

Thepurpose of thiS study pide is to familiarize you with fire hydrants and
-sprinkler systems.

INTRODUCTION

Adequate knoledge of the supply and distribUtion system for fire protection is
necessary for all per nne erned. Without proper-operation and' maintenance of
the system, the en e effectiveness for fire protection is nullified.
INFORMATION ^

FIRE pROTECTION SYSTEM

Water is the most practical extinguishing
agent for ordinary structural Ores. Itabsorbs
heat rapidly and with greater capacity than'
niost othir agents used for fire extinguishment.

Exterior Fire Protection System

Fire hydrants are an important part of
the installation fire protection system and
must be kept in good working order at all times.
Hydrants in general are spaced within 500 feet
of lxiildings. Of course, in industrial areas
the distance might be less.

Fire Hydrants

Fire hydrants are manufactured in several
different tYpes and models. However, the three
most important types are the flush, traffic, 'and
stondard.

The flush type, see figgre 37, is normally
insfalled io holes, below,ground level, with
the cover at ground level. Thii type of hydrant
is ideal for areas where there is heavy,foot or
vehicle traffic. It is also used where above-
ground hydrants would distract from the appear-
ance of the \surroundings. You will find, these
hydrants installed in such areas as airports,
narrow streets, and sidewalks. .

33
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The traffic moilel fire hydrant, see figure
38, is designed t4hreakaway when hit by a
vehicle. This feature minimizes.dam'age to
both the:vehicle -and its occupants. This
hydrant will breakaway without loss of water.

These hydrantihave breakable bolte and .
breakable- coupling (on; the stem) at,the ground'
level. Incase of a collision, the top,part of
the hydrant will breakaway with minimum
damage to the hydrant or vehicle. The main.
water valve remains seated because it is held
closed -hy. water pressure.

I,

Figure,38. Traffic Type Fire Hydrant. ,

A broken hydrant can be repaired easily and quickly by using a safety flange-rép4ir
kit. See figure .39. Tkis- kit consists of eight breakaway bolts, a breakable coupling,
and a standpipe gasket

4

Figure 39. Safety Flange Repair Kit
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The standard, type of fire hydrant, see
figure 40, is similar to the traffic model with
the exception of the breakaway feature. The
other componebt parts are the same and are.
interchangable.

Most fire hydran,ts have one pumper
nozzle and two, hose nozzles. The iximper
nozzle is 4 inches In diameter and the hose
nozzles are 2 1/2 inches. The nozzles should
face in the direction that is the most conven-
ient for use

1'0 49't

Figure 40. Standard Type 'Fire Hydrant.

A fire hydrant is a very simple fixture. However, it does consist' of over forty
different parts. A cutaway fire hydrant with the name of the parts LS illustrated in.
figure 41.
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Figure 41. Cutaway Fire Hydrant.,
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Location of Fire Hydrants
.

.

The location of fire hydrants is a responsibility of the base CM1 Engineer. When / \
selecting the location of a fire hydrant the follo*ing factdrs are considered.

...,-

1. More than two feet but less than six feet frOm a; aved road-surface
. 4 I,

. 2. ' At least three feet from any fixed object doorway traffic lane
f

3. Must be readily accessible

4. A.islaace from other fire hydrants

Installation of Fire Hydrants
woo,

' As a plumber, you may be called,upon to install a fire hydrant. During the install,a-
tion procedures,the followinjactors should be considered.

4-

1. The lowest outlet should be at least eighteen inches above the ground.

2. -The highest operating nut must be less than 48t inches above the groimd.

3. The water main feeding the hydrant muit be six inches in diameter ogarger.

4. An isolation valve shOuld be installed between the water Main and the hydrant,.
(See f igure. 42. )

5; The waterline to the hydrant must be turied deep enough to eliminate the possibility
of freezing.

e--
6. The hydrant should be set on a concrete base. The base should be at least sixteen

inches sqUare and four inches thick.

CAUTION: Make sure the drain hole is open.

The hydrant should be braced. (Opposite the water entrance) This is to kee the'
pressure from "blowing" the hydrant off the pipe. The hydrant can be
braced by using concrete or brieri between the hydrant and solid grlimd,

8. If the soil is sandy and unstable, attach the hydrant t6 the water main with bridle
rods and clamps.., The rods should be aCleast 3/4 inch dianteter and coated with
an acid-resistant paint.

9. Af tr the hydrant has been connected, pack at least seven cubic feet of crushed
roçks around the base of the hydrant. This is to insure thorough draining da the
hy rant.

10. The dirt should be replaced in layers six inches thick or less. Each layer should
4- be tamped thoroughly before adding the next layer.
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Mitending the Height of t Hydrant

Obcasionally, it may become necessary to raise the height of a fire hydrant. This
can be easily accomplished by the use of an extension kit. See figure 43. The extension
kit consists of an extension barrel, an elfinsion stem, and the necessary bolts, nuts,
and gaskets. The extension kits come in six-inch increments from six inches to four
feet.

CNO-125

Figure 43. Hydrant Extension Kit.
1.

Repair and Maintenance of Fire Hydrants

Fire hydran are an important part of the base fire protection system and must
be kept in good w rking o .settirrall times. Mains nmst.be located and checked ceriod-
ically for leaks.

Modern hydrants can be maintained by replacing all:working parts and seats through
the top of the hydrant. ,Many hydranth require special *enches or fittings to withdraw
tht.lower parts. Proper tools should be obtained.fok every type of hydrant on the hase.

The variety of makes and models of fire hydrants necessitates listing data for each
hydrant on the base. Most information is cast on each hydrant, but descriptive matter
and operating and repair iiwtructions should be obtained from manufacturers and filed
for reierence. An indexed looseleaf hydrant record book should be kept showing perti-
nent physical data including a sketch or drawing referencing each hydrant.
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Inspect and Service

Start inspection of the hydrant nearest to_its source of water supply. Locate the
valves on the hydrant stub or gird system so 'they can be shut off if the hydrant is found
to be defective. Carry out valve inspection survey. Replace lost caps. Remove one
hyarant cap and replace with a cap fitted with a pressure gauge. Open the hydrant
SLOWLY until it is wide open.

CHECK TIGHTNESS OF NOZZLES. Inspect at each point where nozzles enter the
hydrant barrel. Chalk lead around nozzles when necessary.

CHECK FOR LEAKAGE IN TOP OF HYDRANT. If necessary, remove cover,
tighten packing gland, or repack.

CHECK FOR LEAKAGE PAST GASKETS UNDER OTHER CAPS. Replace defective
gaskets.

CHECK FOR CRACKS IN, BARREL. Order installation of new barrel orr hydrant
when required,

WOK FOR LEAKAGE THROUGH DRAIN VALVE. Valve should be closed when
hydrant is wide open. When necesilzry, replace drain valve facing or gasket if water
comes up.around hydrant when hydrant valve is wide open.

CHECK STATIC PRESSURE. Record pressure shown by pressure gauge reading.
Close hydrant valve.

DETERMThlE RESIDUAL PRESSURE. Remov(second hydrant cap, leaving 'pressure
gauge in position; open hydrant valve slowly until wide open; read and record residual
pressure on gauge when hydrant is discharging maximum stream. Allow flushing to
continue until discharge is clean. CLOSE HYDRANT SLOWLY.

CHECK ,TIGHTNESS OF VALVE AND SEAT. Watch lowering of water level in
hydrant after valve is, closed. If level does not drop; listen with ear against hydrant.
If noise is heard, main hydrant valve is probably leaking and must be replaced. If
water is quiet, drain valve is fouled and must be opened.)

INSPECT OPERATING NTT. Replace it
if it has rounded corners. Rounded corners
are usually caused by the use of an improper
wrench. Figure 44 illustrates the type of
wrench that should be used when opening and
closing fire hydrants.

The operating wrench, shown in figure 44,,
fits the operating nut, holddown nut, hose
nozzle-caps, pin type and lug type hose coupling.

40
Figure 44. Operating Wrench.
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INSPECT NOZZLE MREADS. Replace the nozzle if the threads are badly damaged.

CHECK CHAINS. It'paint has frozen the chairis tight to the caps, chip out the paint
ahd free the chain.

LUBRICATE OPERATING NUT. Remove the screw in the top of the operating nut
and apply oil or grease as recommended by the manufacturer. If the hydrant doesenot
operate freely after lubrication, lubricate the-packing and thrust collar by oiling the
joint between the nut and collar.

In subzero weather inspect the hydrants near each important structure weekly;
inspect all the other hydrants monthly. Do not flush the hydrants in subfreezing weather.

1. Place an operating wrench on the nut and turn it slightly to make sure it is not
frozen. If it is frozen, thaw it out by applying heat with a torch.

2. Remove hydrant cap and inspect for ice in barrel. If the hydrant contains ice,
you must thaw it out and drain it.

Interior Fire Protection Systems

The requirements for proper lire protection on an Air Force base consist of much
more than the distribution of fire extinguishers throughout buildings and the moving of
a few firetrucks. You will also find fire sprinkler systems inside many of the buildings
on k base. A spiinkler system automatically spreads water over a burning part or
floor areas hi a building. It will extinguish the fire completely or hold it in check until
the fire department arthes. These systems are automatically put into operation by
the breaking of fusible links or the contact of heat-activated devices. In addition, some

, systems may have manual controls, see figure 45.

V-

The type of system to be installed in a building is decided during construction
planning. Otherwise, the system must be installed or modified ,on existing buildings.
This is more expensive. In eithersase, the system should be selected and installed
with the following factors ill minq

1. Type of building (size, construction, material).

2. Occupaney (contents and hazards). .

3. Heating facilities and location.

4: "Available water Aup'ply.

mg WET PIPE SYSTEM. The wet pipe system is filled with water and connected
to an adequate water supply. The sprinkler heads are sealed. Heat' on the fused head
causes the sprinkler heads to discharge water on the area below them. A waterflow

. tong on an alarm valve indicates waterflow and alarms.

Thio_is the simplest and least expensive system, It is suited for locations where
freezing temperatures are of no concern.
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THE DRY PIPE SYSTEM A standard dry pipe system is a modified version of the
wet pipe system.- It has a dryj pipe valve which is kept closed by air pressure--instead
of water pressurein the pip' g. Since there is not any water in the piping, there isnot any danger of frozen 11nes An installed air compressor is used to Rrovide the
pressure to hold the valve (soinetirnes called the differential clapper) clabed.

, When the futie in the seal head melts and separates, the air pressure is released.
The water pressure then opens the dry pipe valve, flows through the piping, and isdistributed on the fire.

r727.7,777:75

CAD-023

Figure 45. Typi al Building Fire Sprinkler System

DelayS in action because of th time needed to clear the,pipes of air may bereduced by special exhausters or acceleratOrs. They operate simultaneously withthe dry pipe valVe.

This system has the same extinguishing ability as the wet pipe system, however,it is more complex and costly.. It ie installed where freezing temperatures areexpected.

THE DELUGE SYSTEM. The deluge system is a special type of adomatic drypipe system with open sprinkler heals. When the system operates, all of the installedheads *ill discharge water over the entire area served by the valve.

Sprinkler Heads

Sprinkler heads are located str egically throughout a building, depending on typeof building and its contents. They m y be installed in the pendant or upright position.Where they must be installed in the p nclant position, they shall be of the type approvedfor that purpose.
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STANDPIPE SYSTEMS. Standpipes, as shown in figure 46. provide a constant
source of water for first aid firefighting., They are designed to be used at all floorlevels by either building'occupants or the fire department but should not be relied
upon for total extinguishment of a fire. They improve the protection of excessively
high buildings and poorly accessil?le areas.

Stantepe systems are classified as follows:

1. Wet pipe systems with open slimily valve and water pressure maintained at alltihids.
els.

2. Dry pipe systems which automatically admit water by opening a hose valve.
AIM-

3. Dry pipe systems activated by manual operation of remote controlled devicesat each hose station.
\ ,

4. Dry pipe systems supplied through external fire department pumper connections.

Standpipe hose will be of 1 1/2 or 2 1/2 inch unlined linen in 50-foot lengths.

El

Figure'46. Standpipe in Building.

LAWN SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

Rainfall, which is preferred, cannot always be counted on to deliver adequateamounts of water at the proper 'time. Continued long, hot summer weather with littlerainfall can destroy or ruin a beautiful lawn, unless nature's supply of moisture can be.supplemented at the proper time.
1
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A modern permanent plastic pipe irrigation system can provide an economical
answer to this problem. The smooth interior walls of plastic pipe permit greater
flow.and less friction loss than metal or other pipes. The fact that plastic pipe cannot
rust, rot, or corrode assures years Of troublefree service. Scale build-up is virtually
eliminated, assuring the same pressure and flgvir capacity after years of service, even
where the mineral content of the water is extremely high. Nonporous walls eliminge
water logs through seepage. Due to its light weight and flexibility (compared to metal
p(pe), ditching and installation can be accomplished quickly and more economically than
for other types of pipe and with a minimum amount of damage to lawns.

The above factors plus the low initial cost of plastic pipe and fittings, make possible
the installation of a permanent irrigation system costing less than irrigation systems
using other types of pipe.

In the modern lawn sprinkling system, underground piping carries-water to self-
closing snap valves. The valves are located conveniently with their tops at ground
level. To these valves small, lightweight portable sprinkling units are easily and
instantly connected. The mere connection opens the valves and the valves close again
upon removal of the sprinklers. The number of sprinkling units used is determined by
the available water supply, the size of the overall system installed, and the output size
of the sprinkling units themseEres.

Plastic Pipe

In recent years the use of plastic pipe has increased. At first it was used mostly
for farm water systems and lawn and golf course underground.sprinkling systems.
Today it is commonly used for natural gas distribution, chemical and food processing,
industrial and residential plumbing, and industrial waste disposal. Plastic pipe is a
unique combination of chemical and physical properties. In the manufacture of plastic
piping products, only virgin plastic compounds that meet exactingspecifications are
used. By doing this the special properties of the -raw materials will not be c hanged
or diluted. Plastic materials are usually classified in two basic groups--thermoplastics
and thermosetting resins. Thermoplastics can be reformed by heating. The shape of
thermosetting resins cannot be changed for reuse once their shape if3 fixed. Thermo-
plastics are used more than thermosetting resins for the manufacture of plastic pipe.

Plastic pipe has many desirable characteristics. Itwill not rust, rot, or corrode.
It has smooth interior walls that reduce friction. Its light weight makes it easy to
handle. Due to its nonelectrolytic characteristic it will not corrode due to electrolysis.
Many types of plastic pipe have excellent resistance to chemical attack.

Plastic pipe is affected by temperature changes. The allowable pressure decreases
as temperature increases. It expands and contracts when the temperature of the pipe
changes,
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Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Plastic Pipe

PVC has a high tensile strength. It is stronger and more rigid than most of theother types of thermoplastics. PVC comes in two types; type 1 (normal impact) andtype 2 (high impact). The maximum service temperature is 150°F for type 1 and140°F for type 2. PVC has excellent chemical resistance to a large number of corro-- sive fluids. It has proven to be very satisfactory for industrial and laboratory chemi-cal distribution systems as well as portable water systems.

-Acrylonitrile-Ritadiene-Styrene (ABS)

ABS is a very tough plastic with a high impact strength. Its maximum opertingtemperature is 1800F. However, it has a somewhat lower chemical resistance thanPVC. ABS pipe is primarily used for irrigation lines, gas transmission, drain lines,and waste and vent piping.

ABS pipe can be connected by either solvent welding or threading.

Polyethylene Plastic Pipe

Polyethylene is less expensive and therefore is used more often than other ,typesof thermoplastics. Its mechanical strength is comparatively low. However, it hasa high chemical resistance- Its maximum operating temperature is 120°F. It isfrequently used for chemical drainage, field irrigation, and potable water systems.
'The best method of connecting polyethylene plastic is by therrnoseal fusion. However,it can be joined by using serrated insert fittings and clamps.

Handling and Storing Plastic Pipe

Care must be taken when handling and storing plastic pipe to prevent scratches
and gouges on the surface of the pipe. Strap wrenches, instead of standard pipewrenches, should be used with plastic pipe. When placing plastic pipe in a vise orchuck, wrap the pipe with soft metal or emerY cloth.

Store plastic pipe in a clean area with good ventilation. The storage rack shouldbe wood or metal without sharp edges or burrs. The rack must support the pipe enoughto keep it fr6m sagging. Do not store Plastic pipe near steam lines or other heatsources. Store plastic fittings alone. Do not mix them with metal ones.

Cutting Plastic Pipe

Plastic pipe can be cut with just about any type of cutting tool; saws, tube and
pipe cutters, and knifes. When using saws to cut plastic, select a fine-toothed bladewith very little set. Place the pipe in a miter box or holddown jig to insure a squarecut. Tube and pipe cutters require a special blade to cut plastic.

After cutting, remove the burrs with a fine-tooth file ,or deburring tool. Beforeinstalling, make sure the pipe is.free of chips, burrs and all types of foreign matter.
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Bending Plaetic Pipe

bending plastic pipe weakens it, therefore, bending is not recommended. Bending
---ieparticularly objectionable when the pipe has to operate at or near its maximum

rated teniperature and predsure. The use of fittings make a more professional looking
job as well as nalhtain gthe original témperture and pressure ratings.

If bendin is required for some special reasoh such as expansioilloops or lack of
fittings, -the following procedures are recommended.

1. Seal both ends of the pipe.

2. Apply enough air predsure to maintain the ovality of the pipe when bending.

NOTE: Preheated sand may be used instead of air pressure.

3. Heat the pipe (where it is to be bent). This can be accomplished by holding the
the pipe under a stream of hot (1800F) water.

,4. When the pipb becomes soft and pliable, quickly bend it around-a preformed jig.

NOTE: The radiusof the bend should not be less than five or six pipe diameters.

5. Keep the pipe in the bending jig until it cools enough to become rigid, then, cool
it quickly by dipping it in cold water. 6

O.

6. Do not relieve the air pressure or remove the sAnd until after the pipe has com-
pletely cooled.

NOTE: l)o not attempt to bend "thermoset" plastic.

Using 'Threaded FittingS

Normally, glued or welded fittings are used with plastic pipe. However, if the
pipe is to be used in a temporary application, threaded fittings are more applicable
as they make disassembly easier.

I .
Threa,ding plastic pipe reduces the wall thickness and reduces the pressure rating.

Only.thick walled plaitic pipe should be threaded.

Either cabot-type tite joint thread tape or teflon-type base thread lubricant shotild
be used on the threaded plastic pipe.'

Solvent Welding

Solvent welding is the preferred method of connecting plastic pipe. It's easily
accomplished and makes a sixong, tight, permanent connection.
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The following general guideline will aid you in making a-good solvent weld joint.

NOTE: Follow the Manufacturer's instruction for specific step-by-step in-strlactions.

1. Select,the correct cement, (PVC cement for PVC pipe) (ABS cement for ABS pipe).

2. For thin walled pipe, apply the cement to the male end only.

3. For thiC.k walled pipe, apply 'the cement to both,the ma1e and female ends.

4. Apply thenement with a natural bristlebrush.

NOTE: Nylon and synthetic brushes are attacked by the solvent in the cement.

5. An oil can is a good container for- acetone type cleaner. It prevents excessive
eNiaporation att thesolvent is always readily available.

6. Do not allow water to get in the cement. Water alid cement will not mix but water
will ruin the cement. .

7. Allow the completed cemented joint to cure for about five to fifteen minutes before
moving it.

8. Wait 24 hours before applying full pressure to a solvent-cemented joint.

Undergrdund Installation

When laying plastic pipe undirground, it should be buried below the frostline. If
the soil in the bottom of the trench is unyielding (such as clay or rock) overexcavate
the trench about four inches. Fill the bottom of the trench with rockfree soil or coarse
sand. This will allow the pipe to move a little for temperatare changes.

Assemble the pipe on the,top of the ound (allow the joints to set up) and then place
the pipe in the trench. The pipe should be completely assembled and pressure checked
before being covered up.

During backfilling, the pipe should be at operatirig temperature and pressure. This
helps to prevent pipe deformation. The top`eight to twelve inches of backfill material
must be free of rocks or other sharp objects.

Expansion in Plastic Pipe

Plastic pipe expands and contracts with changes in temperature. When the total
temperatare change is 300F or less, special provisions to compensate for thermal
expansion is not.necessary. If a line contains several directional bends, these bends
will usually compensate for thermal changes.

The best method of compensating for thermal changes is by-using an expansion
loop. Expansion loops can be fabricated by using fittings and short _lengths of
If there isn't enough room for an expansion loop, you will'have to use an expansion
joint. An expansion joint is a factory made unit that consists of two tubes; one tele-
scoping inside the other. There is a gas F.,ncl fluid tigkit seal between the two tubes.
The cuter tube is 'anchored firmly and the inner tube is free to move in and out (with
a piston-like action) as the pipe expands and contracts.
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Alignment of expansion joints is very important. The free member, must be directedstraight into the anchored member or binding will occur. Guide loops should be instaIted

on the free member to keep it aligned.

Supporting Plastic Pipe

Plastic pipe should be supported twice as often as metal pipe. The hangers shquldhave broad smooth bearing surfaces to prevent dambge to the pipe. Do not installplastic_eipe vn or near.steam lines or other high temperature surfaces. Support allplastic fittings individually and brace all valves against-operating torque.

Plastic pipe operating at high temperature or carrying hazardous fluids should be
run in chanriel iron to provide continuous support.

Compressed Air System

A compresSed air system is an auxiliary system,that furnishes compressed airto operate pneumatic tools, paint spray units, fire sprinklers and other pneumatically
(air) operated equipment..

Components anOperation of Compressed Air Systems

An' electric motor or gasoline engine drives an air compressor which furnishesair-to the receiver tanks. The system is eqUipped with safety relief valves to preventexcessive pressure; shutoff valves to allow isolation of components; checlt valves toprevent receiver pressure from bleeding back through the air compressoil- pressureoperated controllers for automatic operation; and pressure gages to allow you to mon-itor the-operation of the system. Figure 47 shows a typical system.

TO OISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

120 V AC 5741-17.RESSURE
SW

220 V AC

RELIEF VALVE
PRESSURE
GAGE

.1
RELIEF
VALVE CHECK

IVALVE

AIR
INTAKELINE

STARTER

MOTOR ,
(ELECTRIC)

ANGLE
VALVE

VAGL VI

.L 7
ORAINSTARTING AIR COMPRESSOR

Figure 47. Typical Air Compressor System.

Study figure 47 and -the following explanatibn to aid you in understanding the oper -ation of a typical compressed air system.
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The high-pressure line from the air receiver tanks,to the distribution system has
a branch connection to a pressure switch. When the system pressure drops, the switch
closes, completing a 120-volt ac'circUit to the line starter. The line starter completes
the high-voltage circuit to the motor. The energized electric motor drives the air
compressor which delivers high-pressure air to the receiver tanks. When the pressure
in the system increases to a predetermined setting, the pressure switch opens, inter-
rupting the 120-volt circuit that opens the high-voltage line and turns off the motor.

The compression cycle of an air compressor consists of two strokes, the suction
stroke and the compression stroke. The air compressor is a machine designed for
compressing air from an initial inlet pressure to a higher discharge pressuAe.

Cbmpressor Construction and Operation

Air compressors are constructed similarly to engines except that they have no fuel
or ignition system, and the valves are spring and pressure operated rather than cam
operated. Compressors are available in a variety of designs, and are slassified as
single stage or multistage. Single stage compressors normally consist of a one
cylinder air compressor and a driving device. They are classified as a single stage
compressbr because they complete the compression from initial to final pressure in
one compression step.

Multistage compressors are normally used in powerplantS. These compressors
are of the same basic construction as single stage compressors. The major difference
is that the air is compressed two (2) or more times from initial to final.pressure.
Higher air pressures are available with multistage compressors.

The suction stroke begins when the piston starts its downward motion. This
difference in pressure causes the inlet valve to open and the air is admitted to the
cylinder. 'The inflow of air continues until the piston reaches the bottom of the stroke.
The compression stroke begins when the piston starts upward. At this point the
pressure is the same as that in the compressor intake and the inlet valve closes allow-
ing pressure to build up. As the piston moves upward, the pressure in the cylinder
becomes great enough to force open the discharge valve. Discharge pressure increases,
as system pressure increases. Figure 48 illustratee compressor.mbti8n efur14 dis
cycle.

Compressors incorporate unloader valves to unload the compressor allowing it
to 'start against atmospheric pressure only. This relieves the compressor motor of
heavy starting loads. After operating speed is reached, the valve closes allowing air
to be compressed. Many types of unloader valves will be found on various dozniassar
units.
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11PRESSURE I DISCHARGE LINE
HOLDS DISC ARGE VALVE CLOSED

DOWN STROKE OF PISTON
CREATES VACUUM IN CYLINDER
PRESSURE IN SUCTION LINE
FORCES SUCTION VALVE OPEN

PISTON ON
DOWN -STROKE

PRESSURE IN CYLINDER
HOLDS SUCTION VALVE CLOSED

PRESSURE IN CYLINDER
'RAISES DISCHARGE VALVE
GAS FLOWS INTO DISCHARGE PIPE

A/.
PISTON ON
LP.STROKE

Figure 48. Operating Cycle of a Reciprocting Compressor.

The air valves are vital parts oethe compressor apd More development work has
been done on the valves than on any other part of the compressor. The valves of most
modern compressors are automatic, that is the opening and closing of the valves is
caused solely by the difference in pressure. between the.air withio,the.cylinder,and the
external air on the oPPoSite sides of the:valves (intake and discharke). Thin-plate,
low-lift valves are generally used on air coMpressors. Figure 49, detail A, sifs*s a
typical low-pressure suction valve and detail B, shows a low-pressure discharge valve.

Note that the low-pressure valves consist of a valve seat, valve plate, valve
spring, and bumper. The valve plate, being ring shaped, covers only the valve ports
and is impplemented by the bumper, which functions as a guide to,keep the valve plate
centered. There are also other designs. 4

Intercoolers are used to remove heat from the air between stages in multistage
compressors and arcesually an integral part of the compressor unit. As air passes
from the outlet of the low-pressure stige to the inlet of the high-pressure stage, it
passes through intercooler tubes. Intercoolers are used because they increase the
efficiency of the second stage cylinder. A relatively cool intake charge will admit more
volume to the compressor cylinder and result in a larger storage volume potential in
the receiver. A low temperature in the cylinder also insures better lubrication of the
piston and valves.

Air-cooled intercoolers may be of the radiator type or may consist of a bank of
finned, copper tubes located in the path of blast air supplied by the compressor fan.
Although the compressor will compress air running in either direction, it must run in
the direction specified by the mbnufacturer to get proper cooling from the fan located
on the drive pulley.
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S. SEAT
2 PLATE
3. BUMP ER
4. SPRING
5..PORTS

A. LOW PRESSURE SUCTION VALVE

I. BUMPER
2. SPRING
3. PL ATE '
4. SEAT
S. PORTS

B. LOW PRESSURE DISCHARGE VALVE

Figure 49. tkow-Pressure Valves.

Methods of Driving Air Compressors

Most powerplants have two air compressors; one driven by'an ac electric motor"
and the o driven by a gasoline engine. Normally the electric motor driven com-
pressor sup lies all air pressure and the gasoline driven compressor is the standby
or emergency source.

'1

PRESSTRE CONTROLLERS

The motor operated compressor is controlled by ;pressure switch. Figure 50
shOws a typical pressure switch. The pressure switch openi the motor circuit when
the air receiver pressure increases to the desired opigating pressure and closes the
circuit- when.the pretainire_ fails- to,a.niinimumiiressuiri&Zince the -PressUreftWitch
controls the pressure ii the air receiver, the pressure switch must neier be set higher
-than the operating range of the system. if properly adjusted the pressure diAerential
controller will automatically start and stop the air-compressor to maintain desired
tension on the differentiil adjustment.

Safety

While working on combressed air systems, you must be_constantly alert and observe
all safety precautions. The electrical circuits, moving machinery, and high-pressure
air lines of an air compressor require a worker to know his job and work carefully at
all times, to avoid an accident. To aid you in doing your job safely, "obierve the safety
items discussed in this 'study guide.
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CUT-1N ADJUSTMENT

CUTOUT ADJUSTMENT

.\_

Figure 50. TyPical Pressure Switch analir Adjustments.

4i,Comprestor flywhee lleyg, and belts will have safety guards installeci on
them. Do not operate the comp essor with the guards removed, or attempt to remove
the-guard until the compressor shut down. Gare=must-be taken tb prevent clothing,
wrenches, Or eqiiiptee' rAtatching in the itov.irig parte of the coinpressor.

--Before performing anY maintenance-on the compressor,, be certain that the elec-
trical switohes are locked In the opEN position, and tagged to prevent accidental
starting. Before starting the compressor, check to, insure that all valves are in.the
correct OPEI4 or CLOSED position.., Safety valves ehould be checked for proper
operation.

Combressed air systems can be dangerous if not operated and.maintained
accordance with the safety directives. AFR 127-101 should be consulted for further
information on'this subject.

Inspection and Maintenance of "Impressed Air Systems
... .

o

Air compressors are designed to give Years of troublefree 12rvice, however,
,

do require inspection and servicing at regular intervals to maintain satisfactory
operation. "Then compressor maintenahce is required follow the procedures outt1hd
MIAFM 85-30 and the manufaaurer's manual for the unit.

they
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Avdaily inspection should be performed on the air compressors. Before starting
the inspection secure the switch in the OFF position to prevent accidental starting.
The compressor belte should be inspected for tension and condition. The belts must be
tight enough to avoid slippage and loose enough to prevent excessive bearing wear.

When it is necessarY to replace excessively worn, frayed, or cracked belts the
entire set of belts must bereplaced. Check compressor guards daily to be certain
the.g-are-in-place-and.seeurely mounted.

Checkihe compressor oil level daily, it must be maintained between the high
aild low marks. The oil must be changed regularly as prescribed by the, manufacturer.
1Jse a good grade compressor oil, if available. If compressor not available,
use a medium viscosity SAE 30 motor' oil.

Air cleaners and filters hj.ild bspected and serviced as necessary. They are
normally cleaned vtkekly, hovailler,4duety conditionsswill shorten Ihis time. Consult

, the manufacturer's manual for servicing procedures of various tylies of filter

Remove dirt and oil from the ontside of the unit daily giving special attention to
intercoolers', fins, and tubing. Open the manual drain cocks at-least once a day to
remove Moisture fr6m the system,

Before-starting the compressot be certain that a ll valves are in the correct t.
position and-that all Personnel and equipment are clear of the unit. After the unifis
started check the operating condition of the system. All p;essure gages should be
chec,ked for c6rrect indication and the safety relief valves Or free operation.. ,

Air receive rs are compreaici air storage tusks and are an essential part oi com-
'pressed aii`eystems.,/ 'Systems that,operate at 200 psi or above requite a hydrostatic
test every three (3) years. A hydrostatic test is performed to insure the air receiver
tank wilj withstand the working pressure with a reasonable margin, of safety. This test
will be performed at one and one-hilf (1 1/2) time& the maximum working pressure.
Components that shoiild not be subjected to test pressures must be removed. All
openings in the -tank must be plugged and the tank is filled with water. Water is then
pumped into the receiver until ttle desired pressure is reached and this pressure is
maintained for five (5) minutes. Water is used during this test to minimize the explo-

-sive force if the reCeiver 'should rupture: Altei-the-tesf hie been -sucCesifulty completed,
the test date and pressure Is stenciled on the receiver.

-
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SUMMARY

Fire hydrants require very little maintenance and repair. However, it is the
plumber's responsibilityto make sure they operate correctly. There are three types of
fire hydrants in general use; flush, traffic, andstandard. Each of these types are WO
for specific applications.

Some Air Force buildings (example: warehouses) have automatic sprinkler systems
for fire protection. The three main types of sprinkler systems are the: wet pipe, dry
pipe,and standpipe. Each type has some advantages and some disakivantages.

Plastic pipe is used for natural gas distribution, chemical and food processing).
and Olumbing and industrial waste disposal:

QUESTIONS

1. What is the most practical method of putting out fires?

2. Whe're are flush-type fire hydrants used?

3. Name three types of fire sprinkler systems?

4. What is meant by a "wet pipe system"?

5.'. What keeps the differential clapper (dry pipe) valve closed?

6. What actuates the dry pipe'system?

7. Whatkind of lubriqant should be used on threaded plastic pipe?

8. How long should a plastic welded pipe joint be allowed to set before applying a
full test?

9. List four advantages of plastic pipe?

10. What AFM should be used when intormation is rqquired pretaining to compressor
maintenance?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-30,' Operation and'Maintenance of Air Compressors

2. Audel, Plumbers and Pipefitters 'Library
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13113ITY EQUIPMENT

oBJECTIVE,

This study guide will aid you in learning how tq care for tools and equipment andthe types and construction features and the installation of utility equipment.

SG 3ABR55235-V-6

INTRODUCTION_
11-

The Air Force, like other large corporations, has the responsibility for the healthand welfare of many thousands of people, not only the military people, but the civilianemployees and dependents as well. As a plumbing specialist, it is your responsibility,to install all type, of utility equipment, such as dishwashers, steam kettles, scullsinks, drinking fcaalns, refrigerated food storage boxes, service sinks, slier wash-ing machines.

INFORMATION

InstnlIntion Requirements

The waste syi3tem from utility equip:dent (sinks, steam tabl s, coffee urns, etc)that is uged in the preparation oeserving of food !mist discharge into 4 waste sink._See figure 51. This-eliminates the-pOssibility of the wasts backing up into the fixture
and contaminating the food. The waste sink must be installed in a lighted, well-venti-lated space. It must be water supplied and there must be a two-inch air gap between
the indirect waste line and the top Of the waste sink. (See figure 51.)

BAR SINKS COUNTER

OD.

INDIRECT WASTE)

WASTE SINK VENTED
AND WAT R SUPPLIED

A

Figure 51.
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Traps in an indirect waste.syitem do not
have to be vented.

If food preparation,equipment (refrig-
erators, food storage cabinets, water
cooler, etc) requires a water supply, the
supply line must contain a vacuum breaker.,
(See figure 5?.).: The vacuum breaker elim-
inates the possibility of contaminated water

king up into the potable water suppl*.
F re 52 also illustrates an indirect waste
lin (with a tvia-inch air gap) discharging

'Int6 a floor drain.)

Most of the'drinking fountains that aie used by the Air Force today are mechanically,cooled, as shown in figure 53. They mar be fastened to the wall, as shown in figure 54and supplied with chilled iater.

Wall Mounted

Drinking Fountains-

VACUUM BREAKER

,

- WATER SUPPLY

INDIRECT
WASTE

AIR GAP
0/ AT LVAST

FLOOR DRAIN

C d OSIC

Figure 52. indirect Waste

Wall-mounted drinking fountains are generally constructed of vitreous china,porcelain, or stainless steel. - /".

The fountain contahis_a bubbler head, as shown*figure 55, which projects atleast 3/4 of an inch aboVe the rim of the drinking fonntain. This eliminates chances
° of cross-conneciion or water contaminatidn.

Drinis.ing fountains should be installed with the bubbleiNfrom 30 to 40-thches abovethe floor, depending on the general height f the people who will use it.

A

The wall-hung fountain is installed by anging a bracket, much the same as thEtlavatory. This is illustrated in figure 56.. The waSte strainer is connected throagh apipe'to a 1 1/4 inch P-trap under the unit. The water supply is attached-directly tospring control valve that automatically shu off theilow of.watel° ty.hen the handle isreleased. Drinking fountains require_a m1ilmum of 3/8-inch water. supply line..-
There are many variations of drinking Ifountains, so check the manufacturer's

installation procedures and spebifications to install the unit.

56
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Figure 53, Drinking Fountain.
The maintenance and repair of drinking

fountains is usually limiied to clearing of
stoppages and the replacement of the valve
and-bubbler head. Stoppages are usually
caused by.foreign objects (usually chewing
gum) passing through the strainer into thetrap.

Figure'54. Wall Mounted.

r

BUBBLER
HEAD

MOUNTING
BOA ReiSTRAINER

HANGER
BRACKET

MOUNTING
W AST E PIPESCREW
AND TRAP

WATER

SUPPLY

SPRING
VALVE

CONTROL

Figure 55. Wall-Mounted Drinking Fountain

7

These stoppages can be eliminated the same as with the lavatory by using a vacuumplunger or a snake.

Pressure Reducing Valve

Most Water fountains t
ar e equipped with

4 a pressure reducing valve in the water supply
line. This yalve reduceS the pressure aid
supplies an even flow of water to the tu lerhead.' The valve (gee figure 56) haea et-
screw (located under a removable capnut)that can be adfusted to obtain the desired
flovi of water.

st

57
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Figure 56. Pressure Reducing Valve.



VALVE

TUBE

CK$2..

Figure 57. Glass Filler Attachment.

COMPARTMENT SOAP TRAY

DRAIN,

yains that are located nearfood
service lines in dining halls have glass
fillers similar to the one shown in figure
57. Many of these glass fillers are fitted
with a rubber tipped fork-shved handle.
The user can obtain a glass'df watei with
one hand by-pressing the glass against the
the forked handle to start the flow of water.
The glass filler has, a pressure regulating
valve similar to the one in the drinking
fountain.

When installing a mechanically cooled
drinking fountain , the plumber must
install both the water line and the drain
line. The maintenance of the rgfrigerat-
ing equipment is the responsibility of
the refrigeration shop.

Kitchen Sinks

There are two types of kitchen sinks
FAUCETS -

, in general use; the wall hung and the
counter moUnted. The wall mounted
(figure 58) is somewhat outdated and is
not used very often. The counter mounted
comes either.with drainboards (figure 59)
or without (figure 60. )

Figure 58. Wall-Mounted Sink.

Figure 59, Counter-Mounted Sink With
Drainboards.

Figure-70. Counter-Anted Sink
Without Drainboarcfs.
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Kitchen sinks are_usually constructed of enameled cast iron or stainless steel.
Modern sinks are designed to be used with either a strainer basket (figure 61) or a
waste grinder (figure 62).

DOUBLE StNK OR
SINK AND TRAY

CONTINUOUS
WASTE

FEED WASTE GRINDER
TRAP

Figure 61. Strainer Basket. Figure 62, Waste Grinder.

The waste' line for both types of éinks must be at least 1 1/2 inches in diameter.
Food waste grinders may be trapped separately or with other compartment of a double
sink as illustrated, in figure 62. If the food waste grinder is trapped separately, it must
be connected to the waste line by means of a dcuble Y. (See figure 63.) Atc leartout
plug should be installed at the sewer line between the two traps.

MIA-071,

Figure 63. Double Y wi lean-Out Plug.
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To connect .the sink drain to the PLtrap use one of the continuous waste assemblies
illustrated in figure 64.

TRAY WASTE CONNECTION
EIELOW-OR WITHIN, TRAP

SEAL. PREFERAEILE

Tv40FIXTUPE CO6WINUOUS
WASTE WITH CENTERTRAP
OUTLET

3O II 30"
M

.
I AxImum MAXIMUM

CONTINUOUS WASTE (DRAIN)
FOR THREECOMPARNENT
SINK, OR THREE TRAYS oR
THREE LAVATORIES IN OATTERY

TAO-fly TuRE CONTINUOUS
WASTE WITH ENOTRAP OUTLET

CKA-073

Figure 64. Continuous Waste Assemblies.

Utility Sink,

A utility (also called slop, service or mop) sink is primarily used for cleaning
and janitorial purposes. It is usually installed in a janitor's closet or equipment room.

Utility sinks hang on,the w'all and are supported at the bottom by a stand trap.
(See figure 65). The stand trap should be adjusted to take most of the weight of the
sink. -The cleanout on the trap makes it a simple matter to unstop the drain. The drain
line should be a minimum of three inches and the water supply line a minimum of 1/2

'inch.

f

C/L OF SPOUT
4_r_l BRACE

'4" HOT /Vr COLD FINISHED WALL
--t- OPTIONAL

_

-HANGER

CLEAN
OUT

FINISHED
FLOOR

ADJUSTABLE STAND TRAP

Figuie 6.5. Utility Sink.
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The maintenance of utility sinks consists primarily of unstopping the drain and
repairing the faucets.

Laundry Trays

Laundry trays are manufactuied in both
single and dpuble compartment types. They
are constructed of such things as concrete,
plastic, fiberglass, stainless steel, and cast
iron. Figure 66 illustrates a concrete
laundry tray.

The waste outlet for each compartment
must be at least 1 1/2 inches in diameter and
equipped with a stopper. The water supply
must-be-at-least-1/2 inch. Figure 67
illustrates a typical rough-in specification
for laundry trays.

c

Figure 66. Laundry Trays.

2 114 1 0-

14"

..._

A
J. 25"_ _

18" )16't...4.6'44.-18"

48"

61

. WATER SUPPLIES 1/2" PIPE BEND

Figure 67. Rough-in Specificatidn.
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Scullery Sinks

Scullery sinks, see figure 68, are large deep vessels that are used to wash vege-
tables and, pots and pans. ,They are usually constructed of galvanized sheet iron or
stainlesa steel. These sinks are manufactured in one, two, and three compartment
types. Since these sinks are used to wash greasy pots and pans, the waste must drain
t4ough a grease trap, see figure 69. A scullery sink does not need a fixture trap, the
grease interceptor acts as a trap for the fixture.

Maintenance on a scullery sink consists mainly of cleaning the grease trap, unclog-
ing the drain and repairing the faucets. ,

If a food grinder is installed, it must discharge directly into the building drain, -

never throitgh an interceptor. 9

FAUCETS
SOAP TRAY COMPARTMENTS

, Figure 68. A Scullery Sink.

Domestic Washing Machines

SCULLERY SINK

WALL
HANGERS

FLOOR

FLOW CONIIIOL

GREASE
INTERCEPTOR

VENT

NO FIXTURE TRAP
NEEDED. GREASE

WASTEINTERCEPTOR IS
A TRAP.

Figure 69, Scullery Sink Installation.

It's the plumber's responsibility to install hot and cold water lines for wahhing
machines and the Waste line from them. The waste line must have a self-cleaning
trap, and be properly vented. The size and location of the water and waste lines must
comply with the manufacturer's specifications.

The plumber performs maintenance on the water lines, faucets, and drain line.
He does not maintain the washing machine itself.

Stoves

As a plumbing specialist, you will be called upon from time to time to install gas
burning stoves. Your responsibility will consist of running the gas line, connecting
the stove, lighting and adjusting the pilot light andgaurners. When handling gas fire
equipment, ycxt must follow the mantfacturer's specifications very closely.

The gas line must be of black iron pipe and there must be a stopcock for each
.fixture. Most codes allow the last connechons (from the stopcock to" the fixture) to be
made with a fleiible connection or copper tubing.

62
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After the last connection has been madt (and before lighting the pilot light) bleed
the line of air. This should be done as near the fixture as possible. With full gas
pressure applied to the line, check each connection with a gas leak solution. If a leak
is found it mustbe repaired before-lighting the pilot light.

NOTE: If a commercial gas leak solution is not available, use soapy water.

Domestic Dishwashers

The plumberis responsibility towards dishwashers is the same as for washing
machines. He will insti1.11 the Water and drain lines. Dishwashers should discharge
through an air gap, see figure 70. to eliminate the waste backing up and contaminating
the dish compartment.

REAR
WALL

AIR GAP
DRAIN GAP ASSEMBLY

....SFLEXIBLE
DISH- DRAIN

WASHER

; FLOOR
PUMP

DRAIN GAP RIVALLED IN DISHWASHER ,

DRAIN LINE e' CONNECTED TO A DISPOSAL
CKA-072A

Figure 70. Dishwasher Installation.

Commercial Dishwashers (Flipper's)

Commerciardishwashers are normally found in cafeterias arid mess halls. The
plumber is responsible for installing the hot and cold water lines, gas line (if necessary)
and drain line. The manufacturer's specifications will furnish the required sizes of
all lines.

These dithwashers must be located in a well-lighted and ventilated space. It also
must be level. These dishwashers haft a booster heater (gas, steam, or electrical)
to raise the final rinse water to 180°F fOr sterilization purposes.
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Figures 71 and 72 illustrate tavo 'methods of connecting the waste drain and vent.

Dishwasher

, Floor Drain
Floor

iGrease Trap
1.0--.-Vont

.

Drain

Figure 71. Dishwasher with Figure. 12. ,Dishwasher withoutGrease Trap. Greas6 Trap..
Figures 73 and 74 show the outward appearante and the interiial.parta of thecommercial dishwasher.

, .

Figure 73. Dishwasher.
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I.

I HOT WATER INLET VALVE
2. UPPER REVOLVING WASH SPRAY ARM
3 WASH AND RINSE CONTROL HANDLE
*6 HAND WHEEL FOR REMOVING WASH SPRAY ARM

. 5. DOOR HANDLE
6. DISH RACA -

7 OVER FLOW PIPE AND CAP
8 STEAM INJECTOR VALVE - STEAM HEATED MODEL
9. TANK DRAIN VALVE

10. PILOT LIGHT GAS VALVE - GAS HEATED MODEL
11 GAS BURNER . GAS HEATED MODEL
12. GAS BURNER VALVE -1:GAS' HEATED MODEL
13. STEAM INJECTOR STEAM HEATED MODEL
14. SCRAP TRAYS '

VIEW OF SPRAY UNIT

15. LOWER REVOLVING SPRAY ARM
16 LOWER RINSE SPRAYER
17. WASH SPRAY NOZZLES
18. RINSE SPRAY MANIFOLD
18. WASH SPRAY TUBE LOCKING PIN
20. SCRAP BASKETS
21 WASH., SPRAY TUBE CLEAN-. ,

OUT CAP
22. RINSE.SPRAY NOZZLES
23. RINSE SPRAY REVOLVING UNIT
24, W ASH SPRAY TUBE
25. WASH SPRAY MANIFOLD

CKA.075 C
-644°.

Figure 74. A Cross Section,of a Dishwashing Machine. ,

The dishwasher requires a considerable amount'of maintenance. Thii maintenance
may include the Correction ol water leaks, cleaning of the gpray-norite-s, adjusting the
gas burners, oiling the motors, cleaning the screens, adjusting the conveyer, repairing
the various types of valves, etc. It is recommended that the manufachirer's instructions
be procured and followed when performing maintenance work on this equipment.

Steam Kettles

Steam kettles are used in cafeterias and mess.halls to prepare large quantities of
fpod. There are three types of steam kettlei; the gas fired, steam heated, and electric
heated. ,Tliey cope in sizes from 20. to 80 gallons.

Steam-kettles are normally installed in a depressed,( 2 to 3 inch) floor area. The
depressed area must contain sufficient floor drains to accommodate the draining and
eleaning of the kettles. Each kettle must be aupplied with the correct amount of elec-
tricity, steam or gas as required by the manufacturer's specifications. Some method
must be provided to distOse of the products of combustions from gas-fired units.

85
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If the kettle has a tapi.g,fàr a water connection, install an air gap fitting (see
figure 75) in the cold wa. r supplyjine. 'If the kettle does not have a tapped water
C'onnection, install a sw g spout faucet above the kettle. It ma be possible to use one
swing spout faucet to s rvice two kettles. Figures 76, 77, and 78. illustrate the three
types of steam kettles.

eiz

0

TAPPED INLET

SPIGOT
OUTLET

CNG-I20

Figure 75. Fixed Air Gap Fitting.
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1. DRAINOFF FAUCET '-
2...ELECTRICAL SWITCH DUTTON
4.. SIGNAL: LIG3tT
4. ELECTRICAL dokrRoL. OX
5. THERmosTAT . .
6. "WAfER iNLEt VALVE
7. STEAM PRESSURE GAGE rz
8. SAFETY VALVE
9. WATER JACKET GAGi-GLASS

10. TRAPPED ANTRELEASE PETCOOK
WATERJACKET WATER LEVEL MARK .

.1

FigUre 76. An Electrially
--Seated Steam Kettle:

- 0 A

67

T. WATER JACKET GAGE GLASS
,2. bRAWOFF VALVE

3. WATER JACKETWATER LEVEL MARK
4. WATER INLET VALVE
.5.`ELECTRICAL CONTROL SWITCH
6. STEAM PRESSURE GAGE,
7. SAPETY YALVE
8. TRAPPED AIR RELEASE PETCOCK
9. LOW WATER CUTOFPVALVE

10. INSPECTION pooR .

fr. dAt'iinvith-VANEs
12. PILOT VALVE PUSH DUTTON

1
33. GAS PRESSURE REGULATOR

-
Figure .77. Gas Heated Steam Kettles.
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I.

1. SAFETY VALVE AND TRAPPED AIR RELEASE
2. STEAM OUTLET VALVE
3. WATER INLET VALVE
4, LID-
5. STEAM INLET VALVE
6. DRAWOFF FAUCET

..

Figure 78, A Conventional Steam.lidated'Kettle,
-Steati Tables
_ -Steam tables are used to keep food hot while i is being served: Steam tables
require an indiredt waste discharging into a water ,supplied receptor. ., . _

f The Maintenance of the steam table consists Mainly of repairing leaks and cleaningthe tirain. ,
,

4--
Ice Makers

.

.
4

Ice-makerircotne in a-variety Of -siieCand shaOes. They must have cold'wg.ter
supply and.an indirect drain. Normally a flOor drain is sufficient., . . _ _ - _

N

CLEANINP,- SliArtPENING AND INVEMORYING OF TOOLS
_

.. '
_ .

-,--- _1. . _____--'You know by now dial tooleplay a very important part,in the plumbing tr.p.de. There_
it; an-old saying Oat a _plumber can do, a job as well as_ the tools he has to Work with.
Reinember when you were isiusd'aloolbox.and tools earlier itrthe course, you had to
sign'a custody or; hand receipt for_them. 'It was tnen your' responsibility to take care of- . ,the tools.' e , _ . - - . ... ...
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might use, such as the single and double
cape chisels, and .diamond or round point chisbls. Be sure to keep the heads ground ,

at an angle so they will not mushroom.

Cleaning a

When you received your. tools, theywere clean; sharpened and serviceable. Itls
only right that you siboukl return them the same 14ay. As you remove all the tools from
the box, wipe each one clean with an approved cleaning fluid.

Sharpening

Cold chisels require sharpening and
dressing more than any other tool.

A flat cold chisel is a tool which you
use quite often,- especially, to, cut cast-
iron pipe when you do not have a chain
cutter or a newer haeksaw.

The size of4 flat cold chisel is
determined by the 4idth of the cutting
edge. Lengths will vary, but these
chisels are seldom under 5 inches or Figure 79. Cold Clibie
oier 8 inches long. Chisels are usually
made of octagonal (eight-sided) tool st9el bar stock, carefully hardened and tempered.
Notice that the cutting.edge of the chisel shown in figure 79 is slightly convex (curved
outward). This causes the center PorUon to ieCeive the greatest shock and protects
the weaker corkers. The point angle should be 60-70 degrees for general use.

\
Keep your chisersharp and-the edge-ground at the proper angle (600-700). When

grinding the chisel, hold it against the wheel of the grinder with very Utile pressure
so as to-avoid overheating.' Dip the_point in witer often enough to keep it cool. bther-

the heat generated will "draw" the letiper'of the steel. If this happens, the
cutting edge will become soft and useless until rehardened and tempered. Remember
that a cold chiael will cut 'only meeal softer than itself._ _ ......

Wrong _
, .,

:Haniser blows cause the head of the
chisel tii spkead out until it looks like a
ragged-mushroom as illustrat 1 icr''to ..'tire 80. - . .

,

The spread-out he-ad iS rough a.nd will7
i"reain out" the insideof your-hand -if he
chisel sliPs. Also, chunks may break
away from the overhancenglkushroom
with enough force to cause injury. So

-keep the head ground down to loolelike B
in ligureao. Don't ever-let it look like ai

4

A B A.

Figure 80. Heads of Chisels There are other chiselswhich yOu
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'Inventory of Tools ,
__- -

Now that you have all-your tools cleaned,- sharpened, and-laid out on the fable, theinstructor will name each tool that you arir to place 1n your toolbox. He will check tosee that you have each and every tool. . . , __ _

, You are probably wondering yvhy you iiust inventory these tools. It is very simple;Service tools cost money, there must be akfrect line of responsibility. For example,it a mmn iQnot held -responsible for his t ls, he will not take care of them.
SUMMARY

-- An indirect waste or an airgap is reqiiir,s..nany detrice.used for the purpose ofhandling or preparing food. The gap must be at least V' between the equipment drainoutlet to the floor or other drain.

Drinking fountains are generally constructed of vitreous, stainless steel, orporcelain and are wall hung and electrically cooled. A -waste of 1 1/4 inc hes ,in diameteris sufficient to carry the waste water. .Most _maintenance- on. drinking-fountaina-COnsists-of ,repair,of the self-olosing valves or the adjustment of autoMatic Stream regulator ,valves.

There are several different types Of sinkaand laundry.tubs-ip use. Laundry tubs_ are made iksingle or doubIe-Compartmentk
and-the scullery sink is generally made asa two- or three-compartraent sink. The majority of sinks are. constructed of cast_ ironor steetWith an enameled surfade or finiah.- Sinks tan be inStalled -on wall brickets orcan set on a stand.. Lundry-tubs

(someyanestalIedlrays) :are -monnted-oit-standi Offixed legs. TWO-Compartment sinks are 4onstructed_of heimmaterial.agathéreforeextreine care will._-_btaken-whentandlingand installing. Carelessness in lifOng.or-mogrtting a, s1nk may result -in injiry to the personnel.- '
'It_isn't a pretty sight to-see_ you-lose alinger- hand, arm; eye, or your-lifebecause you have slipshod_habits or aAlon't care ;.ttibglewhenusineeither, hai:id or-povier tools. No one. likes-to tell you that thei don't want to Work with Yoil because. of your pcipr working habits. A siorkman vrtid keeps his tools inso-O-d repaii andworkai in a safe manner _will always.get whéri he needs-it.

QUESTIONS .

1. *plain the-purpose of an air gap
n the water supply +line._

2. KitChen sinks are normally constructe . of'

3. What is the minimum size drain that can be used on water fountains?
ti

d 44. What is the main purpose of scullery Sinks?'
,

5, Name the item that pm/Ides water at a constant pressure to the bubbler heads ona water fountain.

6.: WItirkfize drain -should be used on a'service ink?
; \
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Explain the purpose of an indirect waste on alood preparation fixture.

8. 'game the three types of stearh kettles. .
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CORROSION CONTROL

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-V-7

The pirpose of this study guide is to acquaint you with the types, cises, and howto control corrosion.

TROCUC TION

The Air Force, well as 1---.1vate industry, is interested in eliminatin the waSteof material and manpow aus the. action of corrosion. ,Was0 causes xpenses in. replacing materialS that ire no longer serviceable and often cause's hardship to the AirForce because it cannot replace the unserviceable ipment. The Air Force does notwish to have its mission jeopardized, because some vHl tem is rendered unservice-able due to corrosion.

Since the Air Force has worldwide commitments, corrodion becomes a great pro-blem. If the entire Air Force were at one installation, the problem would not be sodifficult to control. Each metallic structure used by the,Air Force has its own corro-siOn problem, requiring An Individual solution.

In our honies, scale clogs hot water heaters and pipes, vihile corrosion and itsproducts gat aviay the metal walls of these units, causing leakage. -', The Air Force, aswell as industzyT-has similar problems, but the problems are much greater in the AirForce. 'Instead of maintaining a few feet of pipe as we do in our homes, the Air Forcemaintains miles and miles of pipe. Thus, if the effect of corrosion on Air Force equip-ment can be decreased, a substantial saving can be made.

--CORROSDN
z-

rheory of Corrosion

41ert !

Man has had corrosion.problenis to contend with ever since he started makingarticles out of metal. For thousands ot years; the only fact known abaut corrosiou wasthat it would affect some metals more than others. For example: iron, one of the mostabUndant and useful.metals, corrodes very much while metals, 'such as gold, platinum, ,and silver corfode very little. In latei years, men began to study corrosion to find outvihat caused it. As mighthe expected, many theories werwroposed to explain corro-sion and its causes. Among the many theoriesthe electrochemical theory is mostgenerally accepted as an explanation of corrosion.

1
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The electrOchemical theory of corrosion is best explained by the action which takes
place in a galvanic cell. A galvanic cell can be produced jay placing two dissimilar
metals in a suitable electrolyte as shown in figure 81. The resulting electrochemical
causes one metal to be negative or anodic and the other metal to be positive or cathodic.
In a dry cell, the zinc can is the anode, and the carbon rod the cathode.. Now, when an
external electrical circuit is completed, current flows from the zinc case into the elec-
trolyte, taking with it particles of zinc. This is an example of galvanic corrosion of the
zinc case. It is this electrochemical action which illustrates the electrochemical theory.

ZINC
4QRROSION

POSI TIVE TER.MINAL

CURRENT' SLOW

NEG A TIVE
R MIN AL

ZINC CORROSION

ZINC
CORROSION

Fig lire 81. A Galvanic Cell ShoWing Internal Gal ;crania Action

Types of Corrosion

CorrosiOn may be divided into several types, such as uniform corrosion, localized
corrosion, and compositional corrosion. Each of these types is explained in the follov.:-
ing paragraphs.

*FORM ETCH CORROSION. Uniform ethh corrosion is caused by-direct cheimi-
cal attack. An example of this type of corrosion is zinc exposed to hydrochloric acid.
If you examine the surface of zinc in a solution of hydrochloric acid, you will find that
the entire surface is corroding. Furthermore, if the Zinc is left in the acid long enough,
it will be dissolved by the acid.

LOCALIZED CORROSION. Localized corrosion is causIg by the electrolyte action
of a galvanic cell. A local galvanic action is set up when there is a difference of poten-
tial between the areas on a metallie surface which is in an electrolyte. Localized cor-
rosion may be in the form of pits7pockets, or cavitieg due to the deterioration or
destruction of metal.
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Localized corrosion may develop ender a number vamus condttions wheu dttfet
ent types of metal are buried in the ground.

CORROWN DUE TO MILL SCALE.
Mill scale embedded in the walls of iron pipe
during its manufacture is one cause of pipe
corrosion. The mill scale (see figure 82)
actually Aecomes the cathodic are.a, the iron
pipe the anodic area, and the moist soil- the
electrolyte, as shown in figure 82. Current

.,--leaves the ironpipe-waU,_ passes through,the
electrolytic soil to the mill scale and returns
to the iron,pipe. This electrochemical action
causes severe pitting of the pipe Metal at the
anodic areas. Continued action of this type
will eventually weaken the pipe to the extent
of failure.

SOIL SURFACE

. -.1*-4:1)::
..:::;.;%; ib

7".' (ELECTROLYTE ).-

&111'
Mir.111. (CATHODE AREA)

MILL SCALE
(ANODE AREA)
PIPE WALL

CURRENT FLOW
SE4ERE CORROSION
AT ANODE

Figure 82. Corrosion Due to Mill Scale.

CORROSION DUE TO -CINDERS. Another type of corrosion occurs when iron pipe
is laid in a cinder-fill in direct contact with the cinders. The cinders and the iron pipe
constitutes the dissimilar metals With the pipe forming the anodic area, the cinders
the cathodic area, and the highly ionized soil serving as the electrolyte. The current
leaves the pipe through the soil to the cinders and returns to the pipe. SeVere corrosion
occurs at the points where the current leaves the pipe. This galvanic corrosion wears
away the pipe at an accelerated rate because of the nonpolarizing effect of the cindspi
and highly ionized soil contamination of the cinders.

CORROSION DUE TO DISSIMILARITY OF PIPE SURFACE. This type of galvanic
corrosion occurs When there are bright orliolished surfaces On some areas of The
pipe wall in contact with suitable electrolytic soil. These bright rf ome
anodic to the remaining pipe surfaces. In a Iiighly ionized soil, th rfaces
corrode at an accelerated rate; weakening the pipe at the point. Th t surfaces
may be made by a pipe Wrench producing scars and scratches on the pipe when it was
assembled. The threads'on both ends of a coupling may, expose shiny surfaces which

4
corrodetcasily. Corrosion in kie threads willeventually cause the perforation of the
pipe wal

CORROSION DUE TO DIFFERENT SOIL CONDITIONS. This is a general corrosion
problem, especially prevalent in highly alkaline areas. Corrosion currents leave the
pipe wall into compact soils and enter the pipe wall from light sand soil. The intensity
of the corrosion currents and the resultingrate of corrosion at the anodic areas of the
pipe are directly proportional to the conductivity of the soil. Earth current meters are
used to determine the location of the anodic and cathodic areas and extent to which
corrosion current exists. This meter determines if the pipe requires protection.
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CORROSION DUE TO STRAY CURRENT. Direct current circuits that pass in andout of an electrolyte usually cause stray currents, many of which are a direct causeof corrosion. This condition poses the greatest problem in the vicinity of electricaltransportation systems, electrified coal mines, or manufacturing plants where thedirect current distribution system requires a ground as a complete or partial circuitreturn._ If a metallic structure,- such as a tank or-pipeline is-laid-in-Suchan'area, alarge galvanic cell is created, making an ideal situation for corrosion. Corrosion
does not'occur at the point where the current enters the structure because it is cathodi-cally protected. However, at the sec_tion where the current leaves the structure,, severestray current corrosion occurs. Over a period of a year, this type of corrosion.hasbeen known to displace as much as 20 pounds of pipe wall for every ampere of current.

CORROSION DUE 'TO BATERIA. Biological corrosion is another distinct type ofcorrosion resulting from electrolytic or galvanic cell action of minute organisms. Itis the deteribration of metals,by corrosion processes which occur as either a director an ihdirect result of the Metabolic activity of 'Certain bacteria, particularly in wateror soil-environmentp; These organisms causing bacterial corrosion are bacteria,slime, and fungi.

Microbiological corrosive action in the soil is,due to physical and chemical changesin the soil by the_action of these organisms. Some anaerobic bacteria types are respon-sible for:the production of active galvanic cells. These cells are produced-py the varia-',Pions of oxigen ,cbntent in the soil (differential aeration) or the reductionof the,hydrogeh
oVer the cathOdic area(depOlorization).

,

Anaerobic bacteria are mostly found in highly waterlogged, sulfate bearing, blue--Olay soils. The bacteria c'oncentration as well, hs the corrosion rate varies considerablywith the different seasons of the year. Cast irbn and steel pipe are corroded mostly bysulfide production. 0

COMPOSITIONAL CORROSION. Compositional corrosion is a type which alters
the composition of metals. A few specific types are discussed in the followingparagraphs.

Dezincification. One type of compositional corroaion is referred to as "clezincifida- -don. It is a selective corrosion which occurs in copper and zinc alloys.. When alloys.of this kind (brasses) are exposedto this, type of corrosion, the zinc will dissolve outof the alloy leaving only the copper. Since most pipe fittings are made bf brass, dezinc-
ification attacks niay weaken these fittings to the point of failure. In this case, the zincions go into soluticin leaving the copper. The solution may be imptire water or oil thatacts as an electrolyte.

Graphitization: Another type of compositional corrosion is graphitization orgraphitic softening. It is a peculiar form of disintegration\whichattaclts grey c-ist'iron. Cast iron is an alloy made of iron and carbon, the carbon being in the form ofgraphite. When cast iron with such a composition is subjected lo graphitization, the
iron-dissolves. out, leaving behind only the graphite. This aclid leaves cast-iron pipesarid other similar equipment weaked mechanically. However, after graphitization,
the graphite pipe may last for my years if it is not subjected' to any mechanical forcesor sudden pressures. The atn of this type of corrosion is similar to dezincification.
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Hydrogen Ernbrittlement. Hydrogen embrittlement'is a term applied to metal thatbecomes brittle due to the a4ion of some form of corrosion which causes the formationof hydrogen on its surface. When hydrbgen forms on the surface of steel, the action ofthe hydrogel? may form blisters or 'actually embrittle the metal. It has been demostratedthat hydrogen liberated near the surface of steel in an electrolyte will diffuse into themetal quite rapidly. This hydrogen picked up by \the;steel is in an atomic state andcaules the steel to become brittle.-

When the production of atomic hydrogen at the surface of the metal stops, the hydro-gen leaves the metal, in a few days, and the metal again regains its original ductil*.
.It has been found that carbon steels are affected-by-hydrogen embrittlement accord-ing to the hardness in the stiel. The harder the metal, the, greater is the susceptibilityto hydrogen embrittlement. Hydrogen embrittlement in -carbon steels is also- increasedby the presence of stresses.

eStress Fatigue of Metals

Corrosion affects metals that areiidgr stress. The action caused by stresses ona pipeline or structure is due to the sh ing of the various rocks and soils of the' earth.Usually, a complete pipeline is not under stress; certain sections are under stress whileadjacent sections are not. Because of these pressures and strains localized electro-chemical action takes-place. The section of the pipe or structure under stress becomesanodic while the unstressed sections become cathodic. In this way, till Pipe under.stressbegins to corrode and -weaken due to the action of corrosion.

Corrosion Caased by Ndnelectrolytes

Nonelectrolytes are materials that will not conduct electricity. Thesematerials _may include nonelectrolytic Vapors, liquids and-bactefial Organisms. Since they do notconduct electricity, they do not, in themselves, Cause corrosion.

NONELECTROLYTE GASES AND VAPORS.LNonelectrolytic gasesand vapors-usually 'must be subjected to high-temperatures forecorralve aCtion can take place.Hydfogen sulfide cairses scaling of fron.at temperatures from.1400 to 2,000°F. Highchromiumalloy steels resiit this typebf"Corrosion best. The only remedy for thistype of corrosionis to keep the gases away from the metal or use a metal that,canresist cofrosion.

High carbon steels are attacked by hydrogen at temperatures above 750°F. Thishydrogen combines with the carbon grains in the steel and causes the metal to.7eaken.at the grain boundaries between the iron and carbon.

At high temperatures, oxygen will combine-sdfssectly with most metals. The temper-ature at which oxygen will combine with the \metals depends mostly \tpon the type ofmetal. In:the process of cutting iron with ah oxyacetylene torch, th oxygen combineswith the iron.
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NONELECTROLYTIC FLUIDS. Nonelectrolytic fluids inclu'de such liquids as pure
water, lubricating oils, fuel oils, alcoholS, etc. These fluids do not cause corrosion,
but corrosion does occur in storage tanke that contain these liquids and pipelines that
carry them. The corrosion is not caused' by the nonelectrolyte liquids, but by the
foreign products in them. For examPle, if impure water is introduced'into an oil pipe-
line, \ the water will cause the inside of the pipe to corrode. The pipe is usually cooler

, than the oil so that the ,water collects on the inside Of the pipe. In a storage tank, the
water _being heavier than the oil will settle to the bottom of the tank, causing the bottom
to corrode. Hydrogen sulfide and sulphur dioxide may also be introduced into the pipe-
line to add to the corrosiveness of the water, that Collects'on the metal. The only way
to prevent corrosiqn froin this source is to either'coat the inside of the pipejthe and
tanks with a protective film or to remove the water from them.

BACTERIAL ORGANISMS. Bacterial organisms such as bacteria, fungi, slime,

li d allogical corrosion. Colonies of bacteria which live oge to a met surface in station-
oulds, yeasts and lichens are ,also nonelectrolytic in nanire but responsible for micro-

ary slimy deposits produce such corrosive substances as carbon dioxide, hydrogen
sulphide, ammonia, and organic and inorganic acids. These corroding substances are
found only,in the locality Of the colony, and may be undetected in the surrounding water
or soil. Bacteria causing corrosion in this way need to produce only Small arnounts

-ef-corrosive products for localized attack: However, colonies orbacteria which do not
produce corrosive prpducts mak act as a protective film around the metal causing
unequal d1stri4ition of electrical potential which_gives rise _to jpsa.j..a.pod e,s and cathodes.
In this-iiik the prOdnCtiOn'bilocal delis will causkincreasiTootrosive action.

Biological corroSion is extremely difficult_to control since the organiSms areyery
resistahethlormal,,mtthods of-sterilfiation,Probabii fife-most logical method to _

redUce microbiological corrosion is by the use of some barrier coating between the
environment and the metal. .

Corrosion Caused by Electrolytes

An electrolyte is any substance that conducts electricity. It conducts electricity
by virtue of the fact thatit contains ions which carry electrical charges, either negative
or positive, and move in electrical fields. Some of the more important electrolytes
are discussed in the following\paragraphs.

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS. Corrosion due to atmospheric conditions 'is caused
mainly by the water in the atmosphere. Purl,Nis a-nonelectrolyte, but because
it is' a universal solvent, it is not very often found be pure. Rainwater is considered
to be ptire, but this is not true. As rain falls to the ground it dissolves 'gases out of
the atmosphere and becomes impure. For this reason, any water vapor in thelatmo-
sphere is also impure. If-aviectrof metal is exporled to atmospheric air, and pie metal
is cooler than the air, water tfapor from the air, will collect/on the surface of the metal.
The layer of-water on the metal may be so thin that it cannot be seen; but there is a
sufficient amount of it, if impure, to start corrosion. In this cage, when the gases
dissolve into the water, le water becomes an'électrolyte. And when metal is exposed
to an electrolyte, galvani cells are produced o the surface 6f the metal, since there
are impurities-in it. Because of electrochemic
to act on the metal causing corrosion.

',-°1
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WATER AND WATER SOLUT1014/S. If metal iS exposed to water or water solutions./; t or ireilliti 111 41)1 Its occur it Ow water in- inntal is impure. If the mater or metal is Imre,
rot rosirgi probably willInot occur; however, these conditions seldom exist in natere. ,

Impurities in tile water and metal produce galvanic cells the action of which causes
10 corrosion.,

1 ....*

CHEMICAL' AGENTS. Chemical agents such as 'acids and saltf also cause dorrosion.'
When these agentS are present in the environment, di4'eet chemicab attack on metal is
the .result. For example, if a piece of zinc is exposed to hydrochloric acid, a.definite
chemical reaction takes place. The zinc and- hydrochloric acid combine, pro-dating
zinc chloride arfd hydrogen. This action coniinues until the zinc is completely dissolved .
or the acid is too weak to act on the zinc. Corrosion in this case.is the dissolving of the

'zinc-
.

Another example, which may be used to illustrate corrosion through theuse of a
chemical agent is to place aluminum in a lye solution. The lye will pit (corrode) the
aluminum as long as chemical action continié tyieen the aluminum and lye.

STRAY ELECTRIC CURRENTS. Stray electric urrents are those which are caused
by the existence of direct currenedistribution systen using the ground as a.return line.
These stray currents complete.a cinuit between the d1si1ition return line and a
buried pipeline that is laid in the vicinity. Pits and cavities formed by corrosion develop
in the pipe where the current leaves the pipeline. This action weakehs the pipe.

Stray current corrosion has not been as great a pr-Oblem'since the electric street
cars have almost gone out of exiStence. The only place where stray current corrosion
is any problem ITONV is in a few areas which have direct current distribution systems
using a ground return. -

L.)
a'

MATERIALS LEAST-LIKELY TO 'BE AFFECTEDa
BY SCALE AND' CORROSION

Whenever the plumber installs various types of plumbing equipment in areas where
corrosion is active, he should try to'select equipment which is', made of materials least
affected by it. To prevent electrochemical action in plumbing equipment, if should be
made of materials that are not affected by electrolysis. Plastic materials such as poly-
ethylene polyester and polyvinyl chloride are not acted upon by corrosion. Glass is
anOther material that is not acted on by corrosion. This is why hot water tanks are lined
with glass. Other materials used for the manufacture of pipe which resist corrosion
ate vitrified clay, cement, fiber, asbestos and rubber. Glass fibers reinforced with
epOxy or polyester resins are also resistant to corrosion.

Dielectric bushings ma) be installed to stop electrolytic action in plumbing, heating
and gas systems or wherever dissimilar "Metals are used. These axes made of nylon
and are usually colored. They withstand pressures to 1000 lbs. and temperathres up to
3000F. The bushings are usually placed'in pipe systems as recommended by the manu-
facturer. Among someof the metals least likely to be affected by corrosion are copper,
brass, Monel, stainless steel, and alloys of these metals.
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COATINGS AND WRAPPINGS FOR CORROSION PROTECTION
. , .

-Coatings and _wrappings are commonly used to combat corrosion on exterior piping
systems, There are many different types of coatings such as:asphalts, coal tars, plas-
tics, inastics, greases, and Cements. These coatingh,ake considered to be insulaiing
matertals, but each-is not effective in all environments. Each one was-developed for a
certaih type of corrosive environment.

Asphalt Coatings .
Aspfialt base coatings are by far the most cc4ymon type of Pr.otective coatings used,_._

Asphalt base coatings are produced from petroleum.residne and natural sources. These .
coatings can take considerable abrasion and impact, and temperature changes withaut,
creating a corrosive condition. However, they absorb ConSiderable water.na dissolve

.4easily into a form of petroleum product.

Coal Tar Coatings'

Coal tar coatings a're also commontry.used on.pipelines. They possese continuity,
hardness, adhesion and corrbsion resistance,. Coal tar coatings are less exPensive
than asphalt coatingi: They do not have a liery good iiznpact resistance and a wide tern-
peratUre change often causes the surface to crack.

Paint Coatings ,
-

Some of the most important paints of this kind are the1coal tar, asphalt, rubber and
vinyl.

Coal tar paints have the outstanding characteristics of lowpermeAllity, ,resistance
to electrolytic reaction, and are notaffected by the action of water. These paints are
recommended for piers, marine installations, flood control structures, sewage disposal
plants, and industrial concrete Pipelines.

Asphalt paints are especially weather resistant and durable against industlial
condensation and sunlight action. Because of their resiitande against water solvency,
they are used on steel tanks and concrete reservoirs.

- Rubber base paints are very resistant to acids, alkalies, salts, alcohols, petroleum
products and inorganic oils. Resistance of these products makes them ideal for use 'on
the inside of metallic and concrete storage tanks. If these structures are submerged in
water or vnderground, a special form_of thig paint should be used because of
condensation.f

Vinyl type paints are one of the many synthetic resin base paints. These paints dry
to a film that is tbugh, abrasionAproof, and highly resistant to electrolysis. They are
odorless, 'tasteless, nontoxic, and nonflammable. The film is expecially resistant to
oils, fats, waxes, alcbhols, petroleums, solvents, formic acid, organic adids, ammo..
Mum hydroxides, and phenols. Because of these vinyl characteristics, it is very
applicable for tanks, pipelines, wellheads, off-shore drilling rigs, pipe 'in oil irdustries,
railroad Oopper cars, dairy and brewery equipment. stotagq tanks, and sioiu:i (Ate expin.(td
to corrot4ive environments.

-
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(.31ease Coatings
.44 .4 a 4 -

Greases are another material used to form a protective coatihg on structures.
These greases are usually made frOm a petroleum base and resemble paraffin or wax.
They can he applied either hot orcold; however, they must be protected by-some type
of wrapping to keep the grease &din being displaced or. absorbed by the backfill soil.

Cc wont Coatings

"Portlaild" cement coatingi" have been used with success, when Properly applied to ,
pipelines to be laid in_highly correisive--soils such as areas containing acid mine drainage
'or in brackish marshes. Well-mixed cement, usually a mix of i to 2, may be applied
to pipelines. The thickness of the cement applied May be uP to12 inches. If the cement
is properly. mixed- and tamped around the pipe, it may last for at least forty years.
However, cement has a tendency to absorb moisture and crack, which in many ways
linjits its use. In fact:, in places where jthe cement cracks, electrolysis immediately
starts to corrode the metal. this' corr6sioecan be partially 'prevented by pa,inting the
pipe with a bituminous primer before coating it., $

Metallic Ccsatings

Metallic-Coatings such as galvanizing (zinc coated) is yery effective in protecting
any Metallii structure or pipe against atmoipheriC type corrosion. tfris type of coating ,
is ideal for cold water lines and metals exposed to normal atmospheric temperatures.
However, at elevated` teinperatUres as, in high, temperature-equipment, metals such as- -
irod corrode rapidly: The reason fOr this is that at a critical temperature of approxi-,
mately 140°F iron beCOmes anodic to zinc. This resifts in the iron becoming the sacri-
ficial anode which corrodes readily.

Plastic' Wrapping X
Plastic wrappings come in rolls like scotch tape. They may be prbcured in various

widths to suit the user. The tape is wrapped around the pipes before theY are laid in
the trench. The wrappings are applied by a simple device that is clamped on the pipe. and turned by the plumber. Pipe joints are wrapped after the pipes are laid in the
trench. 14

GALVANIC CATHODIC PROTECTION

Galvanic cathodic protection is a methodused to protect metal structures from the
action of corrosion. "As explained before': galvanic cell corrosion is the major cantrib-.
uting factor to the.deterioration Of metal by-electrochemical reaction. The area of a
structure that cbrrodes is the anode or positiVe side of, the cell. corrosion occurs
whedthe poiitive electric current leaN;e'S the Metal arid entert the electrolyte. Galvanie
cathodic protection is designed tck stop this positive current flow. When 'the current is
stopped, the corroSive action stops and the anodes disappear. This type of piotection
depends upon the neutralization of the corroding current and the polarization of the
cathode metal areas.
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Galvanic cathodic protection is a means to reduce or prevent the corrosion of a
metal surface by the use of sacrificial anodes or impressed.current methodb. The
sacrificial anode methed is known as the galvanic anode method and the latter method
merely as the impressed current method. These two methods can be used separately
or in conjunction with each other, depending upon the corrosive characteristics of the
electrolyte surrounding the structure.

Galvanic Anode Method

The galvanic'anode method of cathodic protection uses an electrode referred to as
a sacrificial anode that corrodes to protect a structure. This sacrificial iode is
electrically connected to and placed in the same electrolytic area of the structure. -The
anode uSed to protect iron or steel structures- should be made of magnesium or zinc, so
that it will produce a sufficient potential differenCe to cause the structure to become
a cathode. The action of this type of galvanic prOtection cAuses, the electriccurrent
to flqw from the sacrificial anode through the electrolyte to the structure to be protected.
The electrical connection between the two metals completes tIle circuit and allows the
current to return to the corroding- metal. The sacrificial anode becomes the anode of
the established dissimilar metal galvanic yell and the structure to be protected becomes
the cathodef The current from' the sacrificial anode is intense enough to oppose or
prevent all positive currentilows from jeaving the anodes,in the structure to be pro-
tected. These anodes are then.suppressed and the,metal in the structure becomes a
cathode. The prevention of these_positive current flow from the anodic.areas in the
structure reduces the corrosion rate to almost zero.

Galvanic cathodic protection is used in areas where the corrosion rate is low and
electric power is not readily available. Figure 83 shows a tybical example of galvanic
cathodic protection.

THERMIT WELD
CONNECTION

ELECTRICAL CONNECTING WtRE

TANK OR PIPE

(CATHODE)

1P17

ELECTROLYTE

(SOIL-ENVIRONMENT)

oz,

MAGNESIUM ANODE

IN BACK FILL

-Figure 83. Galvanic Cathodic Protection.
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Impressed Current Method

The impressed current method of cathodic.protection 1is designed to protect large
metal structures located in corrosive areas. With this method bf protection a source of
alternating current is required. In addition, a rectifier is needed to obtain the required
direcicurrent potential. .

The basic principle of the impressed current inethod is merely the application of
the galvanic cell reaction. The component parts of this method are: the oq.thode which
is the metal structure to be protected, the anode made of suitable anodic nraterial, the '

, electrolyte or ground which is the ionized corrosive material, and the rectifier and
various connections which serve to complete the electrical circuit. The operation of
this method depends on the rectifier which forces direct current from the wiode through
the electrolyte (ground) to The metal structure to be protected. This method causes the
metal structure to be the cathode, suppresses all anodic currents from it, and in turn
prevents corrosion of the structure. Figure_ 84 shows a setup of an impressed current
method of cathodic protection.
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ELECTROLYTE
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CURRENT FLOW

.w.osoam/I.

ANODES

Figure 84: Impressed Current Method'of Cathodic,Protection.

. FIELD TEST EQUIPMENT FOR CATHODIC pROTECTION

The field test equipment which the plumber uses to make tests when installing,

paragraphs:
loperating, and maintiining cathodic protection,systems are discussed in the folowing
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Volt-Millivoltmeter

In corrosidi and cathodic protection testing in the field, it is necessary.to measure
the potential of the structure being investigated as compared Co the earth along the struc-
ture and to othqr metallic stqctures. -It is also necessary to measure the potential of
rectifiers, batteries, galvanic anodes, and sometimes potentials along the earth's
surface to determine the distance being protecthd. _The potentials_ may vary from
millivolts to 20 volts or more. For dills purpose various fypes of voltmeters are used
One such instrument is the volt-millivoltmeter. It is a recording instrument designed
with a chart that makes one revolution in 24 hours. Wh*i the-instrument is connected
to the points to be measured, it will record the variations in potential and reveal th
electrolytic conditions around a structure.

A

Multicombination Meter
4

A meter quite often used in_ca.thodic protection work is the n;ulticombination meter..
It is designed as a combination unit and actually consists of more than one instrument.
The meter can be used as a high-resistance Voltmeter, an ammeter, and milliammeter,
a low resisance voltmeter and millivoltmeter, and a potentiometer voltmeter. \

The multicombinatidn meter may be used tn measure galvanic anode current betweenan anode and structure,4-galvanic current between structures, ana potentials-ss withother types of voltmeters and millivoltmeterg.

Resistivity Instruments .

. .

Resistivity measuring instruments are units used to test the corrosive action of a
soil. Tests regarclifig soil corrOsivity are necessary when designing cathodic protectipn
systems. Information from these 'tests, is ii.pd to locate the most.corrosive areas where
a pipeline is to be laid, the most corrosive areas of an existing pipeline, the best loca-
tion for anode beds, and other applications when the torrosivity of the soil is to be
known.

-
One of the simplest rnethpds for making a resistivity test is to-use a single probe

resistivity meter. It consists of a probe with two electrodes, an indicating instrument,
switches arid required, wiring. To use this instrument, the probe is.inserted into the
ground wid current applied to it. The indicating instrument will give a reading, Which
expresses the corrosiveness of the soil.

Buried Pipe"Locator

In the field of cathodic protection work., it is neceSaary to locate pipe in order to
locate interferences in.the cathodic'grotection system. For this purpose, an electronic
pipe locattr is used. The main components of the locator are the directional transmitter
and the directional receiver. Each ong of these units is carried by an operator. The ,
operators are usually about 30 feet apart.. During actual operation, tlie transmitter
sends out signals which travel along the pipeline. The receiver, in turn, picks up these
signals in varying intensities depending on the distance the operators are from the pipe.
When both operators are directly over the pipe, a maximum response will be obtained
in the phones and on the visual meter of the receiver. In this manner, almost any pipe
can be located easily and accurately.'
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l'rotective Coating.t.eair Detector

es. A protective coating leak detector referred to as a "Holiday Detector" has been
developed to detect the imperfections (holidPys) in pipe coatings. The holiday leak
detector is an instrument which operates by,the use of an electri current.- ,When it is
being moved along a pipe which is covered by a coating or wrapping, a completed circuit
between it and the pipe reveals a holiday, and causes a-bell to ring, or a bulb to light
o,. tuz7er to sound.

A MAINTENANCE OF ANODE SYSTEMS

The anode system of cathodic protection requires very little maintenance because
4 it has no power source and requires no regulation.

Magnesium and zinc anodes used in this system sometimes--suffer TOcal or self-
cor rdSion which reduces their efficiency. Merl-their-efficiency drces to a minimum.
they must be replaced. Anode life varies frOm five to 30 years, depending upon the
type of anotle used. It is conservative to figure that about 17 pounds of magnesium or
25 pothrds of zinc are wasted away by electrolysis fiorn an anode IAA-ampere year.

_Insulated-wire is used to make the electrical conIJ,tion between the anode and the
structure to be protected. The insulation must be oable of long life in the electrolyte
withocit failure. Wire with deteriorated insulation must be replaced.

Test stations should be installed in the anode system so that the effectiveness of
cathodic protection can be determined.

MAINTENANCE OF IMPRESSED CURRENT SYSTEMS

The impresied system of cathodic protection requires considerably more.mainte-
nance than the anode system. This is because a dire& current is used for the operation
of the system. The current may be suppliel by batteries, wind-driven generators,
motor-generator sets, engine-driven generttor sets, or transformer rectifier sets.
By far, the most widely used and cheapest source of direct current is from the trans-
former rectifier set. Batteries, engine-dayen geneçator sets and wind-driven genera-
tors can be used to furnish alternating currenewhen i is not available to operate
transformer rectifier sets. The tradsformer rectifier will require much less mainte-.
nance and servicing than other sources of current. However, s5istemdtic maintenance
procedures must be used to 'keep these units in operating condition.

The transformer rectifier set consists of two units, a transformer and rectifier.
The transformer is used to step the high voltage down to a value of 12 to 40 volts, and
the rectifier is used to change alternating current to direct current. Connections on
this unit must be kept tight.

The materills rn9St r"ften used for anodes with impressed current are aluminum,
high silicon cast iron, WI graphite. Scrap irOr and steel may also be used for anodes.
Steel anodes waste away at a r ate of 20 poude-s per ampere yew . Anodes Must be
r9pIlced when they are totally,wasted a#ay.
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Wire with an insulation that resists-electrolytic action must be used to make the
connections between the anodes and the structures to be protected. The insulation on

, existing current carrying lines should be checked; and if deterioration is evident, the
wires should be replaced. Anwethead electrical lines should also be checked to see
that they are securely fastened to the poles and the conections are tight.

SUMMAR Y
a

Corrosion is a wasting away of a metal by electrochemical reabtion. It affhcts
almost any structure which is made of metal. -The electrochemical theory is most
generally accepted to explain the action of corrosion.

Corrosion may be divided into such types as uniform corrosion, localized corrosion
and compositional corrosion. Uniform corrosion is caused by a direct chemical attack.
Localized corrosion is caused by mill scale, cinders, pipe surface, soil conditions,
stray currents, and bacteria. Compositional corrosion is caused by dezincification,
graphitization and hydrogen embrittlement.

CorrosiOn is cabsed
whicD are least likely to
cement, fiber, asbestos
brass, Monel, stainless
placed on pipe to reduce
cements, 7inc coatings,

by electrolytes but not by nonelectrotytes. The materials
be affected by corfrosion re pla.stics. glass. vitrified clay,
and rubber. The metals which resist corrosion are copper,
steel, and alloys of these metath. Coatings and wrappings are
the action of corrosion. These may consist of paints, greases,
and plastic wiapning.

Galvanic cathodic protection is a method of protecting metal structures from corro-
sion. There are two methods in use, the galvanic anode method and the impressed cur -
rent method: Some of the mast important test equipment used in cathodic protection
field work are the volt-millivoltmeter, multicombination meter, resistivity meter,
tairied pipe locator, and protective coating leak detector. The equipment used ,in
cathodic protection systems should be maintained as iecommended by the manufacturer
of the equipment.

REFERENCES

AFM- 85-20

AFM 88-9, chapter 4.

QUESTIONS

1. What is corrosion?

2. What types of structures does it affect?

3. Explain the electrochemical theory.

4. Give an example of uniform corrotlion.

4 c., .,
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5. What is compositional cOrrosion?

6. How does hydrogen affect metals?

7. What effect do stresses have on metals?

8. Why do nonelectrolytes in some cases cause corrosion?

9. What materials are least likely to be affected by corrosion?

10. What is the purpose of wrappings and coatings on pipelines?

11. List some of the wrappings as-sd Atings used on various strucbires.

12. What is galvanic cathodic protection?

13. What two types of cathodic protection methods are there?

14. What'field test equipment is used in cathodic protection?

15. What is the rasrpose of each type of test equipment?

16. What maintenance should be performed on anode systems of cathodic-protection?

17. What maintenance should be performed on impressed current systems of cathodic
protection?

87
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Dept a C4ofti Engineering Training
Sheppard AFB, Texai

OBJECTIVE . .

'WB 34BR55235-V-1-P1
February 1975

, WINTERIZING BUILDING PLUMBING SYSTEMS

This workbook will give you practical experience winterizing the pipes in a building
and thawing frozen pipes.

Standard of Performance:

All questions must be answerea and all answers must be correct.

All missions must be completed.

All ompleted work must comply with the standards in AFM

EQUIP ENT

SG 3ABR55235-V-1
WB 3ABR55235-V-1-P1
AFM 85-20
Sponge
Force Cups (Plunger)
Garden Hose
Pail
Antifreeze

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/team
1/team
I/team
1/team
1/teani
1/team

Mission 1

Winterize the plumbing systems in the booth area using the 'following procedure:

1. ,Drain the water pipes

a. Close the stop and waste valve.

b. Remove the cap from th.e side of the stop and waste valve.

c. Open the drain valve in the hot water disiribution main.
'

d. Open all shower and lavatory faucets..

e. Open the temperature and pressure relief valve (located.at top of the
water heiter).^

1
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f. txplgn why its necessary to open allithe faucets and the temperature

, and iiressure relief valve when draining the system.

t.

. .

2. Drain the water closet
---

a. Flush the watr from the tank.

b. Use the force plunger and remove as much water from the bowl as
possible.

c.. 'Use a sponge and remove the remaining water from the bowl and tank.
(Both the bowl and tank must be completely dry.)

3. Drain the water heater

a. Shut'off the source of heat.

NOTE: On a gas-fired heater this is accomplished by-closing the gas shut-
off valve. On an, electrical hot water heater, you mu§t disconnect the electri-
cal power.

b. Attach a garden hose to the drain valve. -

C. Place the other end of the garden hose)in a pail or drain.

d. Checi the temperature,anci pressure relief valve to make sure it's open.

e. Open the drain valve. .

f. Why is it necessary to shut dff the source of heat before draining tlie

Water heater?

g. Why is it necessary for the temperature and pressure-relief valve to be

open when draining the watel. heater?

4 00



4. Winterize a plumbing waste system

a. Prepare approximately 1 1/2 gallons'of antifreeze mixture. (The mixture
consists of twd parts antifreeze and three par*. water.)'

b. Pour (very slowly) oneAuart of the mixture down the lavatory drain.

c. Explain the reason for step b.

d. Pour the antifreeze mixture into the water closet bowl slowly until the
bowl is full. How will.you know when the bowl is full?.

e. Na,me_fourkinds,of_mixtures that_ can be_used to-winterize traps.

.1. What is the niain disadvantage of using alcohol and water for winterizing

traps?

g. What is thesmain disadvantage 6f uiing calcium chloride and Water for

Winterizing traps?

491
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h. Name three things that can be usel to wrap pipes to prevent freezing.

(3)

Mission 2

THAWING FROZEN PIPE-

1. Water will floW from a faucet at point "A" butt downstream no water flows
from the point "B". Locate the point vztiere the pipe is restricted or frozen.

_

4.

2. Frozen drainage lines can be detected 1,.ly opening the faucets at the fixture

and observing the of.the

3. One method of, thawing a frozen pipe it to pour hot water on a
wrapped around the frozen pipe.

oe

4. List threg.hazards involved when thawing frozeirpipe with hot water.

a.
,-.)

b. ..

.r. c.

5. Explain the procedures for applying the heat when thawing a frozen pipe with

a torah...

.List tbree hazards inyaved when using torches to thaiv frozen waterlines.
\

a.

b. .

5
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. List two advantageS of using electrical devices to thatli pipes. kf
a.

.b.

8. Explain why it is necessary to have clean tight connections when using electri-

cal devices to thaw pipe.

9. Name the device that is used to connect electrical thawMg equipment to pfpe.

10. Name three electrical devices, that cad be used to thaw frozen pipe..

a.

b.

c.

11. Name one disadvAge of using heat tapes for thawing pipe.

Wherkusing.a welding machine or a low voltage transformer tor thaw a frozen
pipe, why is it necessary to.make the connections assloSe to the frozen areas

as possible'L7

13. What will happen if you touch the exposed electrical terminals when using.an
electrical device to thaw pipe ?

14. Name two types of chemiCals that can be used to thaw drainage lines.

a.

b.

5
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15, Explain how chemicals melt ice.

^

,2
16. List three hazards involved when usrng chemicals to thaw frozen drainage.

a.

b.

c.

-
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3ABR552'35-V-2-P1

MAINTENANCE OE' VALVES

OBJECTIVE

This workbook will give xou practical experience locating and identifying_the major
components a valves, and in repairing a globe valve.

Standard of Performance:

All questions must be answered and all answers Must be correct.

All work must comply with the standards in AFM 85-20 and/or the manufacturer's
spec if ication.

EQUIPMENT
- Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55235-V-2 f/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-2-131 Vstudent
Plumber's Tool Kit 1/2 students
Shop Tools , 1/2 students
Valve Repair Kit -1/2 students
Plumbing Valve _. 1/student

PROCEDURE

Mission 1

IDENTIFICATION AND PURPOSE OF 'VALVES

1. Identify the valves illustrated below by.writing their names in the blank spaces
provided.

WHEEL NUT

LOCK WASHER

HAND WHEEL

.ST-EM

STUFFING NUT

GIAND

PACKING

BONNET

UNION BONNET
RING'

ONE-PIECE WEDGE

SEAT RING

BODY

:KJ

Figure 1. Plumbing Valves
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WHEE1

WHEEL NUT

STEM

PACKING NUT
GLAND
PACKING
STUFFING BOX

BONNET

UNION SONNET XING
BODY SEAT RING

DISC iTEM RING
SLIP-ON DISC HOLDER

DISC

LOCK WASHER
BODY

B.ail-

Figure 2. Plumbing Values

2. A. gate valve must be either fully

3. A gate valve
flow.

\AO

V

't
Or.

(can, cannot) be used_ to control the rate of

4. Vihen opening or closing a. gate valve, b. ck off ihe stem approximate,ly 1/4 to.

1/2ti-ra.n to prevent
. c

; 5. List four types of discs used on globe valves.

a.

6. A globe valve .(can, cannot) be used to control the rate of
flow.

7. Name one advantage of a compositional type disc in a globe valve.

8. A chea valve provides free flow in direction only.

".
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MAINTENANCE OF VALVES

OBJECTIVE

147.:(Pkt7
WB 3ABR55235-V-2-P.

This Workbook will give you practical experience locating and identifying the major
components of valves, and in repairing a globe valve.

Standard
of

7,rformance:

questions =1st be answered and all answers must be correct.

All work must comply with the standards in AFM'85-20 and/or the manufacturer'.s
spec if ication.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55235-V-2 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-2-P1 1/student
Plamber's Tool Kit 1/2 students
Shop Tools 1/2 students
Valve Repair,Kit 1/2 students
Plumbing Valve i/student

PROCEDURE

Mission 1

IDENTIFICATION AND PURPOSE OF VALVES

1. Identify the valves illustrated beloy writing their names in the blank spacbs
provided.

WHEEL NUT

LOCK WASHER

HAND WHEEL

STEM

STUFFING NUT

GLAND

PACKING

'"1""'- BONNET
UNION BONNET
RING

ONE-P1ECE WEDGE

SEAT RING

..11.". BODY

:.g1

Figure 1. Plumbing Valves
7

9
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WH1EL

WHEEL NUT

STEM

PACKING NUT
GLAND
PACKING
STUFFING BOX

BONNET

UNION BONNET RING
BODY SEAT RING

DISC STEM RING
SLIP-ON DISC HOLDER

DISC

LOCK WASHER
BODY

B.

Figure 2: Plumbing Values

2. A gate valve must be either fully

a.

a411111:4',
111

I

rrrrrrrrrrrrrr

or

A gate valve (can, cannot) be used to control the rate of
flow.

4. When opening or closing agate valve, back off the stem approximately 1/4 ,to

1/2 turn to prevent

5. List four typeS of discs used on globe valves.

a.

b.

C.

d.

6. A globe valve
flow.

.(can; Cannot) be used to-control the rate of

7. Name one advantage of a compositional type disC in. a globe
its

8. A check valve provides free flow in direction only..

40



9. Name the two basic types of check valves.

a. ,
-

b.

10. Plug valves are either fully opened or fully closed with

11. List five places where plug type valves are normally used.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

12. Maintenance of plug valves consists of and

13. Name. the type of valve northally used in gas lines.

Mission 2

REPAIR OF A GLOBE VALVE

turn of the handle.

s

,
1. Refer to the cutaway drawing below when repiiring the globe valve.

,

N._

WHEILL

WHEEL NUT

STEM

PACKING NUT
GLAND

PACKING
STUFFING SOX

SOMMET

UNION SONNET RING
S OOT SEAT RING

DISC STEM SING
SLIP-OM DISC HOLDER

IIIIf,C

LopC WASHER
S OOT

Figure 3. Globe Valve

9 .
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2. Procure a globe valve from supply or your instructor.

3. Place the valve in the vise with the ends of the valve against th jaws of the vise.

4. Reinove the wheel.
.

5. Remove the packing nut.

6. Remove the gland.

7. Reniove the union bonnet ring.
4

8. Remove the stem, bonnet and disc assembly.

9. Inspect the valve seat.

NOTE: If the valve seat is rough, resurface it as follows:

10. Select the largest stem giade that will enter the valve body.

11. .Select the largest cutting head that will fit the valve seat.

12. Select a pilot nut that will fit snugly in the valve Opening.

13. Slip the stem guide on the stem. ,

14. Screw the cutter head on the end -of the stem. . .
_

15. Screw the pilot nut on-the end of the stem. ,

16. Place the cater head in the valve body.
4 .

.17. Tighten the stem guide in the valve body (handtight).

18. Attach the ratchet handle to the top of the stem.

19. Apply light downward pressure on the top of ihe stem.,

20. Rotate the steM in the clockwise direction.
....---

21. Check the valve seat frequently. Continue-the cutting operation until the valve seat
is smooth.

,

NOTE: Some globe valves have replaceable seats. If the valve seat cannot be
, repaired, remove and replace it as follows: .

22. Select a seat key that will fit the old seat.

,

NOTE: Valve seats usually have a square or octagon opening.

;

, -/. 500
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.21. Slip the stem guide on the seat key.
4b

24. Place the,seat key in the opening of the old seat in the valve body.

25. Tighten-the stein guide (handtight).

26. Attach the ratchet.handle to the top of the stem.

27. Remove the old seat by turning the'ratchet nandle countirclockwise. "

28. Remove the seat key, seat and stem guide from the valve'body.

29. Remove the old valve seat from the seat key.

30. Install the new seat.

NOTE: Installation of the new seats is the reversal of the removal procedure's.

31. Inspect the old valve disc. (If it is faulty replace it with a new disc.)

."32. Reassemble the valve disc, valve,stem, and bonnet.

33. Insert the as§embly into the valve body.

.34. Check the, gland and packing. (Replace if necessary.)

35. Complete the reassembly of the valve.

36.. Remove -the valve from the vise.

37. Attach the valve to zsource of pressure and flush the valve.

38. Close the valve, and test for leakage.

39. If a globe valve leaks around the stem, what maintenanceshould be accomplished

first?

40. If a globe valve with a composltional type disc leaks internally, what maintenance

should be accomplished'first?

41. A glott valve is leakinetetween the bonnet and valve body, *What maintenance
4

is required?

11. t
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f31 WB 3ABR55235-V-3-P1

MAINTAINING SEWERS

OBJECTIVE

This work ok will give you prachcal experience maintaining sewers.

Standard of Pe formance:

All questions must be answered and all answers,,must be correct.
N.

All completed work must comply*with AFM 8540.

EQUIPMENT '

Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR55235-V-3. 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-3-P1 14stu'dent
Power- Auger 1/c1ais
Plumbers Tool Kit 1/2 students
Shop and Power Tools 1/2 students
Pipe Detection Instruments 1/class

PROCEDURE

Mission 1

CLEANING A SEWERLINE

NOTE:, To accomplish this mission, you will work as a rnembek of a team and.
use either an engine-powered or electrical-pow'ered auger td clean a sewerline.

1. Inspect, the sewerline.

a. Locate two sticceeding manholes.

b. Remove the manhole covers.

c. Observe the direction and rate of fluid flow.

2., Secure a power-driven auger and a rod.reel.

3. Check the powered auger for

a. general condition

b. oil level

6,- gas level

r
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4.

4. Check the rod reelfor

- a. excessive wear and damage

b. proper fitting connections

C. c.o.mpleteness of cutting and screwheads

5. Connect the cleanout rodding to the poWer unit.

CAUTIONS: For safety pUrposes, use gloves.

NOTE: Make sure that the connections are tight.

6. Insert the cleanout rod through the J-tube and into the sewerline.-

7. Start the power unit and feed the rodding into the sewerline.

NOTE: 'For safety purposes, make sure you have at least three min available
when operating the power auger..

8. Add rodding sections as needed until the restriction is removed-arid- the,fluidflows
freely.

9. Withdraw the rodding from the sewer.

,10.. Cle_an and rewind ,the rodding as it is withdraWn from the sewer.
,

11. Return'the toOls and equipment to their proper storage area.

12. Clean the working area.

Mission 3

1. Name the greatest liazard of working in manholes.

2., Explain Pow sewer gases are -removed ftom manholes.

3, Name one safety precaution that must be observed before entering a manhole.

. Explain one method of locating a restriction in a sewerline.

c-)
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5. List three ways that Sand and grit can be removed from a sewer.

a.

b.

C.

-6. A Sewer 'hoe can be used on sewers of (size) and,larger.

.7. Name one method of removing stubborn stoppages from sewerlines.

8. Name one time when chemicals should not be used in sewers. .

9. Copper sulphate is effective in removing from sewerlines.

10. The
(During rodding operations).

11. How many men are required to operate a power-driven Sewer auger?

is used to guide the rod into the sewer

13.' When repairing a' defective section of a sewerline, isolate the defectivg section

.with sandbags at the manholes and' the sewage from one
manhole to another.

14." List the, protective clothing that should be worn to guard against sewer gases
When working in manholes.

a. .

b.

c.

15. All electrical devices should be before tising.

Mission k

,LOCATING A BURIED PIPE

.1. USe a map, of. the sewer system and locate the pipe needed on th'e map.

2. Go to the area and locate two manholes.. (The reqtiired pipe must be between these
two manholes.)

5.
15
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C.

3. Push a probe in the ground Until you find the pipe.

4. Determine the depth of the Pipe:

5. Use a spade and dig down to the pipe.

6. List five bits of inforthation concerning this pipe that can be found or; the map.

a.

b.

C.

J
<:;`,

d.
,
e.

7. The general locatior of sewer, piping can be determined by4%'ighting fronLOne
4

to another.

8. Name three Inethods of finding buried pipes.

a.

b.

C.

N

9. Name the beit method of finding a pipe when there are several pipes in the area.

10. Name ,the two most common types of electronic equipment used to locate bu.ried

a.

b.

"sA
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OBJECTIVE

This workbook will give
traps:

MAINT 11WOREASE TRAPS

. Standard or Perform ce:

WB 3ABR552357V.-3

you pr ctical experienc ifivecting and cleaning grease

All question's mu t be answered sand all answers must be correct..

All.work must comply with-AFM185-20.

EQVIPME/4T

SG 3ABk55235-V-3
WB 3ABR55235-:V-3-P2
Grease Trap
-Plumbers Tool Kit
Shop and Special Tsools,

PROdEDURE 4

1. Go' to The greage trap.

Remove the lid from the grease trap.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/class
1/2 stifrdents
1/2 students

3. Skim off the grease and place it in a plastic bag.

4. Remove the putrid material and p19,it in a plastic bag.

5. Use a hose and wash out the grease,

6. Inspect the grdase trap for hole6, decay,. and damage.
,

..7. Replace the lid and plade the unit ba"Ck in operation.

a

t

8. A grease trap ih*Nld be located the Wilding as cldse toile
fixture as pdssible.

9. A.grease trap operates on the principle,that . is lighter than
. water.

10. The baffles chamber in a grease trap slows the movement of the waste and allows

toicdol.

11. - Waste lines thabdontain a grease 474 do n-ot need a

17
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WB 3ABR55235-V-4-P1

TEMPORARY MAINTENANCE OF EXTERIOR PIPING

OBJECTIVE

This workbook will give you practical experience rnaking_a temporary repair to a
line by installing a clamp-on repair device and assembling,a grooved-pipe connection.

Standard of Performance:

All questions must be answered and all answers must be.bor,rect.

Alt work must compiy with AFM.85-26 and/or manufacturer's specifications.

EWIPMENT.'
. Basis of I.iue

SG 3ABR55235-17-4 ' 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-4-P1 ) 1/student

- Pltimbers Tool lat 1/2 students
Shop.and Special Tools 1/2 students
Mechan401 Groove Coupling - 1/2 students
Repair Clamp 1/student
AFM 85-13 1/class
PROCEDURE -".,

Mission 1

TEMPORARY REPAIR OF A LINE

NOTE: The instrUctor will assign you a line to repair':

1-. Pressurize your line with water.

2. Check 'the line for leaks.'

3. Determine the type of leak.

4. NamePfive types of leaks that you can expect to fittl in a line.

a.
e -

C.

d.

e.

19
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5. Determine the type of repair clamp needed.

6. Name; five types of repair clamps.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

7. Install the correct repair clamp.

8. Pressurize the line and check for leaks.

9. Name the type of clamp used to repair asbestos cement and cast-iron pipe.

Mission 2

MAKING A GROOVED PIPE CONNECTION
cl. Sthear ordinary cup grease on pipe ends and outside the gasket to_rnake the stalla-

,. tidn, gee figure 4.,

Figux4.'4. Applying Grease and Installin.g,Gasket

e.: Slide gasket over one, ipe, bringing
thpipe ends togeer, se figure 5. .

, Figure 5, Positidning Gasket
9n 50g



.)

Figure 6. Installing Bolts and Seeuiing Bolts

3. Slide gasket into central position over the pipe ends, see figure 6.

4. Put on self-ceniering hOusing clamp; insert bolts and nuts, figure 6.

5. Take up nuts uniformly until housing clamps are firmly secured together, metal to
metal. Excessive bOlt tension is unnecessary, figure 6.

6. Grooved pipe connections are used on water Mains.

7. Identify the major components of a mechanical grooved coupling, see figure 7,
by writing the name ()leach component in the blank space provided.

1,

'Figure 7. GroCived Coupling

21
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WB 3AI11,1552245-V-5.=p1

MAINTAINING FRE HYDRANTS

OBJECTIVE

The workbook will give you practical experience maintaining fire hydrants.

Standard of Performance:

The completed hydrant "must be functional.

All questions must be answered and all answers Must be correct.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55235-V-5 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-5,P1 1/student
Plumbers Toot Kit . 1/2 studegts
Fire Hydrant 1/2 students
Shop and Special Tools 1/2 students

PROCEDURE : .

Mission 1

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF FIRE HYDRANTS

1. Go to the fire hydrant that has been assigned to you-by the instructor.

2. 'Check the operation of the drainvalvef.

a. Tighten all hose nozile caps.

b. Open the main valve (full open).
'\J

c. Loosen the small hose nozzle cap and allow.the trapped air to escape..

d. As soon as water starts coming out of the nozzle cap, close the main valve.

e. ,ytemove the large hose nozzle cap.

I. LoWer a float on the end'Of a string into the barrel.

Check for a lowering Of the water level by observing the float and string.

h. Remove the float and string.

i. Replace the hoSe nozZle cap.

23
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3. Check the drain valve.

a. Tighten all hose nozzle caps.

, b. Open the main valve two turns.'

NOTEt Both the drain valve and the main valve will be open.

c.. Place your ear against the barrel of the hydrant.

d. Listen for sounds of water escaping through the drain valve.

NOTE:- A hissing sound indicates that wate'r is escaping through the drain valve
arid the drain valve is free of obstructions.

e. Close the main valve.

4. Check for external leakage.

a. Tighten all hose nozzle catis.

b. Open the main valve (full open).

c. Check for leakage around the operating..nut.

NOTE: If leakage occurs around the packing gland, tighten the packing. If this
doesn't stop the leak, replace the packing.

d. Check for 'drain valve leakage:

NOTE: Water surfacing around the base of the hydrant indicated the drain iralve
is-leaking.

e. If the 'drain valve leaks,' replace the gasket and valve facing.

5. - Checkborleakage around the riozzle caps.

NOTE: If leakage occurs replace the gaskets.

6. Clo e the main valve.

7. Check tatic pressure.

a. .Check to-make sure the main valve is completely closed.,

b. Remove one Small hose cap. ,
, .

c. Attach a pressure gage to the small hose nozzle.

Open the main .valve (lull open). 511
e. Record the pressure on th.e gage

94



.

e',

8. Check residual pressure.

a. Clo-se die main valve.'

b. With the pressure gage attached to one small hose connection, remove the
cap from the other small hose connection.

c. Open the main valve (full open).

. d. Record the residual-pressure on the gage

NOTE: A low residual pressure is usually caused by one or more of the following:
water main toosmaIl, partially closed valyes, too many directional changes or
obstruction in the waten main.

e. Close the main valve.

9. Check for main valve leakage.

a. Check the main valve to make sure it is completely closed.

b. Remove one small hose nozzle.

NOTE: If watir fills the barrel the main valve, is leaking.

c. Remove and replace the main valve,if necessary.

Mission 2

REMOVE AND.REPLACE THE MAIN VALVE

. 1.-..Glose:the isolation lialve.

2.. Remove the holddown "nut.

3. Remove the operating niit.,

4. Unbolt.and reniOve the hydrant bonnet.

4.

5. Insert the seat wrench over the top of the valve stem and into the hydrant barrel.

6. Fasten the seat wrench to the seat ring bksciewing the operating nut on the'
, threaded portion of the hydrant stem.

7. 13;ak the band between the seat ring and shoe by striking the top of the seat
wreneh.

18. : Unscrew the seat,ring by turning the seat wrench cotinterclockwise.

9. Replace worn or damaged parts.

25
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10. Replace the seat ring. .

11.- Replace the hydrant bonnet and tighten the bonnet bol

12. Replace the operatihg nuts.

13. Replace the holddown nut.

14. Open the isolation valve.

S.

26
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Mission 3

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPONENTS OF A FIRE .1117IMANT

psing the illustration below, identify the components of a fire hydrant,
by 'Acing the nturibevof each,comporient in the blank space by its name.

Oil Filter Plug .

Main Valve-

Pumper Nozzle

Upper Barrel

Upper Stem

dperating,Nut

Lower Barrel

Bonnet

System Stem Coupling

LoWer Stem

Safety Flange

J

Figure 8.. Fire Hydrant

27
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Mission 4'

QUESTIONS CO'NeERNING FIRE HYDRANTS

NOTE: Answer the following questions and fill in the blanks as required.

1. Name three models of fire hyd-rants.
.

. .
a.

b.

. Where wouid you expect to find a flush modeldire hydrant installed?

3. On a traffic model fire hy.dPa.nt the
the barretWhen hit by a vehicle.

feature protects

4. The protects the stem when the traffic
model fire hydrant is hit by .a vehicle.

5. On the traffic model fire hydrant the holds 'the
main valve closed to prevent,loss of water when the hydrant is knocked over by
traffic.

6. The valve is used to shut off the water to the fire hydrants.

7. Fire hydrants are set on . to prevent settling.

8. The side of the fire hydrant opposite the water entrance should be braced with

to preventIblow off.

9. is placed around the base of a hydrant to aid in
draining .the hydrant.

10. sections are used to extend the height of hydrahts to compensate
for variations in ground level.

11. Water coming.up around a hydrant when the main valve is fully open, indicates the

valve is leaking.

-1 28' ,
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ASSEMBLING PLASTIC PIPE

OBJECTWE

'AVB 3ABR55235-VA5-P2

This workbook will give you practical experience measuring, ctitting and assembling
plastic, pipe.

iStandard of Performance:

All questions must be answered and all answers must be correct.

All practical work must comply with good workmanship practices and the manufacf
turer's speCifications.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

SG 3ABR55235-V-5 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-V-5-132 . 1/student
Plumbers Tools 1/2 students
Shop Tools 1/2 students
Plastic Pipe
Solvent

PROCEDURE

Mission 1 -

MAKING A SOLVENT WELD

1. Select a length of plastic pipe from the storage area.

2. Select a fitting that will fit on the pipe.

3. Procure a brush and some plastic pipe cement.

4. Use a folding rule.and measure off eight. inches .of

5. Use either a handsaw, hacksaw, tubing cutter, or pipe cutter and cut the pipe
square.

6. Remove the burrs.

7. Clean the pipe with a rag.

8. Check the dry fit by slipping the pipe into the fitting.

9 s. Remove the glass by applying cleaner, primer, or by sanding.



10. Apply a thin coat of the solvent to the pipe and fitting.

11. Rotate and bottom the pipe in the fitting while the surfaces are still wet.

NOTE: If the.cement gets dry, apply more cement and try again.

12. Hold for about'one minute:,

13. Wipe off excess cement.

NOTE:

a. Let the unit dry from ,30 minutes to four hours before handling.

b. Allow four hours drying time before applying 10 percent of desired test pressure.

c. AlloW 24 hours dryings time before applying full test pressure.

14. Mean the tools.

15. Return all tools and equipment to the storage area.

Mission 2

QUESTIONS CONCERNING PLASTIC PIPE

1. List four characteristics of plastic' pipe.

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. When the temperature of plastic pipe increases the maximum allowable pressure

3. Give fiVe advantages of plastic pipe over steel pipe.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

t
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4.: List three tyPes _of plastid pipe.

a.

b.

5: List four tools that can be used to cut plastic pipe.

a.

b.

d.

6. List two safety precautions that must be observed when making a solvent weld
joint.

a.

b.

7. Threaded jointS can be used on wall plastic pipe.

8. When laying" plastic pipe in a trench, it should be snaked back and forth to com-

pensate for and
due to temperature changes.

9. When running plastic pipe under roadways it should be protected with

.4

fE
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PNEUMATIC SYSTEg COMPONENTS

OVE-CTIVE

WES*3Altt55235-V-5-r3;

This workbook will give you ppactical experience identifying pneumatic systemcomponents.

Standard of 'Performance:

.\\
, -

All questions must be answered and all answers must be correct..
So'.EQPMENT

-SP
Wi3

A,BR55235-V-5
BR55235-V-57P3

p_RocEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/studeht
1/Milo:lent"

IbENTIFrATION OF PNEUMATIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Identify the components of .a compressed airlsystem, see figure. 9, by writing 04_.

_correct'numbek in tiie0sPace by its name.

4y.

Pressure Switch

Relief Valve
.4

Storage Tank

Air Compressor.

Check Valve

Gage

Dra4eValve
t .

Motor

Figure 9. Compressed Air System.
33
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Mission 2

QUESTIONS CONCERNING, PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS

1. The pressure c ntrol gwitch automatically controls the operation of the
_

.

valve xeleaseexcessive pressure... .
2. ,The

3. The

.4. The

5. The cortpressed air is stored in the
,

valve reduces the,tank pr sure to .the desired working pressure.

indicates tank pressure.

drains moisture from the storage tank.
.

7. What type àf pipe is ,used in the distribution system?
_

. 8. What is used to Check for leaks in a pneumatic system?

A

Li
6 4ilvf



W13,3ABR55235-V4-P1

INSTALLIKG "UTILITY EQUIPMENT 1,

arEc TIVE

Thiwbrkbook:will give you practical experiOnce_interpretialt. manufaaturer's
skoifications and installing utility equiprpent.

Standard of Performance:

All questions mu'st be'answered and ill answers

_EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR5523
WB 3)LBR5 -V-6-P2

_,_...21umbe-A Tool-Kit
Shop and Special Tools
Water Cooler

PROCEDURE

niusf be correct.

>If

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students'

, 1/2.sodents

Mission 1
1. Study the rough-in measurements shown in figure 10 and then answer each of the

following questions.

a. eat is the distance from the floor.to the bottom of the faucets?
gr.

b. What is the distance from the floor to the center of the rough-in opening for
hot and cold water piping and drainage'?

, .

What-is the distance between the hot and cold water piping?

a

d. What is the distance froni the center of the rough7in drain opening to the

bohom of the sinkei

3-5
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e. What is the distance from the center of the drain opening in the sink to the

cinter of ple.faucet opeging?
.

NOTE: FOR SISNT NANO &Sal 12°
stum INSNSINS SHORN.

41,

34' *am.

36*

ronfticr SLOSS

1

L STANIASLC IMPSNDINS USIA
TOW II TRAP S SUPPLY USD).

NOM OWN DO SSSSSS UNIT IS TO SC INSTALLS0 soNSui,T
WOLTER FON SSSSS PDC NOUSNINSIN SINCNSIONS.

Figure 10. ROugh-In Measurements for Kitchen Sink

2. Examine figure 11 and enter the answers to the following statements or questions
on the blank lines.

a. What is the purpose of a slop sink?

What type of trap is used on

c; .Why is this type trap used?

,
d. What unit or units support the slop sink?

tyl 0
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r. .

e. . Identify the- s1op-sink com nents
by plaoing the name of eac com-
ponent oh the. blank line..h

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figuie ti. Slop Sink4

. Study the rcugh-in measurements in figure 12, then place your answers to each,
question on the blank line.

HANGER

FINISHED WALL LINE

-
FINISHED
FLOOR UNE

- 1

NOTE: WATER SUPPLIES I/1 PIPE

Figure 12. Rough-In Measurements for a Slop Sink

a. The distanOt from the finished floor to the top of sink' is'

b. This distance from the finished floor tb the center of the drain opening is

c. The distance from the finished floor to the center of the hanger bracket is

d. The distance from the center of the trap to the finished wall is



;

ft/

4. Examine figure 13 aqi enter ycur answers to the following statemepts or questicinson the blanlatnes.

a. What tyPe of sink is shown in

figure 13?

b. List the name of each component
below.

(3)

.(4)

c. What is the purpose of this sink? r
Figure 13. Sink

5. Examine figure 14 and enter the name of the components on the blank lines.

b.

C.

d

Figure 14. Laundry Tub

6. Study the rough-in measurements in figure 15 and place your answer to each ques-c,tion on the blank



NOTE WATER SUPPLIES 1/2" PIPE BEND 10*
Figure 15. Rough-1n Measurement for Laundry Tub

a. What type of material is used in constructing this sink?

; b. Where iould you find-this type of sink installed?

C. Where would leaks most likely occur in the water system of this type sink?

d. . What type .of trap is used on this type sink?

e. If you had a hard stoVpage beyond the trap And you cannot remove the stoppage
with a plunger, what procedure would you use to remove it?

39
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. Identify each of the following illustrated pieces oi equipment, see figures 16,
17, and .18;

Figure 16. Figure 17.

Figure 18,

40
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Mission 2

installation of a drinking fountain.

>

l1 114" DRAIN

27"
i0

1 2" WATER SUPPLY

FLOOR LEVEL

Figure 19. Drinking Fountain

1. Name the types of material that may be 'used to construct the drain line.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

2. What type of fittings must be used if the drain line is constructed of threaded pipe?
t

AY

3.. Construct the drain line. NOTE: You may use any of the material listed in step 1.



1 e.,

,14. Name the types of materials that may be used for the supply water line.,

5. Nafrie the type of joints that,may be used in the supply water line.
0'a. f.

b. g.

C. h.

d.

e. j.
6. What specific precaution should the plumber take to prevent contamination of the

drinking. water?

-tem

7. Draw the symbol's used for drinking fountains.

8. Constrict the water supply line. NOTE: Yoi may use any of the materials listed
in step 5.

7

9. Operate the unit and check for satisfactory operation.

AI
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.WB 3ABR55215-V26-P

CLEANING AND MAINTAINING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVE

The workbook wilt iid You in learning to care for tools and equipment.

Standard of Performanbe:
,

All- tools,and equipment Must j cleined, tiled if necessary and stored correctly.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-V-6
WB' 3ABR55235-V-6-P1
Plumber's Tool Kit
ShOp Tools
TO 32-1-101

PROCEDURE

1. Clean the dirt from all tools and equipment.

Apply a thin coat of oil to the metal parts of 2.11 tools.

3. ,Place all tools and equipment in their proper storage areas.

4. Stack the pipe on the rack neatly.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/2 studen
1/2 students
1/class

5. Check the oil level in the threading machine. Refili if necessary.,

6. Clean the work area.

f
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CORROSION PRENiENTION

OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55235V-7.-P1

Upon completion of this:workbook, you will be able to:

1. Inspect a plumbing piping system for evidence of corrosion and list the types
of all the corrosion:found.

2. Name two types of protective coatings or wrappings that are used to prevent
pipe corrosion.

41101ft

3. Identify and explain the principles and operation of two cathodic protection
devices.

Standard of Performance:

All questions must be answered and all answers must be correct.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-V-7
WB 3ABR55235-V-7-P1
Plumbers Tobl Kit
Examples of Corrosion

PROCp,DURES

1. The

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/2 students
1/class

Mission 1

theory is the most generally accepted as an explanation
of corrosion.

2. A galVaniC cel can be produced by placing tivo dissimilar metals in a suitable

3. Corrosion may be divided into such types as

4. Uniform corrosion is due to'direct attack.

5. Localized corrosion is caused by the electrolypc action of a

45
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Mission 2

1. Cement coatings are mixed in a ratio of to

2: Coal tar paints are recommended for use on flood control structures, sewage,

disposal plants, industrial concrete pipelines, , and
4

6

3. coatings are commonly used on pipelines.

Mission-13
,

1. When the current is stopped, the corrosive action stops and the
disappears.

2. Galvanic cathodic protection is a means to reduce or pnnt the coriosion of a

,metal surface by the use of anodes or (
methods.

1:1

The impressed current method of cathodic protection is designed to p'rotect large

located in corrosive areas.
_

4. The basic principle of the impressed current method is .1nerely the application of

the reaction.

5. The operation of the impressed current system.depends on the-
which forces direct current from the anode through the electrolyte to the metal
structure to be protected.

. Mission 4

1. Procure a set of corroded,wiumbing pipe and fittings.

2. Identify the type of corrosion on each example. NOTE: Some examples.may have
more than one type of corrosion.

Eiample 1

Example 2
..
Example 3

Example 4

Example 5
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. 'MODIFICATIONS.;

of this publication has (have) been deleted in
...

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in VoCational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education%


